ASPECT OF PLAN
COMMENTED
UPON
Foreword
Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 2 – The NP
Area

Chapter 3 – The NP
Preparation Process
Vision

COMMENT MADE

RECOMMENDED RESPONSE

PROPOSED ACTION

NYCC - There appears to be an error on page 10, the rock art in this
area is late Neolithic or early Bronze Age in date, the use of the word
‘palaeolithic' is incorrect and should be replaced by ‘prehistoric’.

NOTED

ACTION – correct error in text.

MP - I strongly support the Otley Neighbourhood Plan, its vision, aims
and in particular the 8 key objectives.

NOTED

NO ACTION

NFU - Our vision for the area is: A sustainable rural community that is
underpinned by an innovative rural economy and a thriving farming
and food industry which is profitable and supports viable livelihoods,
underpins sustainable and healthier communities and enhances the
environmental assets that are vital to the counties prosperity.

NOTED – the vision statement
references the retention of the area’s
rural setting, particularly the Chevin
and River Wharfe. The vision needs
to be community-led not outside
agency led. It is recognised that
Otley’s farming community have a
role to play in this and it has been
given every opportunity to engage in
the consultation process.

NO ACTION

Conditionally. The increased population will change much of the
existing character of Otley not always for the better because of the
????? linear growth of Otley, Ikley, pool, burley will create another
conurbation

DISAGREE – Otley’s character will
inevitably undergo some change, and
not all of it beneficial, but it is
believed that this plan will work to
keep its esstential character intact,
despite the changes. The plan’s
policies and higher level Green Belt
policies will prevent the coalescence

NO ACTION
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of towns and villages along the
Wharfe.
With the addition of countless houses, with the "relief road" would do
nothing as all roads are already congested. So why build one?

NOTED – the relief road is a condition
of the already allocated East of Otley
development - its building or not
falls outside the NP’s gift. It is
however considered that the road
will be of some benefit in terms of
traffic congestion.

NO ACTION

Need for new road not proven Proper bypass ok. but "relief road"
exists only to facilitate 550 new houses - will create more traffic

NOTED – the relief road is a condition
of the already allocated East of Otley
development - its building or not
falls outside the NP’s gift. 550 new
homes will doubtless create more
traffic – it is considered that the relief
road will have at least some benefit
in terms of mitigating the increase
and alleviating existing traffic
problems.

NO ACTION

Add category of "partly agree"! Where is the proof we need this road?
Relief Road - will just put 550 (x2 cars) extra onto local roads. Otley
needs a by-pass, not a road servicing yet more housing. I cannot
believe a transport study has not yet been done!

NOTED – the relief road is a condition
of the already allocated East of Otley
development - its building or not
falls outside the NP’s gift. Policy MU1
calls for a transport study in advance
of any planning application.

NO ACTION

Otley will always be a dormitory town with major employment
centring on Leeds. The so called relief road will result in trade
bypassing Otley.

NOTED – there is no evidence
presented re trade bypassing Otley.

NO ACTION

Size of Otley too large and infrastructure developments, relief road
etc, will create more problems trading will be bypassed, better wages

NOTED – there is no evidence
presented re trade bypassing Otley
or of ‘more problems’ being created.

NO ACTION
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and job opportunities will always be available in Leeds and more
attractive
I think the overall aims are good. I know the focus is on East Otley, but
please respect the Weston Estate's needs and aspirations

NOTED – strongly disagree that focus
is East of Otley – some 6% of the NP’s
146 pages directly concern East of
Otley. The NP Map shows specific
provisions relating to the Weston
Estate. More information on the
estate’s needs and aspirations would
have provided a check for whether
the NP addresses them sufficiently.

NO ACTION

A new road bridge over the Wharfe on the outskirts of town should be
a long term objective. This would make the town centre a more
vibrant and healthier environment. Large trucks should be prevented
from using the 12th century bridge.

1) NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re either a crossing point
or a road alignment to connect any
new bridge to the road network and
no prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered
practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.
2) NOTED - Not a ‘vision’ issue – but
already addressed in ‘Transport &
Travel’ ‘community actions’ (P85).

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

I think this is excellent and really captures the challenges,
opportunities, uniqueness and character of Otley

NOTED

NO ACTION

I would like to see more emphasis placed on wildlife protection,
beyond the stated Chevin and River Wharfe. To include but not limited
to Gallows Hill Nature Reserve and the Otley Wetlands Nature
Reserve.

1) NOTED – the vision references
Otley’s ‘outstanding’ countryside and
the preservation of its heritage,
meaning both built and natural. Both
the follow-on ‘overall aim’ and final
‘objective’ specifically talk about
protecting ‘natural assets’ and
‘wildlife and nature conservation

1) ACTION – amend vision (P17
para 4, line 2) to read
“…Otley’s built and natural
heritage” to strengthen/clarify
reference.
2) NO ACTION
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interests’. That said, vision could be
strengthened as suggested.
2) NOTED - References to Gallows Hill
and the wetlands reserve are too
specific for the vision statement,
however both are designated under
Policy GE6 as Local Green Spaces (nb
the latter as ‘Otley Sand and Gravel
Pits’) giving them the equivalent
protection of Green Belt status – the
strongest level of available protection
against development. The wetland
reserve is also specifically referenced
on P24-6.
I don't believe this project is right for Otley. The town is already
creaking at the seams. It only takes Charles Street to be closed for the
whole place to be at a standstill. We cannot cope with another 550
houses in addition to the Garnetts development. Smaller brownfield
developments should be the priority and should be at least 50%
affordable housing. If this project goes ahead Persimmon will do their
damnedest to build as few affordable houses as possible

NOTED – this does not relate directly
to the vision. East of Otley (the ‘550
new homes’) is an already agreed
housing allocation which the NP
cannot prevent. The affordable
housing percentage is already set at
up to 35% by the adopted LCC Core
Strategy, which the NP cannot vary
from without robust evidence of
higher need – no such evidence
exists. The % of affordable homes
built is subject to viability testing
which the NP cannot influence.

NO ACTION

Although I do not disagree with the vision in principle I do feel it is a
little too idealistic; given the proposed growth of Otley, I find it
difficult to believe that its essential character will remain intact and it
will look even more attractive than today.

NOTED – it is made clear (P16 para 2,
lines 1-3) that the vision is
aspirational. While Otley’s character
will change, it is considered that the
NP’s policies will work to retain its
essential character and that overall it
can be made more attractive.

NO ACTION
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Iceni Projects on behalf of our client, Ideal Standard Ltd (Ideal
Standard), make the proceeding comments on the draft Otley
Neighbourhood Plan. Ideal Standard support the general principles of
vision statement and overall aim set out in Chapter 4. In particular,
support is given to the principle of providing the right types of new
homes for residents; promoting retail and tourism; and the principle of
ensuring a range of new employment opportunities are provided
within Otley.

NOTED

NO ACTION

I would prefer to see more reference to employment opportunities in
technology, manufacturing, engineering of the future as well as
creative, cultural and tourism.

NOTED – such references are too
detailed for the vision. A 2015
consultancy study of employment in
Otley identified manufacturing and
technology industries as potential
growth opportunities for the town –
The NP’s ‘Employment’ ‘community
actions’ section (P67) specifically
references the promotion/facilitation
of such industries.

NO ACTION

Partly. The vision should contain a plan to obtain control of the
markets to offer small medium enterprises a space of economic
industrial commercial units. X2

NOTED – such a plan, indeed any kind
of plan, is inappropriate content for a
vision statement. NP policies (P63-4)
are designed to encourage the
provision of such units.

NO ACTION

Where do we get all these extra resources from? River Wharfe
protection. Had to fight hard for flood plain retention

NOTED – P96-105 sets out how the
NP is to be implemented, including a
‘project delivery plan’ identifying
potential funding sources.

NO ACTION

The work by Sir Gary Verity to focus on Yorkshire visitors needs to be a
main focus to generate business opportunities and more appropriate
shops.

NOTED – the NP takes on board the
emerging Tourism Strategy prepared
by the Town Council.

NO ACTION
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I believe that the purpose of the “Relief Road” referred to in this
statement would be more that of an Access Road to the East of Otley
development, which would have to be subject to 20mph limits in
keeping with other residential areas. Therefore it would NOT be a new
bypass which relieves current traffic problems. X5

DISAGREE – the relief road project, as
agreed/required by LCC as a
condition of development at East of
Otley, will be a relief road, not a
bypass and not an access road as
suggested.

NO ACTION

There needs to be a comprehensive transport study in place before
any development goes ahead. This study should be founded on a
detailed traffic model: well calibrated by surveys of current traffic
flows, covering the town centre in sufficient detail to give meaningful
results, including the collection of sufficient origin/destination data,
extending beyond the Otley area sufficiently to assess the wider
consequences of the relief road. X5

NOTED – comment not directly
relevant to the vision. Policy MU1
together with Appendix 8 requires
such a study.

NO ACTION

High aspirations – let’s hope they can be delivered

AGREED

NO ACTION

No more buildings!!!

DISAGREE – totally unrealistic as the
NP cannot deliver ‘no more buildings’
in the town due to the primacy of
higher level planning policies.

NO ACTION

Otley's infrastructure and proposed infrastructure will not
accommodate the proposed growth. For a start a new a new bridges
required. Not enough doctors, dentists etc.

1) NOTED – no evidence is presented
to support this view.
2) NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re either a crossing point
or a road alignment to connect any
new bridge to the road network and
no prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered
practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.
3) AGREE – too detailed for the
vision. This is specifically addressed
on P72 under ‘Community Facilities &
Services’.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
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Slight concern that some of the wording regarding Otley being
sustainable and self-sufficient and not just a suburb of Leeds may tap
into innate parochialism and nostalgia. I would like to see a positive
attitude for Otley in relation to Leeds, Bradford and the world outside
Yorkshire!

NOTED – ‘Green Environment’ and
‘Transport & Travel’ provisions in
particular emphasise the need for
positive outside links. Emphasis on
sustainability/self-sufficiency is in
response to a steady move in the
opposite direction over recent years.

NO ACTION

There is no evidence to support the effectiveness of a relief road,
when the bottle necks are not clearly identified to be within the region
of the proposed relief road. If the consequence of a relief road is to
enable building on green belt areas, this will indeed increase
congestion to an already pressurised infrastructure and make this a
less desirable place to live and actually a very difficult / unfeasible
commute.

NOTED – the relief road is a condition
of the already allocated East of Otley
development as set out in the
adopted Leeds UDP Review 2006.
The East of Otley site is not Green
Belt. The NP cannot oppose either.

NO ACTION

If there is a desire to offer better transport links, there should be
consideration over rail networks. You can't overcome this by
statements of improving employment in the region, without being
specific over how you're going to achieve this.

1) NOTED – ‘Transport & Travel’
P82/Policy TT6 together with
‘community action’ P84 specifically
address the rail issue.
2) NOTED – the NP is as specific as it
can be, in both planning policy and
community action terms, as set out
in the NP’s Employment’ section.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

The language in this plan is designed to be universally acceptable. Let's
take an example - 'Right sort of homes for local people' - what does
this specifically mean?

DISAGREE – the language in this plan
is appropriate to its place within the
plan, with the vision/aim/objectives
being deliberately general and
aspirational, and the planning
policies technical in order to be fit for
purpose, both within the context of
higher level planning policies and for
use by development management
officers at LCC. The specific meanings

NO ACTION
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of ‘right sort of homes for local
people’ are set out in the NP’s
‘Housing’ section and policies.
Where there is still room to manipulate the consensus of the
community to suit corporate agendas that are specifically designed to
increase value for shareholders, how is the community going to
flourish?

DISAGREE – the NP has been
prepared in order to address
community agendas and is based and
will continue to be based on
extensive community consultation. It
necessarily also has to be prepared
within the context of legislative and
regulatory provisions, including
conformity with higher level planning
policies, including those of LCC.

NO ACTION

Fundamentally we are approaching this in the wrong way. We are
setting out what is right for the community with ambiguous language
that enables 3rd parties to take advantages without being specific
themselves because we have not been specific at the outset.

DISAGREE – it is not the general,
aspirational language of the
vision/aim/objectives which will be
the yardstick against which 3rd party
proposals are assessed, but rather
the technical language of the NP’s
many policies, which are written as
unambiguously and precisely as
possible within the constraints of
higher level planning policies.

NO ACTION

The mention of being a 'more attractive' town than today needs
substantiating. How will we measure this? Who's version of attractive
will this be?

NOTED – it is considered that the
application of NP policies over the
plan period, with their emphasis on
environmental and architectural
improvement/enhancement, will
overall bring about a more
‘attractive’ looking town. In the same
way that a majority of the
community is endorsing the plan’s
vision (ref all consultations on the

NO ACTION
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vision to date), the community will
be consulted again in the future re
whether or not the plan has fulfilled
its vision/aim/objectives etc.
Ultimately it is the community’s
version of attractive which matters
here.
If we accept plans to build on green belt areas, this will significantly
destabilise the values for which your vision depends.

DISAGREE – the NP is accepting of no
plan which involves building on
Green Belt land, unless development
on such land is accepted
development as set out in national
planning policy. As such, the vision is
in no way undermined.

NO ACTION

Except for the enlarged population no evidence is given to support
what is at best a wish list. How is the vision to be financed.

DISAGREE – the vision has been
consistently supported in NP
consultations by a majority of the
responding community. It is made
clear (P16/para 2/lines 1-3) that the
vision is aspirational. Chapter 6
covers plan implementation including
a ‘project delivery plan’ which
identifies potential funding sources
against identified projects.

NO ACTION

I agree with most of the overall statement, however, remove “relief
road” from this statement.

NOTED/DISAGREE – the relief road is
likely to be a significant
infrastructure improvement during
the plan period and as such should
be specifically acknowledged in the
vision. It is likely to happen and the
plan cannot prevent it and should not
ignore it.

NO ACTION
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I agree with the bulk of this. However, the proposed relief road cannot
be classed as an infrastructure improvement - it is required due to the
large number of proposed new dwellings which will result in an
increase in traffic. It will not relieve our already congested roads as
there will be significantly more cars on them. To relieve our roads we
need a bypass - or less new houses.

DISAGREE – irrespective of the
circumstances bringing about the
construction of the relief road (nb
circumstances beyond the NP’s
control) the relief road will constitute
an infrastructure improvement and is
likely to alleviate some existing traffic
problems as well as absorbing the
extra traffic generated by East of
Otley. It will in effect be another
piece in the bypass jigsaw. The NP
cannot require ‘less new houses’ as
these are already agreed by adopted
higher level LCC planning policy.

NO ACTION

Living in Ings Lane, I am most concerned with the East of Otley
proposals. I would prefer no development at all, as Otley's (and Leeds')
resources all seem to be at full stretch already and not all brownfield
sites are yet built upon, as they should be before greenfield is used. If
there is to be EoO housing, the relief road must be built first, and must
be a genuine relief road, ie decent width capable of taking heavy
traffic, not the narrowest likely to gain approval.

NOTED – East of Otley is an already
allocated development as set out in
the adopted Leeds UDP Review 2006.
The NP cannot oppose it. NP Policy
MU1 covers the construction of the
relief road.

NO ACTION

But i fear what will really happen is a gridlocked town.

NOTED – it is considered that the
relief road together with ‘community
actions’ set out under ‘Transport &
Travel’ will assist in alleviating traffic
problems.

NO ACTION

Control over landlords charging excessive rents for retailers needs
exercising. Retail outlets are dwindling because they are unaffordable

NOTED – this is not something which
the NP can address.

NO ACTION

Hard to disagree but of course the test will be in delivering this vision.

NOTED – the NP policies, community
actions and associated project
delivery plan are designed to deliver
the vision.

NO ACTION
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For example the aim of improving Otley for cycling is heavily
constrained by the heavy traffic and already high levels of congestion,
likely to increase as the population expands. Improving transport
infrastructure or providing cycle routes difficult given the historic
development and layout of the town.

NOTED – the NP policies and
community actions under ‘Transport
& Travel’ are designed to try to bring
about the desired improvements.

NO ACTION

Needs real vision and committment to e.g. improve Otley for cyclists,
given the already congested road layout and likelihood of increased
traffic. Traffic infrastructure is of course heavily constrained by historic
building patterns

NOTED – the NP policies and
community actions under ‘Transport
& Travel’ are designed to try to bring
about the desired improvements.

NO ACTION

The need for a new road is not proven. A ‘Relief Road’ is proposed, but
this is only to facilitate building and provide access to a large number
of homes on green fields to the east of Otley. The number of houses
(550 has been mooted) will only increase traffic in Otley, and the
proposed Relief Road will do nothing to alleviate this. X2

NOTED – the relief road is a condition
of the East of Otley development as
already agreed by higher level
planning policy which the NP cannot
oppose.

NO ACTION

I Do not agree that a relief road isnecessaty, other than to provide for
excessive new buildings. Given that this is highly contentious anyway,
the need for a raid is highly dubious.

NOTED – the relief road is a condition
of the East of Otley development as
already agreed by higher level
planning policy which the NP cannot
oppose.

NO ACTION

But .. Otley never likely to be a 'suburb' of Leeds within accepted use
of the term and there is no explanation of how Otley 'will command
greater resources' - where will these come from? Are we expecting
LCC to return funds to the town from sale of inherited Otley assets?

NOTED – use of the word ‘suburb’ is
consistent with dictionary definitions
of the term. More population equals
more spending power equals more
resources available to spend in Otley.
Plus increased precept to Town
Council.

NO ACTION

It's a little bit "motherhood" "apple pie" based. Not sure about music
and pubs underpinning the economy

NOTED – it is clearly stated (P16/para
2) that the vision is aspirational.
Music and pubs are described as
underpinning the ‘cultural’ economy.

NO ACTION
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Especially the emphasis on the environment and wildlife

NOTED

NO ACTION

The vision statement is not realistic nor achievable given the extent of
development Otley is likely to see. This development will not make it
more attractive and a large section of the 'rural setting' will have been
built on and therefore destroyed.

NOTED – the vision is aspirational as
stated on P16/para 2. It is considered
that overall, Otley can be made more
attractive over the plan period
through the NP’s provision, while
accepting that its rural setting to the
east will have been greatly
compromised.

NO ACTION

There are some inherent contradictions X2

DISAGREE – no evidence is presented
regarding such contradictions and
none are perceived.

NO ACTION

"The town’s retail facilities will be very much improved and build on
Otley’s history as a distinctive, independent shopping centre rooted in
local traders and businesses and a strong market culture." If this is the
case, then why have companies like Costa, Wetherspoon's, Gregg's,
and Bargain Booze been allowed to open branches here?

NOTED – this is a ’10 year’ plan not
yet in force. It cannot be held to
account for historical decisions/
events outside its control. Some of
the companies named have been in
Otley for many years – the planning
system cannot control which named
retailers locate in a particular area.

NO ACTION

Not enough mention of sustainability, affordable housing, green
energy, community spaces, or nature.

NOTED –all issues are referenced
either specifically or generically in
the vision, eg sustainability
encompasses green energy. They are
then, with the exception of green
energy, addressed specifically in
follow-on aim/objectives/policies and
community actions. This absence will
be addressed through specific
reference to green energy actions

ACTION – add green energy
actions to ‘community actions’
under ‘Green Environment’,
together with identification of
potential lead/partner
organisations to ‘own’ actions
in ‘project delivery plan’
(Chapter 6).
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under ‘Green Environment’
community actions.
Although I would like to see more emphasis on our natural assets - ie I
believe that the reason Otley is a desirable and high quality place to
live and work is in large part due to its setting in Lower Wharfedale,
the proximity of Nidderdale AONB and the ease of access to wildlife
rich public spaces.

NOTED – the vision references
Otley’s ‘attractive rural setting’, its
‘outstanding countryside’, the Chevin
and River Wharfe. This is followed
through in the overall aim, objectives
and an extensive ‘Green
Environment’ section.

NO ACTION

The bigger Otley becomes the greater the trend of becoming a Leeds
suburb. Otleys character will be lost by growth development

NOTED – the NP cannot prevent the
growth but its policies/actions are
designed to deliver on a vision of
greater sustainability and preserved
character.

NO ACTION

Broadly although with amendments and additions. You need to
include a commitment to affordable housing that is built sustainably.

NOTED – the vision’s reference to
‘right sort of homes for local people’
encompasses affordable housing,
which is picked up specifically in the
‘Housing’ section. ‘Sustainable’
housing is an excluded area (NB BY
Government) of planning policy for
NPs.

NO ACTION

You also need to include a commitment to enabling older people to
remain in their own homes for as long as possible, and to making the
town 'age friendly'.

NOTED - the vision’s reference to
‘right sort of homes for local people’
encompasses housing for older
people, which is picked up specifically
in the ‘Housing’ section. The NP is
powerless to determine how long
older people remain in any particular
home. It is unclear from the
comment in what ways the town
needs to be more ‘age friendly’. Otley

NO ACTION
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services/facilities for older people are
generally very good.
It says in the 4th paragraph that "its national status as an ever growing
cycling club..." Otley is also a nationally accredited Walkers are
Welcome town! The sentence should read 'its national status as an
ever-growing cycling and walking hub...'

I feel particular emphasis on the sustainability and identity of Otley as
a community separate from Leeds is important.

AGREE –walking status should be
given equal recognition in the vision.
NB Vision p17/para 2 does in fact say
‘hub’ not ‘club’.
NOTED – this is already adequately
emphasised in paras 1,2 and 4.
NOTED – the successful fulfilment of
the vision can only be properly
assessed after implementation of the
NP over its 10 year life.

A good idea but how effective will it be?

Second para, first sentence should read "right sort of homes for all".

But there's no mention of harnessing the hydro-electric power of the
Wharfe to make the town more sustainable.

DISAGREE – the NP’s focus, within
the wider LCC focus of providing ‘the
right sort of homes for all’ is on trying
to ensure that local housing needs
are met.
NOTED – this has already been/is
already being done through the
recently established scheme at Otley
weir. It is however implicit in the para
1 reference to a ‘more…self-sufficient
and sustainable community’.

il ike to see and preserve otley green land

NOTED – the NP’s provisions are
designed to do just this.

I do not want otley to become any larger , it will merge into Leeds
commuter belt and lose its identity as a small market town, the town
is already fit to burst with school Drs and road overwhelmed . The fact

NOTED – the growth of the town is
down to the effect of higher level
planning policies which the NP
cannot oppose. As a matter of fact,
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ACTION – amend vision to
reflect Otley’s national walking
status.

NO ACTION

NO ACTION

NO ACTION

NO ACTION

NO ACTION

NO ACTION

that building is being approved in green belt is a disgrace. Otley needs
to be improved but not expanded.

This should be expanded to include long term environmental and food
security including mitigating flood risk to housing, green space
(including impacts on wildlife) and food production (including farming
and allotments), minimising and mitigating the impact of the global
climate crisis by contributing to carbon reduction and addressing the
impact on Otley of the emerging global food crisis by increasing
opportunities and allocating space for local food production.

Overall Aim

no building is being approved in
Green Belt.
NOTED – while the vision is
aspirational, as clearly stated, it
needs to be capable of delivery via its
planning policies and non-planning
community actions. As such, some of
these issues (flood risk mitigation,
green space, impacts on wildlife,
allotments) are implicit in the vision
and are duly addressed, particularly
in the ‘Green Environment’ section.
Others, such as food security/
production, carbon reduction,
environmental security are harder to
pin down and to distil into workable
planning policies and achievable
actions.

NO ACTION

MP - I strongly support the Otley Neighbourhood Plan, its vision, aims
and in particular the 8 key objectives.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Important to add that Newall Parish is enclave within North Yorkshire
so Otley is on cusp between Leeds and Harrogate and so the plan is a
special example of cross county collaboration

NOTED – Newall ceased to be a civil
parish in 1903 when it was absorbed
into the Otley civil parish. However,
the NP is indeed an eg of cross
county collaboration as the
Neighbourhood Area includes land in
both Weston and Farnley parishes.
This is explained fully in Chapter 3
and picked up in Section 5.8. It does
not warrant mention in the ‘overall
aim’ as it is a matter of fact not
intent.

NO ACTION
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Can we be sure of preserving the essential character (and its
attractiveness) in the face of the building etc. Relief road first please.

NOTED – impossible to be ‘sure’ of
anything, but the NP policies/actions
will work to try to preserve both
character and attractiveness. Policy
MU1 covers relief road construction
but cannot require that it be built
first.

NO ACTION

The new houses will be expensive and not necessary provide
affordable housing for local people.

NOTED – higher level planning
policies require that up to 35% of
new housing is ‘affordable’ (nb by
legal definition), subject to viability.
There is no evidence to support
specific requirement for affordable
housing for local people. NP policy
H2 works to secure smaller and
therefore cheaper dwellings to meet
evidenced local need.

NO ACTION

New houses will not lower prices & increase affordability

NOTED – both higher level planning
policy and NP housing policy (H2)
should work to provide both
‘affordable’ (NB as legally defined)
housing (up to 35%) and smaller/
cheaper homes to meet evidenced
local need on new housing sites in
Otley.

NO ACTION

But building the proposed "relief road" + adding 550 new houses
(which will not bring the prices down) is not the way to achieve this.

NOTED – both the 550 new homes
and relief road are beyond the
control of the NP which cannot
oppose either.

NO ACTION

Loss of employment land will make new employment difficult to
attract, whilst more homes will overload facilities.

NOTED – NP policies seek to protect
existing/remaining employment land.
The NP is powerless to resist housing

NO ACTION
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allocations already agreed via higher
level planning policy.
Aim okay, but it is how it is achieved that is the issue

NOTED – the NP policies/community
actions are designed to achieve the
aim.

NO ACTION

But even though the rail corridor must be kept free of any
development and is this unlikely to have rail connection. We must
have better bus service.

NOTED – comment does not relate to
the ‘overall aim’. Keeping the rail
corridor open at least preserves the
necessary conditions for rail
reinstatement. Actual reinstatement
is another matter. Transport & Travel
policy/community actions address
better bus services.

NO ACTION

Excellent summary of what is needed. Could this also reference a
'better quality of life' for all its residents?

NOTED – this is implicit in the
reference to ‘an even better place to
live’ in the final para of the vision.

NO ACTION

As above.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Partly X2

NOTED – unable to respond/act
further without knowing which parts.

NO ACTION

Would like to see more specific reference to biodiversity assets

NOTED – it is not appropriate to be
more specific in the ‘overall aim’,
although the reference to ‘natural
assets’ embraces biodiversity assets.
They are addressed in detail in the
’Green Environment’ section.

NO ACTION

Definitely need to enhance the architecture and history by legislative
planning control.

NOTED

NO ACTION

100% agree

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Do not build on our green environment!!!

NOTED – NP provisions are designed
to protect Otley’s green environment
to the best of their ability.

NO ACTION

Otley's unique environment + heritage will be diluted by this growth
not enhanced. The employment opps will fall well short of increased
population proposals.

NOTED – the growth is as a result of
higher level planning policies which
the NP cannot oppose. NP
Employment Policy E4 supports new
employment development in the
town over and above the sites
allocated by LCC.

NO ACTION

The reason for answering 'don't know', is not due to any uncertainty in
what is agreed or not agreed. We agree with most of the overall aim.

NOTED

NO ACTION

However, we specifically do not agree that 'affordable housing' as an
overall aim, should supersede the protection of areas of natural
beauty this should include not superceding green land or areas where
homes are sympathetic to tradition (e.g. not allowing pre-fabricated
homes - 'affordable homes'- in areas where victorian stone houses are
situated).

NOTED – the NP is not promoting
‘affordable’ housing or indeed any
housing on either green land or in
historic areas of the town, with the
exception of the ‘Former Board
Buildings’ on North Parade. With this
exception, all new housing
referenced in the NP is as a result of
higher level (LCC) planning policies.
The NP seeks to shape any such
housing development so that it is
sympathetic to Otley.

NO ACTION

Short and positive, however I am puzzled, even inclined to object to
the hypotheses around affordable. As much of any development as is
reasonable and possible must simply, be affordable, and suitable
supportive schemes and ideas part of any application. And no
wriggling to reduce numbers after approval.

NOTED – ‘affordable’ housing (nb as
legally defined) will constitute up to
35% of all new housing on Otley sites,
subject to viability testing, as set out
in LCC planning policy, and from
which the NP cannot vary. NP
Housing Policy H2 provides for more

NO ACTION
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small/cheap homes to meet
evidenced local need.
As above.

NOTED

NO ACTION

However, please note that new homes will not increase affordability or
provide homes for local people, since they are typically more
expensive per square metre than existing housing (see Garnett’s
Wharf development) and are mainly bought by people from outside
the area. Developers will sell to the highest bidders. Building the
proposed Relief Road and 1200 new houses in Otley is not the way to
achieve affordability.

NOTED - ‘affordable’ housing (nb as
legally defined) will constitute up to
35% of all new housing on Otley sites,
subject to viability testing, as set out
in LCC planning policy, and from
which the NP cannot vary. NP
Housing Policy H2 provides for more
small/cheap homes to meet
evidenced local need. The ‘1200’ new
homes are as allocated by LCC higher
level housing policy which the NP
cannot oppose. NP planning policy
cannot prevent market homes being
sold to non-local people. There is no
evidence of local need to justify local
occupancy policy in respect of
affordable or market housing.

NO ACTION

Provided that aim refers to 'the application of sustainable
development principles' rather than the vague 'sustainable Otley'

NOTED – as the NP has to be written
within the context of the national
planning policy presumption in
favour of sustainable development,
this can be taken to be the case. The
final plan will also be subject to a
sustainability assessment in order to
ensure that it contributes positively
to sustainable development, as it
must.

NO ACTION

Concern about the "range of employment opportunities". The town is
becoming over reliant on hospitality and retail. Low wage economy.

NOTED – this is followed through on
by NP Employment policies which

NO ACTION

However, new buildings will not necessarily provide affordable homes
or homes for local people. New builds are more likely to bring in
people from outside. The current plans for a road and new buildings
do NOT mean that this meets the aims.
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support serviced office/incubator
units for small business and
opportunities in manufacturing and
digital industries.
New houses will not lower prices or increase affordability for local
people. This has been shown time and time again across England.
Developers will sell to the highest bidders, usually from outside the
area. Building the proposed Relief Road and adding c1200 new houses
in Otley is not the way to achieve this.

NOTED - ‘affordable’ housing (nb as
legally defined) will constitute up to
35% of all new housing on Otley sites,
subject to viability testing, as set out
in LCC planning policy, and from
which the NP cannot vary. NP
Housing Policy H2 provides for more
small/cheap homes to meet
evidenced local need. The ‘1200’ new
homes are as allocated by LCC higher
level housing policy which the NP
cannot oppose. NP planning policy
cannot prevent market homes being
sold to non-local people. There is no
evidence of local need to justify local
occupancy policy in respect of
affordable or market housing.

NO ACTION

To a degree. I do not agree that Otley needs anymore housing;
affordable or otherwise.

NOTED – Otley’s new housing is as a
result of higher level LCC planning
policy which the NP cannot oppose.

NO ACTION

However, I would like to see biodiversity enhancement included as a
specific part of the aim rather than being lumped in with
'environment'.

NOTED – this is implicit in the line 3
reference to ‘natural assets’ and
‘enhancing its unique environment
and heritage’. It is picked up in the
final follow-on objective and
followed through via specific policies
in the ‘Green Environment’ section.

NO ACTION
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We need to remain a small market town with heritage green fields.
Expansion will destroy the town and grid lock it.

NOTED – expansion is as a result of
higher level LCC adopted planning
policy which the NP cannot oppose.
Within this given context the NP’s
provisions will work to conserve
Otley as a small market town,
together with its heritage and
countryside.

NO ACTION

Not sure about the use of the word 'affordable' within the overall aim I would prefer 'range of employment opportunities and housing
mix'....that supports an active and inclusive community and '
maximises the use of Otley's natural assets whilst....'

1) NOTED – it is considered important
to emphasise the provision of
housing that meets local need, which
evidence indicates is small/cheap.
2) NOTED – ‘to build on’ could be
improved upon, given its
development connotations, but
‘maximises’ etc is not considered
appropriate.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – amend aim to
read:- “makes the most of
Otley’s natural…..”.

keep otley green field and wild life and hedgehog protection

NOTED – NP provisions work to
protect the green environment and
wildlife as stated in the ‘overall aim’.

NO ACTION

Ideal Standard support the general principles of vision statement and
overall aim set out in Chapter 4.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Address the issues and get otley right now before you move onto
make it bigger. I believe you need to tackle Leeds cc and planning who
are clearly not interested in preserving otley in anyway . Until you
regain control of our community Leeds will be able to turn otley into
whatever it wants. They may pretend to consult but rarely do they
take action for example the new development up meagill rise is
nothing short of s disgrace.

NOTED – the NP is not an appropriate
vehicle through which to ‘tackle
Leeds’ as it must be prepared in
general conformity with the strategic
elements of the LCC-prepared Local
Plan. The NP’s provisions are not
moving to make Otley bigger – the
growth is as a result of already
agreed higher level planning policy
which the NP cannot oppose, eg the

NO ACTION
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Meagill Rise (‘Rumplecroft’)
development was allocated over 20
years ago. The NP is seeking to
address the issues as raised by the
community through past
consultations.
As for more cycle routes that doesn't help my elderly mother or me
get to work and drop my soon at school which i would add is not in
Otley because he couldn't get a school place.

NOTED – comment does not relate
directly to the ‘overall aim’. More
cycle routes are one small part of an
overall policy/community actions
approach to ‘Transport & Travel’
within the NP. Other community
actions seek to address Otley’s traffic
issues. The NP has no powers re
ensuring that all children obtain a
school place in an Otley school. NP
Policy CF6 under ‘Community
Facilities & Services’ supports the
provision of new schools/more
school places to increase capacity but
cannot make it happen.

NO ACTION

you can't get an appointment at a gp in good time either.

NOTED – comment does not relate
directly to the ‘overall aim’. The NP
has no powers re GP appointments.
NP Policy CF4 supports the provision
of improved health facilities to meet
existing and evolving demand in the
town.

NO ACTION

Sort out the infrastructure and tidy up existing a derelict ahead (land?)

NOTED – unclear which
infrastructure is being particularly
referred to so difficult to respond in
detail. Similarly unclear re derelict
land being referred to – the NP

NO ACTION
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variously address issues re the
former Bridge End Cattle Market site;
Ashfield Works; Westgate; Former
Board Buildings North Parade; Otley
Cemetery Chapels, Civic centre,
Summercross; former Gas Works site
ao, in so far as it is able.
give discounts to shops to set up locally and support local businesses
and then when you have sorted all this consider if it's advisable to
make otley bigger.

Objectives - General

MP - I strongly support the Otley Neighbourhood Plan, its vision, aims
and in particular the 8 key objectives.
NFU - For the farming community this vision (nb see ‘Vision’ above) is
to be achieved by the following themes:
1.Strengthening our farming businesses to help them build profitability
and respond to new opportunities
2.To create thriving localities which meet the needs of their
communities, businesses and their environment
3.Realising the value of the region’s environmental assets
In addition we would see some of the key priorities for farms to
include (not in order of priority):
1.The ability for the next generation to take on management of farms
and to support this through the provision of affordable housing to
allow succession
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1) NOTED – the NP is not promoting
the growth of Otley but rather
seeking to accommodate the growth
imposed from outside. The Town
Council, local Chamber and BID
already support small business in
Otley.
2) NOTED - ‘discounts’ on shop
purchase or rental are not within the
gift of the NP but rather with the
vendor or lessor. This is beyond the
scope of the NP.
NOTED

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

NOTED – the objectives are designed
to secure a thriving and more
sustainable Otley, to protect Otley’s
environmental assets and to
safeguard its economic/ employment
base. The NP is set within the context
of the Leeds Local Plan which support
rural/farm diversification. The
objectives need to be community-led
not outside agency led. It is however
recognised that Otley’s farming
community have a role to play in this
and all efforts will be made to

NO ACTION

NO ACTION

2.Develop farming enterprises that can meet the challenges of food
security through modernising and becoming more efficient
3.Diversifying farming enterprises to meet new opportunities such as,
inter alia, business units or tourism
4.Developing renewable energy which meets the needs of the farm
and are appropriate to the location and
renewable resources available
5.Access to high-speed broadband
To help guide any work we have developed some principles which we
believe will help to shape any activity in the area. These are:
•Food security is a crucial issue for now and the future and any actions
must ensure that we do not compromise
our ability to feed ourselves.
•We should look to increase farm productivity and decrease impact on
the environment.
•The achievement of sustainable development in rural areas through
the integration of environmental, social and
economic objectives.
•Meet the needs of a diverse rural population and ensure equality of
opportunity.
•Maintain and enhance the areas natural asset base.
•Farmers and landowners should always be consulted and listened to
with regard to developing the area.
•Support sustainable growth in the rural economy.
•Sustainable farming will support the wider community.
•Not one system of farming is the answer and all should be supported
for maximum benefit to society and the
environment
•Encourage links between rural areas and urban centres.

continue to engage this community
in future NP development.

As above. The key objectives are just a wish list. None are quantified or
costed.

NOTED – as stated, the objectives are
crafted in order to help achieve the
vision and overall aim. As such, they
are necessarily aspirational in their
own right and generic in nature. The
detail is provided by the NP’s follow-
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NO ACTION

on planning policies and community
actions. Neither objectives nor
policies require quantification/
costing. The NP’s ‘Implementation’
chapter (Chapter 6) includes a
‘project delivery plan’ for community
actions with an indication of
potential funding sources. It is not
appropriate to include actual costings
in a 10 year when such costings will
be subject to change.
Please add garden allotments for Newall Parish. There is
disproportionately fewer per capita than south of river Wharfe.
Impose development condition to achieve such outcome in Newall
please

NOTED – this is too specific for an
objective. Policy GE8 in ‘Green
Environment’ specifically covers the
need for more allotment space north
of the river.

NO ACTION

without full support from the ultimate planning authority can we
guarantee control of the developers sticking to the plan' they have
already their own amendments

NOTED – once adopted by LCC (nb
‘the ultimate planning authority’) the
NP becomes part of LCC’s Local Plan
– the implementation of its policies
rests fully with them as it does with
their own planning policies. There are
no guarantees that planning policies
will be 100% adhered to because the
planning system is not black/white in
that respect. Developers, alongside
anybody else with a legitimate
interest in the Otley Neighbourhood
Area, have the right to suggest their
own amendments to the NP or any
statutory plan in preparation, eg the
LCC SAP.

NO ACTION
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Good in principle but it seems that greenfields will be lost whilst
brown field sites are neglected this takes the "rural" character of Otley
a turns it into a suburb

NOTED – any green fields lost will not
be as a result of the NP, but due to
already adopted higher level LCC
planning policy which the NP cannot
reverse. The NP’s planning policies
are designed to ensure that Otley
does not become a suburb. The NP
seeks to address many of the town’s
brownfield sites – without knowing
which ones the comment refers to, it
is impossible to respond re their
suitability or otherwise for building.

NO ACTION

Aims are excellent but the plan will largely fail to achieve them!

NOTED – NP policies/community
actions are designed to deliver on the
objectives. The level of achievement
can only be properly assessed at the
end of the10 year plan period.

NO ACTION

Ambitious – but great objectives for a thriving town

NOTED – yes, aspirational as stated.

NO ACTION

Yes mostly

NOTED

NO ACTION

Agree with all of them/good/very good/fully support/excellent /
sensible/fine/happy/ok or variations on same x29

NOTED

NO ACTION

The 8 objectives are vague at best, it is hard to feel strongly about any
of them.

NOTED – they are by their very
nature generic – the detail comes
through their translation into the
NP’s many planning policies and
community actions.

NO ACTION

It is disappointing that there is no desire to prevent or at least reduce
the building on greenfield sites and/or conservation areas

NOTED – irrespective of desire, the
NP cannot prevent/reduce building
on greenfield sites already allocated
for building in higher level LCC

NO ACTION
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planning policies. It is unclear what
building in conservation areas is
being referred to. Conservation area
legislation cannot/does not prevent
building in such areas but seeks to
control it, as does the NP. By their
built-up nature, building
opportunities within conservation
area are necessarily limited.
The objectives are generally fine though I would like to see something
more about how the town is going to be made sustainable and selfsufficient.

NOTED – there is no simple
statement that can be made re this
matter. The NP policies/community
actions will collectively contribute
towards making Otley more
sustainable and self-sufficient.

NO ACTION

The overall 8 objectives appear acceptable in principle. X2

NOTED

NO ACTION

I agree with all the 8 objectives. They cover all of my concerns.

NOTED

NO ACTION

The objectives are fine, how will they become reality?

NOTED – through the
implementation of the follow-on
planning policies and community
actions.

NO ACTION

Good and comprehensive

NOTED

NO ACTION

Overall these are good, but the wording needs to be stronger

NOTED – without specific
suggestions, it is impossible to know
which objectives it is felt need
strengthening or how. Some
strengthening will take place as a
result of specific comments re
specific objectives.

ACTION – strengthening of
objectives in line with specific
comments.
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As general objectives, carrying little detail, they are good. Devil will be
in the detail.

NOTED – the follow-on policies and
community actions provide the
detail.

NO ACTION

As above. All fine but need to deliver.

NOTED – NP policies and community
actions are designed to deliver on the
objectives.

NO ACTION

there needs to be an additional objective to protect and preserve
existing green field sites, and to build only on brownfield sites, of
which there are plenty.

NOTED – objective 8 already
encompasses the protection of
greenfield sites in so far as the NP
can achieve this. Neither national nor
higher level LCC planning policy allow
the NP to restrict building to
brownfield sites only.

NO ACTION

Building a large number of new homes on green fields deprives Otley
of its ‘lungs’ - i.e. the places people go to get fresh air, walk dogs, play
ball games etc. /These objectives will not be achieved through building
1200 new homes and/or a new road.

AGREE/NOTED – the large number of
new homes on greenfields are being
built as a result of already adopted
higher level LCC planning policy
which the NP cannot reverse./These
objectives cannot be applied
retrospectively to decisions already
taken which the NP cannot reverse.

NO ACTION

There must also be an objective to maintain green field sites within the
town and only use brown field sites for any new building.

NOTED – objective 8 already
encompasses the protection of
greenfield sites in so far as the NP
can achieve this. Neither national nor
higher level LCC planning policy allow
the NP to restrict building to
brownfield sites only.

NO ACTION

They lack an important factor. Namely to prioritise brownfield over
greenfield sites. The current plans to use precious greenfield will leave
the town poorer and deprive it of valuable resources and character.

NOTED – the ‘plan’ to use greenfield
as opposed to brownfield land for
new housing in Otley has already

NO ACTION
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been adopted in higher level LCC
planning policy which the NP cannot
reverse. NP policies are designed to
prevent further future losses in so far
as is possible. The prioritisation of
brownfield over greenfield in future
developments is already enshrined in
higher level planning policies.
I agree with them. But the Neighbourhood Plan will largely fail to
achieve them.

NOTED – NP policies/community
actions are designed to deliver on the
objectives. The level of achievement
can only be properly assessed at the
end of the10 year plan period.

NO ACTION

I broadly agree x2

NOTED

NO ACTION

I agree with them. They kind of make my answer to question 1 moot

NOTED

NO ACTION

Dont agree with any of the objectives, they are not realistic

DISAGREE – it is considered that they
are realistic – how realistic can be
assessed at the end of the 10 year
plan period. Suggestions re
alternative objectives might have
been helpful.

NO ACTION

The objectives seem well thought out to me

NOTED

NO ACTION

They are beneficial overall for the town.

NOTED

NO ACTION

I would add 'To promote Otley as a cycling and walking destination'

NOTED – it is considered that this is
too specific for a separate objective,
given the relative weight of
cycling/walking within the NP as a
whole. It could however be added as
a specific ‘community action’

ACTION – add community
action as suggested under
‘Transport & Travel’.
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Yes, I agree with all. You don't mention environmental sustainability.

NOTED – this is implicit in ‘vision’ and
‘overall aim’ references to
sustainability/sustainable
development. The final NP will be
subject to a sustainability assessment
to ensure that it makes a positive
contribution to sustainable
development, as it must.

NO ACTION

its all about making money from development, nothing is costed, or
specified, just a load of bureaucratic speak. Interpreted by experts
who have translated comments into a so called plan of action.

DISAGREE – NPs are at their heart
planning policy documents which do
not require costing. The community
action elements indicate potential
funding sources in Chapter 6’s
‘project delivery plan’. The policies
are necessarily written in technical
‘planning speak’ as they must be in
order to be fit for purpose/use by
planning officers determining
planning applications – the policies
primary function. The NP has nothing
to do with making money from
development as it proposes little or
no development, but rather seeks to
shape that being imposed upon it.
The NP is indeed based on
community consultations and
translates issues raised into workable
planning policies and a programme of
actions.

NO ACTION

The vision talks about "sustainable development" but there is little in
the objectives which says how this sustainability is going to come
about.

NOTED – it is the NP policies and
community actions which together
are designed to translate the

NO ACTION
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Objective 1

Green Party - Objectives bullet point 1 - before homes add sustainable,
zero carbon

sustainable development vision into
practice.
NOTED – as housing standards are an
excluded matter as far as NP
planning policy is concerned, the NP
has no leverage in terms of ensuring
that such homes are built and so no
viable delivery mechanism. Plan can
however include a community action
re, for eg, campaigning for such
homes.

ACTION – add ‘community
action’ under ‘Housing’ as
suggested.

I don't believe anyone wants more homes built

NOTED – already adopted higher
level LCC planning policy means that
more homes will be built, and the NP
cannot oppose this.

NO ACTION

Housing - Define "local" + how to enforce? You cant! "Affordable
homes" Are not affordable for most anyway. New homes will be
bought by the highest bidder from outside as per usual.

1) NOTED – re ‘local’ – the housing
needs of local people have been
established through a commissioned
‘Housing Needs Assessment’. NP
Policies H2 and H3 will seek to
enforce this with the same chance of
success as any other adopted
planning policy.
2) NOTED – re ‘affordable homes’ –
these are legally defined as set out in
the ‘Glossary of Terms’ (P138-9). The
local level is set relative to local
average incomes by national formula.
The NP cannot vary from this.
3) NOTED – re purchasers – the NP
cannot control who buys new homes
or at what price.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
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What are RIGHT types of homes.

NOTED – as evidenced by the Town
Council commissioned ‘Housing
Needs Assessment’ (ref P57) the
‘right type’ of homes for Otley are set
out in Policies H2 and H3.

NO ACTION

think that Objective 1 on homes is not specific enough about requiring
affordable homes of low-carbon energy efficiency.

1) NOTED – re ‘affordable homes’ –
the objective translates in to specific
provisions in the policies of the NP’s
‘Housing’ section (Policies H2 – small
and therefore cheaper homes - and
H4). Re ‘affordable homes’ as legally
defined (ref Glossary P138-9) the
local requirement is set by LCC
planning policy, from which the NP
cannot vary without robust evidence
– no such evidence exists.
2) NOTED – as housing standards are
an excluded matter as far as NP
planning policy is concerned, the NP
has no leverage in terms of ensuring
that such homes are built and so no
viable delivery mechanism. Plan can
however include a community action
re, for eg, campaigning for such
homes.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – add ‘community
action’ under ‘Housing’ as
suggested.

I think the inclusion of affordable housing is too vague Each
development should have a targeted element of that within Otley x2

NOTED – affordable housing is not
referenced in the housing objective,
but rather in the ‘overall aim’.
‘Affordable housing’ has a legal
definition (ref Glossary P138-9). The
targeted element for Otley is set by
adopted higher level LCC planning
policy.

NO ACTION
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Right type of houses! Seems to be a preference for luxury
accommodation

NOTED - as evidenced by the Town
Council commissioned ‘Housing
Needs Assessment’ (ref P57) the
‘right type’ of houses for Otley are
set out in Policies H2 and H3.

NO ACTION

To identify what the right types of homes are i.e. new starter homes

NOTED – this is addressed in the
‘Housing’ section. As evidenced by
the Town Council commissioned
‘Housing Needs Assessment’ (ref P57)
the ‘right type’ of houses for Otley
are set out in Policies H2 and H3,
including ‘starter homes’.

NO ACTION

there needs to be affordable housing and good quality housing to
bring in spending power.

NOTED – the provision of ‘affordable
housing’ is specifically addressed in
the NP ‘Housing’ section. The
subjective nature of the term ‘good
quality housing’ makes it difficult to
respond to this comment – NP
policies on design covering different
areas of the town, together with
adopted higher level LCC design
policy should ensure that houses of
‘good quality’ are built.

NO ACTION

new housing won't increase Otley's heritage.

NOTED – as heritage is historical, it is
doubtful that anything will ‘increase’
Otley’s heritage for the foreseeable
future! The NP doesn’t claim that it
will. NP policies seek to ensure that
any new housing will at least be in
keeping with Otley’s heritage.

NO ACTION

Building new large estates does not protect landscape etc.

NOTED – the NP doesn’t claim that it
does. The NP can only seek to protect

NO ACTION
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landscape etc not already allocated
for new housing by higher level
planning policies which it cannot
oppose.
In principle, this sounds good. However, we should define what the
right homes are for the local people. Indeed the local people should
define this. As a local family, our version of the right home is one that
is in keeping with the local environment.

1) NOTED – re ‘right homes’ - this is
addressed in the ‘Housing’ section.
As evidenced by the Town Council
commissioned ‘Housing Needs
Assessment’ (ref P57) the ‘right type’
of houses for Otley are set out in
Policies H2 and H3. The assessment
conclusions concur with community
views as expressed through
consultations.
2) NOTED – re ‘in keeping’ - NP
policies on design covering different
areas of the town, together with
adopted higher level LCC design
policy will work to ensure that
houses built are ‘in keeping’.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

Does homes of the right type include sustainable, energy efficient
homes at relatively high density but well designed environment?

1) NOTED – re ‘sustainable/energy
efficient’ - as housing standards are
an excluded matter as far as NP
planning policy is concerned, the NP
has no leverage in terms of ensuring
that such homes are built and so no
viable delivery mechanism. Plan can
however include a community action
re, for eg, campaigning for such
homes.
2) NOTED – re density – as a ‘Major
Settlement’, Otley can expect
densities of 35-40 dwellings per

1) ACTION – add ‘community
action’ under ‘Housing’ as
suggested.
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
4) NO ACTION

What are right type of buildings? Truly sustainable and energy
efficient, relatively high density but quality environment
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hectare as set out by adopted higher
level LCC planning policy.
3) NOTED – re ‘well-designed’ - NP
policies on design covering different
areas of the town, together with
adopted higher level LCC design
policy should ensure that houses
have a well-designed environment.
4) NOTED – re ‘right type’ - this is
addressed in the ‘Housing’ section.
As evidenced by the Town Council
commissioned ‘Housing Needs
Assessment’ (ref P57) the ‘right type’
of houses for Otley are set out in
Policies H2 and H3.
You need to define ‘affordable’, otherwise developers will ignore this
objective.

NOTED – the word ‘affordable’ does
not appear in the objective, but
rather in the ‘overall aim’. The legal
definition of ‘affordable housing’ is
contained in the Glossary (P138-9)
and requirements set out in adopted
higher level LCC planning policy.
Developers cannot ignore this.
‘Affordable’ in the sense of cheaper is
addressed in NP Policy H2.

NO ACTION

I don't agree that any more homes are required in Otley.

NOTED – more homes for Otley have
already been agreed in adopted
higher level LCC planning policy,
which the NP cannot oppose.

NO ACTION

How do you define the "right type" of home? That's extremely vague.
Judging by the inefficient, overpriced houses that have been built in
places like Garnett's Wharfe, the "right type" doesn't really mean
much.

NOTED - this is addressed in the
‘Housing’ section. As evidenced by
the Town Council commissioned
‘Housing Needs Assessment’ (ref P57)

NO ACTION
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the ‘right type’ of houses for Otley
are set out in Policies H2 and H3.
Garnett’s Wharfe pre-dates the NP.

Objective 2

But would add for bullet point 1 before homes add 'sustainable' x2

NOTED – as housing standards are an
excluded matter as far as NP
planning policy is concerned, the NP
has no leverage in terms of ensuring
that such homes are built and so no
viable delivery mechanism. Plan can
however include a community action
re, for eg, campaigning for such
homes.

1) ACTION – add ‘community
action’ under ‘Housing’ as
suggested.

Amend 'local people' to needs of all

DISAGREE – the NP’s focus, within
the wider LCC focus of providing ‘the
right sort of homes for all’ is on trying
to ensure that local housing needs
are met.
NOTED – this is picked up in relation
to NP Employment policies.

NO ACTION

Suggest amalgamating objectives 2 and 3 which appear very similar

DISAGREE – it is considered that
objectives address separate issues
and should remain as 2 objectives.

NO ACTION

Objectives 2 and 3 are very similar and could be rolled in to one
objective.

DISAGREE – it is considered that
objectives address separate issues
and should remain as 2 objectives.

NO ACTION

Not enough employment opps will arise

NOTED – no evidence to support
either this view or the opposing view.
This can only be assessed at the end
of the plan period.

NO ACTION

supported in principle, consideration needs to be given to paragraph
22 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). X2
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NO ACTION

Objective 3

Objective 4

Agree - We should look at the business sectors that we're supporting
to open within the community. There should be a defined market for
our town based on research and potential and we should be aligning
ourselves to appealing to that market as well as looking to what our
own community desires.

NOTED – the employment study
commissioned by the Town Council
looked at this and underpins NP
Employment policies and community
actions – ref P62.

NO ACTION

To ensure new employment provision and opportunities

AGREE

NO ACTION

New employment should not conflict with the environment or impact
on the amenity of existing residents.

AGREE – this is specifically addressed
in Policies E2, E3 and E5.

NO ACTION

supported in principle, consideration needs to be given to paragraph
22 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). X2

NOTED – this is picked up in relation
to NP Employment policies.

NO ACTION

Suggest amalgamating objectives 2 and 3 which appear very similar

DISAGREE – it is considered that
objectives address separate issues
and should remain as 2 objectives.

NO ACTION

Objectives 2 and 3 are very similar and could be rolled in to one
objective.

DISAGREE – it is considered that
objectives address separate issues
and should remain as 2 objectives.

NO ACTION

Agree - We should look at the business sectors that we're supporting
to open within the community. There should be a defined market for
our town based on research and potential and we should be aligning
ourselves to appealing to that market as well as looking to what our
own community desires.

NOTED – the employment study
commissioned by the Town Council
looked at this and underpins NP
Employment policies and community
actions – ref P62.

NO ACTION

Greater focus on maintaining jobs and light industrial premises needed

NOTED – objectives translates into
specific ‘Employment’ policy E1
designed to do just this.
NOTED – this is covered by the
objective.

NO ACTION

NOTED – better facilities does not
necessarily mean new build facilities

NO ACTION

just an imorivement of existing facilities which is inadequate now.

Leisure / community facilities Where are you going to locate all these
extra facilities when land is already at a premium?
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NO ACTION

or, if new build, on non-brownfield
land, eg Courthouse expansion
aspirations. Existing buildings may
become available to accommodate
better facilities.

Where? "Leisure and community facilities"

In addition Otley requires a Leisure Centre with swimming pool

NOTED – this is covered by Policy
CF2.

NO ACTION

Could/should community facilities objective reference 'cultural' as well
as 'community' facilities?

NOTED – the suggestion has merit.

ACTION – amend objective as
suggested.

supported in principle, consideration needs to be given to paragraph
22 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). X2

NOTED – however para 22 relates to
avoiding the long term protection of
sites in employment use. It is difficult
to see how this relates specifically to
this objective.

NO ACTION

"Leisure facilities" Otley cant cope with the increased traffic, its grid
locked as it is.

NOTED – it is unlikely that better
community/leisure facilities will lead
to significant amounts of increased
traffic. It is also unlikely that any
increase would occur at times of
peak traffic flow/’gridlock’.

NO ACTION

Agree.

NOTED

NO ACTION

I would have liked to see a specific 9th objective on schools provision.

NOTED – given the NP’s limited
jurisdiction re schools provision, it is
not considered appropriate for it to
warrant a separate objective. Rather
it is encompassed by the existing
objective which in turn translates
into a specific ‘Educational Provision’
policy under ‘Community Facilities &
Services’.

NO ACTION
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Objective 5

number four should perhaps include medical and care provisions. Too
important for generalisms.

NOTED – given the NP’s limited
jurisdiction re medical/care
provision, it is not considered
appropriate for it to warrant a
separate objective. Rather it is
encompassed by the existing
objective which in turn translates
into a specific ‘Health Facilities’ policy
under ‘Community Facilities &
Services’.

NO ACTION

To ensure the provision and retention of community and leisure
facilities for all

NOTED – the suggestion re including
‘retention of’ has merit.

ACTION – amend objective to
include ‘retention of..’.

just an improvement of infrastructure which is inadequate now.

NOTED – ‘Transport & Travel’ policies
and community actions are designed
to achieve this.

NO ACTION

Special emphasis on infrastructure and transport improvement, before
any major housing development

NOTED – NP cannot require this.
Policy MU1 re Otley’s largest
allocated housing site, does require
relief road construction within 5
years of initial implementation of any
planning permission.

NO ACTION

A new bridge (as above) should be a long term objective, otherwise a
well thought through plan generally, but traffic management and
speed limits omitted.

1) NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re either a crossing point
or a road alignment to connect any
new bridge to the road network and
no prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered
practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.
2) NOTED – there is a ‘community
action’ under ‘Transport & Travel’ re

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
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a Traffic Impact Assessment as first
step towards such a plan.
3) NOTED – traffic management and
speed limits specifically picked up
under ‘Transport & Travel’
‘community actions’.
Transport infrastructure needs to be not only improved, but improved
in addition to being increased to cope with new residents in new
housing.

NOTED – ‘Transport & Travel’ policies
and community actions are designed
to achieve this.

NO ACTION

Transport infrastructure, how influential is local input? Not in the local
gift - unfortunately

NOTED – ‘Transport & Travel’ policies
and community actions designed to
exert as much influence as it is
possible to exert via a NP.

NO ACTION

Would suggest that the transport infrastructure is paramount, while
still protecting local landscape and wildlife.

NOTED – each of these concerns is
equal in planning policy terms.
Community actions could be
prioritised in the final ‘project
delivery plan’ in line with
suggestions.

ACTION – consider prioritising
transport infrastructure
actions in final project delivery
plan, together with landscape/
wildlife actions.

In objective 5 I would add 'safer routes for walkers and cyclists away
from traffic'.

AGREE – the suggestion has merit.

ACTION – add ‘for pedestrians
and cyclists’ after ‘safer
routes’ in objective.

Bullet 5 after safer add 'cycling' routes x2

AGREE – the suggestion has merit.

ACTION – add ‘for pedestrians
and cyclists’ after ‘safer
routes’ in objective.

the objectives are fine but very general. Transport and travel does not
address the single item of most concern to a great majority of Otley
residents, the severe congestion on the town’s roads. This is especially
true of traffic travelling from the north of the river. This problem has
become increasingly worse in recent years with the addition of more

NOTED – while congestion is
specifically addressed in ‘community
actions’ under ‘Transport & Travel’,
the problem is not encompassed by

ACTION – amend objective to
include ‘alleviate congestion’
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Objective 6

houses north of the river and the introduction of an ill-conceived one
way system which has caused increased traffic to be diverted into the
junction at Manor Square and resultant chaos in the centre of Otley
and huge traffic jams down over the bridge to main roads north of the
river, especially at certain times of the day. How can this be good for
the town and its development?

the objective. Objective should be
amended to cover this.

Safer routes does not mean more roads. Let's discuss reopening the
rail network to Otley.

1) AGREE – ‘safer routes’ actually
relates to cycle/walking routes and
should be clarified.
2) NOTED - The re-opening of the rail
network is specifically addressed in
‘Transport & Travel’ Policy TT6 and in
an associated ‘community action’.
NOTED – the term ‘rich built heritage’
encompasses such buildings. This
translates into ‘Built Environment’
Policy BE8.

1) ACTION – add ‘for
pedestrians and cyclists’ after
‘safer routes’ in objective.
2) NO ACTION

To protect and promote Otley's heritage i.e. I propose historical sign
boards around the town centre.

NOTED – this is too specific a
suggestion for the objective, but
could be picked up under ‘Built
environment’ ‘community actions’.

ACTION – add ‘community
action’ as suggested.

The provision of relief roads to enable building on green belt areas
fundamentally goes against this principle.

DISAGREE – the protection/
enhancement of Otley’s rich built
heritage will not be affected by the
building of houses/a relief road on
greenfield land. NB houses/road
building is as a result of an adopted
higher level LCC planning policy
which the NP cannot oppose.

NO ACTION

What about buildings of interest outside of conservation area? How
are they included in plan?
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NO ACTION

Objective 7

Amend to 'protect and enhance the distinctiveness of Otley's rich built
heritage.

DISAGREE – distinctiveness may not
be the only reason for protecting
/enhancing Otley’s rich built heritage.

NO ACTION

protect "rich built heritage" when building like the mechanics institute
and Yeoman Pub just left for years

NOTED – the Mechanics Institute is
‘listed’ while the Yeoman Pub is
identified as a positive building
within the Otley Conservation Area.
The NP cannot strengthen the
existing protection which these
designations afford. Sadly, neither
designation prevents a building from
being left vacant, falling into
disrepair etc and the responsibility
rests with owners. The NP sets out
the current stance on the Institute/
Civic Centre, and should also address
The Yeoman.
NOTED – the NP area-based design
policies seek to control quality, in
keeping with Otley’s historic/
architectural heritage. LCC ‘s
conservation team and planners will
ultimately determine to what extent
these policies are applied.

ACTION – add ‘community
action’ point re Yeoman in
‘Community Facilities’ and/or
‘Built Environment’ section.

NOTED – the NP’s area-based policies
in ‘Built Environment’ section are
designed to ensure that new homes
in these areas are in keeping,
including in natural stone. The NP is
not promoting/supporting any
building of homes on Green Belt.

NO ACTION

Quality design must be controlled conservation team.

As a local family, our version of the right home is one that is in keeping
with the local environment. That extends to building homes out of
natural stone, as well as not building homes on green belt land.
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NO ACTION

This is subjective. Please specify how 'quality designs' will be
determined.

NOTED – quality design in the NP is
translated via its area-based policies
in the ‘Built Environment’ section.
These include design criteria relative
to the historic and architectural
quality of the areas in question. That
said, in interpreting the criteria, it is
impossible to remove an element of
subjectivity.

NO ACTION

Earlier reference is to 'affordable housing'. Which is it?

NOTED – it is both and there is no
contradiction in that. New affordable
housing can be of quality design and
the NP’s area-based ‘Built
Environment’ policies, together with
adopted higher level LCC design
policy will seek to achieve this.

NO ACTION

We should not encourage quality design, but ensure it.

NOTED – it is true that in line with
most other objectives, this objective
could also be aspirational and use
‘ensure’ rather than ‘encourage’.

ACTION – replace ‘encourage’
with ‘ensure’ as suggested.

Quality design should include building energy efficient homes and
buildings.

NOTED – as housing standards are an
excluded matter as far as NP
planning policy is concerned, the NP
has no leverage in terms of ensuring
that such homes are built and so no
viable delivery mechanism. Plan can
however include a community action
re, for eg, campaigning for such
homes.

ACTION – add ‘community
action’ under ‘Housing’ as
suggested.

Objective 7 - I assume the intention is for high quality design. As it
stands the objective is ambiguous as the type of quality is not defined.

AGREE – wording could be
interpreted in this way.

ACTION - amend by inserting
‘high’ in line with suggestion.

Amendment: To insist upon quality design in buildings and places
stronger statement than 'encourage'
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Objective 8

I think the last point should specifically state that green spaces should
be protected

NOTED – the suggestion has merit.

ACTION – add green spaces to
objective. Place before
‘landscape’ in the sentence.

(suggest) splitting last objective so that wildlife and nature
conservation are a specific objective in their own right.

DISAGREE – it is not considered that
the weight of follow-on wildlife etc
content in plan policies/community
actions warrants this.

NO ACTION

Objective 8 - This should be split into two objectives - one for
landscape and visual and one for biodiversity. I would suggest the
following objective for biodiversity; To protect, extend and enhance
provision of biodiversity assets and land dedicated to nature
conservation making wildlife accessible to all.

DISAGREE – it is not considered that
the weight of follow-on wildlife etc
content in plan policies/community
actions warrants this.

NO ACTION

not building homes on green belt land. The reason many of us in the
community originally chose to live or stay here is because of the
natural beauty. This extends far beyond the two designated spots
(Otley Chevin / the river) which are already at capacity for various
amenities.

NOTED – not building homes on
Green Belt land does not need to be
an objective as it is not allowed
under national planning policy. The
NP cannot strengthen or duplicate
such protection. The NP seeks to
extend protection to many more
sites than the river and Chevin – ref
‘Green Environment’ policies.

NO ACTION

Achieving this is more than just protecting Otley Chevin and the river.
What makes Otley special is considerably more than this. The
objectives and vision need to reflect this principle. Let's protect all of
our green belt land.

NOTED - The NP seeks to extend
protection to many more areas/sites
than the river and Chevin – ref
‘Green Environment’ policies. This
translates from the general principles
already effectively set out in the
vision, overall aim and objective 8.
The protection of land as Green Belt
is not within the gift of NPs but
rather is a function of the Local Plan
as prepared by LCC.

NO ACTION

Objective 8 needs expanding as indicated above.
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5.1 Green
Environment General

Policy GE1

We should also have the aim of protecting our greenfield spaces,
building only on the brownfield sites which are plentiful.

NOTED – the vision, overall aim and
objective already effectively set out
the NP’s intention to protect
greenfield spaces - this is translated
into the many policies of the ‘Green
Environment’ section. Any building to
take place on such greenfield sites,
eg East of Otley, is as a result of
already adopted higher level LCC
planning policies and not of NP
policies. The NP cannot oppose LCC
policy.

NO ACTION

Good - especially the last one with its emphasis in the environment

NOTED

NO ACTION

All good - especially number 8 with its environmental emphasis

NOTED

NO ACTION

Happy with them - especially the last one.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Natural England - welcomes the inclusion of a number of policies that
protect local green infrastructure, protect and improve biodiversity,
enhance and protect local green space, safeguard Midgeley Farm
Wetlands for nature conservation purposes and encourage sustainable
urban drainage systems (SUDs).
MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).

NOTED

NO ACTION

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - The reference to "paying particular attention to" is appropriate./
The reference to a more “nuanced” policy is understood but to what
degree is the policy a repetition of existing?

NOTED/DISAGREE – UDP Policy N37
is a generic policy which relates to all
SLAs across Leeds. Policy GE1 puts
flesh on the bones of N37 by setting
out the specific characteristics
/features which make the Chevin SLA
‘special’, which development should

NO ACTION
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take account of. In so doing, it
develops/amplifies N37 rather than
duplicates it.
LCC - The reference to an appendix in a policy is often deleted by
examiners. It would be better to make reference to the appendix in
the supporting text. See separate comments on Appendix 5.

NOTED – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 5, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.

NO ACTION

Natural England - Policy GE1 (Otley Chevin Special Landscape Area)
gives reference to Nidderdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB) within the description of some specific key views which is
welcomed. However, Natural England would like to emphasise the
importance of the AONB and the national protection it receives.
Landscape polices within the Neighbourhood Plan would be
significantly strengthened through greater reference to the Nidderdale
AONB and the views into Otley from the North (as well as the views
towards the AONB from the South).

NOTED – the views into Otley (and of
the Chevin) from the AONB to the
north are from standpoints which sit
outside the Neighbourhood Area
(NA). As such, NP policy cannot cover
any development outside of the NA
which may affect such views.
However supporting text could be
added (P18) to give AONB context to
Chevin SLA etc.

ACTION – add AONB
contextual text to P18

Please create garden allotments in Newell Parish, additional to small
group on crossways and Prince Henry Road. Consider church parish
vacan land G772 Newell Carr Road PO5 or development above Meagill
Rise from St Davids Road

NOTED – the need for new
allotments north of the river is
specifically addressed in policy GE8.
Planning permission for the
Rumplecroft development has
already been granted (ie too late to
press for on-site allotments). The
church authorities are understood to
have development aspirations for the
vacant land at the rear of Newall
Church Hall. Newall Carr Road POS

NO ACTION
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considered inappropriate/too small
for allotments. POS already at
premium north of river.
But no development on the bridge and cattle market site that
compromises the flood plain

NOTED – the comment does not
relate to land within the SLA and so is
irrelevant to this policy. Policy GE4
covers this site, only encouraging
development acceptable in flood
plain terms.

NO ACTION

Otley chevin special area needs to extend North to include the fields
south of Danefield Terrace & West of East Busk Lane

NOTED – SLA is a higher level LCC
designation/saved policy in the UDP.
It is not within the NP’s gift to vary
the area to which this policy relates.

NO ACTION

This will be difficult to prevent – e.g. old cattle market site adjacent to
bridge.

NOTED – meaning of comment is
unclear, ie ‘what’ will be difficult to
prevent?

NO ACTION

Strongly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

Absolutely

NOTED

NO ACTION

Extend East Busk Lane conservation to include the lane itself beyond
the houses because of its historic form - curves following ends of
plough strips and important wildlife and nesting sites for ground
nesting birds - curlews and lapwings.

NOTED – SLA is a higher level LCC
designation/saved policy in the UDP.
It is not within the NP’s gift to vary
the area to which this policy relates.
The area specified is covered by NP
Policy GE5 (re its biodiversity
interest) and MU1 (re the lane). It is
of course also an already identified
housing site in the UDP which the NP
cannot override.

NO ACTION
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My only observation is to ask why LCC's that designation does not
extend westward up to the Bradford boundary?

NOTED – SLA is a higher level LCC
designation/saved policy in the UDP.
It is not within the NP’s gift to vary
the area to which this policy relates.
That is a question for LCC.

NO ACTION

I would like to see more restrictions placed on development
companies with special measures taken to make the new homes
future proof and environmentally friendly. Namely by making the
homes affordable and zero carbon.

1) NOTED – as housing standards re
‘future proofing’, ‘environmentally
friendly’ and ‘zero carbon’ are
excluded matters as far as NP
planning policy is concerned, the NP
has no leverage in terms of requiring
that such homes are built and so no
viable delivery mechanism. Plan can
however include a community action
re, for eg, campaigning for such
homes.
2) NOTED – affordable homes (as
legally defined) are largely provided
for by adopted higher level LCC Core
Strategy policy, supplemented by NP
Policy H4. Smaller and therefore
cheaper homes are covered by NP
Policy H2.

1) ACTION – add ‘community
action’ under ‘Housing’ as
suggested.
2) NO ACTION

All relevant views from Appendix 5 should be listed in full as part of
the policy as I understand that the appendices do not carry any
weight.

NOTED – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 5, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.

NO ACTION

Relevant views within Appendix 5 should be included in the policy.
Details of the relevant views should be included within the Policy GE1,
not as an Appendix.
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I would prefer to see the possibility of the need for renewable energy
generation not be ruled out by this policy - at some point, it may be
necessary to utilise the wind generation ability when our need for low
carbon energy becomes even more pressing. This can be done with
sensitivity to the landscape.

NOTED – any proposals for windgenerated renewable energy would
be subject in the first instance to
higher level adopted LCC planning
policies (ENERGY 1 & 2) in the
Natural Resources and Waste DPD.
Neither these nor GE1 rule out any
such development.

NO ACTION

I agree with the policy overall, but the Otley Chevin Special Landscape
area should be extended northward to include the fields up to East
Busk Lane and Danefield Terrace. X3

NOTED – SLA is a higher level LCC
designation/saved policy in the UDP.
It is not within the NP’s gift to vary
the area to which this policy relates.

NO ACTION

The proposed new housing will not contribute positively to any points
in GE1!

NOTED – the proposed new housing
(NB assumed to mean at East of
Otley) is not within the SLA. As such
the policy does not apply.

NO ACTION

This is not a large enough area to reflect what makes Otley special. As
mentioned previously, Otley's appeal is not limited to Otley Chevin and
the river. Through unsympathetic or aggressive development (500
homes on green belt areas for example) this will put more strain on
the places we cherish and take away the attributes that make them
currently appealing.

NOTED – the SLA is one of a number
of designations in the ‘Green
Environment’ section (ie Local Green
Infrastructure, Riverside, Habitat
Network, Local Green Space which
seek to protect Otley’s special green
places. The NP is powerless to
oppose the referred-to housing
development on former Green Belt
land.

NO ACTION

The Chevin will also suffer if numbers of visitors increase beyond the
capacity of the area to cope without disturbing the ecosystem and
wildlife. There has been no increase in the size of Otley Chevin country
park since the 1980s, but the number of visitors has increased
substantially and this is likely to continue given the proposed housing
developments in the area and the aspiration to encourage tourism set

NOTED – the designation/extent of
country parks is in the gift of LCC not
of the NP. NP could include a
community action re pressing for an
enlarged country park.

ACTION – add community
action re exploring scope for
enlarged Chevin Country Park
with LCC.
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out in this consultation. The only way for Otley Chevin to stay such a
special place for recreation and wildlife is if the physical size of it
increases to accommodate the extra visitors. Please could you include
this in our Neighbourhood Plan.
Otley Chevin Special Landscape Area omits the fields south of
Danefield Terrace and south and west of East Busk Lane. This needs to
be rectified. These fields contain grazing land, ancient hedgerows and
are of high scenic quality and fine views.

NOTED – SLA is a higher level LCC
designation/saved policy in the UDP.
It is not within the NP’s gift to vary
the area to which this policy relates.
Some of the area specified is covered
by NP Policy GE5 (re its biodiversity
interest). It is of course also an
already identified housing site in the
UDP which the NP cannot override.

NO ACTION

A hugely valuable resource

NOTED

NO ACTION

Any development should favour sustainable low impact recreational
facilities.

NOTED – the policy does not favour
any particular type of development –
rather it sets out considerations to be
taken account of in assessing the
detailed acceptability of any
development acceptable in principle,
ie within Green Belt.

NO ACTION

Meaning of 'interesting topography' unclear so how would attention
be applied?

NOTED – the policy deliberately uses
the phraseology of the adopted UDP
on the basis that it is considered fit
for purpose in planning terms by LCC.

NO ACTION

The special landscape area is inadequate, and must include north to
Danefield terrace, and south and west of east busk lane.

NOTED – SLA is a higher level LCC
designation/saved policy in the UDP.
It is not within the NP’s gift to vary
the area to which this policy relates.

NO ACTION
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Otley must not become a sprawling suburb of leeds. It should retain
character with surrounding green spaces.

NOTED – the NP policies have been
designed to try to achieve this aim,
within the restrictions placed on NP
powers.

NO ACTION

Otley Chevin Special Landscape Area needs to extend northward to
include the fields south of Danefield Terrace and south and west of
East Busk Lane. X4

NOTED – SLA is a higher level LCC
designation/saved policy in the UDP.
It is not within the NP’s gift to vary
the area to which this policy relates.

NO ACTION

There should be no development on any green field/green belt spaces.

NOTED – this is contrary to national
planning policy and therefore cannot
be delivered by the NP. NP policies
have been designed to maximise
protection of Otley’s green places
within the context set for NPs by
higher level planning policy.

NO ACTION

All the relevant views within Appendix 5 should be replicated in full
within this policy. X5

NOTED – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 5, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.

NO ACTION

I don't think visual unity is as important as sustainability and
affordability when building new housing. I would rather see innovative
passive houses being built, that don't necessarily fit in with the old
character of the town, than expensive, poorly sourced, and poorly
insulated stone houses that look like they were designed 100 years
ago.

1) NOTED – it is not a case of one or
the other. Visual unity is an
important aspect of what makes the
Chevin landscape ‘special’. As the SLA
is also Green Belt, any development
of housing or anything else is likely to
be minimal.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – add ‘community
action’ under ‘Housing’ as
suggested.
3) NO ACTION
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2) NOTED – as sustainable and
passive houses are excluded matters
as far as NP planning policy is
concerned, the NP has no leverage in
terms of requiring that such homes
are built and so no viable delivery
mechanism. Plan can however
include a community action re, for
eg, campaigning for such homes.
3) NOTED – affordable homes (as
legally defined) are largely provided
for by adopted higher level LCC Core
Strategy policy, supplemented by NP
Policy H4. Smaller and therefore
cheaper homes are covered by NP
Policy H2.

Policy GE2

Expansion will destroy the green environment. Green fields will be lost
flood plans built on

NOTED – any expansion/losses of
green fields are as a result of higher
level LCC planning policy from which
the NP cannot deviate. NP policies
are designed to maximise protection
of Otley’s green places within the
context set for NPs by higher level
planning policy.

NO ACTION

Yes, I live on West Chevin Road so this is great!

NOTED

NO ACTION

Important to keep free
MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).

NOTED
NOTED

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

LCC - Examinations elsewhere in Leeds have recommended to the
Council that such a policy is appropriate in general terms subject to

NOTED – there is only one
‘Neighbourhood Plan Map’ – it is the
large A0 map enclosed inside the

NO ACTION
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evidence for each corridor identified. Reference is made to the
“Neighbourhood Plan Map” but it isn’t clear which map is referred to.

back cover of the NP clearly labelled
‘The Neighbourhood Plan Map’ in
large upper case lettering.

Harrogate BC - The Neighbourhood Plan map shows the Riverside –
Weston Riverside Corridor as covering the area of woodland
plantation located within the Neighbourhood Plan boundary along
with the areas of land immediately adjacent to the waterfront.
Policies TNRH1 Riverside-Weston Local Green Infrastructure Corridor
and TNRH2 Riverside Development relate to this area and seek to
protect and enhance the wildlife and biodiversity of the riverside
corridor. They also seek to enhance access to the waterfront and to
enhance pedestrian and cycling linkages within the corridor. There
may be potential conflicts between the objectives of improving human
access within the corridor and protecting and enhancing wildlife within
the corridor. It is therefore requested that the policy wording is
reconsidered to provide clarity and to ensure that there is no conflict
created by the differing requirements of these policies.

NOTED – potential conflict
acknowledged requiring
reconsideration.

ACTION – reconsider policy
wording as suggested.

NYCC - The plan stresses the importance of green infrastructure and
seeks to support the River Wharfe corridor as a significant landscape
feature for people to use. This is the key feature impacting on North
Yorkshire’s landscape.

NOTED

NO ACTION

I live in this area and as you know Rumplecroft going ahead. We need
to be included.

NOTED – as planning permission for
Rumplecroft has already been
granted and implementation is
proceeding, there is no material/
practical benefit to be gained from
such inclusion as the policy cannot be
applied to the proposals.

NO ACTION

Please clarify that the Otley disused railway and riverside corridor
extend outside Otley neighbourhood plan area. Engagement with
adjoining councils are essential to ensure these connections are
conserved.

NOTED – both clearly extend ‘on the
ground’, but their formal designation
as ‘corridors’ is dependent on the
actions of neighbouring district

ACTION – add ‘community
action’ re engagement as
suggested plus supporting text
P20/para 3 emphasising
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and/or parish councils in their Local/
Neighbourhood Plans. The easterly
extensions of both corridors is
acknowledged by LCC in its Core
Strategy. OTC has commented re
Burley-in-Wharfedale’s NP in this
regard and will do so re Harrogate’s
Local Plan and Pool’s NP at the
appropriate time. Engagement with
adjoining councils as suggested is
considered appropriate

corridor extensions beyond NA
boundary

The neighbourhood plan conflicts with Leeds core strategy to "protect
from development" the green infrastructure inc fields of Denefield
Terrace.

DISAGREE – the NP identifies no Local
Green Infrastructure at this location.
The land in question is subject to
both an LCC Strategic Green
Infrastructure (SGI) designation and
identification as part of the East of
Otley housing site. As such any
internal conflict lies within the LCC
Local Plan.

NO ACTION

Your Neighbourhood Plan doesn't agree with the Leeds core strategy
map which shows on page 20 the strategic green infrastructure which
protects HX1 - 26 from development as it is in the Conservation Area

DISAGREE –Strategic Green
Infrastructure (SGI) is a LCC
designation which the NP does not
need to show as it is not being
introduced through NP policy. The
SGI designation applies to the land in
question irrespective of whether the
NP shows it or not. The wording of
adopted Core Strategy Spatial Policy
13 (Strategic Green Infrastructure)
does not protect any SGI site from
development. There is no conflict
between the Core Strategy and the
NP. SGI will be shown on final NP

ACTION – amend final NP Map
to show SGI as a non-NP
designation.

Conflict on site East of Otley (Leeds R6F MX1 1-26) Why does the
neighbourhood plan mapp not comply with the Leeds core strategy
map showing "strategic green infrastructure" (page 20 np) which
protects site MX!-26 (East of Otley) from development.
There are conflicting positions on the site East of Otley (Leeds R6F
MX1-26) The Neighbourhood Plan Map does not comply with the
Leeds Core Strategy Map showing ‘Strategic Green Infrastructure’
(page 20 Neighbourhood Plan) which protects site MX1-26 (East of
Otley) from development.
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Map as well as on map P20 to avoid
confusion.
See above - This will be difficult to prevent – e.g. old cattle market site
adjacent to bridge.

NOTED – meaning of comment is
unclear, ie ‘what’ will be difficult to
prevent?

NO ACTION

Strongly agree, but old cattle market site near bridge is an eyesore and
wildlife merits and tourism feature complementing wharfedale
meadows and wetlands lost

NOTED – the policy does not relate to
this site. Site is covered by Policy GE4
which aims to address ‘eyesore’ by
promoting positive sympathetic uses.

NO ACTION

Absolutely needs watching like a hawk

NOTED

NO ACTION

See GE1 - East Busk Lane is an important green route

NOTED – East Busk Lane is already
covered by LCC’s higher level
Strategic Green Infrastructure
designation. Also addressed by GE5
and MU1.

NO ACTION

See my comments on land adjacent to Bradford boundary in previous
answer.

NOTED

NO ACTION

The proposals are to build on Otley's green infrastructure. It will be
devastated, not enhanced

NOTED – the proposal is a LCC
proposal in relation to ‘green
infrastructure’ which LCC itself
designated in its Core Strategy after
the adoption of East of Otley as a
housing site. The wording of the Core
Strategy policy (Spatial Policy 13)
does not preclude development.

NO ACTION

As above - see answer to question 4. We need to understand if this
policy has been designed by the individuals who actually reside in
Otley. There was mention of a board. How many people is this made
up of, and is the vision and everything that is built from this coming

NOTED – all policies, vision, aim,
objectives are OTC’s as agreed by full
council. The full council is advised by
a NP Steering Group of 8 people and

NO ACTION
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from a wide representation of this community? Survey results of 250
people out of 14,000+ people should surely not be taken as the
blueprint for our community opinion. That would equate to 0.018%
representation. If we add ambiguous language into the equation,
masked by a compelling wrapper, how can we give confidence in the
integrity of this exercise?

associated task groups made up of
both town councillors and local
resident volunteers. All are advised
by planning consultants
commissioned by OTC. The extensive
consultation process to date is set
out on P13. All on the electoral role
will be able to vote in a referendum
on the final version of the plan to
decide whether or not NP gets
adopted. The plan’s policies are
planning policies written in the type
of technical language necessary for
them to pass examination and be fit
for purpose to help determine
planning applications. It is unclear
what objection there is, if any, to this
policy.

Wildlife crossing points (wildlife tunnels) should be built into any new
road or built environment that cuts through existing habitat areas or
formal or informal wildlife corridors. Wild margins should also be left
around and crossing any new developments to allow wildlife easy and
safe passage. Specific attention should be given to the impact on
wildlife of any increased risk of flooding of wildlife areas and green
corridors resulting from paving over or developing land in any of the
new developments planned around Otley

NOTED – these are very specific
matters which cannot be dealt with
as part of planning policies – their
relevance will vary from site to site
and development to development.
However, while not addressed
directly by Policy GE2, these issues
are encompassed by Policy GE5 and
also by adopted Core Strategy
Policies G8 & G9. Features such as
tunnels etc could be included as egs,
alongside swift/bat features in the
community action addressing such
matters.

ACTION – add features to
community action as
suggested.

I believe it is extremely important that our local green infrastructure
remains so that local wildlife habitats are protected, and the

NOTED – the policy is only part of the
policy picture in terms of protecting

NO ACTION
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recreational benefits these areas bring,in terms of accessible walking
area for local residents are retained. In a time when lack of exercise,
lack of easily accessible green areas where children can get out and
play football, throw a frisbee, walk a dog, etc these areas must be
retained. I would like to see more specific areas listed in the policy as
well as the disused railway, green lane, riverside corridor, such as the
Irish fields

green areas – it needs to be set
alongside LCC Strategic Green
Infrastructure (SGI) policy, plus NP
policies on SLA, Riverside, Habitat
Network and Local Green Spaces.
Irish fields fall within SGI.

Append " and pay particular refferance to policy CE5" to the first
sentence. X3

DISAGREE – on assumption that the
ref is to GE5 not CE5. This is not
necessary as all NP policies are
applied concurrently – no need for
such cross-referencing.

NO ACTION

Policies and plans are contradictory here. Regarding the site East of
Otley (Leeds R6F MX1-26); the Neighbourhood Plan Map fails to
comply with the Leeds Core Strategy Map showing ‘Strategic Green
Infrastructure’ (page 20, Neighbourhood Plan), which protects site
MX1-26 (East of Otley) from development.

DISAGREE –Strategic Green
Infrastructure (SGI) is a LCC
designation which the NP does not
need to show as it is not being
introduced through NP policy. The
SGI designation applies to the land in
question irrespective of whether the
NP shows it or not. The wording of
adopted Core Strategy Spatial Policy
13 (Strategic Green Infrastructure)
does not protect any SGI site from
development. There is no conflict
between the Core Strategy and the
NP. SGI will be shown on final NP
Map as well as on map P20 to avoid
confusion.

ACTION – amend final NP Map
to show SGI as a non-NP
designation.

NOTED – unclear as to exact area
being referred to. Former tip site is
protected as LGS (Cambridge Drive
POS). Whole of this area is

NO ACTION

There are conflicting positions on the site East of Otley (Leeds R6F
MX1-26) The Neighbourhood Plan Map does not comply with the
Leeds Core Strategy Map showing ‘Strategic Green Infrastructure’
(page 20 Neighbourhood Plan) which protects site MX1-26 (East of
Otley) from development. X2

Would like to see some protection for the former tip sites down Ings
Lane towards the Cambridge estate, even to some of the surrounding
area/fields, to maintain a green lung, not just a green patch.
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designated by LCC as Strategic Green
Infrastructure.
Don't understand why the land near A660 Ilkley Road, whilst shown in
plan as Strategic green Infrastructure is not mapped as Local Green
Infrastructure on the main map. Part is shown as Extended Leeds
Habitat Network. I suggest the whole area mapped as SGI should be
included as LGI. This area is regularly visited by large flocks of
wintering and migratory lapwing and curlew, and small roughly
triangular field adjacent to the housing in West Busk Lane is relatively
speciesrich compared with most of the block of fields. This area is
integral to sense of place in the local residents and impinges on BE11
Duncan Estate/ BE12 Pegholme design and development
considerations.

NOTED – SGI and LGI are
complementary designations. SGI is a
higher level LCC policy designation.
LGI is a lower level NP designation.
Land is designated either one or the
other but not both. This is explained
on P20 paras 2 & 3. SGI will be shown
on final NP Map as well as on map
P20 to avoid confusion.

ACTION – amend final NP Map
to show SGI as a non-NP
designation.

Should the beck running N-S from Otley Plantation to the White Bridge
be identified as might be affected by any development at this junction
of the changing rooms

NOTED – this is included in Local
Green Infrastructure – ref The NP
Map.

NO ACTION

The neighbourhood plan map does not comply with the leeds core
strategy map, which protects east of Otley for green spaces.

DISAGREE –Strategic Green
Infrastructure (SGI) is a LCC
designation which the NP does not
need to show as it is not being
introduced through NP policy. The
SGI designation applies to the land in
question irrespective of whether the
NP shows it or not. The wording of
adopted Core Strategy Spatial Policy
13 (Strategic Green Infrastructure)
does not protect any SGI site from
development. There is no conflict
between the Core Strategy and the
NP. SGI will be shown on final NP
Map as well as on map P20 to avoid
confusion.

ACTION – amend final NP Map
to show SGI as a non-NP
designation.

The fields east of Otley should be included. There are inconsistencies
about the site East of Otley (Leeds R6F MX1-26). The Neighbourhood
Plan Map doesn't comply with the Leeds Core Strategy Map showing
‘Strategic Green Infrastructure’ (page 20, Neighbourhood Plan), which
protects site MX1-26 (East of Otley) from development.
There are conflicting positions on the site East of Otley (Leeds R6F
MX1-26) The Neighbourhood Plan Map does not comply with the
Leeds Core Strategy Map showing ‘Strategic Green Infrastructure’
(page 20 Neighbourhood Plan) which protects site MX1-26 (East of
Otley) from development. X2
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However, if Policies GE3 and GE4 concerning riverside developments
are implemented or pursued, this infrastructure would suffer and
perhaps need further development.

NOTED – GE2 does not preclude
appropriate development and is
therefore in line with GE3 and GE4.
Development of the sort outlined is
designed to improve the GE4 site
which is currently an eyesore within
LGI.

NO ACTION

To include Gallows Hill Nature Reserve also.

DISAGREE – this site is already within
LCC Strategic Green Infrastructure.

NO ACTION

Local green infrastructure should include Gallows Hill Nature Reserve
as part of the riverside sensitive development protection.

DISAGREE – this site is already within
LCC Strategic Green Infrastructure.

NO ACTION

There are conflicting positions on the site East of Otley (Leeds R6F
MX1-26). The Neighbourhood Plan Map does not comply with the
Leeds Core Strategy map showing 'Strategic Green Infrastructure'
(page 20, Neighbourhood Plan) which protects site MX1-26 (East of
Otley) from development.

DISAGREE –Strategic Green
Infrastructure (SGI) is a LCC
designation which the NP does not
need to show as it is not being
introduced through NP policy. The
SGI designation applies to the land in
question irrespective of whether the
NP shows it or not. The wording of
adopted Core Strategy Spatial Policy
13 (Strategic Green Infrastructure)
does not protect any SGI site from
development. There is no conflict
between the Core Strategy and the
NP. SGI will be shown on final NP
Map as well as on map P20 to avoid
confusion.

ACTION – amend final NP Map
to show SGI as a non-NP
designation.

There should be no development on any green field/green belt spaces.

NOTED – this is contrary to national
planning policy and therefore cannot
be delivered by the NP. NP policies
have been designed to maximise
protection of Otley’s green places

NO ACTION
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within the context set for NPs by
higher level planning policy.
The NP Map does not align with the wording of the first bullet “Otley
Disused Railway & Bypass”. If (as this bullet point implies) the former
railway route is to be designated as Local Green Infrastructure, then
the NP Map should (as a minimum) show the railway route to the east
as also being Local Green Infrastructure. X4

NOTED – the continuation of the
route eastwards already has
complementary, higher level, LCC
Strategic Green Infrastructure (SGI)
designation. The extent of the LGI
designation is made clear in the
description at Appendix 1.

NO ACTION

Additionally, the area delineated as Local Green Infrastructure to the
west is actually much wider than the railway route. Should this also be
the case to the east as the adjacent landscape (including its wildlife
and amenity value) is broadly similar? X4

NOTED – SGI to the east covers an
area much wider than the railway
route.

NO ACTION

I believe the green spaces around Otley should be used in a more
constructive manner. More trees and habitats for wildlife should be a
priority. Tree planting on the north side of the river, to the west of the
bridge would also greatly reduce the flood risk to houses near the
park.

NOTED – this is covered in general
terms by many of the NP’s GE
policies and its GE community
actions.

NO ACTION

Couldn't this policy actually promote the development of green
infrastructure more explicitly - ie when the eastern bypass goes ahead
the disused railway greenway should be an integral part f the bypass
development.

NOTED – this is covered by Policy
MU1.

NO ACTION

I'm surprised Gallows Hill Nature Area is not regarded as local green
infrastructure. This would appear to be our best multifunctional
wildlife, amenity and recreational space, and an integral part of the
habitat network.

NOTED – this area is already within
LCC Strategic Green Infrastructure.

NO ACTION

With caveat that it is not made clear how the disused railway corridor
can be protected both under this policy and TT6, could state
something like it will be protected as green space unless/until rail link
reinstated.

NOTED – the development line of any
reinstated railway would be narrower
than the LGI corridor indicated. Such
development would be acceptable

NO ACTION
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within the terms of GE2, ie would not
sever the corridor and still allow for
parallel greenway and wildlife use.
Railway lines function as some of the
best corridors for wildlife.
Special landscape will be ruined by expansion

NOTED – unclear how comment
relates to policy.

NO ACTION

The NP map of the disused railway should show be equally broad to
the east and west of Otley to protect this green corridor.

NOTED – corridor to east of Otley is
part of much more extensive
Strategic Green Infrastructure
designation – a higher level LCC
designation.

NO ACTION

Should the list also include: Station Road to Otley Chevin and
Wharfemeadows Park/White Bridge/Gallows Hill

NOTED – these areas are already
covered by complementary, higher
level, LCC Strategic Green
Infrastructure designations.

NO ACTION

With regards to the disused railway, couldn't the old cobbled station
itself be used for car parking?

NOTED – it is considered more
appropriate to designate this area as
Local Green Space and Local Heritage
Area. Some coach parking already
occurs here.

NO ACTION

Same

NOTED

NO ACTION

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - This policy needs careful consideration in light of flood risk
implications - wording to cover uses acceptable within flood risk areas

AGREE – although the adopted NP, as
part of the Local Plan, would

ACTION – consider whether
wording could be added to

Policy GE3/GE4 –
Supporting Text
Policy GE3
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and take on board that many of the areas will have strict controls on
the type of development – see SFRA and EA mapping and planning
guidance.

simultaneously be subject to the
suite of already adopted floodrelated policies in the Core Strategy,
Natural Resources & Waste DPD and
to UDP saved policies.

address comment (NB and to
TNRH2 also)

LCC - Also recognise Green Belt status of area.

AGREE – although NP policy is
written within context of NPPF, and
therefore of national Green Belt
policy, and of Core Strategy Green
Belt policy, part of the Local Plan
which adopted NP will also be part
of.

ACTION – consider whether
wording could be added to
address comment (NB and to
TNRH2 also)

LCC - Reference is made to the “Neighbourhood Plan Map” but it isn’t
clear which map is referred to.

NOTED – there is only one
‘Neighbourhood Plan Map’ – it is the
large A0 map enclosed inside the
back cover of the NP clearly labelled
‘The Neighbourhood Plan Map’ in
large upper case lettering.

NO ACTION

LCC - The sensitive nature of this area is recognised. However, this is a
fairly restrictive and onerous policy on the one hand but also
aspirational on the other ("should only be...", "and ideally
enhances...").It is recommended that amendments are made to make
the policy more clear and precise.

NOTED – potential internal policy
contradictions should be addressed.

ACTION – reconsider policy
wording as suggested (and to
TNRH2 also).

LCC - Small scale development could not be expected to deliver the
range referred to. How would development management determine
what was “small scale development” and what small scale
development should contribute?

NOTED – unclear what comment
means as policy makes no reference
to ‘small scale development’.

ACTION – seek clarification re
comment from LCC.

NYCC - The plan stresses the importance of green infrastructure and
seeks to support the River Wharfe corridor as a significant landscape
feature for people to use. This is the key feature impacting on North
Yorkshire’s landscape.

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Green Party - Support. Amend wording to read: Enhancement of the
wildlife and biodiversity to protect and extend the key wildlife corridor
along the river;

NOTED

ACTION – consider suggestion
as part of wider
reconsideration of policy
wording.

Improvements to access (walk/cycle) must be a prerequist for any
development

DISAGREE – policy cannot reasonably
require this. The desirability of such
improvements needs to be carefully
balanced against other riverside
priorities.

NO ACTION

The wording is ambiguous. The word "ideally" isnt to be taken
seriously as developers will only do what is required of them

NOTED – any ambiguity to be
addressed in reconsideration of
policy wording. Use of ‘ideally’
relates to the aspirational aspects of
the policy. It is not possible to require
certain things of developers.

ACTION - consider suggestion
as part of wider
reconsideration of policy
wording.

Considering the needs of wildlife of the wharfedale corridor.

NOTED – those needs are reflected in
bullet 1.

NO ACTION

Wording too Weak. Increased access to the waterfront + links should
be a pre-requisite of any development. X3

NOTED – possible areas of weakness
to be addressed in reconsideration of
policy wording. Policy cannot
reasonably require this. The
desirability of such improvements
needs to be carefully balanced
against other riverside priorities.

ACTION - consider comment as
part of wider reconsideration
of policy wording.

Delete "Ideally" in points 2+3. Developers only do things if you make
them do it! X3

NOTED - Use of ‘ideally’ relates to the
aspirational aspects of the policy. It is
not possible to require certain things
of developers.

NO ACTION
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Policy GE3 Can’t develop the river corridor and protect and enhance
wildlife. serious light pollution + visual amenity issue e.g. Garnetts
Wharfe / Adlington: The characters of this corridor is already
compromise.

NOTED – ‘development’ is a broad
church – development in the
riverside corridor can be delivered
without damaging wildlife interests,
eg Lido re-development and
development at Former Bridge End
Cattle Market are 2 egs. Such
developments may provide
opportunities for enhancement. The
NP cannot rewrite history.

NO ACTION

The area that must improve ? opportunities and not be built upon

NOTED – there is no intention to
build upon the riverside corridor, but
even the area’s Green Belt and flood
plain status still allow for some
development. GE3 seeks to restrict
development to that which is
appropriate, eg of the Lido and
former cattle market sites.

NO ACTION

Garnett Wharfe development should reinstate riverside trees and
shrubs demolished and sent down the river during building work!!

NOTED – this relates to a historical
planning permission and cannot be
addressed via NP policy/action.

NO ACTION

With the high flood risk in Otley I would expect GE3 to expand on how
new development would reduce this risk. Hard manufactured surfaces
that are not absorbent lead to higher flood risk.

NOTED – this is already addressed in
a suite of adopted LCC Core Strategy
(EN5) and Natural Resources &
Waste DPD (WATER 1-WATER 7)
policies which will operate alongside
NP policies once the NP is adopted.

NO ACTION

1) NOTED – this would involve either
a buyout of existing hydro scheme or
new weir etc for new scheme – both
considered unfeasible and/or
prohibitively expensive

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – cross-reference
with ‘community actions’
under ‘Community Facilities &
Services’

High risk - cannot develop leisure on river corridor and protect wildlife
like bats, character of town ruined by excessive light pollution from
Adlington House/Garnetts Wharfe

No mention of flood risks!

This should include an option aspiration for a town controlled
generation scheme to enable new houses to be sourced and also
potential lido development
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2) NOTED – Lido initiative is
addressed as a community action
More access to waterfront - threat to wildlife? How would a 2nd
bridge fit into this?

1) NOTED – comment highlights a
possible contradiction in the existing
policy wording.
2) NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re either a crossing point
or a road alignment to connect any
new bridge to the road network and
no prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered
practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.

1) ACTION - consider comment
as part of wider
reconsideration of policy
wording.
2) NO ACTION

To meet the proposed criteria no development should be permitted

NOTED – although much if not all of
the identified riverside corridor is
Green Belt and much of it also
functional flood plain, this does not
preclude all development. In this
context, GE3 seeks to shape
whatever development would be
acceptable relative to the best and
varied interests of the riverside
environment.

NO ACTION

Yes, but again, the language is not specific. Understanding there needs
to be some flexibility for future innovations, but as it stands, this
leaves us vulnerable, as it does in all of the proposed policies.

NOTED – policy cannot prevent all
development, neither can it place
unreasonable/onerous restrictions
on types of development that would
be permitted. Policy does the best it
can within this context to shape
whatever development would be
acceptable relative to the best and
varied interests of the riverside
environment.

NO ACTION
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Add. "Fully respects the following wildlife designations of the Wharf
corridor. Strategic Green Infrastructure Corridor (R17 river Wharf ) ,
Leeds Habitat Network and Candidate Local Wildlife Site." X2

DISAGREE – there is no need as all NP
policies operate concurrently in
relation to any proposed
development.

NO ACTION

The wording here needs to be stronger. Developers will not take
notice of "ideally" and "should, where feasible". Remove "ideally"
from points 2 and 3, and the closing sentence should read
"Development will include plans for improved..." Things will only
happen if we push for them developers will not take notice of a wish
list, only a list of pre requisites.

NOTED – need to revisit/reconsider
overall wording. Policy cannot
require developers to do things
which are not required by higher
level LCC/national planning policy. As
such, aspirational language such as
‘ideally’ is the best that can be
achieved in the circumstances.

ACTION - consider comment as
part of wider reconsideration
of policy wording.

Providing any riverside work/improvement is done sensitively, to
maintain a rural feel where possible.

NOTED – this is the aim of the policy.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Broadly speaking. Would be good to see low impact access extended
westwards along the river from Pegholme Mills to Burley.

NOTED – this is addressed within the
NA via Policy TT1 and associated
maps and via an associated
community action.

NO ACTION

Improving levels of riverside leisure, hospitality etc should not detract
from function as a wildlife corridor.

NOTED – policy seeks to achieve a
balance between competing riverside
interests.

ACTION - consider comment as
part of wider reconsideration
of policy wording.

But neither this nor GE4, nor subsequent policies make any reference
to the desirability of protecting river crossing points east or west of
Otley bridge should such a crossing prove necessary longer-term to
safeguard access to public facilities north of the river and alleviate
congestion at bridge and Bridge St , ie equivalent to safeguarding in
TT6

NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re either a crossing point
or a road alignment to connect any
new bridge to the road network and
no prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered

NO ACTION
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practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.
Probably not enforceable. Developers need to be told to for example,
increase access to the waterfront, rather than suggesting things.

NOTED - Policy cannot require
developers to do things which are
not required by higher level
LCC/national planning policy. As such,
aspirational language such as ‘ideally’
is the best that can be achieved in
the circumstances.

NO ACTION

Especially the first one with its emphasis on wildlife and biodiversity

NOTED

NO ACTION

There are limited opportunities regarding existing infrastructure to
accommodate major enhancements

NOTED – on assumption that this
relates to a possible future new
bridge crossing - there is currently no
consensus re either a crossing point
or a road alignment to connect any
new bridge to the road network and
no prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered
practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.

NO ACTION

Across the river linkages appears to be an important issue within these
policies.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Riverside development should be sensitive.

NOTED – policy seeks to achieve this.

NO ACTION

There should be no residential development.

NOTED – the policy is not proposing
any residential development. Such
development would not be allowed
within what is largely Green Belt and
functional flood plain.

NO ACTION
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Why was Garnett's Wharfe allowed to be built in a way that didn't
follow this policy?

NOTED – this policy is not yet
adopted as NP is only at presubmission consultation stage. As
such policy did not apply to Garnett’s
Wharf development.

NO ACTION

The Archimedes screw should be producing energy for and benefiting
the whole community.

NOTED – this would involve a buyout
of existing hydro scheme, considered
prohibitively expensive.

NO ACTION

I think we should also look at developing a footpath from Otley to
Ilkley along the river.

NOTED – this is addressed within the
NA via Policy TT1 and associated
maps and via an associated
community action.

NO ACTION

The item; 'Improves the level of riverside leisure, recreation and
hospitality activity' does not sit well in this policy as certain types of
leisure, recreation and hospitality are clearly at odds with the other
bullet points - in particular enhancement of wildlife and biodiversity.

NOTED – only those types of leisure
etc activity that meet the other policy
criteria would be allowed.
Appropriate redevelopment of the
former Lido might be one such eg.
Policy wording to be reconsidered to
ensure that wildlife etc interests are
properly protected.

ACTION - consider comment as
part of wider reconsideration
of policy wording.

I am perplexed that part of Gallows Hill Nature Area is not designated
as 'Local Green Space' on the Neighbourhood Plan.

AGREE – map drafting error has
resulted in incomplete coverage of
the site.

ACTION – amend NP Map to
ensure that complete site is
shown as designated.

But feel that flood risk (developments not to increase) should be in
here too - although it does state elsewhere that leeds planning rules
already cover this, there should be no harm restating it here,
otherwise it looks a bit like we don't care, when in fact the impact on
flooding should be high on the list of consideration for any riverside
development, and especially this river.

NOTED – this is already addressed in
a suite of adopted LCC Core Strategy
(EN5) and Natural Resources &
Waste DPD (WATER 1-WATER 7)
policies which will operate alongside
NP policies once the NP is adopted.
NP policy should not duplicate
existing policy.

NO ACTION
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A bullet should be added to take account of flooding - flood capacity
and alleviation projects

Policy GE4

Yes and in particular: Protects and contributes to the enhancement of
the wildlife and biodiversity, high quality landscape setting, views and
overall character of the river; Development should, where feasible,
positively consider opportunities for developing improved linkages
across the river in order to provide easier and safer pedestrian and
cycle movement between north and south banks.

NOTED

NO ACTION

STOP DEVELOPMENT

NOTED – NP policy cannot stop all
development as it must be written in
the context of national planning
policy which is based on a
presumption in favour of sustainable
development.

NO ACTION

But delete 'ideally' from points 2 & 3

NOTED - Use of ‘ideally’ relates to the
aspirational aspects of the policy. It is
not possible to require certain things
of developers.

NO ACTION

Add a further bullet point “Full respects the following wildlife
designations of the Wharfe corridor: Strategic Green Infrastructure
Corridor (R17 River Wharfe), Leeds Habitat Network and Candidate
Local Wildlife Site” x3
MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).

DISAGREE – there is no need as all NP
policies operate concurrently in
relation to any proposed
development.
NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - This policy needs careful consideration in light of flood risk
implications - wording to cover uses acceptable within flood risk areas
and take on board that many of the areas will have strict controls on
the type of development – see SFRA and EA mapping and planning
guidance.

NOTED – policy has already been
subject of extensive consultation
with LCC pre-Reg 14. Bullets 4 & 5
make specific reference to flood
issues. Also, the adopted NP, as part
of the Local Plan, would

NO ACTION
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NO ACTION

simultaneously be subject to the
suite of already adopted floodrelated policies in the Core Strategy,
Natural Resources & Waste DPD and
to UDP saved policies.
LCC - Also recognise GB status of area.

DISAGREE – site is not in Green Belt.

NO ACTION

LCC - It is recommended that the general policy wording adopted here
is used for the other potential development sites referred to in the
plan which are not Allocations.

NOTED

ACTION – revisit potential
development site policies in
NP in line with comment.

You say this is for "non-housing development" but you need to be
clearer.

NOTED – the site is functional flood
plain making housing development
highly unlikely. The NP cannot
strengthen this existing higher level
policy position.

NO ACTION

The development of this site is inappropriate. X3

NOTED – development in line with
adopted higher level flood plain
planning policies cannot be
prevented by the NP. GE4 seeks to
steer any development towards
those which are acceptable and
sensitive to the site and its location.

NO ACTION

Specify Non housing dev. I thought Leeds core strategy had ruled out
this site for housing. Housing is not compatible with the crucial use for
community functions. Non housing development may be ok.

NOTED – Core Strategy flood risk
policy (EN5) effectively rules out
housing development. The NP should
not repeat higher level policy.

NO ACTION

This area should be allowed to develop as a much lower key facility –
green parking (no hard surface), Suds, small cafe+ info centre in a
natural space managed for wildlife

NOTED – ‘green parking’, SUDS,
wildlife interests are all covered by
other policies which would be
applied concurrently with GE4. The
provisions of GE4 and LCC flood risk

NO ACTION
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policy effectively restrict
development to the type suggested.
This area should be developed as a complimentary wildlife habitat to
Newall Mount, Otley wetlands, public footpath - six dales trail etc. Any
development should be limited, any small building should have green
roof like martin mere reserve

NOTED – GE4 together with GE3 seek
to deliver this type of development.
Policy cannot require ‘green roofing’.

NO ACTION

Whatever development is allowed must be in keeping with nearby
housing and riverside location

NOTED – site is within both
conservation area and riverside
corridor so would be subject to
Policies GE3 and BE9.

NO ACTION

Yes - move to improve this area - soon!

NOTED – action is in the gift of the
owner not the NP.

NO ACTION

Limiting this to the footprint of the former cattle market may make it
difficult to use this site to its full potential

NOTED – policy is aspirational, not a
requirement of development. As
such, a developer would be free to
propose development beyond the
footprint, but subject to flood plain
requirements.

NO ACTION

1) DISAGREE – re car parking – large
capacity/park & ride type
development entirely inappropriate
relative to local highway network/
safety. Hardstanding would be
contrary to flood risk provisions.
2) NOTED – re flood storage comment could be accommodated.
3) NOTED – this is covered by Policy
GE3 to be applied concurrently to
any proposals. NB site does not have
a river frontage.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – amend text to
read flood storage capacity.
3) NO ACTION
ACTION – add community
action re OTP working with
owners/agencies to develop/
progress a scheme in line with
GE4.

Limiting the size of development greatly reduces possible uses.

Car Parking - I think we should actively support use car temporary (i.e.
hard standing) car park with large capacity with park and ride. Flood
capacity - amend to 'flood storage capacity' Add access to river front
and establish footpath
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I do not think that any development is suitable on this site, anything
that is done with it should seriously take into account the flooding risk
of the site itself and of the local area,

NOTED – NP policy cannot preclude
development, although adopted
higher level LCC planning policy
restricts development to water
compatible uses and essential
infrastructure. Existing suite of LCC
flood risk policies plus GE4 bullets 4
& 5 adequately address the flood risk
issue.

NO ACTION

There is a desperate need for more all-weather sporting facilities in
Otley, and this site could be utilised for this end.

DISAGREE – while such a facility may
be deemed a water compatible use in
line with LCC flood risk policy, related
traffic/parking requirements are
likely to be incompatible with the
local highway network or highway
safety. Also not considered to be a
preferred use.

NO ACTION

There should be a specification of minimum 6 coach parking spaces to
enable tourism plan to develop coach friendly policy

NOTED – such coach parking
provision may be an acceptable part
of any future development but it is
not appropriate to require a target
number of spaces via the policy.

NO ACTION

This area would serve the community best as public open space, a park
or allotments.

NOTED – such uses would be in line
with GE4 and other NP policies.

NO ACTION

As long as Flood plain is kept as such. No housing!

NOTED – Core Strategy flood risk
policy (EN5) effectively rules out
housing development. Land Is part of
flood plain as identified in Leeds
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment.

NO ACTION

Improved linkages across River Wharfe 'Bridge End' and new bridge for
walkers and cyclists to release congestion. Bridge End cattle mart - I

NOTED – bridge/linkages addressed
in Policy TT2. Caravan site would in

NO ACTION
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wrote in 2014 suggestion to Caravan Club for a premium caravan site.
Caravan Club v. interested.

theory be covered by GE4 but may
not be considered a ‘water
compatible use’ in the terms of Core
Strategy Policy EN5 re flood risk.
Amount/type of traffic generated
may also not be compatible with the
local highway network/highway
safety.

Especially adequate nearby car parking. Still think former cattle market
site good for parking despite being a flood plain. Public need to use
common sense when ?floods

NOTED – concerns re local highway
network/highway safety likely to
mitigate against pure car park usage.
A hard surfaced car park would also
be contrary to flood risk policy.

NO ACTION

Not an appropriate site for this development - could be a wild life
habitat (GE5)

NOTED – such a development would
be appropriate in planning policy
terms. GE3 and GE5, working
alongside GE4, should ensure that
wildlife opportunities are addressed
too.

NO ACTION

In principle yes, but the devil lies in the detail.

NOTED – it is impossible for the
policy to anticipate all of the possible
detailed considerations. As such, it
sets out what are considered to be
the main considerations for any
proposed development.

NO ACTION

Any use of this site for additional car parking that would involve paving
some or all of it over risks increasing run off, and reducing its capacity
to absorb flood water in an area where the flood risk in high. Some
tree planting on this area and avoiding paving it over would ensure
that it made a contribution to alleviating flood risk. The level of
parking provision in Otley is already adequate.

NOTED – GE4 makes it clear that any
parking should be relative only to
end user development needs, ie not
general parking provision. Adopted
higher level LCC flood risk policies
already addressing surfacing issues in
the flood plain. GE3 covers tree

NO ACTION
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planting in relation to riverside
development.
Inappropriate for site.

DISAGREE – the type of development
encouraged for the site is considered
appropriate given its flood plain
status.

NO ACTION

It is important to do something positive with this area that has been an
eyesore for so long, even if it is only to produce a well-landscaped car
park which will act as a floodplain without detriment when the river
comes up

NOTED – policy aims to deliver this
type of development.

NO ACTION

Again, stronger wording is required in point 5 by removing "desirability
of".

NOTED – policy cannot insist upon
this only aspire to it.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

The emphasis should be on this site's rural aspect which should be
dealt with sympathetically and/or enhanced

NOTED – the site’s ‘riverside’
designation (Policy GE3) and LCC
Strategic Green Infrastructure and
wildlife site designations fully
recognise this aspect. Their related
policy provisions will work to achieve
a sympathetic solution. That said,
development of some sort cannot be
precluded as long as it is appropriate
to the site’s functional flood plain
location.

NO ACTION

But see above Q6

NOTED

NO ACTION

Needs clarification around non housing development.

NOTED – the site is functional flood
plain making housing development
highly unlikely. The NP cannot

NO ACTION

It is implied that this is for non-housing development, but this needs to
be clarified. X2
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strengthen this existing higher level
policy position.
it should remain a local amenity and not be over developed. Improved
yes, but mindful of its importance i.e. flood plain etc

NOTED – the policy already addresses
these issues, together with GE3.

NO ACTION

Again, cross river transport infrastructure would be a concern and
would ultimately give rise to the consideration of another road bridge
to the east of Otley, linking with the proposed relief road near
Garnett's Wharf

NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re either a crossing point
or a road alignment to connect any
new bridge to the road network and
no prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered
practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.

NO ACTION

Any attempt to develop this site, ie create a hard surface for car
parking, will interfere with the flood alleviation properties of the land
and lead to increased surface run-off. X2

NOTED – already adopted higher
level LCC flood risk policies would
work to ensure that hard surfaced
car parking would not be developed.

NO ACTION

The development of this site is inappropriate as it is part of the
functional flood plain X2

NOTED – adopted LCC Core Strategy
flood risk policy already allows for
development for water compatible
uses and essential infrastructure.

NO ACTION

This would make a great community facility. You could perhaps open
up access to the river on that side of the bridge and have kayaking
courses and the like, maybe even make the river accessible for wild
swimmers.

NOTED

NO ACTION

I think this would make a great spot for leisure and community use.

NOTED

NO ACTION

This is an obvious site for a public park to complement
Wharfemeadows.

NOTED – this sort of development
would be in line with the policy
aspiration.

NO ACTION
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Policy GE5 –
Supporting Text
Policy GE5

The site should be for leisure purposes only and ensure that it is
accessible for all, taking into consideration wheelchair access.
Accessible signage. Outdoor pursuits should be accessible and relevant
for all ages.

NOTED – the detailed accessibility
considerations are Building Regs
and/or DDA/legal issues.

NO ACTION

The potential of this and surrounding land to flood restrict the
development opportunities to such an extent that commercial
development is not suitable

NOTED – adopted LCC Core Strategy
flood risk policy only allows for
development for water compatible
uses and essential infrastructure.

NO ACTION

Is there opportunity to include reference to acceptable uses such as
provision for the extension of the park - with links along the northern
river bank towards Otley Wetlands - with public access!

NOTED - the policy already
encourages ‘leisure and community
uses’, open uses and limited
development compatible with a park
use. Policy GE3 would also support a
park use.

NO ACTION

CIL could be used to purchase the land and return to public use/public
amenity.

NOTED – working with landowner to
develop acceptable scheme as per
policy considered to be better
option.

NO ACTION

The land could also accommodate a small car park supplying both the
Park and the Town Centre.

NOTED – the local highway network/
highway safety issues would probably
mitigate against such use. Policy
provides for car parking relative to
the needs of the end use
development.

NO ACTION

Will come in for regular use
Natural England - The specific mention of Great Dib Wood Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) within the wider Chevin Forest Park
Local Nature Reserve (LNR) is commended.
MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).

NOTED
NOTED

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

NOTED

NO ACTION
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LCC - Given that the policy refers to "will be required to" evidence
should be provided for the extended area.

NOTED – evidence has been
gathered, submitted to LCC and
inputted to the relevant network
database, all in consultation with LCC
ecology officers. This process should
be documented in NP.

ACTION – add text to NP
explaining evidence gathering
process. Liaise with LCC
ecology officers to ensure that
inputted data is easily
accessible to examiner and
others throughout remainder
of NP preparation process
should that be required..

NYCC - Policy which encourages net gain for biodiversity is welcomed –
however, no specific comments are provided on the detail of the
policy or the habitat network map. It is advised that advice is sought
from Harrogate Borough Council’s Ecologist with regards to how the
policies within this plan align with the biodiversity elements of the
emerging Harrogate Local Plan.

NOTED – Harrogate BC planning
officers were consulted at Reg 14
stage and no comments were
received on this policy. Extended
network does extend into Riverside
area of HBC – as such TNRH chapter
should also include this policy.

ACTION – add policy and
supporting text to TNRH
chapter.

Green Party – Support. Add ‘All developments to ensure’ and delete
‘significant’ from 3rd bullet.

NOTED – policy wording deliberately
follows, verbatim, the wording of
Core Strategy Policy G9 in respect of
the original Leeds Habitat Network.
As such it is considered prudent to
reflect this exact wording. Any
rewording to strengthen the policy
would take it out of conformity with
the higher level plan, which it is not
allowed to be.

NO ACTION

Fields south of Danefield terrace should be shown as "grassland
habitats". Also south off Eask Busk Lane.

NOTED – these fields were not
surveyed as part of Extended Leeds
Habitat Network work, because work
did not extend to grasslands. Surveys
should be undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated grassland.
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The map 5 must show the fields south of Danefield Terrace and South
West of East Busk Lane as "Greenland habitats" except for Ings Tip,
they're always been grassland.

NOTED – these fields were not
surveyed as part of Extended Leeds
Habitat Network work, because work
did not extend to grasslands. Surveys
should be undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated grassland.

Map 5 incomplete Why does NP map 5 "Leeds habitat network +
extensions within the Otley" not show fields south of danefield terrace
+ East busk lane as "Grassland Habitats". They are + have always been
grassland/

NOTED – these fields were not
surveyed as part of Extended Leeds
Habitat Network work, because work
did not extend to grasslands. Surveys
should be undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated grassland.

New development can never be mitigated for wildlife studies show
that very limited / short lived outcomes result from mitigation for
wildlife.

NOTED – this is a sweeping
statement made without any
presented evidential backup. The
reality is that other studies show the
opposite.

NO ACTION

Last thing wildlife needs is development. Evidence shows mitigation
does not work. Limited intrusion is what wildlife needs

NOTED – some development is
inevitable and cannot be prevented
by the NP. Evidence on mitigation is
mixed. In an ideal world limited
intrusion would be preferred.

NO ACTION

Very important. Otley can become a "Wildlife Friendly" town

NOTED

NO ACTION

An opportunity to increase Environmental groups in Otley

NOTED

NO ACTION

The protection and improvement of biodiversity is very important for
the wellbeing of Otley residents and for human wellbeing on a wider
scale.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Creating homes for wildlife within the new development would be an
important addition here. Swift bricks and bat boxes placed on the new
buildings for instance.

NOTED – the policy would allow for
this if/as appropriate. Also include
this as a ‘community action’.

ACTION – include
opportunities for bat boxes/
swift features as community
action point.
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Map 5 should show the fields south of Danefield Terrace and East Busk
Lane as ‘Grassland Habitats

NOTED – these fields were not
surveyed as part of Extended Leeds
Habitat Network work, because work
did not extend to grasslands. Surveys
should be undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated grassland.

However, we would Suggest that Gallows Hill Nature Reserve be made
into Local Nature Reserve (a statutory designation) and extended to
create a robust, broad habitat corridor along the Wharfe to Knotford
Nook. We believe that an objective of increasing the physical area of
Local Nature Reserve in a Neighbourhood is a good one. The Chevin
Forest LNR has stayed the same size for many years despite
surrounding population increasing which should allow for Community
Infrastructure Levy or other measures to buy additional land (as was
done for the Chevin).

NOTED – LNR designation is not in
the gift of either the NP or OTC.
Expenditure of its own CIL funds is in
OTC control but is subject to
competing priorities. Community
actions could be added re putting
LNR idea forward to LCC and/or
extending Gallows Hill, but with no
commitment re CIL expenditure.

ACTION – add community
actions re exploring LNR
designation with LCC and
exploring possible reserve
extension.

Please add: extension of Chevin Forest Park LNR will be sought when
the opportunity arises.

NOTED – LNR extension is not in the
gift of either the NP or OTC. A
community action could be added re
putting LNR extension idea forward
to LCC.

ACTION – add community
action re exploring LNR
extension with LCC.

Please add - in case of renovation and new building development
nesting sites for birds (swifts) and bat roosts should be included.

NOTED – the policy would allow for
this if/as appropriate. Also include
this as a ‘community action’.

ACTION – include
opportunities for bat boxes/
swift features as community
action point.

Decreasing the size of a habitat cannot possibly produce a net gain in
biodiversity

DISAGREE – if the habitat in question
is of large area/low quality, the
creation of a small area/high quality
habitat can result in a net gain.

NO ACTION

Whilst in agreement with the principle, further understanding is
required. If this means a net total increase e.g. introducing means of
supporting wildlife in 'protected areas' whilst innately having

NOTED – the net gain is in relation to
the individual site/development,
proposals for which are under

NO ACTION
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detriment to the same in other areas now to be developed, the this is
a concern and we are in disagreement.

assessment through the
development/planning application
process.

Wildlife areas / corridors should not be reduced, divided or cut off by
either roads or developments. Dividing habitats damages them. Also
wildlife areas / corridors should not suffer deterioration or damage
from the indirect effects of roads or development either through
flooding, noise, excessive disturbance or by having inappropriate
development placed near them.

NOTED – the suite of NP GE policies
and other site-specific NP policies (eg
MU1), together with higher level
adopted LCC planning policies, seek
to achieve this aim, but necessarily
within the context of national
planning policy (which sets out a
presumption in favour of sustainable
development) and already adopted
LCC policies which identify Otley sites
for new development.

NO ACTION

It would be sensible to get Gallows Hill Nature Reserve designated as a
Local Nature Reserve. It is a good idea to seek improvements to the
Wildlife Habitat Network, especially since Otley population has
increased in size, which should allow for the Community Infrastructure
Levy or other measures to buy additional land. Gallows Hill could
usefully be extended to form the basis of a habitat corridor along the
Wharfe to Knotford Nook. This would be beneficial for waterbirds,
otter and other mammals moving through Lower Wharfedale.

NOTED – LNR designation is not in
the gift of either the NP or OTC.
Expenditure of its own CIL funds is in
OTC control but is subject to
competing priorities. Community
actions could be added re putting
LNR idea forward to LCC and/or
extending Gallows Hill, but with no
commitment re CIL expenditure.

ACTION – add community
actions re exploring LNR
designation with LCC and
exploring possible reserve
extension.

It would also be good to create a custom-made Bat Roosting tower
feature somewhere along this corridor, to complement the existing
Daubenton's bat roost under Otley Bridge and encourage other
species of bats to colonise the area.

NOTED – could add as a community
action.

ACTION – add as community
action.

Map 5 is incorrect. It omits to show the fields south of Danefield
Terrace and south and west of East Busk Lane as ‘grassland habitats’.
They always have been grassland (apart from Ings Tip).

NOTED – these fields were not
surveyed as part of Extended Leeds
Habitat Network work, because work
did not extend to grasslands. Surveys
should be undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated grassland.
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Fine general aims. However, there are one or two habitat "gems" near
where I live on Ings Lane, home to a remarkable diversity of birds and
wildlife. Small, un-named and valuable. Wherever development is
proposed, an environmental impact study must include local
consultation and knowledge.

NOTED – this is covered by Policy
MU1 (‘Design Concepts’ – bullet 2).
This area was not surveyed as part of
Extended Leeds Habitat Network
work, because work did not extend
to these habitats. Survey should be
undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated area.

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Map 5 should show the fields south of Danefield Terrace and East Busk
Lane as ‘Grassland Habitats.’ X4

NOTED – these fields were not
surveyed as part of Extended Leeds
Habitat Network work, because work
did not extend to grasslands. Surveys
should be undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated grassland.

Potential for identification of pockets of additional grassland habitat of
a similar quality to that mapped elsewhere, on land between A660 and
West Busk Lane/ Bradford Road in west of plan area

NOTED – this potential re additional
habitats is recognised and covered by
an existing community action. Could
add suggested area as a specific eg.
to be surveyed.

ACTION – add to community
action as eg of area to be
surveyed re potential network
extension.

Gallows Hill Nature Reserve should be designated a Local Nature
Reserve. Also that Gallows Hill Nature Reserve be made into Local
Nature Reserve (a statutory designation) and extended to create a
robust, broad habitat corridor along the Wharfe to Knotford Nook.

NOTED – LNR designation is not in
the gift of either the NP or OTC. A
community action could be added re
putting LNR idea forward to LCC.

ACTION – add community
actions re exploring LNR
designation with LCC

Map should show fields around otley, e.g. South and west of east busk
lane, as grassland habitats. They should be shown as such and remain
so.

NOTED – these fields were not
surveyed as part of Extended Leeds
Habitat Network work, because work
did not extend to grasslands. Surveys
should be undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated grassland.
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Map 5 is incomplete. The Map 5 ‘Leeds Habitat Network and
extensions within Otley’ must show the fields south of Danefield
Terrace and south and west of East Busk Lane as ‘grassland habitats’.
They are (and, with the exception of Ings Tip) always have been
grassland. X2

NOTED – these fields were not
surveyed as part of Extended Leeds
Habitat Network work, because work
did not extend to grasslands. Surveys
should be undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated grassland.

But would like to add that Gallows Hill should be put forward as a
Local Nature Reserve and extended to create a broad and robust
environmental/wildlife corridor to Knotford Nook

NOTED – LNR designation is not in
the gift of either the NP or OTC.
Community actions could be added
re putting LNR idea forward to LCC
and/or extending Gallows Hill.

ACTION – add community
actions re exploring LNR
designation with LCC and
exploring possible reserve
extension.

There should be no development

NOTED – NP policy cannot stop all
development as it must be written in
the context of national planning
policy which is based on a
presumption in favour of sustainable
development.

NO ACTION

Gallows Hill should be extended into the surrounding fields.

NOTED – this is an issue for the site
owners/managers, surrounding
landowners, the Friends of group and
of resources. Community action
could be added re extending Gallows
Hill.

ACTION – add community
action re exploring possible
reserve extension.

I'd also like to see a concerted effort to plant trees to the north-west
of the bridge to hopefully reduce flood risks.

NOTED – unclear whether comments
relates to White Bridge or Otley
Bridge. In either case, tree
planting/other action to reduce flood
risk will flow from separate studies
already underway.

NO ACTION

I agree, but it all seems a bit vague and easily negated by housing
developers.

NOTED – policy wording replicates
that of already adopted higher level
LCC Core Strategy policy and cannot

NO ACTION
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be made stronger as this would
exceed that policy.
I would strongly advocate the inclusion of Gallows Hill Nature Area on
the list of important nature areas on p24. This site meets the criteria
both as a Leeds Local Wildlife Site and statutory designation as a Local
Nature Reserve. Consequently I believe the site should be regarded as
a candidate LWS.

NOTED – the list was compiled based
on LCC advice to the effect that
Gallows Hill would not meet LWS
criteria. LNR designation is a different
matter but not within the gift of the
NP or OTC. A community action could
be added re putting LNR idea forward
to LCC.

ACTION – add community
actions re exploring LNR
designation with LCC.

The Leeds Habitat Network as shown on the Neighbourhood Plan
appears to be out of date as the Garnett Wharfe development has
removed a part of it (recorded as grassland in the Leeds habitat
Network plan). The fact that this development has gone ahead and
destroyed a portion of the Leeds Habitat Network suggests that this
habitat needs stronger protection. Consequently I would suggest the
Neighbourhood Plan is updated in line with where the designated area
has been destroyed, and stronger protection is offered to the
remainder. Otherwise the policy looks good.

1) AGREE – both Map 5 (P27) and NP
Map are out-of-date as indicated.
2) NOTED – policy wording is in line
with adopted LCC Core Strategy
policy G9 re the Leeds Wildlife
Network. It cannot be strengthened
as this would exceed that policy.

1) ACTION – amend both maps
to take account of comment.
2) NO ACTION

PROTECT OUR WILDLIFE

NOTED – the NP aims to do this
within the context set for it by higher
level national/LCC planning policies.

NO ACTION

What is meant by "significant adverse impact", (bullet point 3)?
Potential developers may have a very different interpretation of this
statement. I would like to see this phrase replaced with "no adverse
impact"

NOTED – this phrase is taken directly
from the higher level, adopted LCC
Core Strategy Policy G9 relating to
the overall Leeds Habitat Network.
NP policy must be in conformity with
this policy and so cannot be
amended as suggested. It is accepted
that this leaves interpretation of
‘significant’ open to debate.

NO ACTION
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Policy GE6

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).

NOTED

NO ACTION

Gladman - Whilst Gladman note that each site has been examined at
Appendix 4 (nb 3) and the role and importance of each site within and
to the local community has been stated, to ensure conformity with the
Framework the plan or indeed evidence base should set out how each
of the parcels meet the criteria of paragraph 77 (nb comment goes on
to cite egs of examiners’ reports recommending LGS deletions for a
variety of reasons).

NOTED – Appendix 3 assessments
already assess candidate sites in
categories derived exactly from para
77 criteria. Assessments would
however benefit from a conclusion
setting out a summary assessment
and basis for final recommendation.

ACTION – add conclusion to
each site assessment as
indicated.

LCC - It is recognised that a significant amount of work had been
undertaken on the proposed areas through consultation and
engagement, surveys and landowner discussions. The evidence should
be made available to the Council to allow it to make a formal and
detailed comment on each site. It may be appropriate to have a
separate meeting on this once the Council provides detailed feedback
on each site.

NOTED – the evidence base includes
the evidence which was made
available to LCC and everyone else
with an interest in the NP at Reg 14
stage vis the OTC website. A meeting
with LCC officers re the policy/sites
and indeed all other policies before
final submission would be welcomed.

ACTION – arrange policy
meeting with LCC once
proposed action on all policies
is agreed, pre final submission.

NFU - When designating areas as green space, all interested parties
should be fully consulted and should be made aware of the
implications from the outset. Whilst rural landscapes should be
preserved and maintained for future generations, it should be
remembered that such landscapes, and specifically agricultural land, is
the result of careful management and is a working environment. Any
designations which restrict the rural business and unduly hamper the
business developing and progressing should be avoided.

NOTED – all owners/those with legal
interests in proposed LGS were
consulted at Reg 14 stage and
informally prior to Reg 14 in a
separate ‘informal sites consultation
exercise’. Only sites considered to
meet NPPF LGS criteria, following
systematic assessment were included
in the Reg 14 NP.

NO ACTION

Re Cambridge Drive POS (aka “tip behind Peterhouse Drive”/’former
Ings Lane Tip?) – we have always understood that it would always be
designated open space. However we have become increasingly
concerned since we saw areas of the site dug up in Aug/Sept for a
feasibility study, followed by proposals from Persimmon Homes,

NOTED – the site is identified as
‘Green Space’ in the UDP and is
proposed to continue as ‘Green
space’ in the submitted SAP. Policy
GE6 proposes it as LGS. Proposals

NO ACTION
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released by concerned Town Council, which earmark the area for
future development, ie employment.

from Persimmon Homes are no more
than that at this stage and are
contrary to adopted planning policy.

Please see my previous comments re the old Ings tip. This must not be
built on and must be cleared up if it is to provide sports facilities for
the east of Otley community

NOTED – Policy GE6 proposes it as
LGS, complemented by Policy GE7
which additionally proposes it for
green space enhancement.

NO ACTION

If greenbelt still implies - same sort of protection

NOTED – Green Belt is the highest
level of planning protection from
development available.

NO ACTION

Survey not complete Include fields south of Danefield terr!

NOTED – these fields would not meet
the rigorous LGS criteria set out in
NPPF Para 71. Furthermore, LGS
designation cannot be bestowed
upon a site already formally
identified/approved for housing
development.

NO ACTION

The old tip behind Cambridge Drive/Peterhouse Drive should be added
to the list in order that it is not developed. (Known as the Ings tip as it
is at the top of Ings Lane).

NOTED – this site is already on the
list, ie Cambridge Drive POS,
reflecting the name by which it is
already identified by LCC.

NO ACTION

Survey incomplete Why not survey fields proposed for development
East of Otley?

NOTED – these fields would not meet
the rigorous LGS criteria set out in
NPPF Para 71. Furthermore, LGS
designation cannot be bestowed
upon a site already formally
identified/approved for housing
development.

NO ACTION

The Fields as above, need to be listed as Local Green Space. they fit in
with the Governments National Planning Policy Framework for Local
Green Sites because of their locality close to the community, their
wildlife, history & beauty.
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Site near bridge with provision that no development should be
permitted. This special circumstance' has no value as a defence for the
green space.

NOTED – unclear which site is meant,
ie near Otley Bridge or White Bridge?
Which side of which bridge?? The
special circumstances relate to
developments allowable under
national Green Belt policy to which
LGS sites are subject.

NO ACTION

What about Weston Woods and area abridging Wharfe on Weston
Lane? Not included (is this the Harrogate issue?)

NOTED – Weston Woods lie outside
the NA so cannot be included. Much
of the area abridging the Wharfe on
Weston Lane is already covered by 2
LGS site proposals as ‘Otley Sand and
Gravel Pits’.

NO ACTION

Some of these sites are in need of development/ improvement. Otley
RUFC, Otley Police Station, Old Otliensians RUFC, Otley Town FC

1) NOTED – given that all of these
sites are proposed as LGS, none are
considered appropriate for
‘development’ in the accepted
planning sense of the word.
2) NOTED – Policy GE7 relates to LGS
enhancement. Otley Town FC is
already included in the policy list. No
evidence re other 3 sites requiring
enhancement. Could add line to
policy allowing for enhancement to
other sites if need demonstrated.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – add line to policy
re enhancement of other LGS
sites relative to need.

Very thorough

NOTED

NO ACTION

The fields south of Danefield Terrace and East Busk Lane should be
included in the list of ‘Local Green Space.’ They are suitable for
inclusion as per the guidance in the Government’s National Planning
Policy Framework For Local Green Sites. They meet the criteria for
proximity to the community, local significance, wildlife richness,
history and beauty

NOTED – these fields would not meet
the rigorous LGS criteria set out in
NPPF Para 71. Furthermore, LGS
designation cannot be bestowed
upon a site already formally

NO ACTION

Proviso - no special circumstances, cannot allow development
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identified/approved for housing
development.
Yes - please confirm the boundary of Gallows Hill Nature Reserve make sure the whole reserve is considered Local Green Space. Suggest
adding the river bank between the footpath and the river itself from
Gallows Hill to Knotford Nook as designated Local Green Space.

1) AGREE – map drafting error has
resulted in incomplete coverage of
the site.
2) NOTED – re new suggested LGS.
Could assess riverbank, including
path, north from Gallows Hill to
Knotford Nook and south back to
White Bridge as separate candidate
LGS, ensuring stretch west of Gallows
Hill is also covered.

1) ACTION – amend NP Map to
ensure that complete site is
shown as designated. Improve
LGS depiction on the map by
also showing site boundaries.
2) ACTION – assess indicated
area for LGS designation.

Although I agree with the protection of the green spaces listed many
of them are small, fragmented sites with limited ecological value, for
example the allotment sites, and their protection does not go far
enough to maintain Otley's fundamentally green nature or the
recreational value of larger areas of green space within Otley. In
addition their fragmented nature means that loss of non-protected
green spaces between the protected green spaces would result in
ecological degradation of the protected sites. The protection of sites
within Otley needs to be less piecemeal and look further at
connectivity from both a recreational and ecological perspective.

NOTED – LGS not just about ecology
and can’t apply to ‘extensive tracts of
land (ref NPPF para 71). Larger green
areas are variously covered by
designations/policies GE1-3 & GE5
plus LCC Strategic Green
Infrastructure and Leeds Wildlife
network provisions and others.

NO ACTION

My suggestion:- to add:- The derelict Burras Lane scrap yard (owners
Crossley Evans scrap merchants) formerly the Japanese garden
adjacent to old Rec to be re-instated as a recreational garden, as Henry
Dacre and possibly a Caravan Club official C.L. site restricted to
members only 5 units. This would enhance the eyesore of crane and
derelict.

NOTED – in its existing state, this site
does not meet LGS qualifying criteria.
In recognition of its local interest
however, it is identified as a
‘Potential Non-Statutory Heritage
Asset’ (ie ‘Church Lane Top’) and
covered by a community action
under ‘Built Environment’.

NO ACTION
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Several sites need future development to ensure continued use. E.G.
Otley RUFC grounds and polices station

NOTED – it is unclear what is meant
by ‘future development’, given that
the accepted meaning in planning
terms is building, change of use etc.
This would be contrary to the sites’
proposed LGS status. If however, it is
enhancement that is required, this
could be considered. No evidence re
the 2 sites requiring enhancement.
Could add line to policy allowing for
enhancement to other sites if need
demonstrated.

ACTION – add line to policy re
enhancement of other LGS
sites relative to need.

This is not a full representation of what makes Otley special and
contradicts the Vision statement and guiding objectives! We would
like as minimum, to include the Danefield area. This is significant
enough to warrant naming and representation in the Chevin. It clearly
comes from the ancestral people that originally populated this place.
Thought we wanted to preserve some of these natural environments?
Include some specific areas of green space in the east of Otley area eg
Irish fields, ings tip

NOTED – land East of Otley is already
identified/agreed for mixed use,
predominantly housing development.
As such, the NP cannot put forward
protective designations in opposition.
Ings Tip, aka Cambridge Drive POS, is
identified in the NP as LGS under this
policy (GE6).

NO ACTION

The Neighbourhood Plan Map only shows part of Gallows Hill Nature
Reserve as ‘Local Green Space’ : please ensure that the whole site is
fully protected.

AGREE – map drafting error has
resulted in incomplete coverage of
the site.

ACTION – amend NP Map to
ensure that complete site is
shown as designated. Improve
LGS depiction on the map by
also showing site boundaries.

although there is no mention of the sports ground at the end of ings
lane. this serves as a great leisure space for all residents in the east of
otley and dog walkers from further afield. this sports field should be
left untouched.

NOTED – this is known in the NP as
Cambridge Drive POS and is
identified as LGS under this policy
(GE6) – ref NP Map.

NO ACTION

According to the guidance in the government’s National Planning
Policy Framework for Local Green Sites, the fields south of Danefield

NOTED – these fields would not meet
the rigorous LGS criteria set out in

NO ACTION
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Terrace and south and west of East Busk Lane must be included in this
list of Local Green Space. These fields meet the criteria of proximity to
the community, local significance, wildlife richness, history and beauty.
They are a wonderful open space which is an asset to Otley; it would
be wrong to build on them and they are a glaring omission from the
list on GE6.

NPPF Para 71. Furthermore, LGS
designation cannot be bestowed
upon a site already formally
identified/approved for housing
development.

Remove the phrase "other than in very special circumstances", and
conduct a fuller survey - small wildlife havens such as the land known
as Little Ing, Ings Lane is protacted.

1) NOTED –the special circumstances
relate to developments allowable
under national Green Belt policy to
which LGS sites are subject.
2) NOTED – this land would not meet
the rigorous LGS criteria set out in
NPPF Para 71. Furthermore, LGS
designation cannot be bestowed
upon a site already formally
identified/approved for housing
development.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

The fields south of Danefield Terrace and East Busk Lane should be
included in the list of ‘Local Green Space.’ They are suitable for
inclusion as per the guidance in the Government’s National Planning
Policy Framework For Local Green Sites. They meet the criteria for
proximity to the community, local significance, wildlife richness,
history and beauty. X2

NOTED – these fields would not meet
the rigorous LGS criteria set out in
NPPF Para 71. Furthermore, LGS
designation cannot be bestowed
upon a site already formally
identified/approved for housing
development.

NO ACTION

It seems that only part of current Gallows Hill Nature Reserve is
mapped as local green space, and the designation should be extended
to encompass the whole managed reserve.
The Neighbourhood Plan Map only shows part of Gallows Hill Nature
Reserve as ‘Local Green Space’. The full site be fully protected.

AGREE – map drafting error has
resulted in incomplete coverage of
the site.

ACTION – amend NP Map to
ensure that complete site is
shown as designated. Improve
LGS depiction on the map by
also showing site boundaries.
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But think 2 further sites should be included - ~:viz Weston
Lane/Grange View verge; Ilkley Road western end south of public
riverbank footpath. These are detailed on separate attachment .

1) AGREE – re Weston Lane/Grange
View Verge (nb map with boundary
needed). Site should be assessed as
candidate LGS.
2) AGREE – re Ilkley Rd site (nb map
with boundary needed). Site should
be assessed as candidate LGS.

1) ACTION – assess indicated
site.
2) ACTION – assess indicated
site.

List of local greenfield space is inadequate. Add fields east of otley.
These spaces are invaluable for precious wildlife.

NOTED – these fields would not meet
the rigorous LGS criteria set out in
NPPF Para 71. Furthermore, LGS
designation cannot be bestowed
upon a site already formally
identified/approved for housing
development.

NO ACTION

The fields south of Danefield Terrace and south and west of East Busk
Lane need to be included in the list of Local Green Space. They are
suitable for inclusion per the guidance in the government’s National
Planning Policy Framework for Local Green Sites, since they meet the
criteria of proximity to the community, local significance, wildlife
richness, history and beauty. There are hedgehogs, owls, chiffchaffs
there, amongst other species. X2

NOTED – these fields would not meet
the rigorous LGS criteria set out in
NPPF Para 71. Furthermore, LGS
designation cannot be bestowed
upon a site already formally
identified/approved for housing
development.

NO ACTION

The fields south of Danefield Terrace and East Busk Lane should be
included in the list of ‘Local Green Space.’ They are suitable for
inclusion as per the guidance in the Government’s National Planning
Policy Framework For Local Green Sites. They meet the criteria for
proximity to the community, local significance, wildlife richness,
history and beauty. X2

NOTED – these fields would not meet
the rigorous LGS criteria set out in
NPPF Para 71. Furthermore, LGS
designation cannot be bestowed
upon a site already formally
identified/approved for housing
development.

NO ACTION

The Map only shows Gallows Hill Nature Reserve as partially protected
- the whole site must surely be fully protected as 'Local Green Space'.
Otherwise okay.

AGREE – map drafting error has
resulted in incomplete coverage of
the site.

ACTION – amend NP Map to
ensure that complete site is
shown as designated. Improve
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LGS depiction on the map by
also showing site boundaries.
All of the green space should be protected from inappropriate
development

NOTED – this policy currently
proposes the protection of 54 sites as
LGS. In addition, more extensive
areas of green land are proposed for
protection under NP policies GE1-3
and GE5. Within the context of
national/LCC planning policy, it is
impossible to protect every piece of
green land from development.

NO ACTION

Suggest showing boundaries of sites on the Neighbourhood Plan Map
to make extent of designated sites clearer.

AGREE

ACTION - Improve LGS
depiction on the NP Map by
also showing site boundaries.

Suggest 2 further candidate sites for assessment:- -Corner Bradford
Rd/By-Pass/West of Inglewood Drive (nb aka LCC Site G1778 Otley ByPass (Adj to) and Bondgate/Gay Lane corner amenity space (opp
Junction PH).

AGREE – maps with boundaries
needed. Sites should be assessed as
candidate LGS.

ACTION – assess indicated
sites

It should be re-written to state "Development on these areas will not
be permitted".

NOTED –policy needs to refer to
development in very special
circumstances as this relate to
developments allowable under
national Green Belt policy to which
LGS sites are subject. Policy cannot
state no development as this would
be contrary to national policy.

NO ACTION

Gallows Hill Nature Reserve is not designated in its entirety as a Local
Green Space. The whole of Gallows Hill should be designated as such.

AGREE – map drafting error has
resulted in incomplete coverage of
the site.

ACTION – amend NP Map to
ensure that complete site is
shown as designated. Improve
LGS depiction on the map by
also showing site boundaries.
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I am perplexed that part of Gallows Hill Nature Area is not designated
as 'Local Green Space' on the Neighbourhood Plan, is this just an
oversight? If not I would be interested to know why the area of
woodland has been excluded.

AGREE – map drafting error has
resulted in incomplete coverage of
the site.

ACTION – amend NP Map to
ensure that complete site is
shown as designated. Improve
LGS depiction on the map by
also showing site boundaries.

I believe the former Bridge Street Cattle Market site should be
regarded as Local Green Space and added to the list..

DISAGREE – in its existing state, this
site does not meet LGS qualifying
criteria.

NO ACTION

Again with respect to the old railway line not clear how this interacts
with policy TT6, would redeveloping the rail link constitute "very
special circumstances"?

NOTED – “local transport
infrastructure which can
demonstrate a requirement for a
Green Belt location” (NPPF para 90)
would constitute a special
circumstance.

NO ACTION

PROTECT OUR GREEN BELT

NOTED – the protection of land as
Green Belt is not in the gift of an NP.
It is a Local Plan function and as such
is a LCC responsibility. The NP has the
power to designate LGS effectively
giving such sites Green Belt
protection. Such designation is
subject to rigid criteria/assessment.
As a result the NP proposes
protecting 54 sites as LGS.

NO ACTION

How are "very special circumstances" defines (paragraph 1)?

NOTED – very special circumstances
relate to developments allowable
under national Green Belt policy to
which LGS sites are subject.

NO ACTION

Not easy when some areas are already at risk of being developed for
housing, such s East of Otley.

NOTED - LGS designation cannot be
bestowed upon a site already

NO ACTION
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formally identified/approved for
housing development as is the case
with East of Otley.

Policy GE7

Note: Gallows Hill is a Nature Area not a Nature Reserve by
designation.

DISAGREE – ‘nature reserve’ is a
generic term which has been/can
legitimately be applied to an area like
Gallows Hill. This should not be
confused with the statutory
designations of ‘National Nature
reserve’ or ‘Local Nature Reserve’.

NO ACTION

Question: What is considered to be very special circumstances? Please
define and who decides?

NOTED – very special circumstances
relate to developments allowable
under national Green Belt policy, ie
Government planning policy, to
which LGS sites are subject.

NO ACTION

Slight confusion on how All Saints Primary School Grounds, Otley Town
FC and Old Otliensians are on this list given the potential accepted
requirements of the East of Otley proposed development.

NOTED – the key word is ‘potential’.
The requirements referred to have
not yet been adopted via the SAP or
approved via a planning permission.
They have been submitted by
Persimmon to LCC/the SAP
inspectors as proposals.

NO ACTION

Very important

NOTED

NO ACTION

Only if this is not to build on them

NOTED – any building on LGS would
be limited to development allowable
under very special circumstances as
set out in national Green Belt policy,
which the NP cannot override.
NOTED

NO ACTION

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).
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NO ACTION

LCC - This is an appropriate policy.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Green Party - Add where it best fits that: Old railway line both Otley
East & Otley West are important nature/wildlife corridors

NOTED – this is covered in LGS
Assessments evidence base
document and also in their
designation as either Strategic or
Local Green Infrastructure (Appendix
1 relates in the latter case) and
identification as within Leeds Habitat
Network.

NO ACTION

As previously

NOTED

NO ACTION

Stronger wording Maintain spaces I.E. not split up.

NOTED – exact meaning of
comments re splitting up unclear.
This is an aspirational policy which
cannot be worded any more strongly.

NO ACTION

1) NOTED – it means that the
enhancement of the listed spaces
(which are considered to be poor
quality and in need of improvement)
would be supported where new
development on site or elsewhere
provided an enhancement
opportunity. Such development
would have to be acceptable in
principle and within the context of
the fact that all LGS sites are
effectively Green Belt.
2) NOTED – the LGS designation is
not appropriate for extensive tracts
of land – it focuses on smaller
discreet sites. Other policies in the

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

Stronger wording needed but these spaces must be kept in their
entirity. Not split up.
It doesn't make sense and needs to be explained. These green spaces
must be kept as a whole.
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GE section address larger areas of
green space.
The old Ings tip (previously mentioned) should be included. This is
badly in need of improvement as its surface is littered with broken
glass/pottery and the land is heavily polluted and unsuitable for
anything but walking on

AGREE – it is already included as
‘Cambridge Drive POS’.

NO ACTION

Please see my previous comments re the old Ings tip. This must not be
built on and must be cleared up if it is to provide sports facilities for
the east of Otley community

NOTED – Policy GE7 addresses the
need for a ‘clear-up’ of the site. GE6
addresses its protection from
building. There are no agreed plans
for sports facilities on this site.

NO ACTION

You don’t define what is meant by enhancement. Sounds like cutting
the grass + tidying – ceatainly not beneficial to wildlife.

NOTED – this cannot de simply
defined as the enhancement needs
of one site will differ from those of
another. As not all of the named sites
have a particular value for wildlife,
grass cutting/tidying may be just the
type of enhancement they require.
Only some of the named sites have
wildlife corridor functions.

NO ACTION

There maybe need to consider Green Lane and some of the pathways
Rumplecroft

NOTED – Green Lane would not meet
LGS criteria. It is however already
included in LCC designated Strategic
Green Infrastructure. Rumplecroft is
an already identified housing site so
cannot be considered as LGS.

NO ACTION

Green space - Farnley Lane - opposite riverside park - should be
included. A well grown Rowan is there already

NOTED – this site is included under
Policy GE6 but not under GE7
because it is not in need of
enhancement.

NO ACTION

"Enhancement" sounds like tidying actions. Not beneficial to wildlife
like butterflies, moths, birds etc using these corridors
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Conflicts with previous policy re; Fairground fields and Otley Town FC. I
would support development of these sites.

DISAGREE – there is no conflict. GE7
relates to the enhancement of these
sites which are protected from all but
exceptional development allowed
under Green Belt policy by GE6.

NO ACTION

Please define location of 'fairground field' Could this not specify more
what enhancement means?

NOTED – Fairground Field is shown
clearly on The NP Map as ONP8.
Enhancement cannot be simply
defined, as the needs of one site will
differ from those of another. One site
may benefit from tree planting,
seating areas etc. Another may
benefit from the addition of
children’s play equipment.

NO ACTION

I would like to see massive tree planting of native species on Chevin
and elsewhere.

NOTED – tree planting is covered
under ‘community actions’ in the
Green Environment section. Planting
on the Chevin is a LCC responsibility
and would be done in accordance of
the overall management plan for the
Chevin.

NO ACTION

I think it needs to be made clear what 'enhancement' means here. The
disused railroad (west) for instance is an important space to me and
would like to know what 'enhancement' is planned there.

NOTED - enhancement cannot be
simply defined, as the needs of one
site will differ from those of another.
One site may benefit from tree
planting, seating areas etc. Another
may benefit from the addition of
children’s play equipment. The old
railway referred to has broken signs
and littering in places and the path
needs to be kept clear. In short the
needs of each listed site would be
judged on their individual merits.

NO ACTION
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I think we have to be careful about suggesting any "otherwise
acceptable development" on any green spaces, it could open the door
to arguments that a development should be acceptable which we
would feel is not so.

NOTED – in the case of development
on the LGS themselves, this would be
only those developments allowable
on Green Belt land. Such
development could however take
place on nearby non-green space
sites and benefit one of the listed
sites as a spin-off, as long as it was ok
in principle, ie in line with other
planning policies, eg housing
development on a site already
allocated for housing.

NO ACTION

1) DISAGREE – management/
improvement plan already in place.
2) NOTED - a community action could
be added re putting LNR idea forward
to LCC.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – add community
actions re exploring LNR
designation with LCC.

Definitely enhance the allotments particularly those near Otley
cemetery

DISAGREE – only Ings Lane
Allotments considered to be in need.
Gallows Hill Allotments do not
require any enhancement.

NO ACTION

Conflicts with previous policy. Would support developments of these
sites

DISAGREE – there is no conflict. GE7
relates to the enhancement of these
sites which are protected from all but
exceptional development allowed
under Green Belt policy by GE6.

NO ACTION

Existing green space should be protected from development.

NOTED – the listed green spaces are
protected from development under

NO ATION

Whats acceptable development? We need the greenspaces
This is full of pre-supositions about new development which are in
contradiction to your other statements and objectives.

We would recommend Gallows Hill Nature Reserve is included in the
list and considered to be a ‘candidate LNR’ X2
Gallows Hill Nature Reserve should be included in the list and
considered to be a ‘candidate LNR’
Gallows Hill should be included on this list as a 'Candidate LNR'.
Otherwise okay.
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GE6. Re ‘development’ referred to in
GE7 - on the LGS themselves, this
would be only development
allowable on Green Belt land. Such
development could however take
place on nearby non-green space
sites and benefit one of the listed
sites as a spin-off, as long as it was ok
in principle, ie in line with other
planning policies, eg housing
development on a site already
allocated for housing.
How does this work? Does it mean developers could build near these
sites in exchange for improving the listed sites? This policy needs to be
more clearly worded and explained. These sites need improving of
course - this should not need the "help" of developers with
commercial interests.

NOTED – it means developers could
build near these sites where that is
acceptable, eg on an already
allocated housing site, and the listed
sites could benefit. The enabling
development has to be acceptable in
principle so it’s not an ‘exchange’ or
‘deal’ situation. The ‘help’ of
developers is legitimate and a
cheaper way of securing
improvements.

NO ACTION

Subject to the detail and local consultation of course.

NOTED – enhancement would be
relative to the needs of each site. The
planning applications involved would
of course be subject to public
consultation.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

These sites would all benefit from increased amenities but should not
be used as an excuse to allow being built on

NOTED – the listed sites would all be
protected as LGS so would not be

NO ACTION
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built on, except where allowable
under Green Belt policy.
Not sure what it means or what the implications are.

NOTED – it means developers could
build near these sites where that is
acceptable, eg on an already
allocated housing site, and the listed
sites could benefit. The enabling
development has to be acceptable in
principle. It also means that
enhancement could result from
acceptable development on the sites
themselves, ie only development
allowable under national Green Belt
policy – REF Policy GE6 which
protects these sites.

NO ACTION

But depends what is meant by 'improvement'.

NOTED – enhancement (ie
‘improvement’) would be relative to
the needs of each site.

NO ACTION

What is acceptable development? I do not support any development
on any green spaces.

NOTED – development on these sites
allowed under the terms of the policy
which protects these sites (ref GE6, ie
development acceptable on Green
Belt land). Also development on
other sites that is ok in principle, eg
housing on an allocated housing site.

NO ACTION

PROTECT GREEN SPACES

NOTED – the NP’s Green
Environment policies do their best to
do just that.

NO ACTION

Very important for local residents and tourists

NOTED

NO ACTION

I don’t understand it. Please could this be clarified. In any case, it is
important that these spaces must be kept in their entirety.
I don't understand it. In particular, I don't understand what is meant
by 'otherwise acceptable development'. Please could this be clarified.
In any case, it is important that these spaces must be kept in their
entirety.

Not clear what is meant by 'Otherwise acceptable development' some clarity is needed
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Provided it's not building on them

NOTED – any building on such sites
would only be building allowable
under the terms of the Green Belt
policy which protects them – ref GE6.

NO ACTION

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - It may be better to say on-site provision should be made unless
there is good reason for a commuted sum.

NOTED – alternative wording
considered acceptable.

ACTION – amend policy
wording as suggested.

As a condition of development new areas within Newell parish need to
add additional garden allotments for other areas where this was not
provided in past development planning

NOTED – while not specific to Newall
(NB Newall Parish no longer in
existence), this is essentially what
Policy GE8 says.

NO ACTION

720m Rule will be mis-used by developers to reduce greenspaces.

NOTED – this rule is part of an
adopted LCC planning policy. How
well it is implemented relative to
developer aspirations is a matter for
LCC planners.

NO ACTION

No distance should be imposed - with the huge amount of proposed
houses green spaces are needed to keep Otley's unique character of
being rural, green place

NOTED – Policy GE8 does not impose
any distance requirements – they are
already in place through adopted
Core Strategy policy. GE8 encourages
provision in excess of adopted
standards.

NO ACTION

The wording needs to be strengthened. The substitution of commuted
sum payments in lieu of on site provision should be avoided is weak.
This should be referred to as something like "will be deemed
unacceptable".

NOTED – such wording would be
stronger than and therefore not in
conformity with Core Strategy Policy

NO ACTION

Policy GE8 –
Supporting Text
Policy GE8
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G4, which it must be. As such it is not
allowable in GE8.
720m rule is too rigid. Disagree with the rule of 720m from a
community park - This distance is too great. No Specific distance
should be imposed.

NOTED – this rule is part of a higher
level adopted LCC planning policy,
from which the NP cannot vary.

NO ACTION

Rumplecroft – your example is not a good trade off. The current
grazed site has important wildlife value, bats, feeding area for
breeding curlew You are selling off the family silver if you possibly
support this so called “amenity”

NOTED – the Rumplecroft
development is on an already long
identified housing site in the Leeds
UDP. Any open space provided as
part of the development would be in
line with LCC planning policy as
implemented via the planning
permission. It has nothing to do with
the NP.

NO ACTION

Quality of existing green space in north Otley is recognised by easy
access by footpaths to green areas and spaces. we do not need to
redefine the countryside/edge of west yorkshire/north yorkshire dales
as green spaces

NOTED – it is not clear to what in this
policy or elsewhere in the NP the
comment relates.

NO ACTION

This must be

NOTED

NO ACTION

Yes the substitution of commuted sum payments must be avoided

NOTED

NO ACTION

We believe that Gallows Hill Nature Reserve should be extended to
create a robust habitat corridor along the Wharfe to Knotford Nook.
We believe that an objective of increasing the physical area of Local
Nature Reserve in a Neighbourhood is a good one and with the Town’s
population increasing should allow for Community Infrastructure Levy
or other measures to buy additional land (as was done for the Chevin).
X2

NOTED – comment not relevant to
policy. The extension of the nature
reserve (NB Gallows Hill is not a Local
Nature Reserve – LNR creation/
extension is a matter for LCC) is a
matter for the Gallows Hill Group and
adjacent landowners. The role for CIL
in this would be an OTC matter – CIL
is the subject of competing priorities.

ACTION – add community
action re exploring possible
reserve extension.
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Could add community action re
possible extension.
Provision of new green space should not be focussed solely on North
Otley especially if the majority of development and loss of green space
is south of the river.

NOTED – the policy does not focus
new green space provision ‘solely’ on
north Otley. It highlights north Otley
due to its deficiencies in terms of
particular types of green space. NB
policy relates to accessible/usable
green space rather than green space
in its totality.

NO ACTION

New green spaces and recreational spaces should be created when
needed; however, new spaces should not be created simply because
existing green land has been built upon. We risk Otley becoming a
"planned" town rather than the current characterful mix of open
spaces and housing.

NOTED – new development is a
legitimate mechanism for securing
new open space, particularly where it
is needed. In the current economic
climate it is unlikely to be provided
any other way. The NP policies seek
to protect and add to the
characterful mix, within a context of
planning decisions already made and
imposed from outside.

NO ACTION

Does not go far enough, and the language used must be more positive
eg, line 1 sub "must" for "which would" and after "development" line
4, "must" for "which proposes" And definitely "must" for "should" last
line

NOTED – if NP policy is to be in
conformity, as it must be, with
already adopted higher level LCC
Core Strategy policy, it cannot be
worded in this way.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Gallows Hill Nature Reserve should be extended to create a robust
habitat corridor along the Wharfe to Knotford Nook.

NOTED – comment not relevant to
policy. The extension of the nature is
a matter for the Gallows Hill Group
and adjacent landowners. A

ACTION – add community
action re exploring possible
reserve extension.

Gallows Hill should be expanded into the neighbouring fields.
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community action could be added re
extending Gallows Hill reserve.
Re Gallows Hill - An objective of increasing the physical area of Local
Nature Reserve in a Neighbourhood is a good one and with the Town’

NOTED – comment not relevant to
policy. LNR extension is in the gift of
LCC not the NP. A community action
could be added re putting LNR idea
for Gallows Hill forward to LCC.

ACTION – add community
action re exploring LNR
designation with LCC.

I disagree with the rule of 720m distance from a community park.
720m is too great. No specific distance should be imposed. This is the
only way to keep Otley’s unique character, which is largely due to the
mix of the building heritage punctuated by open spaces throughout
the town. X2

NOTED – this rule is part of a higher
level adopted LCC planning policy,
from which the NP cannot vary. GE8
encourages more generous
standards.

NO ACTION

But to add this could include the extension of the Nature Reserve area
including Gallows Hill

DISAGREE – this policy relates to new
open space to meet evidenced
needs/deficiencies. As such the
requested addition would be
inappropriate. A community action
could be added re extending Gallows
Hill reserve.

ACTION – add community
action re exploring possible
reserve extension.

As in my comment against Policy GE7, I don't understand what is
meant by 'otherwise acceptable development'. Please clarify.

NOTED - development that is ok in
principle, eg housing on an allocated
housing site or that is in accord with
other NP policies, eg H1.

NO ACTION

I do not agree with any development.

NOTED – no development is not an
option as national planning policy
sets out a general presumption in
favour of sustainable development
and already adopted higher level LCC
planning policy identifies various
Otley sites for development which
the NP cannot prevent.

NO ACTION

Dont support development
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Agree strongly

NOTED

NO ACTION

But there should be no agreement to commuted sum payments.

NOTED – the policy seeks to avoid
such payments but cannot rule them
out entirely as this would be contrary
to already adopted higher level LCC
Core Strategy policy, with which NP
policy must conform.

NO ACTION

Comment as above in 10

NOTED

NO ACTION

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - This policy could be worded more clearly. The term "amenity
uses" covers a wide range of uses, some of which would be
appropriate for the area but others would not.

NOTED – ‘amenity uses’ could be
clarified further.

ACTION – revisit policy
wording in order to better
clarify ‘amenity uses’.

The idea of the water park is a good one but it should be made "if" &
not "when" extraction goes ahead or else developers will not do it.

NOTED – not clear what distinction is
making made in the comment. Policy
only applies once minerals site
worked and restored.

NO ACTION

Stronger Timescale wording needed. Policy should be worded as "if
extraction goes ahead" not when. I agree with water park as end use
but needs enforceable timescale cos developers wont do it otherwise!

NOTED – because minerals are an
excluded area of planning policy for
NPs, the policy is worded very
carefully to avoid it linking directly to
the mineral extraction/restoration
process. As such, policy cannot be
reworded in the way suggested.
Timescale would be subject of any

NO ACTION

Policy GE9 –
Supporting Text
Policy GE9

"will" should replace "should" here. With weak wording - and no
indication of time scale developers will not fulfil this obligation.
Stronger timescale wording is needed. The Policy should be worded ‘if
extraction goes ahead’, not ‘when’. I agree with the idea of a water
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park; however, an enforceable timescale must be included, otherwise
developers will ignore it. X2

planning permission for mineral
working.

Until detailed quarrying applications are in place this is hard to judge.
Otley wetlands nature reserve is only accessible by the few permit
holders for example.

NOTED – but it is possible to have an
end aspiration for the use of the land
following extraction irrespective of
application details. The exact
mechanics of access to any such use
would be a matter for detailed future
discussion.

NO ACTION

Not familiar with this site

NOTED

NO ACTION

Ambiguous as outlined - more details of proposal required

NOTED – it is hard to be anything
more than aspirational as to an end
use following extraction/restoration
but better to be aspirational than
silent. Detail will only emerge at the
time of actual extraction and
restoration applications.

NO ACTION

Yes and please look at Weston

NOTED

NO ACTION

The whole of this area is rich in wildlife especially ground nesting birds
and endangered species

NOTED – the area is already allocated
for extraction in an already adopted
higher level LCC plan which the NP
cannot vary from. The NP policy
aspiration is reflective of the site’s
current biodiversity value and it’s
hoped for future long term value
following extraction and restoration.

NO ACTION

Yes maintaining wet habitats is very important

NOTED

NO ACTION
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The after-use plans for the site should require that they are open to
the public rather than becoming a private fishing pond or similar as is
the case with other former gravel pits in the Otley area, there are
already a number of gravel pit lakes, none of which are accessible
publicly.

NOTED - the exact mechanics of
access to any such end use would be
a matter for detailed future
discussion, but the aspiration is for a
publically accessible site. Public
access aspiration could be made clear
in policy.

ACTION – amend policy
wording to make public access
aspiration clear.

This would also be an ideal site for hotel development leisure facilities
near extended by-pass.

NOTED – as land is in Green Belt, a
hotel would not be permissible.
Outdoor sports/recreation facilities
that preserve the openness of the
land would be acceptable. This would
be covered by Policy CF2.

NO ACTION

Obviously, subject to full local consultation

NOTED – both minerals extraction
and restoration would be subject to
planning applications and to full
consultation on those applications.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

I'm not opposed to its becoming sand & gravel works, but feel better
use of site would be agricultural. In favour of more pathways being
created for walks

NOTED – some agricultural end use is
not ruled out. Public access is aspired
to. Public access aspiration could be
made clear in policy.

ACTION – amend policy
wording to make public access
aspiration clear.

The Midgeley Farm Wetlands could become a wonderful wildlife area
and nature reserve after gravel extraction is over.

NOTED

NO ACTION

This Policy is weak; there is no frame set. If the relief road is built to
the East of Otley, transport to and from this site will be made much
easier. With no time frame work can continue indefinitely. This would
have a massive impact on the environment and local pollution.

NOTED – because minerals are an
excluded area of planning policy for
NPs, the policy is worded very
carefully to avoid it linking directly to
the mineral extraction/restoration
process. Timescale would be subject

NO ACTION
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of any planning permission for
mineral working.

Policy GE10

I would agree with this policy if it made reference to acceptable public
amenity and access - not to be a duplicated Otley Wetlands! Clearly,
there may also be some link to the East of Otley development - could
this area not be turned into a Country Park? The Park could include
cycleways/walkways for all, Play areas, Outdoor fitness, Promote
nature and wildlife, Educational development - an area for all to be
able to pursue interests and pursuits - unlike the limited restricted
access for a small few at Otley Wetlands.
MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).

1) NOTED - public access aspiration
could be made clear in policy.
2) NOTED – considered that country
park aspiration is too definite/formal
at this stage/distance from eventual
restoration and end use.

1) ACTION – amend policy
wording to make public access
aspiration clear.
2) NO ACTION

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - The locally distinctive approach is supported and the Otley issue
is recognised. However, evidence should be provided to demonstrate
the need for a different approach. The policy could be more precise
and clear (locations, priorities?).

1) NOTED – available evidence, eg re
Adlington House development
(others?) should be compiled and
included – perhaps as an appendix or
inset box in text?
2) NOTED – re greater precision/
clarity – as this is perceived as a
town-wide issue and all applicable
locations cannot be predicted over
the plan period, eg windfall/infill
sites, this is impractical. Similarly, it is
considered impractical to set
priorities. The policy needs to be
applied on a site by site reactive
basis.

1) ACTION – compile/include
evidence and present in most
appropriate way in NP.
2) NO ACTION

Trees need to be replaced 3 to 1 to discourage disruption. It takes ages
to re-establish

NOTED – this is what policy says.
Unclear what point the comment is
making.

NO ACTION
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Replacement trees must be in same area. Specify numbers E.G. 3 new
per old or semi mature trees.

NOTED – policy specifies in NA where
on development site is not practical,
eg due to site size constraints. And
already specifies number.

NO ACTION

There must be replacement trees within the area to be developed and
the size of the trees must be specified. In addition financial
compensation must not be an option.

NOTED –replacement within
development area not always
possible, as proved by recent Otley
egs such as Adlington House.
Impractical to specify tree size.
Financial contribution cannot be
ruled out as an option as allowed by
higher level policy – however as
money would have to be spent on
trees in the NA at a later date when a
site becomes available, this is only a
delay not a loss of trees to Otley.

NO ACTION

All trees having been granted Tree Protection Orders must not be cut
down or replaced, particularly on the East of Otley site. The same
applies to hedgerows

NOTED – all TPO’d trees are subject
to TPO legislation – NP policy cannot
vary this in any way/for any
particular site. Protected hedgerows
are similarly provided for already.

NO ACTION

there are no guidelines about the location of replacement trees,
onward management and suitability.

NOTED – location within NA to be
decided on a development by
development basis as impossible to
predict all the sites to which policy
would apply and what local sites
might be available to receive
replacement trees. LCC guidelines re
suitability/size would be applied in
NA as elsewhere in Leeds. Future
management will be subject to
conditions/agreement attached to
planning permission.

NO ACTION

The policy needs strong guidelines for the location of off site
replanting and for ongoing responsibility/ management of the
replacement trees.
This needs to be stronger. Trees need to be planted as close to their
original location as possible. The trees also need to be of a similar size
otherwise they will take years to mature.
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Financial transactions in lieu of trees must be avoided; how can money
replace a tree?!

NOTED - Financial contribution
cannot be ruled out as an option as
allowed by higher level policy –
however as money would have to be
spent on trees in the NA at a later
date when a site becomes available,
this is only a delay not a loss of trees
to Otley.

NO ACTION

All replacement trees must be within the development area - makes
the development higher quality. Size of trees must be specified eg.
simi-mature. Want to avoid replacement of mature trees with
saplings!

NOTED –replacement within
development area not always
possible, as proved by recent Otley
egs such as Adlington House.
Impractical to specify tree size.

NO ACTION

This will have serious consequences – if you remove local trees you
will end up increasing the pollutions heat retention- + visual amenity
leading to health issues for those local to development putting these
trees elsewhere is not a solution. You don’t mention tree maintenance
the biggest factor in tree survival new planting schemes.

NOTED – tree removal/replacement
as a consequence of development is
already allowable via adopted higher
level LCC planning policy. GE10
addresses local problem whereby
replacement trees are not provided
3:1 on site and so lost to Otley
altogether. Future maintenance will
be subject to conditions/agreement
attached to planning permission
rather than specified through policy.

NO ACTION

Important to retain trees

NOTED – hence policy.

NO ACTION

Too easy to lose trees as we saw at ADLINGTON!

NOTED – it is egs like Adlington,
where there was net tree loss to site
AND town that informed this policy.

NO ACTION

Do not agree with mature tree removal. Tree removal - increases
town's pollution with associated health issues and heat issues as the
climate gets warmer. Britain has less trees than other countries and
towns and cities are not comparable with Europe
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Replace felled rowan - Farnley Lane, opposite riverside park with a
suitable replacement. A rowan was felled by LCC due to disease never been replaced.

NOTED – not a NP matter. Location
of issue also unclear.

NO ACTION

Also where additional trees would improve the environment to give
town a greener feel

NOTED

NO ACTION

I think the line 'Financial contributions in lieu of actual tree planting
will normally be avoided,' should be removed and there should be no
substitutions allowed. There is already a negative carbon cost of
removing a mature tree and replacing it with 3 young trees, that will
not equal the carbon capture capacity of a mature tree for a number
of years. Further dilution of this is unacceptable.

NOTED - financial contribution
cannot be ruled out as an option as
allowed by higher level LCC policy.

NO ACTION

My support for this policy would be dependent on a clause saying that
the removal of any mature trees should always be the last resort and
only if there is a very good reason; all other alternatives should be
sought first,

NOTED – GE10 written in context of
already adopted higher level LCC
planning policy which states that
“development should conserve trees
wherever possible”. GE10 cannot be
more strongly worded than this – as
such suggested clause not possible.

NO ACTION

Although there must be a presumption that trees will be kept in situ
wherever possible or replaced on site.

NOTED – GE10 written in context of
already adopted higher level LCC
planning policy which states that
“development should conserve trees
wherever possible”. GE10 cannot be
more strongly worded than this – as
such suggested clause not possible.

NO ACTION

NOTED – comment gives no
indication as to why/how that
rewording should take place – as
such it is impossible to respond.

NO ACTION

It should be put in stronger terms that tree planting offsite should only
be in very exceptional circumstances.

Support for '3 for 1' tree replacement policy requires rewording
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Not feasible

DISAGREE – policy is an extension of
an already adopted higher level LCC
policy which has been agreed as
feasible. No evidence is presented as
to why policy is not feasible.

NO ACTION

However all trees with preservation orders must not be removed!

NOTED – all TPO’d trees are subject
to TPO legislation – NP policy cannot
vary this in any way/for any
particular site.

NO ACTION

No agreement, as it suggests that if trees cannot be replaced here,
then they will be replaced elsewhere, potentially in an area that's not
actually that important to us.

NOTED – policy makes it clear that
replacement trees will be provided
within the Otley NA. It is impossible
to be any more geographically
specific than this. This is better than
tress being lost to Otley altogether.

NO ACTION

Replacement tree planting on a three to one basis takes many decades
to mitigate the impact of removing a mature tree. Tree replacement is
not a substitute for preserving existing mature trees where possible so
preserving existing mature trees should always be the strongly
favoured option unless there are compelling reasons for removal.

NOTED – tree removal/replacement
3:1 as a consequence of
development is already allowable via
adopted higher level LCC planning
policy. GE10 addresses local problem
whereby replacement trees are not
provided on site and so lost to Otley
altogether. GE10 written in context
of LCC policy which states that
“development should conserve trees
wherever possible”. NP cannot adopt
stronger wording than this.

NO ACTION

Include some statement to ensure some trees that are planted are
semi mature, not just all saplings which can easily be damaged.

NOTED – already covered by LCC
guidelines.

NO ACTION

I am suspicious of any scheme which might involve mature tree
removal, especially with replanting saplings elsewhere. Trees are

NOTED – GE10 written in context of
already adopted higher level LCC

NO ACTION
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simply too valuable and should be planned around, incorporated into
schemes.

planning policy which states that
“development should conserve trees
wherever possible” (NP policy can’t
be worded more strongly) and which
establishes the 3:1 principle. Existing
LCC guidelines cover what is
replanted.

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

But important to retain old trees where possible to retain the
character of an area.

AGREE - GE10 written in context of
already adopted higher level LCC
planning policy which states that
“development should conserve trees
wherever possible”.

NO ACTION

Seems too weak. Specify mature trees otherwise saplings will be used.
Financial contribution not an option, trees must be replaced with like.

NOTED – cannot be stronger as
written in context of higher level
policy. Type of tree already covered
by LCC guidance. Financial
contribution cannot be ruled out as
an option as allowed by higher level
LCC policy.

NO ACTION

In principle, I agree. However, the wording is too weak. Replacement
trees MUST be within the area to be developed, and the size (for
example, semi-mature) must be specified, otherwise the developer
will replace the trees with saplings. Also, financial contributions in lieu
of trees must not be an option.

NOTED – cannot be stronger as
written in context of higher level
policy. Type of tree already covered
by LCC guidance. Financial
contribution cannot be ruled out as
an option as allowed by higher level
LCC policy. Replacement within
development area not always
possible, as proved by recent Otley
egs such as Adlington House. GE10
addresses local problem whereby

NO ACTION

This is too weak. Replacement trees must be within the area to be
developed and the size (e.g., semi-mature) must be specified,
otherwise developers will replace the trees with saplings. Also,
financial contributions in lieu of trees should be unacceptable.
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replacement trees are not provided
on site and so lost to Otley
altogether.
Existing trees should be kept where at all possible, replaced in the
local area where that's not possible. Fruit trees and fruit bushes should
be chosen.

NOTED - GE10 written in context of
already adopted higher level LCC
planning policy which states that
“development should conserve trees
wherever possible”. LCC policy
provides for on-site replacement, but
not always possible, as proved by
recent Otley egs such as Adlington
House. GE10 addresses problem so
trees not lost to Otley altogether.
Tree types covered by LCC guidance.

NO ACTION

Replacement tree planting should be a priority action. Inappropriate
tree planting should be discouraged. Tree survey is required.

NOTED – replacement planting is
required as necessary in line with LCC
policy. Developer s applying for
planning permission are required to
record presence of trees on site.
Proposed new planting is vetted at
planning application stage.

NO ACTION

Again, I do not agree with any development. However, this is such a
weak Policy. When you have big building firms with no interest in the
environment or the destruction they will cause to the local area and
for whom money is no object they will simple "pay" for trees to be
planted elsewhere. This will have a massive impact on local wildlife
and environment.

1) NOTED – no development is not an
option given national planning policy
presumption in favour of sustainable
development and already adopted
LCC housing allocations for Otley.
2) NOTED – policy cannot be any
stronger as written within the
context of an already adopted LCC
policy – ref LAND2 in Natural
Resources and Waste Plan.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
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I have some concerns about the current wording which may
encourage developers to push for “agreed tree removal”. Also it
provides no guidelines about the location of off-site replacement
trees, the probable result being that they are likely to end up in much
“less urban” locations than the trees being replaced. Critically, it also
fails to address the underlying problem of replacement trees not
surviving due to the absence of any onward management or the
suitability of the replacement trees. Replacement trees should be
grown from native UK seed. X2

1) NOTED – policy written in context
of already adopted higher level LCC
policy which allows for agreed tree
removal.
2) NOTED - location within NA to be
decided on a development by
development basis as impossible to
predict all the sites to which policy
would apply and what local sites
might be available to receive
replacement trees.
3) NOTED - future management will
be subject to conditions/agreement
attached to planning permission.
4) NOTED - LCC guidelines re
suitability/size/stock would be
applied in NA as elsewhere in Leeds.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
4) NO ACTION

I think the policy should seek to enforce the replacement of trees
three to one on the approved development site. This policy appears to
give developers a get out clause. We are still very upset at the
completely unnecessary loss of the large weeping willow on Bridge St
as part of the development of the old people's accommodation there.

NOTED – GE10 written in context of
adopted LCC policy which states that
replacement trees 3:1 “should be
provided” and “normally on-site”.
GE10 cannot require anything in
excess of this. GE10 does not provide
a get out clause – rather it addresses
a local problem, highlighted by the
Adlington development whereby
replacement trees are not provided
on site and so lost to Otley
altogether.

NO ACTION

DONT DEVELOP GREEN SITES

NOTED – the NP does not propose
the development of green sites.
Rather it attempts to secure the best

NO ACTION

However, there are significant concerns about the current wording:
This may encourage developers to push for “agreed tree removal”.
Also it provides no guidelines about the location of off-site
replacement trees, the probable result being that they are likely to
end up in much “less urban” locations than the trees being replaced.
Critically, it also fails (to try) to address the underlying problem of
replacement trees no surviving due to the absence of any onward
management or the suitability of the replacement trees. X2
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possible development of such sites
already approved by LCC.
There should be no financial contributions in lieu of actual tree
planting rather than 'be avoided'. I agree with a three for one policy.
Trees contribute significantly to quality of life and so substitutes
should not be provided elsewhere. If a tree needs replacing it should
be in the same area.

1) NOTED - financial contribution
cannot be ruled out as an option as
allowed by higher level LCC policy.
2) NOTED - LCC policy provides for
on-site replacement, but not always
possible, as proved by recent Otley
egs such as Adlington House. GE10
addresses problem so trees not lost
to Otley altogether.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

The policy of replacing trees is supported but these should be in urban
areas and the species and management of them following planting
needs to be well planned

1) NOTED - location within NA to be
decided on a development by
development basis as impossible to
predict all the sites to which policy
would apply and what local sites
might be available to receive
replacement trees.
2) NOTED - LCC guidelines re
suitability/size/stock/species would
be applied in NA as elsewhere in
Leeds.
3) NOTED - future management will
be subject to conditions/agreement
attached to planning permission.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION

The intent of this policy, to make the existing LCC “three for one”
onsite tree replacement policy more effective, is strongly supported.

NOTED

NO ACTION

LAND OWNERS NEED TO BE APPROACHED AND CONSULTED

NOTED – landowners have been
consulted at this Reg 14 stage and
previously.

NO ACTION

The intent of this policy, to make the existing LCC “three for one”
onsite tree replacement policy more effective, is strongly supported.
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Yes but this doesn't happen , I know of one such development that has
ignored all this and ruined landscaping through building on a garden
plot
Policy GE11

NOTED – this policy is not yet in
force. Once it is, development should
happen in accordance with its
provisions.
NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - Policy supported as written.

NOTED

NO ACTION

The whole of the East of Otley site is subject to waterlogging in wet
spells has this really been taken into account?

NOTED – this was a matter for LCC in
allocating the site for housing in the
first place. The detail will be
addressed at the master planning/
development brief stage and by the
application of ‘flooding’ policies
referenced on P33.

NO ACTION

Needs a long term maintenance plan covering the landscaping +
drainage system.

NOTED – landscaping maintenance
will be addressed through
conditions/agreement at planning
application stage as per normal
practice. Ditto drainage systems,
which is also covered under NP
community actions in ‘Green
Environment’ section.

NO ACTION

This is one of the major problems with the Rumplecroft development
proposal and the developers failure to address these issues at the
current time.

NOTED – comment relates to a
historical planning decision which the
NP is powerless to address.

NO ACTION

Strongly agree. More development of green spaces and fields around
Otley. Will create more concrete run off and flooding i.e reduced
natural soak off.

NOTED

NO ACTION

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to the
environment − protection and improvement of green infrastructure
and green spaces (Policies GE1 – GE11).
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NO ACTION

No culverts and enable the land to drain freely - wharfe needs special
consideration

NOTED – Wharfe is subject of
separate studies – ref P33.

NO ACTION

but how is 'wherever feasible' defined? This should not be used as an
excuse not to ensure SUDS are utilised in all possible circumstances.

NOTED – there will be circumstances
where for practical/technical reasons
it will not be possible to incorporate
SUDS – as the comment says “in all
POSSIBLE circumstances.” GE11 is
reflective of higher level adopted LCC
policy as it must be.

NO ACTION

Developments without Sustainable drainage should not be approved.

NOTED – GE11 is reflective of higher
level adopted LCC policy as it must
be. LCC policy states “wherever
possible.”

NO ACTION

+ have those surface drains properly maintained + cleaned

NOTED – this is a matter for the
responsible agency following
completion of development. It is also
covered under NP community actions
in ‘Green Environment’ section.

NO ACTION

Policy should incorporate provision for long term management of the
system. This is of particular importance to developments where the
drainage systems could impact on existing sites

NOTED – this is not a planning policy
matter. Management will be
addressed through conditions
/agreement at planning application
stage as per normal practice with the
responsible agencies. This is also
covered under NP community actions
in ‘Green Environment’ section.

NO ACTION

Especially references to trees

NOTED – unclear as to meaning of
comment.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

I believe that this needs to be put in stronger terms, development
should ONLY be approved where sustainable urban drainage systems
are used.
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I do not agree with any development. However, this policy is weak; it
gives developers a "get out" with the wording "wherever feasible".

1) NOTED - no development is not an
option given national planning policy
presumption in favour of sustainable
development and already adopted
LCC housing allocations for Otley.
2) NOTED - GE11 is reflective of
higher level adopted LCC policy as it
must be. LCC policy states “wherever
possible.”

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

Future concerns about a development’s drainage and flood mitigation
scheme not continuing to operate as intended should be addressed by
including a general requirement for a long-term maintenance plan
covering both the landscaping and the drainage system. X4

NOTED – this is not a planning policy
matter. Management will be
addressed through conditions
/agreement at planning application
stage as per normal practice with the
responsible agencies. Re drainage,
this is also covered under NP
community actions in ‘Green
Environment’ section.

NO ACTION

I strongly support this policy.

NOTED

NO ACTION

However, remove the words 'wherever feasible'. If sustainable
drainage is not possible then this should be a reason to refuse
development.

NOTED – GE11 is reflective of higher
level adopted LCC policy as it must
be. LCC policy states “wherever
possible.”

NO ACTION

DONT BUILD ON FLOOD PLAINS

NOTED – the NP does not propose
any building on flood plains.

NO ACTION

I don't understand what this is.

NOTED – explained in Appendix 12.

NO ACTION

This policy is strongly supported, although inserting “open” after
“incorporate” would avoid any ambiguity. X2

NOTED – there is not considered to
be any ambiguity, but could

ACTION – insert ‘open’ as
suggested.
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nonetheless insert ‘open’ as
suggested.

Green Environment
– Community
Actions

New development should not be allowed in where there is already
surface water flooding.

NOTED – such development is
already allowable, with restrictions,
through adopted higher level LCC
planning policy from which the NP
cannot vary.

NO ACTION

LCC - The Council’s Parks and Countryside service must be consulted
with before any works are undertaken on Council-owned land. The
Otley Chevin Forest Management Plan 2016 – 2026 should be referred
to where appropriate.

NOTED – this is acknowledged by
references to landowners as
partners/potential funders in Project
Delivery Plan P98/9. Re Chevin –
management plan would be taken
into account at point of landowner
liaison.

NO ACTION

LCC - Prior agreement must also be obtained from the Parks &
Countryside service before any land is handed over for adoption.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Re Cambridge Drive POS (aka “tip behind Peterhouse Drive”/’former
Ings Lane Tip?) – the space is very popular for walkers, especially those
with dogs. Concerns re dog owners who let large dogs off leads. Fears
re attacks eg on children. Incidents related re being chased by dogs
and a woman’s dog being attacked. Can anything be done about this?

NOTED – not a NP issue.

NO ACTION

Community actions - caution against reference to 'small specimens'
which, while better than nothing, do not have the same amenity, antipollution and environmental benefits of larger trees enabled to grow
to maturity.

NOTED – small specimens clearly
have a role in any long term
replanting strategy.

NO ACTION

The proposal to install a permanent air monitoring station in the town
centre is to be welcomed. Information re what the data will be used
for and what is going to happen when pollution is found to be above
permissible levels would be greatly appreciated

NOTED – data evidencing
unacceptable levels would support
calls for the designation of an Air
Quality Management Area (AQMA) in
the town centre which in turn would

NO ACTION
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trigger initiatives from Leeds to
tackle pollution levels.

5.2 Built
Environment General

More trees and greening of the town centre would enhance otley.
Support of volunteer groups is much needed.

NOTED – trees and greening
addressed under ‘community
actions’.

NO ACTION

Could I suggest sound monitoring equipment be installed in Otley
(specifically on the Chevin) to keep a check on Leeds Bradford Airport.
Equipment is in place at Menston, but despite Otley being on the flight
path the impact of the airport is not monitored.

NOTED – it is understood that the
monitoring equipment referred to is
located at the end of runways/in
designated locations and that such
equipment would not be appropriate
for Otley.
NOTED

NO ACTION

NOTED – it is considered that the
town centre is adequately addressed
via Policy BE9 and under ‘community
actions’ where possible
enhancements are specifically set
out.
NOTED

NO ACTION

AGREE – HEAN1 should be cited in
P37/para 1. Appendix 4 LHA
assessments should be crossreferenced with elements highlighted
in HEAN P13.

ACTION – amend supporting
text and Appendix 4 as
indicated.

Historic England - We particularly endorse the suite of Built
Environment policies set out in the draft Neighbourhood Plan,
especially those relating to Local Heritage Areas.
LCC - There is an opportunity to say more about the town centre and
possible enhancements to the street scene.

Policy BE1-BE7 –
Supporting Text

Historic England - We particularly endorse the suite of Built
Environment policies set out in the draft Neighbourhood Plan,
especially those relating to Local Heritage Areas.
Historic England - With regards to the Local Heritage Areas (LHA), we
would suggest that Historic England’s Advice Note 1 (HEAN 1)
“Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal and Management” is cited,
and each LHA should briefly highlight the elements of the area which
warrant their identification as an LHA. The elements which can
contribute to LHA status are set out on page 13 of HEAN 1 in section
45 “The Definition (or Summary) of Special Interest”. This approach
would make LHA’s consistent with the approach adopted for “NonStatutory Heritage Assets”.
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NO ACTION

NO ACTION

Policies BE2-7
General

LCC - The wording of each policy area is broadly appropriate but care
should be taken to ensure that these policies are more aspirational in
nature, for example replacing "should retain" with 'seek to' or similar.

NOTED – given that these are nonstatutory areas, wording should be
weaker than for the CA.

ACTION – amend policy
wording in line with
suggestion.

Policy BE1

MP - I fully agree with the policies on proposed heritage areas (BE1 –
BE7).

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - The areas should simply be identified as heritage areas rather
than designated. The plan could simply highlight these areas as
‘possible extensions to the CA’, subject to assessment at a later date
by the Council.

NOTED – replace ‘designation’ with
‘definition/defined’ in Policy BE1.
There is not considered to be any
reason to dispense with the LHA
approach as suggested. Pursuance of
possible CA status is covered
separately under ‘community
actions’ and referenced on P37/para
1.

ACTION – replace ‘designated’
with ‘defined’ in line 1 of
policy.

Gladman - Policy BE1 seeks to define 6 areas as designated Local
Heritage Areas. The justification for this policy, detailed immediately
above the policy itself, refers to the current defined Conservation
Area, and states that it is considered that the 6 areas defined in the
policy are worthy of the same protection afforded to the Conservation
Area. Whilst Gladman note the evidence provided at Appendix 4, we
are not satisfied that it has been sufficiently demonstrated that these
areas share the same characteristics of the Conservation Area.
Gladman therefore suggest that policy is amended and the 6 areas
defined in the policy are referred to as Local Character Areas as
opposed to Local Heritage Areas.

NOTED – Para 1/P37 actually states
that the 6 areas are worthy of
“similar” not “the same” protection.
Whether or not they warrant CA
status will be pursued with LCC as set
out in para 1 and under ‘community
actions’. It is only stated (ref
Appendix 4) that any of the areas
share CA characteristics where this is
the case, eg Albion Street. The
robustness of the Appendix 4
assessments which underpin the
identification of the 6 LHAs would be
strengthened by reference to
elements of special interest as set
out in HE guidance note HEAN1. The
LHA approach is supported by HE.

ACTION – amend Appendix 4
as indicated.
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I would appreciate more attention to 18th century Newell Hall and the
1873 workhouse and former hospital buildings LS21 2AL.

1) NOTED – Newall Hall is Listed by
HE – the NP cannot strengthen this
protection. Associated surviving
features fall within the Weston Lane
LHA.
2) NOTED – workhouse and former
hospital buildings are Listed by HE –
the NP cannot strengthen this
protection.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

Pedestrian permeability should be provided by opening gate on
Wharfedale Drive to hospital

NOTED – it is understood that this
gate is for emergency access
purposes only. As such general
opening would not be appropriate.

NO ACTION

What about shops? Crow Lane?

1) NOTED – unclear what is meant by
‘shops’. All town centre shops
already fall within the Otley CA.
Many individual shops are either
Listed or ‘positive’ buildings.
2) NOTED – vast majority of Crow
Lane, excepting modern Tealbeck
House already falls within the Otley
CA. Several individual properties are
also Listed or ‘positive’ buildings.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

This does not feel strong enough at just 'sympathetic enhancement'!
Should this also state 'preservation'?

NOTED – follow-on Policies BE2-7
address ‘preservation’ in so far as
these areas can be preserved, ie
change cannot be prevented only
controlled/shaped, particularly as
these LHAs are non-statutory.

NO ACTION

This should include the area Mount Pisgah Church Walk

NOTED – both already fall within the
Otley CA.

NO ACTION
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Add Mount Pisgah, Burras Lane.

NOTED – Mount Pisgah and those
areas of Burras Lane warranting
conservation already fall within the
Otley CA. Evergreen and Burras
House are additionally identified by
the NP as Non-Designated Heritage
Assets.

NO ACTION

Please take account of potential future need for station top to be the
site of a new station.

NOTED – identification of area as LHA
does not preclude development – see
Policy BE7.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Suggest refer to Birdcage Walk West to avoid confusion with eastern
end already in CA

AGREE – this is a reasonable
suggestion.

ACTION – amend name of LHA
as suggested.

It's very bland - what does sympathetic enhancement mean?

NOTED – it means that development
which would improve the character/
appearance of the areas would be
supported/encouraged. The followon Policies BE2-7 set out how
development should be controlled in
each of the 6 areas in order to
conserve their heritage value.

NO ACTION

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

Important to Otley

NOTED

NO ACTION

Can't see why these particular areas were selected out of otley some
yes not all

NOTED – areas selected on the basis
of advice from the Otley
Conservation Task Force. Without
detailed comments as to which are
questioned, it is impossible to
respond further.

NO ACTION
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Policy BE2

MP - I fully agree with the policies on proposed heritage areas (BE1 –
BE7).

NOTED

NO ACTION

I generally support conservation of heritage precinct architecture

NOTED

NO ACTION

2 and a half vs 3 Storeys Do not confuse 2 and a half storeys (2 storeys
+ habitable roof space (Dormers)) with 3 full storeys + roof.

NOTED – this is a valid point in the
Albion Street LHA where there are no
3-storey properties. Policy wording
should be amended to ‘two-two and
half storeys’.

ACTION – amend policy
wording as indicated and add
explanation of ‘storey
definitions’ to ‘glossary of
terms’ appendix.

Add in 2 and a half storeys to policy wording. But be careful not to
confuse 3 storey with 2 and a half storey buildings. 2 St. with rooms in
roof including dormers or velux. These are not 3 storey buildings.

NOTED – this is a valid point in the
Albion Street LHA where there are no
3-storey properties. Policy wording
should be amended to ‘two-two and
half storeys’.

ACTION – amend policy
wording as indicated and add
explanation of ‘storey
definitions’ to ‘glossary of
terms’ appendix.

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

Buildings in all conservation areas in Otley should be limited to 2/12
storeys, not 3 storeys. 3 storeys could be taken as three levels and a
roof with an attic, whereas all Victorian properties in Otley have two
Storeys with rooms in the roof/attic. X3

NOTED – the requirement/aspiration
should be relative to the CA and
individual LHAs not a blanket
approach, eg CAA specifies 2 or 3
storeys so would be inadvisable to
conflict with that without strong
evidence in support.

ACTION – add explanation of
‘storey definitions’ to ‘glossary
of terms’ appendix.

But don't agree with more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing. It is there to judge
whether any proposed development
(housing or whatever) is suitable in
design as policy cannot simply
prevent new development/change.

NO ACTION

The term "2 and a half storys" means housing with rooms in the roof.
Most Victorian properties are 2 and a half storeys (such as Danefield
Terrace).
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Replace final bullet point with "Historic surfaces such as flags, setts
and kerbs should be retained and enhanced.

DISAGREE – bullet needs to be linked
to ‘development’ – suggested
wording is too generic (and too
strong, given already acknowledged
need to soften – ref LCC comment).

NO ACTION

Buildings in heritage and conservation areas of Otley are not usually of
3 stories in height; they are 2.5 stories (i.e. 2 stories with a converted
attic/velux windows etc). Any buildings near Danefield Terrace should
absolutely not be any greater than 2.5 stories in height; none of the
houses along the terrace are three stories.

NOTED – this policy has no
application to Danefield Terrace. In
general terms, the requirement/
aspiration should be relative to the
CA and individual LHAs not a blanket
approach, eg CAA specifies 2 or 3
storeys so would be inadvisable to
conflict with that without strong
evidence in support.

ACTION –add explanation of
‘storey definitions’ to ‘glossary
of terms’ appendix.

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

2 1/2 storey buildings should not be confused with 3 storeys buildings.
In all heritage and conservation areas in Otley (indeed, wherever
possible in Otley), building height should be limited to 2 1/2 storeys.
The term ‘2 1/2 storeys’ is a common planning term, and means
housing with rooms in the roof, with dormer or VELUX (or similar)
windows. The large majority of Victoria properties locally is 2 1/2
storeys, even those, such as Danefield Terrace, where the top floor is
original and not a recent conversion. X2

NOTED – in general terms, the
requirement/aspiration should be
relative to the CA and individual LHAs
not a blanket approach, eg CAA
specifies 2 or 3 storeys so would be
inadvisable to conflict with that
without strong evidence in support. A
town-wide approach is not possible
given that there are already 3-storey
properties in the town. This policy
has no application to Danefield
Terrace.

ACTION – add explanation of
‘storey definitions’ to ‘glossary
of terms’ appendix.

NOTED – Core Strategy G9 addresses
increased biodiversity generically.
The suggested policy addition is
considered to be far too specific and

ACTION – amend community
action as suggested.

Concerned about reference to three storey houses. Many homes
around here are effectively 2.5 storeys (attic rooms, dormers), and the
drift towards narrow cramped 3 storey homes with high roof lines is
regrettable

Building height should be limited throughout otley, to 2 1/2 storeys.

Albion Street and other streets containing similar style houses are
important breeding sites for migrating swifts. A study in 2017
determined that there are significant numbers of swifts returning to
these nesting sites each year and any new developments should make
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Policy BE3

allowance for the type of structures required to support swift nesting
sites.

onerous on developers, contrary to
higher level planning policy. Features
could be included as egs in the
community action addressing such
matters (nb under ‘Green
Environment’).

I do not support any further development in this area.

NOTED – there cannot be a blanket
ban on development in this area. The
policy is there to control/guide any
development proposals that may
come forward.

NO ACTION

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

The bullet point about historic surfaces seems to be unnecessary
vague, seemingly relying upon the interpretation of “enhance”.

NOTED – ‘enhance’ is a commonly
used and understand word within a
planning policy context.

NO ACTION

The bullet point about historic surfaces: replace “should respect and
enhance..” with “improve the quality and respect.. ”

NOTED – ‘enhance’ and ‘improve’ are
moreorless interchangeable in
planning policy terms.

NO ACTION

As above
MP - I fully agree with the policies on proposed heritage areas (BE1 –
BE7).

NOTED
NOTED

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

Pedestrian permeability should be promoted further than just this
precinct. Please remove gate between hospital and Wharfedale Drive
LS21 2AL

NOTED – it is understood that this
gate is for emergency access
purposes only. As such general
opening would not be appropriate.

NO ACTION

-2 and a half is common planning terminology.
-As above N.B. The term "2 and a half storeys) is a common planning
technical term.
-same concerns about drift to 3 storeys

NOTED - amendment of 3-storey to
2.5 storey is appropriate in this LHA.

ACTION – amend policy
wording as indicated.
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SUDS + conserving trees hedges where appropriate.

1) SUDS covered by Policy GE11.
2) Trees/hedges covered by bullet 5.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

But don't agree with more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing. It is there to judge
whether any proposed development
(housing or whatever) is suitable in
design as policy cannot simply
prevent new development/change.

NO ACTION

See BE2

NOTED

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

I'm opposed to any building in this area. It should be left as open
countryside. Its views are a major enhancement. Otherwise agree in
principle

NOTED – there cannot be a blanket
ban on building in this area. The
policy is there to control/guide any
development proposals that may
come forward in order to protect
views and openness.

NO ACTION

But do not understand proposed need 'to enhance permeability' in this
area.

NOTED – considered that existing
level of permeability is both sufficient
and desirable, and that as such
wording should be amended from
‘enhance’ to ‘maintain’.

ACTION – amend policy
wording as indicated.

The inset maps would be clearer if numbered according to policy
number.

AGREE – re-number/reference in
order to clarify.

ACTION – amend inset map
referencing as indicated.

I do not support any further development in this area.

NOTED – there cannot be a blanket
ban on development in this area. The
policy is there to control/guide any

NO ACTION
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development proposals that may
come forward.

Policy BE4

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

The bullet point about historic surfaces seems to be unnecessary
vague, seemingly relying upon the interpretation of “enhance”.

NOTED – ‘enhance’ is a commonly
used and understand word within a
planning policy context.

NO ACTION

The bullet point about historic surfaces: replace “should respect and
enhance..” with “improve the quality and respect.. ”

NOTED – ‘enhance’ and ‘improve’ are
moreorless interchangeable in
planning policy terms.

NO ACTION

It is not clear which specific items these numbers refer to.

NOTED – re-number/reference inset
map P38 in order to clarify. LHAs are
clearly indicated on The NP Map.

ACTION – amend inset map
referencing as indicated.

As above
MP - I fully agree with the policies on proposed heritage areas (BE1 –
BE7).

NOTED
NOTED

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

But don't agree with more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing. It is there to judge
whether any proposed development
(housing or whatever) is suitable in
design as policy cannot simply
prevent new development/change.

NO ACTION

See BE2

NOTED

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Definitely no more building here

NOTED – there cannot be a blanket
ban on building/development in this
area. The policy is there to
control/guide any development/

NO ACTION

I do not support any further development in this area.
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building proposals that may come
forward.

Policy BE5

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

The bullet point about historic surfaces seems to be unnecessary
vague, seemingly relying upon the interpretation of “enhance”.

NOTED – ‘enhance’ is a commonly
used and understand word within a
planning policy context.

NO ACTION

The bullet point about historic surfaces: replace “should respect and
enhance..” with “improve the quality and respect.. ”

NOTED – ‘enhance’ and ‘improve’ are
moreorless interchangeable in
planning policy terms.

NO ACTION

As above as above
MP - I fully agree with the policies on proposed heritage areas (BE1 –
BE7).

NOTED
NOTED

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

See comments for BE3

NOTED

NO ACTION

See reply to BE2

NOTED

NO ACTION

As above

NOTED

NO ACTION

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

All the relevant views from Appendix 5 should be included in full in the
policy.
All relevant views within Appendix 5 should be replicated in full within
the policy. X5
But as previously stated, appendices should not be referred to, the
views should be listed within the Policy.

DISAGREE – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 5, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.

NO ACTION
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There is a lot of redevelopment here which needs control before
precedents set!

NOTED – the NP cannot address
either the past or the present, only
the future. This policy is designed to
introduce some control once
adopted.

NO ACTION

But don't agree with more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing. It is there to judge
whether any proposed development
(housing or whatever) is suitable in
design as policy cannot simply
prevent new development/change.

NO ACTION

Buildings in heritage and conservation areas of Otley are not usually of
3 stories in height; they are 2.5 stories (i.e. 2 stories with a converted
attic/velux windows etc).

ACTION – amend policy
wording as indicated.

Buildings in all conservation areas in Otley should be limited to 2/12
storeys, not 3 storeys. 3 storeys could be taken as three levels and a
roof with an attic, whereas all Victorian properties in Otley have two
Storeys with rooms in the roof/attic.

NOTED – in general terms, the policy
requirement/aspiration should be
relative to the CA and individual LHAs
not a blanket approach, eg CAA
specifies 2 or 3 storeys so would be
inadvisable to conflict with that
without strong evidence in support.
Within Birdcage Walk LHA
appropriate that policy specify ‘upto
3 stories’ given existing properties.

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Another sensitive area where I feel no more building should take
place. Otherwise agree with other points, especially retaining green
spaces

NOTED – there cannot be a blanket
ban on building in this area. The
policy is there to control/guide any
development proposals that may
come forward in order for eg to
protect green spaces.

NO ACTION

2 1/2 storey buildings should not be confused with 3 storeys buildings.
In all heritage and conservation areas in Otley (indeed, wherever
possible in Otley), building height should be limited to 2 1/2 storeys.

NOTED – in general terms, the
requirement/aspiration should be
relative to the CA and individual LHAs

ACTION – add explanation of
‘storey definitions’ to ‘glossary
of terms’ appendix.

3 storeys again
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The term ‘2 1/2 storeys’ is a common planning term, and means
housing with rooms in the roof, with dormer or VELUX (or similar)
windows. The large majority of Victoria properties locally is 2 1/2
storeys, even those, such as Danefield Terrace, where the top floor is
original and not a recent conversion. X2
2 1/2 storey buildings should not be confused with 3 storeys.

Policy BE6

not a blanket approach, eg CAA
specifies 2 or 3 storeys so would be
inadvisable to conflict with that
without strong evidence in support. A
town-wide approach is not possible
given that there are already 3-storey
properties in the town. This policy
has no application to Danefield
Terrace.

I do not support any further development in this area.

NOTED – there cannot be a blanket
ban on development in this area. The
policy is there to control/guide any
development proposals that may
come forward.

NO ACTION

What is the obsession with gritstone? Surely it's more important to
focus on using materials that will make houses sustainable and
passive. Nobody seems to have cared about these sensibilities on
when they were building the monstrous houses at the western end of
Birdcage Walk.

1) NOTED – there is no ‘gritstone
obsession’. It is specified in policies
as a material to be taken particular
account of in the CA and those LHAs
where it is a distinctive feature
important to local character.
2) NOTED – sustainable/passive
houses issue is an excluded NP
matter in planning policy terms.
3) NOTED – NP cannot speak for past
decisions.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION

As above
MP - I fully agree with the policies on proposed heritage areas (BE1 –
BE7).

NOTED
NOTED

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

Please provide for cycling over Whitebridge and connections along
both sides of river. Second thoughts, but seems ok to me - it was hard
to find on map

1) NOTED – cycling routes/White
Bridge addressed at Policies TT1 and
TT3.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – show LHA more
clearly on inset map.
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2) NOTED – area clear on The NP
Map. Clarity of depiction on inset
map P38 could be improved.
As a enthusiast for vernacular i am happy B6 to B12 and B1 to B5

NOTED

NO ACTION

Preserve wildlife value/river corridor important

NOTED

NO ACTION

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

But don't want more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing/building. It is there to
judge whether any proposed building
/development (housing or whatever)
is suitable in design as policy cannot
simply prevent new development/
change.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

But do not understand proposed need 'to enhance permeability' in this
area. Isn't this adequate?

NOTED – considered that existing
level of permeability is both sufficient
and desirable, and that as such
wording should be amended from
‘enhance’ to ‘maintain’.

ACTION – amend policy
wording as indicated.

I do not support any further residential development in this area

NOTED – there cannot be a blanket
ban on development in this area. The
policy is there to control/guide any
development proposals that may
come forward.

NO ACTION

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

Definitely no building here. Otherwise agree with retaining parkland,
woodland and open spaces
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Policy BE7

The bullet point about historic surfaces: replace “should respect and
enhance..” with “improve the quality and respect.. ”

NOTED – ‘enhance’ and ‘improve’ are
moreorless interchangeable in
planning policy terms.

NO ACTION

As above

NOTED

NO ACTION

River corridor – light levels are an issue on recent developments in this
corridor

NOTED – this is already covered by
Policies GE2 and GE3 and would also
be covered by bullets 1 & 2.
NOTED

NO ACTION

The Heritage architecture of town is ??? our gift to the future

NOTED – which is why the NP goes to
such lengths to try to protect it.

NO ACTION

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

All the relevant views from Appendix 5 should be included/replicated
in full in the policy. X6

DISAGREE – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 5, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.

NO ACTION

NOTED – Station Top is considered to
have not only heritage but also green
space and Local Green Infrastructure
(corridor) value. It is also on the line
of the Wharfedale Greenway and
former rail route. As such it is
considered inappropriate as a car
park, although car parking associated
with any future rail station may be

NO ACTION

MP - I fully agree with the policies on proposed heritage areas (BE1 –
BE7).

Same comments as earlier regarding views.

Parking facilities here would relieve the pressured town and be
designed to enhance the nature of the station top walks and cycle
ways and historical signboards
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NO ACTION

acceptable. The NP proposes new
edge of town centre car park at the
Former Gas Works Site.
But don't want more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing/building. It is there to
judge whether any proposed building
/development (housing or whatever)
is suitable in design as policy cannot
simply prevent new development/
change.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

I do not support any further development in this area.

NOTED – there cannot be a blanket
ban on development in this area. The
policy is there to control/guide any
development proposals that may
come forward.

NO ACTION

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

The bullet point about historic surfaces seems to be unnecessary
vague, seemingly relying upon the interpretation of “enhance”.

NOTED – ‘enhance’ is a commonly
used and understand word within a
planning policy context.

NO ACTION

The bullet point about historic surfaces: replace “should respect and
enhance..” with “improve the quality and respect.. ”

NOTED – ‘enhance’ and ‘improve’ are
moreorless interchangeable in
planning policy terms.

NO ACTION

Station Top is also important as a wildlife area- often the first place I
hear chiffchaffs singing on arrival in the spring. I see you have included
it in potential extensions to green space as well as under this section:
please ensure the needs are balanced.

NOTED – its identification as both
Local Green Space and Local Green
Infrastructure reflect this value, as
does final bullet of BE7.

NO ACTION

As above

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Policy BE8 –
Supporting Text

Policy BE8

Historic England - Otley Neighbourhood Plan Area is situated to the
north west of Leeds’s urban area. It contains 1 grade I, 2 grade II* and
154 grade II listed buildings, 6 Scheduled Monuments, and the Otley
Conservation Area. It is also adjacent to the Weston Conservation
Area, which is within the Harrogate Brough Council area. Otley also
includes buildings, sites and areas which are of local historic interest.
MP - I fully agree with the policies heritage assets (BE8).

NOTED – this should be taken as a
more accurate summary of Otley’s
statutory heritage interest and the
supporting text (P42/para 2)
amended accordingly.

ACTION – amend supporting
text as indicated.

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - This is a fairly wordy policy which should be simplified and made
clearer. Suggest the policy simply identifies 'non-designated heritage
assets' which lie outside the Conservation Area.

NOTED – post-consultation
discussions with LCC have resulted in
LCC accepting policy wording. The
existing policy identifies NDHAs
outside the CA plus those neither
listed nor identified as positive
buildings within the CA. There does
not appear to be any guidance
cautioning against this.

NO ACTION

LCC - The identification of a non-designated heritage asset does not
guarantee protection but their protection and enhancement would be
important considerations in any development proposals.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Cannot find these location on maps

NOTED – all locations are clearly
marked on The NP Map.

NO ACTION

I feel the B.E. section shows foresight + good judgement in our
responsibility to future generations

NOTED

NO ACTION

Clarify than partial/total demolition is not supported

NOTED – in most cases it is not
necessary to apply for planning
permission in order to knock down a
building so the policy would not
come into play. Re NDHAs in the CA –
planning permission for relevant
demolition may be needed so the
policy may come into play. In short,

NO ACTION

Partial or total demolition will not be accepted.
but please make clear in policy wording that partial or total demolition
will not be supported. X3
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Should be made clear that partial or total demolition cannot be
accepted.

the hands of NP policy are tied by
existing national policies.

The NPPF call this sort of building a "non-designated asset". X3

NOTED – policy to be amended with
‘Non-Designated Heritage Asset’
replacing ‘Potential Non-statutory
Heritage Asset’.

ACTION – policy to be
amended as indicated.

Perhaps Otley's pubs should be included as well, particularly those in
the town centre.

NOTED – all pubs considered to be of
heritage value – town centre and
outside - are either already listed by
Historic England or identified as
‘positive buildings’ in the CAA.

NO ACTION

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

But don't want more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing. It is there to ensure
that any proposed building /
development (housing or whatever)
affecting a NDHA is properly assessed
to avoid or minimise adverse impacts
on conservation value.

NO ACTION

As well as the ripening wall, the Summercross pub building should be
protected

NOTED – The Summercross is already
identified as a ‘positive building’ in
the CAA.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

-But believe the Police Station should be included by virtue of the
quality of design and detailing, its prominent setting and being a good
representative of its architectural period and style with few if any
comparable examples in the town.
-Include police station as interesting example of modern architecture

AGREE – considered that Police
Station should be identified as a
NDHA.

ACTION – carry out
assessment of Police Station
with a view to adding it to the
list of NDHAs.

NPPF calls these "non-designed heritage assets"
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Throstle Nest Farm and the recent adjacent sensitive barn conversions
on Weston Lane merit consideration on their prominence and
architecture

NOTED - Throstle Nest Farmhouse
and outbuildings are both already
Listed by HE.

NO ACTION

Suggest that assessments for Evergreens, Eller Ghyll Mill and Ashfields
in Appendix 6 would benefit from addition of more detail/information
to provide more robust justifications for their designation.

1) NOTED – these and all
assessments should make it clear
which qualifying criteria the asset
meets.
2) NOTED – it is believed that there is
no further information which could
be added.

1) ACTION – add information
to Appendix 6 on qualifying
criteria met as indicated.
2) NO ACTION

Very weak.

NOTED – the policy wording is as
strong as it can be and fully reflects
NPPF policy re non-designated
heritage assets.

NO ACTION

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

Does this include the town hall, the cobbled streets, the market, the
banks, etc. Not sure what is already listed. I do not think we have to
preserve everything, it can change but it has to be done tastefully. I do
think it is important for the centre of the town to have a cohesive look
which will need to be carefully monitored. Who will do this?

NOTED – these areas/buildings/
features fall within the Otley CA (see
Policy BE9 and CAA) and many are
already Listed by HE. Town centre
actions are also addressed under
‘community actions’.

NO ACTION

Why 14? A list of important buildings characteristic of Otley would be
helpful. These should be taken into account when there is any
proposed development/change of frontage which would be
inappropriate.

NOTED – there are in fact 16 listed in
the policy. This is in addition to over
150 Listed buildings, Scheduled
monuments referenced from
P42/para 2. Their heritage value is
taken into account in any proposed
developments. The final list of 16
follows assessments of a longer list
by the Otley Conservation Task Force.

NO ACTION
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Policy BE9 –
Supporting Text
Policy BE9

LCC - Some neighbourhood planning examiners delete policies which
repeat or seek to add detail to existing CA policy while others are
happy for such a policy to remain. What does this policy add to
existing?

NOTED – through inclusion in the NP,
the policy will give statutory status to
the currently non-statutory
provisions of the CAA.

NO ACTION

You have omitted South from Rammers Cottage right of way and from
the public walkway South of Danefield Terrace.

NOTED – the CA boundary is set by
LCC and cannot be varied by the NP.

NO ACTION

Appendix 5 needs to be in the Neighbourhood Plan not as an
appendix. X14

DISAGREE – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 5, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.

NO ACTION

But key view (app.5) omitted - looking south from Rammers Cottage
right of way up to Chevin + public walkway R/O Danefield Terrace.
-Two key views have been omitted and should be included: From the
public walkway south of Danefield Terrace towards the Chevin. South
from Rammers Cottage right of way up to the Chevin. X7
-Need to ensure key views includes views from by Rammers cottage
and the public footpath south of Danefield Terrace.

NOTED – could be considered as part
of recommended overall assessment
of views suggested by consultees.

ACTION – consider as part of
assessment of suggested
views.

Add 2 and a half storeys to list of heights - Clarify that 3 storey
development will only be appropriate in a small number of exceptional
cases, not the norm.

1) NOTED – 2 and half storeys should
be added to policy in recognition of
fact that such properties are
common within the CA.
2) NOTED –3 storey ref cannot be
removed as would be in conflict with
CAA and not reflective of on the

1) ACTION – amend policy as
indicated.
2) NO ACTION

2.5 storeys should be added to the list, and 3 storeys should be
removed. X3
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ground situation. It is considered that
policy wording is sufficient in
requiring new development to take
particular account of its setting in
terms of scale.
Add that recent Historic England advice places greater emphasis than
ever before on the "setting of a cons area" ie areas immediately +
more widely around the cons area. X4

NOTED – policy should be amended,
replacing ‘adjacent to’ with ‘within
the setting of’. This would reflect HE
HEAN1 published in February 2016.

ACTION – amend policy as
indicated.

See our comments below under TNRH7

NOTED

NO ACTION

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

P44 Special consideration should be given to the renovation of all
Victorian road signs within (and outside) C.A

NOTED – not appropriate as an
addition to planning policy. Add to
relevant community action(s).

ACTION – add to community
actions as indicated.

This is good but could be enhanced. I suggest that this specifies
'wooden' sash windows and also is linked to the project on p.100 on
heritage advisory leaflets. This should be worded to propose an active
leafleting and awareness raising campaign. Also street signs to indicate
heritage areas.

1) NOTED – policy already specifies
‘sliding-sash timber window frames’.
2) NOTED – not appropriate to
reference leaflets/awareness in
planning policy. Leaflet (P47/P100)
would include window advice.
3) NOTED – re street signs –
suggestion too imprecise to action
and likely to be too onerous/costly to
implement.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION

? control of new business frontage, signage and lighting e.g. Antalya
barbers, Kirkgate (next to LLoyds) Has he applied for planning for neon
signs etc.

NOTED – this is a current/historical
development management issue not
a NP issue.

NO ACTION
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Also signage of shops should have a historical theme. Barnard Castle is
an excellent example of shop frontages sympathetically using the
traditional design and architecture. ?

NOTED – the policy specifically
references Victorian and historic
shopfronts.

NO ACTION

But don't want more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing. It is there to ensure
that any proposed building /
development (housing or whatever)
affecting the CA is properly assessed
to avoid or minimise adverse impacts
on conservation value.

NO ACTION

concern that overemphasis on 'traditional' building in the conservation
area may create a 'toy village' Prince Charles type environment; good
modern design can enhance and compliment existing traditional
buildings

NOTED – policy reflects existing LCC
CAA guidance. The wording, eg ‘take
particular account’, ‘should’ is not
considered to constitute an overemphasis on ‘tradition’. P43/para 4
makes the same point as the
comment.

NO ACTION

See BE2 re. historic surfaces.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Some of the older buildings within the Otley Conservation Areas are
really important sites for nesting swifts and roosting bats: new builds
lack the crevices and holes that are present in these old buildings.
Please ensure that any proposals to refurbish the old buildings or
maintain them to higher standards take account of the presence of
swifts or bats whose survival as species are under threat if their living
spaces are eliminated.

NOTED – Core Strategy G9 addresses
increased biodiversity generically.
The suggested policy addition is
considered to be far too specific and
onerous on developers, contrary to
higher level planning policy. Features
could be included as egs in the
community action addressing such
matters (nb under ‘Green
Environment’).

ACTION – amend community
action as suggested.

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Buildings in all conservation areas in Otley should be limited to 2/12
storeys, not 3 storeys. 3 storeys could be taken as three levels and a
roof with an attic, whereas all Victorian properties in Otley have two
Storeys with rooms in the roof/attic.

NOTED – the requirement/aspiration
should be relative to the CA and
individual LHAs not a blanket
approach, eg CAA specifies 2 or 3
storeys so would be inadvisable to
conflict with that without strong
evidence in support.

ACTION – add explanation of
‘storey definitions’ to ‘glossary
of terms’ appendix.

'Special' is rather vague so suggest reference to historic surfaces would
better read ..' respect and enhance their contribution to the distinctive
heritage character' of the area. Need clearer explanation for this in
preamble

NOTED – use of ‘special’ reflects
wording in CAA. CAA provides further
explanation.

NO ACTION

Need to consider the setting of conservation and key views, such as
looking towards the chevin.

NOTED – this is comprehensively
covered in Appendix 5 to which the
policy refers.

NO ACTION

Any development should be treated sympathetically to its adjacent
environment. Shop front development could be prioritised.

NOTED – it is considered that both
matters are already adequately
addressed in the policy wording.

NO ACTION

I do not support development in the Conservation area.

NOTED – there cannot be a blanket
ban on development in the CA. The
policy is there to control/guide any
development proposals that may
come forward.

NO ACTION

NOTED – the reference to ‘two or
three storeys’ is taken directly from
the CAA. This does not include below
ground storeys. On this basis very
few properties within the CA will be
more than 3 storeys and it is
considered entirely appropriate that
future development should take the
predominance of 2-3 storey

NO ACTION

But fundamentally restrict development other than to address derelict
areas

Cannot agree that within the area I live in (west chevin ward end of
conservation area) " buildings of two or three storeys;" is simply
inaccurate as a "feature of the area". Many, even most, of the existing
victorian terraces or houses are in fact four storeys, practically all of
Ilkley road is. In some cases this includes cellars or loft conversions,
but if the intent is "two or three storeys plus cellar and plus loft level"
this should be made clear. There are in fact five storey houses on my
terrace where the loft has been converted. The recent development at
Grove Mill Court is clearly four storeys, in parts. I support a policy that
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Policy BE10

says new buildings should fit in with existing, but to say that means
"two or three storeys" when the existing have four or more is
unjustifiable in my opinion.

properties in the CA into particular
account. This does not rule out taller
properties as part of any new
development.

The bullet point about historic surfaces seems to be unnecessary
vague, seemingly relying upon the interpretation of “enhance”.

NOTED – ‘enhance’ is a commonly
used and understand word within a
planning policy context.

NO ACTION

The bullet point about historic surfaces: replace “should respect and
enhance..” with “improve the quality and respect.. ”

NOTED – ‘enhance’ and ‘improve’ are
moreorless interchangeable in
planning policy terms.
NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - This appropriate, clear and precise.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Historic england "the setting of heritage assets - historic environment
good practice advice in planning:3"

NOTED – add ‘and within the setting
of’ after ‘within’ in line 1 of policy.

ACTION – amend policy as
indicated.

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

Not sure that The Oval, Duncan or Pegholme areas are particularly
worthy.

DISAGREE –these areas are all
considered worthy of special
consideration as recommended by
Otley Conservation Task Force. Policy
is supported by LCC and HE.

NO ACTION

But don't want more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing. It is there to ensure
that any proposed building/
development (housing or whatever)
affecting the Oval Estate is properly
assessed to avoid or minimise

NO ACTION

MP - I am pleased to see that the plan recognises the quality of areas
of inter-war council housing in Otley (BE10, BE11), and seeks to
protect and enhance the quality of these areas, as well as older
buildings and heritage areas.

I do not agree with further development of this area.
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NO ACTION

adverse impacts on existing
character.

Policy BE11

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

I do not personally consider Pegholme, Duncan and the Oval to be
particularly interesting architecturally. Further, since the houses are
privately owned, residents are free to change the houses if they wish.

1) DISAGREE –these areas are all
considered worthy of special
consideration as recommended by
Otley Conservation Task Force. Policy
is supported by LCC and HE.
2) NOTED – yes, where planning
permission is not required – policy
will apply where a planning
application is required to make
changes.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

Who decided these were notable architectural design - far more than
these in otley , start by tidying these areas up !

NOTED - these areas are all
considered worthy of special
consideration as recommended by
Otley Conservation Task Force. Policy
is supported by LCC and HE. This is in
addition to the CA and 6 LHAs. As no
information is provided re other
areas that may be worthy of
consideration or what areas/tidying
up is required, it is not possible to
respond further.
NOTED

NO ACTION

NOTED

NO ACTION

MP - I am pleased to see that the plan recognises the quality of areas
of inter-war council housing in Otley (BE10, BE11), and seeks to
protect and enhance the quality of these areas, as well as older
buildings and heritage areas.
LCC - This appropriate, clear and precise.
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NO ACTION

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

But don't want more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing. It is there to ensure
that any proposed building/
development (housing or whatever)
affecting the Oval Estate is properly
assessed to avoid or minimise
adverse impacts on existing
character.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Are Duncan and Pegholme mixed up on the map 8?

AGREE – amend key to Map 8 to
correct error.

ACTION – amend map key as
indicated.

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

Again I do not know which specific areas these policies refer to.

NOTED – the areas are clearly shown
on both The Neighbourhood Plan
Map and Map 8 (P45 – nb subject to
key amendment).

ACTION – amend map key as
indicated.

As above

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - This appropriate, clear and precise.

NOTED

NO ACTION

BE1 – BE12 – all policies to ensure any development is sympathetic are
to be welcomed.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

But don't want more housing

NOTED – the policy does not propose
more housing. It is there to ensure
that any proposed building/
development (housing or whatever)

NO ACTION

I do not agree with further development in this area.

Policy BE12

I do not agree with further development in this area.
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affecting the Oval Estate is properly
assessed to avoid or minimise
adverse impacts on existing
character.

Built Environment –
Community Actions

Policy MU1 –
Supporting Text

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Please no more "Mock Tudor"! Please!

NOTED – this style is considered to
be an appropriate consideration for
any further development within
Pegholme Estate.

NO ACTION

Broadly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

As above
Street naming protocol. Great confusion between Riverside Park
(Farnley area) and Garnett's Wharfe riverside - 2 areas named there Riverside Walk and Riverside Square. Should not be all used!!
Preference should be given to older riverside park area! X2
LCC - The document refers to “considerable opportunities” for
sustainable development, including “adopting the highest
environmental and energy conservation standards and the provision of
electric vehicle charging points for all dwellings and in car parks” but
could more of a commitment be made?

NOTED
NOTED – NP cannot address
historical issues but can seek to
ensure that such confusions do not
arise in the future.
NOTED – policy could be
supplemented to reflect this
aspirational language and associated
community action beefed up.

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

LCC - The SAP doesn’t propose the East of Otley site – it’s already an
adopted UDP allocation, which is carried forward into the SAP as MX126. The only change made by the SAP is that a school is also now
proposed.

NOTED – accuracy of p49/para 1 text
could be improved.

Green Party - Strongly Agree with NP para 6 P49.
MP -A major issue for Otley is the impending mixed use development
of 550 houses, employment land and school on the East of Otley site.
Many residents are opposed to this development. If it goes ahead, the
Neighbourhood Plan is one mechanism that can help minimise the

NOTED
NOTED – reflecting local people’s and
other comments as far as is possible
should serve to develop and
strengthen the policy.

ACTION – add aspirational
policy wording to reflect
supporting text and beef up
community action

ACTION – check P49/para 1
text for accuracy relative to
the comment.

NO ACTION
Policy MU1
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NO ACTION

worst effects and maximise the benefits for existing residents and the
town as a whole. To this end, I would endorse the guiding
development principles in Policy MU1. I hope these can be further
developed and strengthened in the final Plan, and also fully
incorporated into the LCC design brief or master plan for this strategic
site.
Gladman - Policies MU1 through to MU4 set out a range of design
principles that proposals for residential development will be expected
to adhere to. In relation to these design policies Gladman refer to
paragraphs 59 and 60 of the Framework. Specifically paragraph 59
which states: “Design policies should avoid unnecessary prescription
or detail and should concentrate on the overall scale, density, massing,
height, landscape, layout, materials and access of new development in
relation to neighbouring buildings and the local area more generally.”
Whilst Gladman recognise the importance of high quality design,
planning policies should not be overly prescriptive and need flexibility
in order for schemes to respond to sites specifics and the character of
the local area. There will not be a ‘one size fits all’ solution in relation
to design and sites should be considered on a site by site basis with
consideration given to various design principles/objectives.

NOTED – MU1 sets out ‘key guiding
development principles’ rather than
just design principles. They have
been discussed informally with LCC
prior to consultation and that
discussion will continue prior to
submission. They are not considered
overly prescriptive in relation to
NPPF or typical SAP requirements.
They clearly constitute a specific
response to the site and local area.

NO ACTION

LCC - The policy generally reflects the planning objectives we would
expect for delivering a sustainable mixed use development, however
some of the requirements may be too prescriptive.

NOTED – it is considered crucial, for
such an important development in
the town that policy seeks to shape
the development as closely as
possible.

NO ACTION

LCC - The Council owns land within the East of Otley area. Discussions
are ongoing with the lead developer. These key guiding principles have
been discussed at a workshop with officers and at a meeting with one
of the main developers of the site, Persimmon Homes. The principles
are in general terms supported but it has been agreed that further
consideration could be given to them, in particular design. The Council
is happy to work with the group on this.

NOTED – it is accepted that policy
would benefit from further
consideration and the LCC offer of
support is welcomed.

ACTION – take up offer of LCC
support in finalising policy
once revisions have been
agreed by OTC as basis for
discussion.
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LCC - The emerging Neighbourhood Plan Design Guidance being
prepared by the Council and the forthcoming Leeds Beckett
Masterclass on 16 November (details to be announced) will be an
excellent opportunity to assist on design issues generally and to
explore opportunities for the East of Otley site. Given the complexity
of the issues it is felt that a design-focussed workshop with the key
stakeholders would be particularly beneficial.

NOTED – OTC would be happy to be
involved in a design-focussed
workshop as suggested.

ACTION – take up offer of
suggested workshop once post
consultation policy revisions
agreed by OTC as basis for
workshop.

Green Party - Add where appropriate new build properties should
include nesting shelves for example for swifts.

NOTED – this is too prescriptive to
include in the policy. Policy GE5
addresses increased biodiversity
relative to the Extended Leeds
Habitat Network in Otley. Core
Strategy Policy G9 addresses this
more generically. Such features could
be given as examples under ‘Green
Environment’ community actions and
more specific ‘East of Otley’
community actions.

ACTION – add community
actions as indicated.

Lichfields/Persimmon - The absence of reference to the provision of
elderly accommodation within the development description outlined
in section 5.3 should be addressed. The Leeds Sites Allocation Plan
specifically requires such provision and it is the intention of PHWY and
BDWH to fully comply with this policy requirement. PHWY recognises
that the allocated East Otley development is ideally located to provide
housing to meet the needs of all sectors of the community and the
ageing demographic, not just of Otley, but the wider North West Leeds
area and indeed, nationally, requires the provision of suitable housing
types.

NOTED – Core Strategy Policy H8
already provides for this alongside
SAP Policy HG4, once adopted. As
these policies would operate
alongside NP Policy MU1, once
adopted, there is no need to
duplicate by referencing the
requirement in MU1. NP Policies H2
and H3 specifically address housing
mix and housing for independent
living on all housing sites in Otley,
including east of Otley.

NO ACTION

The implication of the existing policy is that the embedded references
“see Appendix 5” and “see outline brief at Appendix 8” within the text
makes these two appendices an integral part of the policy. However, it is

NOTED – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in

NO ACTION
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understood that this implication is incorrect, and that to be effective the
content of such appendices needs to be relocated into the body of the
policy. Notwithstanding the above, the text of policy MU1 is broadly
agreed with. x107
Relevant views should be included within the Policy, not within
Appendices.

appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendices 5 and 8,
it is clearly common sense to do so
here.

Am concerned that the number of proposed dwellings East of Otley
may not still be required in view of the number of new houses built in
Otley and also the amount of brown field sites becoming available

NOTED – the site/housing allocation
at East of Otley has already been
agreed by higher level LCC planning
policy, from which the NP cannot
vary.

NO ACTION

This is really 7 - 8 polices fitted into one!

NOTED – this is an acceptable policy
format – ref SAP site specific policies.

NO ACTION

There are multiply objections Too many to fit here! Need for
road/housing not proven. Fundamentally, there should be no
presumption that MU1 will go ahead. The need for and suitability of a
Relief Road is not yet proven. X5

NOTED – road principle/housing
already adopted via higher level LCC
planning policy which NP cannot
oppose.

NO ACTION

The setting of a Conservation Area must be considered in light of
recent Historic England guidance. (See too comments on BE9). X6

NOTED – detailed proposals for East
of Otley will need to be prepared in
light of Conservation Area Appraisal
and in line with NP BE9 once
adopted.

NO ACTION

DO NOT say development 'will be'; please say 'should be'. X6

DISAGREE – ‘will’ is stronger wording
than ‘should’ in planning policy
terms. ‘Will’ also used in context of
East of Otley being already allocated.

NO ACTION

An Agreed Strategic Approach. Despite what is said in the
Neighbourhood Plan (NP), I don't agree with any East of Otley
development, including the Relief Road. If it were to go ahead,

NOTED – the site/housing allocation
at East of Otley has already been
agreed – many years ago - by higher

NO ACTION
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planning permission should only be given by Leeds City Council (LCC)
once development of all brownfield sites in Otley has already been
given planning permission, and building work and sales have started. It
was clear from the Otley-wide consultation preceding the NP, that
development of greenfield sites was opposed, especially the East of
Otley development. X9

level LCC planning policy, from which
the NP cannot vary. The granting of
planning permissions by LCC is
outside of NP control.

Otley Conservation Area Note that there is little reference in MU1 to
the fact that Danefield Terrace and the area around it are a
Conservation Area, and no regard has been given to this Conservation
Area in MM. Precedent has recently been set by LCC in Adel where
development is precluded from key fields that are considered to be
part of the setting of the conservation area, and therefore an intrinsic
part of it. The field (grazing land) in front of Danefield Terrace should
therefore be removed from the Site Allocation Plan (SAP), in line with
this precedent, and should remain grazing land. Potential new housing
site in the Leeds Outer NW Site Allocation Plan (SAP) is adjacent Adel
Conservation Area. Site Ref. is HG2-18 (2130) and the map can be
found on pages 388-389 of the Outer NW SAP document. Leeds City
Council states that 'site affects the setting of Adel Conservation
appearance of Conservation Area. No built development should take
on the fields to the east of the beck, which should retain a natural,
rural character. If Leeds CC say this about a greenfield site next to Adel
Conservation Area, they should say ii about Otley Conservation Area,
and in particular, the fields south of Danefield Terrace, because the
Otley Conservation Area boundary runs along the bottom of the
gardens of Danefield Terrace. Historic England (previously English
Heritage) has recently produced detailed guidance on how the
SETTING of Conservation Areas should be assessed. 'The Setting of
Heritage Assets: Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in
Planning: 3. LCC produced the 'Otley Conservation Area Appraisal' in
2003. It is very out-of-date as it does not include any assessment of
the SETTING of the Conservation Area, nor any MANAGEMENT
PROPOSALS for the Conservation Area. We support the
Neighbourhood Plan's statement in Section 5.2 (Built Environment)
'The Key Issues' that LCC's review of Otley Conservation Area is long

1) NOTED – the site/housing
allocation at East of Otley has already
been agreed – many years ago - by
higher level LCC planning policy (the
UDPR), from which the NP cannot
vary. East of Otley is not a SAP
proposal/ allocation – it is carried
forward from the UDPR so did not
require assessment under the SAP.
The NP cannot change UDPR or SAP
policies/proposals.
2) NOTED – re conservation area – it
is mentioned under ‘Design Concept’.
Policy BE9 would be applied to East
of Otley layout/design as well as
MU1.
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1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

overdue. N.B. We feel it is totally wrong that Historic England has not
assessed the East of Otley housing site; they have only assessed the
newly brought-forward sites, such as Adel. LCC's 'Heritage Background
Paper' does not assess the East of Otley site, and is therefore
fundamentally flawed. X9
Landscape and Visual Amenity There has been a very recent Appeal
decision in North Yorkshire in regard to 165 houses outside Harrogate.
The Inspector turned these down on the basis of the visual amenity of
the site to existing inhabitants. X9

NOTED – East of Otley is a
longstanding housing allocation.
Matters of visual amenity will need
to be taken account of in the detailed
planning of the site but will not
constitute a reason for no
development. Stopping development
on this site is beyond NP remit.

NO ACTION

Neighbourhood Plan Policy GE2 Local Green Infrastructure. LCC has
produced a 'Strategic Green Infrastructure' map (reproduced on page
20 of the Neighbourhood Plan). Fields immediately south of Danefield
Terrace are shown included, along with all the fields in the proposed
East of Otley site. Therefore, LCC's own Core Strategy says these fields
should be maintained and enhanced! This 'Strategic Green
Infrastructure` map was based on a recent 2010 study by Natural
England. Why is LCC even thinking of developing these fields? X9

NOTED – the adopted housing
allocation predates the SGI
designation. SGI designation does not
preclude development – ref Core
Strategy para 4.10.3. This is not a NP
matter.

NO ACTION

Also, why is the East of Otley site excluded from the LCC's 'Habitat
Network showing grassland sites (page 27 of the Neighbourhood Plan'.
X9

NOTED – these fields were not
surveyed as part of Extended Leeds
Habitat Network work, because work
did not extend to grasslands. Surveys
should be undertaken.

ACTION – add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated grassland.

Masterplan. This must include ALL phases, and planning permission of
all phases must be sought at the same time. (i.e., NO phasing of
planning permission). X10

NOTED – masterplan will relate to
whole site. NP cannot require
planning application to come forward
for whole site only.

NO ACTION
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Transport Study. Appendix 8 should be included in the main body of
the NP. Ask for the following amendment as regards methodology:
'the study to be founded, on a detailed traffic model: well calibrated
by surveys of current traffic flows, covering the town centre in
sufficient detail to give meaningful results, including the collection of
sufficient origin/destination data, extending beyond the Otley area
sufficiently to assess the wider consequences of the relief road'. X9

1) NOTED – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 8, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.
2) NOTED – additional suggested text
would improve wording of brief.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION - add in
emboldened/ italicised text to
Appendix 8 as suggested

Design Code. Note that nearly all the Victorian properties in MU1,
including Danefield Terrace, are classified as 2.5 storeys high for
planning purposes. There should be NO 3-storey properties in the East
of Otley development. X10

NOTED – policy is not reasonably able
to require no 3-storey properties. It is
considered that the existing wording,
together with Policy BE9, will ensure
that any 3-storey properties will be
sensitively located relative to
Danefield Terrace/the conservation
area and to site topography.

NO ACTION

I disagree with the suggestion that there should be proportionately
fewer detached dwellings in the East of Otley development. X10

NOTED – this is in line with NP Policy
H2 which is based on Otley’s
evidenced housing needs.

NO ACTION

Pub: we already have one in the area!! Summercross. There is no need
for a new one, this one should be reopened. It is recognised as a
Positive Building (?? need Sue to confirm wording) by heritage policy
and must be retained. X9

NOTED – the former Summercross
has planning permission for
residential and, realistically, is
unlikely to be returned to pub use.
It’s positive building status will be a
key factor in the way any residential
permission is implemented.

NO ACTION

There is a proven deficiency of allotment space. New allotments
should be incorporated into any design brief. X8

NOTED – the last open space study
for Otley showed allotment
deficiency north of the river. OTC

NO ACTION
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disputes that there is a general
deficiency in the town and knows of
no evidence to the contrary.
Eastern Relief Road. Nothing should be considered until a traffic study
has been carried out. The function of this road needs to be clarified.
There appears to be a perception locally that it is a new bypass, but I
believe it will be an access road for the development, with many
roundabouts and turnings off it. It should be subject to the same
20mph limit that is in force in many residential roads in Otley. It should
be made clear in the NP that it is NOT a bypass extension and
therefore will not alleviate any current traffic problems. The NP says
that it should be complete 'within 5 years' Clarification must be given
as to what marks the start of this 5 years. Notwithstanding the answer
to this, I believe that the road building must take 2 years only. There
must be no vehicular access to the East of Otley development from
East Busk Lane, !rigs Lane, Old St Clair Road or Bremner Street. Access
must only be from the Relief Road. (Note that the 'new' and alarming
Persimmons plan suggests that access will be from the Relief Road, St
Clair Road and East Busk Lane). X8

1) NOTED – the principle of the road
is already established. Nowhere in
the NP is it stated that the road will
be anything other than a relief road.
That said, it is expected that it will
help ease traffic problems and will
certainly not (indeed probably could
not!) by subject to a 20mph limit.
2) NOTED – re ‘5 years’ – this is from
start to end of construction and was
laid down by the UDP inspector.
3) NOTED – re access - this is what
MU1 says, with reasonable exception
for buses/emergency vehicles.
4) NOTED – Persimmons plans have
no current planning status.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
4) NO ACTION

Footpath and Cycle Links. Provision should be made for off-road
bridleways. X5

AGREED

ACTION – add policy provision
re new bridleways under
‘Footpath & Cycle Links’.

Employment Provision. What is meant by Employment Provision? It
could be mean anything from offices, schools to heavy industry. If
there is to be employment provision, then the categories of
employment needs to be clarified. X5

NOTED – in planning terms,
‘employment’ means business,
industrial, storage, distribution or
office uses. The site is considered
suitable for any of these.

NO ACTION

Please note that the plan recently submitted to the Inspector
(bypassing our democratically-elected Council and LCC officers) by
Persimmons, has put employment provision on half of what is
currently designated as Public Open Space by LCC and the
Neighbourhood Plan GE7. Why? X4

NOTED – the Persimmons proposals
have no current planning status. OTC
does not know why as it wasn’t
consulted by Persimmons.

NO ACTION
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1) All defined and proposed rights of way to remain 2) All tree
protection orders to be respected 3) An archaeological survey must be
done prior to any development 4) All brownfield land must be used up
before any development to the east of Otley 5) Green corridors
between the new estate and open fields, Cambridge Estate, gardens,
old railway line, hedgerows, the old Ings tip etc to provide habitat,
food etc for wildlife that will otherwise be hemmed in by busy roads
on all sides.

1) NOTED – MU1 already provides for
this. Policy could also make reference
to cycling/footpath network as
shown on NP Map.
2) NOTED – TPOs are ‘respected’
relative to TPO legislation – NP
cannot add to this.
3) DISAGREE – there is no evidence of
any archaeological interest that
would support the inclusion of such a
requirement. Already covered
generally by core Strategy P11.
4) NOTED – this is not something
which the NP can require.
5) NOTED – MU1 already provides for
this via multiple references to green
infrastructure framework, tip,
habitats, Greenway etc

1) ACTION – add reference as
indicated
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
4) NO ACTION
5) NO ACTION

1. General comment: the plan is too ambitious for size of town (550
properties=800+ vehicles), traffic can't operate now, grid locked at
some time most days. 2. What length of the relief road, from the
roundabout on Leeds Road, will be elevated? And by how much from
the existing ground level? 3. Also, will any noise barrier screening be
installed for the affected properties on Leeds Road (no's 92-110)?

1) NOTED – the site/housing
allocation at East of Otley has already
been agreed by higher level LCC
planning policy, from which the NP
cannot vary.
2) NOTED – not known at this stage
as detailed design work has not yet
commenced.
3) NOTED – not known at this stage
as detailed design work has not yet
commenced. Covered in general
terms by Core Strategy Policy P10
Design.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
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8 This proposal creates a new village between Otley + Pool (all be it
abutting south west edge of Otley settlement without shopping
facilities. Proposal doesn’t address public transport.

NOTED – the site/housing allocation
at East of Otley has already been
agreed by higher level LCC planning
policy, from which the NP cannot
vary. MU1 provides for a shop and
addresses public transport via
required transport study.

NO ACTION

Development scale too big for Otley. It will not complement or feel a
part of Otley because it is more like a small add on village

NOTED – the site/housing allocation
at East of Otley has already been
agreed by higher level LCC planning
policy, from which the NP cannot
vary. MU1 seeks to achieve
integration.

NO ACTION

Plus emphasis on matching extra infrastructure and services

NOTED – unclear what infrastructure
/services are being referred to.
Allocation includes relief road,
employment provision and school.
MU1 provides for shop, pub and
public transport.

NO ACTION

The greatest impact. Must have further consultations - must have
schools/? road transport (effective) links and be aware of flood plain.
500 too big. In principle comments are ok. In practice too big. This
would create a merger between Otley and P/n/W.1,500 cars! There
will need to be Park & Ride - there is no adequate transport on this
road.

NOTED – the site/housing allocation
at East of Otley has already been
agreed by higher level LCC planning
policy, from which the NP cannot
vary. School and relief road are part
of allocation. Development will have
to comply with LCC flood risk policies.
Public transport provision is
addressed via transport study
requirement. There will be future
consultation on masterplan and
through planning application process.

NO ACTION
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Agree only if genuine affordable housing is substantially supplied.

NOTED – affordable housing will be
provided in accordance with LCC
Core Strategy Policy H5 (upto 35%)
and NP Policy H4 if adopted.

NO ACTION

Traffic control and routes need more investigation before proceeding

NOTED – hence MU1 transport study
requirement.

NO ACTION

A pub is not required - the Summercross failed.

NOTED – a requirement for a pub is
also likely to be considered too
onerous. Could instead include a
more general requirement re the
inclusion of a ‘community hub’ at the
heart of the development.

ACTION – amend ‘Design
Concept’ 1st bullet – delete
pub reference and add
community hub reference.

Don't understand why design types vary from north to south.

NOTED – in order to respect setting
of conservation area at north end of
site.

NO ACTION

Why predominantly terraced and semi-detached - many people prefer
small detached.

NOTED – this is in line with NP Policy
H2 which is based on Otley’s
evidenced housing needs.

NO ACTION

This is excellent, but would suggest several additions! - no more than
550 homes to be built as agreed with Planning Inspector - provision of
play areas for children - positive impact on adjacent sporting facilities
rather than reduction for provision.

1) NOTED – level of housing is not in
NP’s gift. Matter for SAP examiner (if
Persimmon seek increase via SAP) or
LCC if planning application proposes
more.
2) NOTED – children’s play area to be
specified.
3) NOTED – link development to
adjacent sporting facilities in
compensatory (nb relief road may
involve take of sports club land)
and/or aspirational terms.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – add requirement
for children’s play area(s) in
‘Design Concepts’ 2nd bullet.
3) ACTION – add reference to
adjacent sporting facilities as
indicated.
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Agree BUT inevitable increased commuter traffic towards Leeds,
Bradford, Harrogate A660, 658, A659 already congested. How will this
be accommodated?

NOTED – this is why MU1 requires
transport study.

NO ACTION

There is little to nothing said about enriching the local environment for
wildlife or biodiversity. There also needs to be more information
provided about flood protection.

1) NOTED – re wildlife – addressed
under ‘design concepts’ (bullet 2).
Policy GE5 will also apply to this
development, together with Core
Strategy Policy G9.
2) NOTED – re flood protection –
covered by existing suite of LCC
policies (see P33/4) plus NP Policy
GE11.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

There should also be a full flood impact study submitted before any
planning application, not just on the area under review but also on the
rest of Otley. Such a large development could have a significant
impact,

NOTED – flood protection covered by
existing suite of LCC policies (see
P33/4) plus NP Policy GE11. Cannot
require site developer to undertake
Otley-wide study. Otley already
subject to a strategic flood risk
assessment.

NO ACTION

Also would like to see the inclusion of nesting shelves on suitable new
build properties for example for the local swift population.

NOTED – this is too prescriptive to
include in the policy. Policy GE5
addresses increased biodiversity
relative to the Extended Leeds
Habitat Network in Otley. Core
Strategy Policy G9 addresses this
more generically. Such features could
be given as examples under ‘Green
Environment’ community actions and
more specific ‘East of Otley’
community actions.

ACTION – add community
actions as indicated.

All the relevant views from Appendix 5 should be included in full in the
policy. Appendix 8 should be included in full in the policy.

NOTED – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have

NO ACTION
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additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendices 5 and 8,
it is clearly common sense to do so
here.
The plan is a comprehensive and laudable effort to crystallise the
problems and challenges of the future.

NOTED

NO ACTION

However it fails to give sufficient prominence to the biggest looming
problem - the east of Otley development. In fact it appears quite
reconciled to it -'we can't stop it. we'll just have to make the best of it.'
That is appalling. Otley should be manning the barricades against such
a huge and damaging development. Otley and Wharfedale should be
the jewel in the crown of Leeds. Whoever approved this monstrosity
should be made to stand at Surprise View and imagine the impact of a
vast housing estate, with apparently a school, shop, and pub ffs in the
centre of the dale. We've resisted attempts at this several times in the
pastbut now we seem to be just rolling over. The housing target has
been reduced;the infrastructure can't cope now, let alone with new
houses; the proposed new relief road doesn't lead anywhere useful,
and th ecouncil wants to give the devious developers money to help
build it! Otley's already provided plenty of new housing, and more
land is available.Just not where it's proposed in the middle of green
belt. Leeds should be ashamed, and Otley should tell them

NOTED – the reality is that the
development cannot be opposed via
the NP because NPs have to be in
conformity with the adopted LCC
development plan, ie the UDP which
allocated East of Otley for
development some 20 years ago. The
only option for the NP is ‘to make the
best of it’. NB the housing target has
not been reduced. The Core Strategy
housing target is still extant until a
replacement Core Strategy is
adopted.

NO ACTION

I don't agree with the East of Otley development on the scale as
currently proposed. I cannot see the need for it and do not accept that
because Leeds City Council has designated it that the development
must go ahead. There remain a large number of brownfield sites
within Otley and throughout Leeds and I believe that greenfield
development should be a final step. Although I accept the need for
more affordable housing in Otley if the development of Garnett's

NOTED – the reality is that the
development cannot be opposed via
the NP because NPs have to be in
conformity with the adopted LCC
development plan, ie the UDP which
allocated East of Otley for
development some 20 years ago.

NO ACTION
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Wharfe (which I did support in principle as it was on brownfield land)
is anything to go by building on the east of Otley site will not provide
more affordable housing but maximise developers' profits as building
on greenfield land is cheaper than remediating brownfield land. It is
also worth noting that that Garnett's Wharfe development still has
unsold houses which suggests that there is either no demand or that
they are not affordable. It is also questionable why higher density
housing was not required at Garnett's Wharfe rather than developing
greenfield sites east of Otley.

Whether the development goes
ahead is now down to the
developer/LCC. NP Policy MU1 seeks
to achieve the best possible
development in the event of it going
ahead. Affordable housing will be
provided in accordance with LCC
Core Strategy Policy H5 (upto 35%)
and NP Policy H4 if adopted.

If the East of Otley development is to go ahead it should be with the
following amendments:
1.Development which affects the fundamental nature of the current
conservation area (St Clair terrace, Danefield Terrace and East Busk
Lane) should be avoided.
2.The old tip site and neighbouring fields should be retained for
recreational use.
3.“New” green space is not being created, it already exists but where
developers are claiming to create new green space this should be
easily accessible to new and existing residents, not the eastern side of
the development and not the northern side of Pool road. Within the
conservation area the majority of gardens are very small so the
recreational value of the neighbouring fields is immense. It is
particularly important that children are able to access them from the
Side Copse/St Clair/Danefield Terrace areas without having to cross
roads. All existing footpaths, bridleways and pedestrian rights of way
should be maintained in order to maintain access to green space for
recreation.
4.Planning permission should not be phased in order to create a
holistic plan.
5.Vehicular access must only be from the relief road i.e. not from East
Busk Lane, Ings Lane, St Clair Terrace or St Clair Road.
6.A full-scale traffic survey and traffic modelling must be completed
before any planning permission is granted in order to ensure that the
proposed relief road serves its purpose of relieving traffic not only in
Otley town centre on both sides of the bridge but also in the

1) NOTED – development proposals
would be subject to the provisions of
BE9 and the LCC Conservation Area
Appraisal.
2) NOTED – ‘old tip site’ ie assumed
to be ‘Cambridge Drive POS/LGS’ lies
outside East of Otley site and is
proposed by NP for protection as
Local Green Space. Other historic
landfill adjacent and within the site is
unlikely to be developable. Which
land is retained for recreational use
will be decided relative to an overall
green infrastructure framework for
the site – it is unreasonable to specify
these fields at this time.
3a) NOTED – MU1 provides for
retention of all existing PROW (NB no
definitive bridleways on the site).
Policy should also make reference to
cycling/footpath network as shown
on NP Map.
3b) NOTED – it is considered that the
policy already adequately addresses
green space and accessibility issues.
NP Policies GE6 and 7 also provide
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1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3a) ACTION – add reference as
indicated
3b) NO ACTION
4) NO ACTION
5) NO ACTION
6) NO ACTION

surrounding area, for example over the bridge at Pool and up Pool
Bank. Following the traffic chaos caused a couple of years ago by the
closure of Charles Street to traffic in one direction the transport survey
must be thorough, based on traffic flows throughout the year, fit for
purpose and incorporated within the neighbourhood plan.

for protection and enhancement of
Cambridge Drive POS. Land on north
side of Pool Road lies outside the
site.
4) NOTED - NP cannot require
planning application to come forward
for whole site only.
5) NOTED – this is what MU1 says,
with reasonable exception for
buses/emergency vehicles.
6) NOTED – MU1 addresses this via
requirement for transport study.

Greateer emphasis needs to be placed on the essential requirement
for development to be low carbon and high energy efficient,
preferably to passivhaus standards - with no compromise. Climate
change and its impact should make this an absolute imperative. As
Lord Deben said at the launch of the Leeds Climate Commission in
September 2017, in reference to Persimmon Homes reputation for
building low quality housing (in energy terms) "the time has come
where companies like Persimmon Homes must be told, you simply
can't build these anymore."

NOTED – policy could be
supplemented to reflect supporting
text’s aspirational language in this
regard and associated community
action beefed up.

ACTION – add aspirational
policy wording to reflect
supporting text and beef up
community action

I, along with the majority of residents in Otley value our green spaces
and believe that they are a very important aspect of the identity of
Otley and it’s community. Therefore we don’t agree with the
development of East of Otley, including the Relief Road. It clearly
states, that “public opinion in the town has long been and continues to
be against this development and comments made during
Neighbourhood Plan consultations have largely reflected this view.” It
was clear from the Otleywide consultation preceding the NP, that
development of greenfield sites was opposed, especially the East of
Otley development. I believe that it is wrong to destroy land which has
always been grassland, when there is an abundance of Brownfield sites
around Otley which could be developed first to satisfy the need for
more housing.

NOTED – the site/housing allocation
at East of Otley has already been
agreed by higher level LCC planning
policy, from which the NP cannot
vary.

NO ACTION
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If it is to go ahead, planning permission should only be given by Leeds
City Council (LCC) once development of all brownfield sites in Otley
has already been given planning permission, and building work and
sales have started.

NOTED – this is not in the gift of the
NP. Neither is this something which
LCC itself can enforce.

NO ACTION

NOTED – development proposals
would be subject to the provisions of
BE9 and the LCC Conservation Area
Appraisal.

NO ACTION

If this proposed development site were to extend as far as the field
directly in front of the (Danefield) terrace it would destroy the habitats
of many different species of wildlife, trees and hedgerows that are
hundreds of years old.

NOTED – there is no evidence to
support the view that this field in its
entirety is of particular value for
wildlife, although parts of it are
within the Leeds Habitat Network.
That said, this field was not surveyed
as part of Extended Leeds Habitat
Network work, because work did not
extend to grasslands. Survey should
be undertaken.

ACTION - add community
action re priority surveying of
indicated field.

From a wildlife point of view it is imperative that the by-pass does not
form a barrier to wildlife movement. Of particular concern in Lower
Wharfe are hedgehogs. When building the bypass it is simple to
incorporate suitable fencing and large concrete pipes beneath the
road to allow wildlife to pass freely between countryside and town as
is currently the case. Severance of habitat by roads has been shown to
fragment habitat for hedgehogs making populations unviable which
quickly become locally extinct as a result (Warwick H British Wildlife
Dec 2016). It is imperative that this simple measure is taken for this
species is listed as a species “of principal importance for the purpose
of conserving biodiversity” covered under section 41 (England) of the
NERC Act (2006) and therefore need to be taken into consideration by

NOTED – these are very specific
matters which cannot be dealt with
as part of planning policies – their
relevance will vary from site to site
and development to development.
However, while not addressed
directly by Policy MU1, these issues
are encompassed by Policy GE5 and
also by adopted Core Strategy
Policies G8 & G9. Features such as
tunnels etc could be included as egs,
alongside swift/bat features in the
community action addressing such

ACTION – amend policy as
suggested and add features to
community action as
suggested.

It seems to have been overlooked that Danefield Terrace and the
surrounding area is actually a Conservation Area, with buildings dating
back to 1800’s. If this proposed development site were to extend as
far as the field directly in front of the terrace, it would compromise the
historical character of the area,
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a public body when performing any of its functions with a view to
conserving biodiversity.

matters (nb under ‘Green
Environment’) and also in ‘Mixed Use
Developments – East of Otley’. Policy
could also be extended – ‘Design
Concepts’/2nd bullet by adding ‘and
features’ at end of bullet.

To include allotments places in east of Otley plan

NOTED – the last open space study
for Otley showed allotment
deficiency north of the river, but no
evidence of need elsewhere.

NO ACTION

Concern about legal removal of contaminated waste, as this was not
removed from Garnetts building site developments.

NOTED – the presence of any such
waste on the site would be subject to
requirements imposed by LCC on the
developer. MU1 addresses former tip
site in this regard.

NO ACTION

Support guiding principles

NOTED

NO ACTION

No need for a pub - Should be designed to look different even in North
- Detached houses greatly needed. Otley has loads of terrace and
semi-detached. - Blocking of East Busk Lane - where?

1) NOTED – a requirement for a pub
is likely to be considered too
onerous. Could instead include a
more general requirement re the
inclusion of a ‘community hub’ at the
heart of the development.
2) DISAGREE – stipulation is in order
to respect setting of conservation
area at north end of site.
3) NOTED – housing mix is in line with
NP Policy H2 which is based on
Otley’s evidenced housing needs.
4) DISAGREE – policy makes no
reference to the blocking of East Busk
Lane.

1) ACTION – amend ‘Design
Concept’ 1st bullet – delete
pub reference and add
community hub reference.
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
4) NO ACTION
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E.R. Road will just bring all traffic currently quing up pool bank through
Otley

NOTED – there is no evidence in
support of this view. Transport study
will help in modelling likely traffic
flows.

NO ACTION

Otley is a very important place for roosting bats and nesting Swifts due
to its historic structures such as the main bridge and Victorian houses.
2017 saw the start of a local project called "Mapping Otleys Swifts"
and so far 70 Swift nesting sites have been found but these are all in
old buildings. New buildings do not have the necessary holes or
crevices for roosting bats or nesting Swifts and therefore these species
are under threat as older buildings are refurbished or maintained to a
higher standard. The National Planning Policy Framework reasonably
requests that all new developments provide a net increase in
biodiversity and in Otley we believe that the following policy wording
should be applied to deliver this: All new residential developments will
have a minimum of one integral (built into the fabric of the building)
Swift nesting brick or Bat roosting feature per dwelling installed under
the guidance of an appropriately qualified ecological consultant. The
feature will be installed prior to occupation of the dwelling and
retained thereafter. A similar requirement should be included for any
new school, industrial or employment buildings but these structures
should have between 4 and 10 such features.
Wildlife tunnels must be included under any roads that intersect
currently open ground particularly the Eastern relief road.

NOTED – Comment is not specific to
MU1. Policy GE5 addresses increased
biodiversity for all development in
the Extended Leeds Habitat Network.
Core Strategy G9 does so generically.
The proposed policy wording is
considered to be far too specific and
onerous on developers, contrary to
higher level planning policy. Features
could be included as egs in the
community action addressing such
matters (nb under ‘Green
Environment’) and also in ‘Mixed Use
Developments – East of Otley’. Policy
could also be extended – ‘Design
Concepts’/2nd bullet by adding ‘and
features’ at end of bullet.

ACTION – amend policy
wording and add community
action as suggested.

MU1 presupposes that a relief road will be built. How has this decision
come about and with what authority? Can we stop calling it a relief
road, until we can agree (with the community) what specific relief this
road would bring.

NOTED – the ‘authority’ comes from
the already adopted higher level LCC
Unitary Development Plan which
allocated East of Otley as a
housing/mixed use site, with relief
road as an associated requirement,
some 20 years ago. The NP cannot
vary from this.

NO ACTION
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Any Eastern Relief Road should be fully completed at the early stages
of the development. If there is a genuine need for this road, it is
needed to accommodate the extra traffic generated as the estate is
built, it cannot be treated as an afterthought.

NOTED – 5 years from start to end of
construction. 5 years was laid down
by the UDP inspector.

NO ACTION

Within overall approach and design, please take account of the needs
of walkers and cyclists.

NOTED – addressed in MU1
specifically under ‘footpath and cycle
links’ (P51) as well as elsewhere in
policy.

NO ACTION

Within overall approach and design, please take account of the needs
of wildlife. Firstly, the by-pass will cut across areas of countryside
which may well be used by animals such as hedgehogs as they roam
their territories at night. Hedgehogs are already a threatened species
and fragmentation of territories could tip them over the edge in our
area. Please make it a condition that, when building the by-pass,
suitable fencing and large concrete pipes beneath the road should be
incorporated to allow wildlife to pass freely between countryside and
town as it does now. It is imperative that this simple measure is taken
for this species is listed as a species “of principal importance for the
purpose of conserving biodiversity” covered under section 41
(England) of the NERC Act (2006) and therefore need to be taken into
consideration by a public body when performing any of its functions
with a view to conserving biodiversity. Secondly, it should be possible
to incorporate wildlife friendly features into new-build estates. The
National Planning Policy Framework reasonably requests that all new
developments provide a net increase in biodiversity. In Otley I believe
that the following policy wording should be applied to deliver this: All
new residential developments will have a minimum of one integral
(built into the fabric of the building) Swift nesting brick or Bat roosting
feature per dwelling installed under the guidance of an appropriately
qualified ecological consultant. The feature will be installed prior to
occupation of the dwelling and retained thereafter. A similar
requirement should be included for any new school, industrial or
employment buildings but these structures should have between 4
and 10 such features. The following 2 links refer to the practicality of

NOTED – Comment is not specific to
MU1. Policy GE5 addresses increased
biodiversity for all development in
the Extended Leeds Habitat Network.
Core Strategy G9 does so generically.
The proposed policy wording is
considered to be far too specific and
onerous on developers, contrary to
higher level planning policy. Features
could be included as egs in the
community action addressing such
matters (nb under ‘Green
Environment’) and also in ‘Mixed Use
Developments – East of Otley’. Policy
could also be extended – ‘Design
Concepts’/2nd bullet - by adding ‘and
features’ at end of bullet.

ACTION – amend policy
wording and add community
action as suggested.
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this proposal and links to the planning process, and to numbers of
features. The above suggestion on proposed numbers is reasonable.
https://ww2.rspb.org.uk/globalassets/downloads/documents/conserv
ation-sustainability/help-swifts/swift-bricks.pdf http://www.swiftconservation.org/Leaflet%204%20%20Swift%20Nest%20Bricks%20%20installation%20&%20suppliers-small.pdf
One of the key considerations within the east of Otley development is
the building of a “relief” road. This section of the Neighbourhood plan
needs to include the requirement of a transport study. Therefore the
wording in appendix 8 should be included here in the main document
not just as an appendix ensuring this is performed prior to any
planning/ building agreement. Key views need to again be included in
this section of the document, not be in an appendix.

NOTED – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendices 5 and 8,
it is clearly common sense to do so
here.

NO ACTION

There also the need for a statement within the design code to
recognise that any building around this area must take into
consideration the fact that some of the surrounding area is in the
conservation area of Otley eg Danefield Terrace, and therefore the
visual amenity of these areas must not be compromised.

NOTED – development proposals
would be subject to the provisions of
BE9 and the LCC Conservation Area
Appraisal.

NO ACTION

No 3 storey properties to be built within the development that would
affect current residents outlooks off the Cambridge estate, Ings Lane,
Danefield Terrace, etc. Maximum height of current properties in this
area are 2.5 storeys.

NOTED – policy is not reasonably able
to require no 3-storey properties. It is
considered that the existing wording,
together with Policy BE9, will ensure
that any 3-storey properties will be
sensitively located relative to
Danefield Terrace/the conservation
area and to site topography.

NO ACTION

Relief road construction must be built in such a way to ensure minimal
visual or noise pollution to the surrounding area. Is this road going to

NOTED – it is stated throughout the
NP that the road will be a relief road
that is expected to help ease traffic

NO ACTION
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be a bypass style road, or a 20mph resident road - needs stating and
clarifying.

problems. It will certainly not (indeed
probably could not!) be subject to a
20mph limit. Construction is
regarded as a temporary matter with
permission subject to conditions/
agreements set out by LCC.

Environment: There needs to be some comments included in here to
ensure adequate drainage and flood prevention management, as this
area is often boggy and has areas of standing water for several days
after rainfall, as it is a major soak away area for runoff from the
chevin. With more of this area tarmaced over, there will be more
potential for flood issues in surrounding areas and properties.

NOTED – flood protection covered by
existing suite of LCC policies (see
P33/4) plus NP Policy GE11.

NO ACTION

Subject to the following. The implication of the existing policy is that
the embedded references “see Appendix 5” and “see outline brief at
Appendix 8” within the text makes these two appendices an integral
part of the policy. However, it is understood that this implication is
incorrect, and that to be effective the content of such appendices
needs to be relocated into the body of the policy.

NOTED – post consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendices 5 and 8,
it is clearly common sense to do so
here.

NO ACTION

no development should be started until all brownfield sites within
otley have been used. then the devolpment should be of limited size.
550 houses is way too big. how can a small town like otley cope with
so many new houses. the roads are already too busy, the schools and
the drs surgeries are full. i am not against change and new
developments but they need to be carefully considered for the local
community and not so big housing companies can maximise their
profits. we need to take a leaf out of european countries books and
with every new development, make cycling and walking a priority over
driving. put in safe cycle lanes to encourage cycling. get the greenway

NOTED – the site/housing allocation
at East of Otley has already been
agreed by higher level LCC planning
policy, from which the NP cannot
vary. The detailed matters
highlighted are addressed in MU1.
The NP cannot control development
in the way desired, ie all brownfield
first. Neither can the NP change the
UK planning system to a European
model.

NO ACTION
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done. make proper links to schools and shops. then build houses and
not the other way round.
1) design code. there should be no 3 storey buildings. nearly all the
terrace buildings are 2.5 storey buildings so to keep within the existing
otley environment they should be no higher than 2.5 storey. 2) eastern
relief road. is this going to be a bypass or just access to the new
development. this should be built first to alleviate traffic from otley
town, and not within 5 years. 3) the road should be wide enough to
incorporate proper uninterrupted cycle lanes which do not stop at
road junctions making them more dangerous than cycling on the road
itself. 4) footpaths and cycle links. the wharfedale greenway should be
agreed and funded before any new development is started.
5) education. is one school really enough for 550 houses here and the
225 already being built at garnets wharfe??

1) NOTED – policy is not reasonably
able to require no 3-storey
properties. It is considered that the
existing wording, together with Policy
BE9, will ensure that any 3-storey
properties will be sensitively located
relative to Danefield Terrace/the
conservation area and to site
topography.
2) NOTED – it is stated throughout
the NP that the road will be a relief
road, ie not access road, that is
expected to help ease traffic
problems. 5 years was laid down by
the UDP inspector.
3) NOTED – MU1 provides for
separate 2-way cycle track –
uninterrupted lanes as suggested
cannot be required by policy –
subject to detailed design.
4) NOTED – development cannot be
‘conditioned’ in this way.
5) NOTED – latest available evidence
from LCC – quoted in NP – says yes.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
4) NO ACTION
5) NO ACTION

1) Ideally, I would prefer to see no development East of Otley. 2) If
that must happen, thorough and extensive consultation must take
place. 3) It should not be developer led (see the recent attempt to
influence by Persimmon). 4) Relief Road must be fully created before
any building. 5) The creep towards denser three storeys should be
avoided, 6) density should be as light as possible anyway, 7) with
emphasis on affordable. 8) There are two former tip sites to
ameliorate. 9) Finally, Ings Lane is an access only track, narrow and

1) NOTED – already agreed at higher
level than NP.
2) NOTED – both masterplan and
planning application(s) will be subject
to consultation.
3) NOTED – the nature of the
development will be subject to
planning control through LCC.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
4) NO ACTION
5) NO ACTION
6) NO ACTION
7) NO ACTION
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unmade, no vehicular traffic increase or use should occur, with
emergency services only barriers if necessary
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Persimmon is within its rights to
make representations to the SAP
inspector.
4) NOTED - 5 year construction
period was laid down by the UDP
inspector.
5) NOTED– policy is not reasonably
able to require no 3-storey
properties. It is considered that the
existing wording, together with Policy
BE9, will ensure that any 3-storey
properties will be sensitively located
relative to Danefield Terrace/the
conservation area and to site
topography.
6) NOTED – housing density is
covered by LCC Core Strategy Policy
H3.
7) NOTED - affordable housing will be
provided in accordance with LCC
Core Strategy Policy H5 (upto 35%)
and NP Policy H4 if adopted.
8) NOTED – policy to specify
names/locations of known historic
landfill sites within the east of Otley
site.
9) NOTED – MU1 provides for access
only from the relief road, save for
possible buses and emergency
vehicles. Ings Lane is identified as a
definitive (or desirable footpath) for
its entire length – footpaths are
addressed in MU1. Policy should also
make reference to cycling/footpath
network as shown on NP Map. And
refer to PROW not footpaths.

8) ACTION – amend policy as
indicated
9) ACTION – add references
/makes change as indicated

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

With reservations; i'm pleased to note that East Busk Lane will be
preserved as a walking/cycling track.

NOTED

NO ACTION

All good ideas but I don't want this development at all. It is the lung of
Otley and this will spoil our rural aspect for future generations. Fight
it! I broadly agree, but am very concerned about the extra land
persimmon are asking for which could be an insidious incursion into
more Green Belt. Examples houses depicted on notice board off Leeds
Rd are horribly out of character with Otley - too modern. Am opposed
to these.

NOTED – already agreed at higher
level than NP. NP cannot ‘fight it’ as
must be in conformity with higher
level planning policy. Persimmon’s
aspirations/ideas are just that at the
moment – they have no planning
status.

NO ACTION

This is a real test. Developing the Otley brand and integrating with rest
of town will be a challenge. Not much here about sustainable energy
efficient building design, and such things as local power generation
through solar, CHP etc.

NOTED – policy could be
supplemented to reflect the
aspirational language already used in
supporting text, and associated
community action beefed up.

ACTION – add aspirational
policy wording to reflect
supporting text and beef up
community action

From a wildlife point of view it is imperative that the by-pass does not
form a barrier to wildlife movement. Of particular concern in Lower
Wharfe are hedgehogs. When building the bypass it is simple to
incorporate suitable fencing and large concrete pipes beneath the
road to allow wildlife to pass freely between countryside and town as
is currently the case. Severance of habitat by roads has been shown to
fragment habitat for hedgehogs making populations unviable which
quickly become locally extinct as a result (Warwick H British Wildlife
Dec 2016). It is imperative that this simple measure is taken for this
species is listed as a species “of principal importance for the purpose
of conserving biodiversity” covered under section 41 (England) of the
NERC Act (2006) and therefore need to be taken into consideration by
a public body when performing any of its functions with a view to
conserving biodiversity.

NOTED – Comment is not specific to
MU1. Policy GE5 addresses increased
biodiversity for all development in
the Extended Leeds Habitat Network.
Core Strategy G9 does so generically.
Reference to pipes/fencing etc is
considered to be far too specific and
onerous on developers, contrary to
higher level planning policy. Features
could be included as egs in the
community action addressing such
matters (nb under ‘Green
Environment’) and also in ‘Mixed Use
Developments – East of Otley’. Policy
could also be extended – ‘Design

ACTION – amend policy
wording and add community
action as suggested.
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Concepts’/2nd bullet - by adding ‘and
features’ at end of bullet.
References to 'Otley Brand' and 'organic growth' are too vague.
Suggest need something along lines of 'avoidance of standardised
housing types and features and creation of a distinctive sense of place
that reflects and complements the character of the town'

NOTED – suggested alternative text
considered too bland and generic.
Use of ‘Otley brand’ etc designed to
lead to a bespoke rather off the shelf
development.

NO ACTION

Support and encourage community-led housing solutions, and don't
give in to the demands of big developers. Recently built new housing
in Otley does not provide the type of homes that Otley needs - we
need truly affordable, high quality, environmentally sustainable
homes. We do not need 'luxury' apartments, built using poor-quality
and high-carbon materials, without the environmental features that
we will need in the future climate, sold at a price above their value,
with token sized 'gardens', and with minute gaps in between just so
that they can be marketed as detached.

NOTED – NP should offer the
requested support – via community
actions, including specific action re
support for Community Land Trust.

ACTION – add community
actions as indicated.

Okay in so far as it goes but should also include specific measures to
facilitate wildlife movement, especially Hedgehogs. This will require
appropriate fencing and large concrete pipes at intervals. This species
is 'of considerable importance for the purpose of conserving
biodiversity' under the NERC Act 2006'.

NOTED – Comment is not specific to
MU1. Policy GE5 addresses increased
biodiversity for all development in
the Extended Leeds Habitat Network.
Core Strategy G9 does so generically.
Reference to fencing/pipes is
considered to be far too specific and
onerous on developers, contrary to
higher level planning policy. Features
could be included as egs in the
community action addressing such
matters (nb under ‘Green
Environment’) and also in ‘Mixed Use
Developments – East of Otley’. Policy
could also be extended – ‘Design
Concepts’/2nd bullet - by adding ‘and
features’ at end of bullet.

ACTION – amend policy
wording and add community
action as suggested.

The road should incorporate wildlife tunnels to ensure that the wildlife
corridor is not interrupted and habitat fragmentation is minimised,
particularly for hedgehogs which are frequent visitors to the
Cambridge Estate.
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Too much to digest

NOTED – apologies but it’s as long as
it needs to be

NO ACTION

Suggest policy be reviewed in the light of Persimmons submission to
the SAP inspectors to ensure robustness in the face of any potential
undesirable amendments to site extent, development requirements
etc.

NOTED – policy must be written in
the context of what is currently
adopted in UDP and not what is
wanted by Persimmon.

NO ACTION

Particularly important to include no vehicular access to Cambridge
estate and East Busk Lane as these will ultimately become short cut
'rat-runs' to and from the new housing or to access the relief road in
another area. Previous Inspectors comments on building application
referred to East Busk Lane being unsuitable to take further traffic
because of on street parking. School on Cambridges would suffer if
further traffic access granted.

NOTED – MU1 already provides for
access only from relief road, except
for possibly buses and emergency
vehicles.

NO ACTION

1) But the siting of the road must minimise the disruption to wildlife
and removal of mature trees. 2) Public rights of way and access should
be given ample width within the design of the development to allow
attractive plantings for amenity purposes and for nature conservation.
3) Adequate garden size should be allowed within the development
with permeability in boundaries for wildlife to move about.4) Not sure
if a cycle track would be necessary alongside the relief road as cyclists
could be encouraged to traverse the town centre.

1) NOTED – wildlife disruption and
mature tree removal covered by
existing LCC policies and NP policies,
incl MU1.
2) NOTED – hence MU1 reference
throughout to green infrastructure
network.
3) NOTED – garden sizes subject to
existing LCC guidance.
4) DISAGREE – strong community/
cyclist/OTC support for cycle track

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
4) NO ACTION

I do not support any development to the East of Otley. This
development will destroy a large area of green field space, taking with
it wildlife. It will totally change Otley and will have a negative impact
on roads, services and facilities.

NOTED – the site/housing allocation
at East of Otley has already been
agreed by higher level LCC planning
policy, from which the NP cannot
vary.

NO ACTION
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In relation to the Transport Study the surveys of current traffic flows
should include the collection of sufficient origin/destination data,
covering the town centre in sufficient detail to give meaningful results,
extending beyond the Otley area sufficiently to assess the wider
consequences of the relief road.

NOTED – additional suggested text
would improve wording of brief.

ACTION - add in emboldened/
italicised text to Appendix 8 as
suggested

Less than half the houses should be 3 storey.

NOTED– policy is not reasonably able
to restrict number of 3-storey
properties in this way. It is
considered that the existing wording,
together with Policy BE9, will ensure
that any 3-storey properties will be
sensitively located relative to
Danefield Terrace/the conservation
area and to site topography.

NO ACTION

The relief road should be designed to minimise visual and noise
pollution.

NOTED – covered by higher level
Core Strategy Policy P10.

NO ACTION

In relation to the Environment Former tip sites including the Ings Lane
tip to be ameliorated in line with best practice.

NOTED – MU1 already provides
generally for this but will additionally
name/specify locations of known
historic landfill within the site.

ACTION – amend policy as
indicated

1) Development designed to buffer on the site (without unplanned
flooding) the run-off from the Chevin, the emergent groundwater and
the on-site rainfall and to discharge this water with no increase in offsite flooding. 2) An agreed long-term management plan for drainage
and landscaping to ensure continued satisfactory operation of the
flood control measures.

1) NOTED – re flood protection –
covered by existing suite of LCC
policies (see P33/4) plus NP Policy
GE11.
2) NOTED – covered by an existing
community action.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

In relation to Key views Respecting of key views towards, away from
and within the site: View 1: Panoramic view onto the northern half of
the site from Surprise View at the top of the Chevin, looking northwest. Moving the view point east-west alters the obstruction below
from the Chevin tree line. View 2: Panoramic view onto the central

NOTED – requires detailed analysis as
to whether the suggested views
duplicate those in Appendix 5 or are
new. If new, they need to be
assessed, ideally on the ground.

ACTION – assess and analyse.
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area of the site from the footpath running west from the lower Chevin
carpark on East Chevin Road (as it approaches the level stretch),
looking from north-east to north. View 3: Panoramic view onto much
of the site from Leeds Road (A660) east of the roundabout, looking
from north-west to north-east. View 4: Panoramic view onto the east
of the site from the A660 heading out of Otley past the last house on
the north side, looking from north-east to north. View 5: Panoramic
view onto the central and north of the site from Leeds Road (A660)
south of Russell Farm, looking west to the north-east. View 6:
Panoramic view onto the central part of the site from Leeds
Road(A660) south of Stubbins Farm, looking north-west to north. View
7: View towards the site from the tack which continues beyond the
paved eastern end of East Busk Lane (where the public footpath runs
west to the Cambridge Estate), looking west towards Otley. View 8:
View into the site from East Busk Lane (where the line of the relief
road will cut the lane), looking from south to north. View 9: View into
the west of the site from the footpath on the east side of Rammers
Cottage, look from north-east to south-west. View 10: View into the
west side of the site from the end of the paved footpath south of
Peterhouse Drive, looking north-east to south-west. View 11: View
into the south of the site from Lister Drive (just west of the junction
with Cambridge Drive), looking from west to east. View 12: Panoramic
view onto the site from Ings Tip, looking from west to south west.
1) I think it needs to be stressed that if this area is to be built on, it will
only be done as a last resort, after all brownfield sites have been
exhausted. 2) Furthermore, any new building on here should be
sustainable and community focused. This would be the perfect
opportunity to be innovative and have community led housing
cooperatives develop something unique that would benefit the whole
of Otley.

1) NOTED – already agreed at higher
level than NP.
2) NOTED – policy could be
supplemented to reflect these
aspirations (nb but not sustainability)
and associated community action
beefed up.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – add aspirational
policy wording to reflect
supporting text and beef up
community action

There seems to be confusion on East Busk lane access - on the one
hand there is to be "no vehicular access" (except buses / emergency),
on the other hand it is to be retained as a cycling route. Bicycles are

NOTED – a bicycle is indeed a vehicle!
Amend by adding ‘motorised’, ie ‘no
motorised vehicular access’.

ACTION – add ‘motorised’ as
suggested
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vehicles, and failing to take this into account can lead to poor quality
cycling infrastructure.
It is critical that the bypass does not become a barrier to wildlife
movement. We are particularly concerned about the viability of the
hedgehog population if there is severance. The hedgehog is a species
of principal importance. Species “of principal importance for the
purpose of conserving biodiversity” covered under section 41
(England) of the NERC Act (2006) and therefore need to be taken into
consideration by a public body when performing any of its functions
with a view to conserving biodiversity. This species has been shown to
become locally extinct due to severance of habitat by large roads.
Underpasses including wildlife underpasses will allow this species to
move freely from the countryside to the outskirts of Otley and
people's gardens as it does now. Any development proposal must take
this into account, many people in east of Otley have hedgehogs in
their gardens and enjoy their presence. Allotment holders also stand
to suffer if this species is excluded from the town.

NOTED – Comment is not specific to
MU1. Policy GE5 addresses increased
biodiversity for all development in
the Extended Leeds Habitat Network.
Core Strategy G9 does so generically.
Reference to fencing/pipes is
considered to be far too specific and
onerous on developers, contrary to
higher level planning policy. Features
could be included as egs in the
community action addressing such
matters (nb under ‘Green
Environment’) and also in ‘Mixed Use
Developments – East of Otley’. Policy
could also be extended – ‘Design
Concepts’/2nd bullet - by adding ‘and
features’ at end of bullet.

ACTION – amend policy
wording and add community
action as suggested.

Wildlife should be more explicitly included as an objective.

NOTED – already adequately covered
By ‘design concepts’ bullet 2.

NO ACTION

Can the following section be incorporated into the policy section to
carry more weight even if it has to be more general or worded
differently e.g. Close to zero carbon homes The development also
offers considerable opportunities, for example as a demonstrator or
exemplar site, for implementing the Leeds Climate Change Strategy.
This could include adopting the highest environmental and energy
conservation standards and the provision of electric vehicle charging
points for all dwellings and in car parks.

NOTED – this is already covered by a
community action using exactly the
words quoted. Housing standards are
an excluded NP matter. Electric
vehicle charging points could
however be incorporated into policy.

ACTION – add vehicle charging
point requirement/aspiration
to policy.

Develop brown sites not green sites. East development will ruin Otley

NOTED – East of Otley already agreed
at higher level than NP and cannot be
challenged via NP.

NO ACTION
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These new developments do not have to copy the same look. If they
do this where will innovative , low energy, cheaper buildings go. This
makes unimaginative builders make the usual buildings without
change and without thinking of future architecture

NOTED – MU1 encourages design
innovation (ref ‘design concepts’
bullet 4). Policy cannot specify ‘low
energy’ as an excluded NP matter.

NO ACTION

I am concerned that the design code states two and three storey
buildings may allow developers to build predominantly three storey
buildings which would not fit with the current landscaping of the east
of Otley

NOTED– policy is not reasonably able
to restrict number of 3-storey
properties . It is considered that the
existing wording, together with Policy
BE9, will ensure that any 3-storey
properties will be sensitively located
relative to Danefield Terrace/the
conservation area and to site
topography.

NO ACTION

There are several tip sites in this area this should be more specific.

NOTED – name/specify locations of
known historic landfill within the site
in the policy.

ACTION – amend policy as
indicated

The East of Otley site may be required by Leeds to supply housing
need but the housing should take up a minimum amount of land. High
density housing would reduce the risk of flooding A study of the effect
of this amount of housing on town-centre traffic should be made. The
impact of the population increase on the north/south traffic over the
bridge should be assessed also.

NOTED – density is covered by LCC
Core Strategy Policy H3 (35-40
dwellings/ha. Traffic addressed by
transport study requirement.

NO ACTION

The East of Otley Development will exacerbate many of Otley's
infrastructure problems so it makes a plan pointless if we if (have?)
minimal influence on the development. especially in view of the
number brownfield sites and empty buildings which could converted
into apartments..

NOTED – East of Otley already agreed
at higher level than NP and cannot be
challenged via NP. NP has 61 other
planning policies so is far from
pointless, plus MU1 which seeks to
influence East of Otley development
in best interests of all.

NO ACTION
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Also why are there proposals to extend the site onto land which was
deemed unsuitable for building on the UDP plan

NOTED – Persimmons at perfect
liberty to put forward such proposals
vis SAP process. NP cannot prevent
this.

NO ACTION

Define what is meant by the 'Otley Brand'? What is the local colour
pallet?

NOTED – these terms should be
defined in supporting text.

ACTION – as indicated.

Is there an opportunity to design the development around the public
open space/public amenity rather than the other way round?

NOTED – MU1 ‘design concepts’
bullet 2 aims to do just this via the
green infrastructure concept.

NO ACTION

It fundamentally more control is required at otley level and take. From
leeds

NOTED – changes in planning
system/local government are beyond
the NP’s scope.

NO ACTION

1) My answer to the question “Do you agree with Policy MU1” is “Yes”,
I broadly agree. Please review my definitive comments which are
contained in the attached file Policy MU1 WHAT.
2) I am not against the construction of affordable housing so long as
there is the appropriate infrastructure in place (Roads, schools,
doctors, dentists etc); consideration of environmental factors
(e.g. increased risk of flooding due to the 'run-off' housing creates) and
that there is a premise that long term jobs are created so Otley is a
place for people to live and work.
3) However I am completely against a project to simply build houses
for the sake of appeasing political gain and profits for developers at a
cost of the green belt which makes Otley the town it is so it does not
become a commuter suburb for the benefit of Leeds alone.

1) NOTED
2) NOTED – allocation provides for
relief road, school and employment.
Flooding and affordable housing are
covered by existing higher level LCC
planning policies plus NP GE11.
Doctors etc cannot be required as
part of development but are
encouraged by NP CF4.
3) NOTED – East of Otley already
agreed at higher level than NP and
cannot be challenged via NP. Site was
taken out of Green Belt over 20 years
ago.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION

YES, I broadly agree with Policy MU1. Please see attached file for
suggested amendments (produced by the ODD campaign).

NOTED

NO ACTION

We do not agree that the East of Otley development plan should be
viewed as inevitable, especially now that the requirement for new

NOTED – East of Otley already agreed
over 20 years ago at higher level than

NO ACTION
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Policy MU1 – Agreed
Strategic Approach

homes in Leeds has been revised down to 47,000. We believe this
development would be the wrong homes in the wrong place based, in
its conception, on maximum profit for the developers rather than
sustainability and community.

NP, ie in adopted UDP and cannot be
challenged via NP. It is not a
proposed SAP allocation so is not
linked to housing target. That target
has not been revised down. The
target in the adopted Core Strategy
remains extant and the yardstick for
all planning decisions until a new
Core Strategy with a revised target is
adopted.

(ODD campaign circular) doesn’t agree or disagree. Don’t know about
MU1.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Regrettably I have run out of time to complete this survey thoroughly
as it is nearly 11pm and the survey closes tonight. However, my main
concerns are around the scale of the development, the lack of a
detailed transport survey, the lack of infrastructure in Otley overall,
and the proposals for East Busk Lane and St Clairs Road to be entry
points to the development. These roads are simply not capable of
fulfilling that aim.
Lichfields/Persimmon - The NDP requires the preparation of a
Transport Study and refers to the required scope of this at Appendix 8.
The inclusion of this within the NDP is overly restricting and predetermines the outcome of the scoping exercise for the Transport
Study that will be required to be submitted with the planning
application and the transport assessment within the Environmental
Impact Assessment. These scoping exercises will be undertaken with
the statutory highways and planning authorities and the scope of the
analysis should not be included in the NDP prior to these exercises
having been completed. Appendix 8 should therefore be removed
from the NDP.

NOTED – the scale of the
development is beyond NP control.
Access from East Busk Lane and St
Clair’s Rd are no more than
Persimmon aspirations at this time
sand have no agreement. The policy
seeks to address the other issues.
NOTED – rather than ‘predetermining’, it is considered that
Appendix 8 ‘informs’ both the
scoping exercise and transport
assessment from the community’s
perspective. NB it may not be
possible to require that the scoping
exercise and transport assessment
reflect the Appendix 8 brief. Policy
should instead state that the study
should reflect the brief.

NO ACTION

Policy MU1 will only be fully supported if the policy is first restructured
and then reworded locally to read as follows (or equivalent changes are
made to the restructured text):-

1) NOTED – text of Appendix 8 does
not need to be incorporated into the
policy - post consultation LCC advice

1) NO ACTION
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ACTION – as indicated

•

Preparation……….
-

•

A comprehensive transport study

Document (2), the comprehensive transport study, should follow
the following outline brief:Otley’s road network is unpredictable and vulnerable to
congestion. The proposed Eastern Relief Road will have a
substantial impact on existing traffic flows (both local and
through traffic) as will the additional traffic generated by the
East of Otley development and other developments in the
wider area.
The following are considered to be the key issues for the East
of Otley Transport Study:The study to be founded on a detailed traffic model: well calibrated
by surveys of current traffic flows including the collection of
sufficient origin / destination data,current traffic flows, covering
the town centre in sufficient detail to give meaningful results,
extending beyond the Otley area sufficiently to assess the wider
consequences of the relief road. (Without also collecting sufficient
origin / destination data it is not be possible to predict with any
confidence the consequence of any subsequent change to the
topology the existing road network (such as the addition of the relief
road or the introduction of a one way system).
•

The scenarios to be considered to include:
• prior to the development;
• prior to completing the relief road;
• development completed;
• the effect of other planned developments within
the wider area.

•

The assessment to identify the direct impact of the
development on the performance of the road network at
key times and the combined consequences of the other
planned developments in the wider area.

•

The study to identify what enhancements to the road
network may be needed (or become possible) and
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is that policies can have additional
information included in appendices,
with reference to it in the policy,
where it is common sense to do so.
Where this is the case, the appendix
becomes part of the policy. Given
length of Appendix 8, it is clearly
common sense to do so here. As
such, policy rewording as suggested
is unnecessary.
2) NOTED – additional suggested text
would improve wording of Appendix
8 brief.

2) ACTION - add in red/underlined text to Appendix 8 as
suggested

identify which of these it is proposed to carry out as part
of the development.
•

•
Policy MU1 – Design
Concepts

The study to assess the public transport requirements of
the development and identify what transport
infrastructure enhancements are proposed as part of the
development.

These four documents (1) to (4)………. x108

LCC - The principles are in general terms supported but it has been
agreed that further consideration could be given to them, in particular
design. The Council is happy to work with the group on this.

NOTED – it is accepted that policy
would benefit from further
consideration and the LCC offer of
support is welcomed.

ACTION – take up offer of LCC
support in finalising policy
once revisions have been
agreed by OTC as basis for
discussion.

Lichfields/Persimmon - In terms of the design concepts set out in
Policy MU1, some of these appear to go beyond the scope of what a
Neighbourhood Plan should seek to control. When reviewing the
specific design concepts included in the draft NDP, we feel that these
are too restricting for house builders.

NOTED – given that East of Otley is
such a significant development for
Otley; that its sensitive location will
impact greatly on the visual
perception of the town; and that it is
of major concern to the local
community (witness level of
response to current consultation), it
is considered important that the NP
sets out requirements which reflect
local views.

NO ACTION

Lichfields/Persimmon - Further commercial uses, such as another
public house and/or shop, may not be welcomed by existing traders
established within the town centre, particularly with the large number
of public houses that are already established within the town.
Therefore, these should be considered in more detail during the
master planning development process rather than prescribing these
scheme content elements too early within Neighbourhood Plan Policy.

1) DISAGREE – re shop. A shop in this
location would be entirely in
conformity with Core Strategy Policy
P4. In a development of 550 homes
with the nearest shop well in excess
of 500m from the site, such required
provision is considered to be entirely
reasonable.
2) NOTED – a requirement for a pub
is likely to be considered too

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – amend ‘Design
Concept’ 1st bullet – delete
pub reference and add
community hub reference.
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onerous. Could instead include a
more general requirement re the
inclusion of a ‘community hub’ at the
heart of the development.
Lichfields/Persimmon - We also appreciate the need for the
development to reflect and integrate with the rest of the town;
however, the choice of some wording within the policy is too vague.
We believe that descriptions such as the ‘unique and distinctive Otley
Brand’ are too ambiguous within the policy and there will, clearly be a
variety of different views on how this is to be reflected within a
development. Therefore, it provides difficulty to house builders as to
what should be included within the design requirements. This needs to
be a clear, workable policy for all developers in order to be used as
guidance within the planning application process.

NOTED – some of the policy’s
language could be more clearly
defined.

ACTION – review and clarify
policy language as suggested/
deemed necessary.

Policy MU1 will only be fully supported if the policy is first restructured
and then reworded locally to read as follows (or equivalent changes are
made to the restructured text):KEY VIEWS (More appropriate key views can be suggested)

1) NOTED – requires detailed analysis
as to whether the suggested views
duplicate those in Appendix 5 or are
new. If new, they need to be
assessed, ideally on the ground.
2) NOTED – text of Appendix 5 does
not need to be incorporated into the
policy - post consultation LCC advice
is that policies can have additional
information included in appendices,
with reference to it in the policy,
where it is common sense to do so.
Where this is the case, the appendix
becomes part of the policy. Given
length of Appendix 5, it is clearly
common sense to do so here. As
such, policy rewording as suggested
is unnecessary.

1) ACTION – assess and
analyse
2) NO ACTION

•

Respecting of key views towards, away from and within the site:
•

View 1: Panoramic view onto the northern half of the
site from Surprise View at the top of the Chevin, looking
north-west. Moving the viewpoint east-west alters the
obstruction below from the Chevin tree line. (Because of
the undulation of the Chevin tree line, the visibility of the
East of Otley allocation varies significantly depending on
the east-west location of the observer on Surprise View.)

•

View 2: Panoramic view onto the central area of the site
from the footpath running west from the lower Chevin
carpark on East Chevin Road (as it approaches the level
stretch), looking from north-east to north.

•

View 3: Panoramic view onto much of the site from Leeds
Road (A660) east of the roundabout, looking from northwest to north-east.
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•

View 4: Panoramic view onto the east of the site from the
A660 heading out of Otley past the last house on the north
side, looking from north-east to north. (The current
description of these views - 4-6 - is too narrow to fully
embrace the East of Otley allocation)

•

View 5: Panoramic view onto the central and north of the
site from Leeds Road (A660) south of Russell Farm,
looking west to the north-east.

•

View 6: Panoramic view onto the central part of the site
from Leeds Road (A660) south of Stubbins Farm, looking
from north-west to north.

•

View 7: View towards the site from the track which
continues beyond the paved eastern end of East Busk
Lane (where the public footpath runs west to the
Cambridge estate), looking west towards Otley.

•

View 8: View into the site from East Busk Lane (where the
line of the relief road will cut the lane), looking from
south to north.

•

View 9: View into the west of the site from the footpath
on the east side of Rammers Cottage, look from north
east to south-west.

•

View 10: View into the west side of the site from end of
the paved footpath to the south of Peterhouse Drive,
looking north-east to south-west.

•

View 11: View into the south of the site from Lister Drive
(just west of the junction with Cambridge Drive), looking
from west to east.
View 12: Panoramic view onto the site from Ings Tip,
looking from west to south-west. X108

•

Re suggested revised ‘View 9’: View into the west of the site from the
footpath on the east side of Rammers Cottage, look from north east to
south-west. Suggest amend to: ‘View into the site from the footpath
on the south side of Danefield Terrace’.
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NOTED– consider as part of
suggested overall assessment of
suggested views.

ACTION – assess and analyse.

Policy MU1 – Design
Code

LCC - some of the requirements may be too prescriptive e.g. 4th bullet
point under design code – there could be number of different options
for delivering an interesting yet sensitive scheme without being so
specific; 3rd bullet point under design code – the key is to achieve a
mix of housing types (reflecting the CS policy).

1) NOTED – re 3rd bullet –
requirement reflects NP Policy H3
‘housing mix’ which is based on local
housing needs assessment evidence.
2) NOTED – it is not considered that
this is a particularly specific
requirement – ‘reflecting local
variety’ provides considerable scope
to come up with an imaginative yet
sympathetic design solution.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

LCC - The principles are in general terms supported but it has been
agreed that further consideration could be given to them, in particular
design. The Council is happy to work with the group on this.

NOTED – it is accepted that policy
would benefit from further
consideration and the LCC offer of
support is welcomed.

ACTION – take up offer of LCC
support in finalising policy
once revisions have been
agreed by OTC as basis for
discussion.

LCC - It is unlikely that "eschewal of standard building designs" is a
phrase that would be pass examination. Suggest the policy focuses
more positively on what would be appropriate, for example
“encourage varied building design throughout the development to
avoid standardised house plots.”

AGREE – suggested rewording is
considered acceptable.

ACTION – reword policy as
suggested.

Lichfields/Persimmon - Similarly, reference to eschewal of standard
building designs is unnecessarily restrictive to House Builders looking
to find a balance between delivering development that is respectful of
its setting while also seeking to meet the market demands of potential
occupiers, both house purchasers and social renters.

AGREE – criticism of wording is valid.

ACTION – reword policy as
suggested by LCC.

Policy MU1 will only be fully supported if the policy is first restructured
and then reworded locally to read as follows (or equivalent changes are
made to the restructured text):•
Building heights and skyline in tune with the existing Otley
environment, with a mix of buildings of two and three storeys (no
more than half to be three stories high)with buildings of two and three
storeys. X108

NOTED– policy is not reasonably able
to restrict number of 3-storey
properties. It is considered that the
existing wording, together with Policy
BE9, will ensure that any 3-storey
properties will be sensitively located
relative to Danefield Terrace/the

NO ACTION
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(original wording is likely to result in the construction of a predominantly
3 storey development)

NOTED– policy is not reasonably able
to restrict number of 3-storey
properties. It is considered that the
existing wording, together with Policy
BE9, will ensure that any 3-storey
properties will be sensitively located
relative to Danefield Terrace/the
conservation area and to site
topography.
NOTED – acknowledged that no
agreement at the moment. Policy
sets out NP requirement to inform
decision on agreement.

NO ACTION

LCC - Construction of relief road – 5 years from when?

NOTED – from commencement of
construction of relief road - should
be stipulated in policy.

ACTION – stipulate time frame
in policy as indicated.

LCC - Cycle track - preference for internal or external side?

NOTED – advice from LCC cycling
officer is that it should be on internal,
ie west side of relief road.

ACTION – specify internal
location in policy.

1) NOTED
2) NOTED – this issue is better
addressed by reference to ‘motorised
vehicular access’ in bullets 3 and 4.
3) NOTED – better addressed under
‘Footpath & Cycle Links’ in line with
existing bullet 4 under that heading.

1) NO ACTION
2) ACTION – add ‘motorised’
as suggested
3) ACTION – address as
suggested.

Re 2nd bullet – suggest amend to “with a mix of buildings of two and
three storeys but predominantly two storey.”

Policy MU1 –
Eastern Relief Road

conservation area and to site
topography.

LCC - Eastern Relief Road requirements - these is no agreement about
which way the road will be implemented (whether from Pool Rd or the
A660) or how much land take would be necessary to achieve a
segregated two way cycle track plus pedestrian route and if this would
be achievable.

1) Green Party - Support all points regarding Eastern Relief Road
particularly strongly.
2) Add:Bullet 4 – ‘and cycle routes’
Bullet 5 – ‘with regular access for pedestrians /cyclists to both the new
development and existing adjacent properties’
3) Add extra bullet – ‘these pedestrian/cyclist access points should also
provide a ‘nature corridor’ under/over the relief road to avoid habitat
fragmentation for wildlife locally thereby avoiding species decline from
the new road being built’.
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NO ACTION

Policy MU1 –
Footpath & Cycle
Links

Policy MU1 will only be fully supported if the policy is first restructured
and then reworded locally to read as follows (or equivalent changes are
made to the restructured text):•
Designed to minimise visual and noise pollution. X108
(otherwise impact not mitigated.)

NOTED – covered by higher level
Core Strategy Policy P10.

NO ACTION

Suggested additional principle – from a wildlife point of view it is
imperative that the relief road does not form a barrier to wildlife
movement. Of particular concern in Lower Wharfe are hedgehogs.
When building the bypass it is simple to incorporate suitable fencing
and large concrete pipes beneath the road to allow wildlife to pass
freely between countryside and town as is currently the case.
Severance of habitat by roads has been shown to fragment habitat for
hedgehogs, making populations unviable which quickly become locally
extinct as a result (Warwick H British Wildlife Dec 2016). It is
imperative that this simple measure is taken, for this species is listed
as a species “of principal importance for the purpose of conserving
biodiversity” covered under section 41 (England) of the NERC Act
(2006) and therefore need to be taken into consideration by a public
body when performing any of its functions with a view to conserving
biodiversity.

NOTED – Comment is not specific to
MU1. Policy GE5 addresses increased
biodiversity for all development in
the Extended Leeds Habitat Network.
Core Strategy G9 does so generically.
Reference to fencing/pipes is
considered to be far too specific and
onerous on developers, contrary to
higher level planning policy. Features
could be included as egs in the
community action addressing such
matters (nb under ‘Green
Environment’) and also in ‘Mixed Use
Developments – East of Otley’. Policy
could also be extended – ‘Design
Concepts’/2nd bullet - by adding ‘and
features’ at end of bullet.

ACTION – amend policy
wording and add community
action as suggested.

‘no vehicular access’ bullet – suggest amend to read: “…East Busk Re
Lane, Pool Road or the Cambridge Estate…”.

DISAGREE – road will connect Leeds
Road to Pool Road so this would not
be possible
NOTED – MU1 clearly addresses
protection of PROW. Landowners
would be consulted re any proposals
affecting such PROW.

NO ACTION

NOTED – it is accepted that the
master planning exercise may
suggest other alternative routes. That

NO ACTION

NFU - Where rights of way are created, diverted and/or improved to
allow for development, affecting agricultural land, a net loss of a route
will not be acceptable, in any circumstances. We would expect that in
the event of alterations to rights of way that landowners are
thoroughly consulted at an early stage.
Lichfields/Persimmon - The NDP establishes a requirement for new
proposed cycling and walking routes and these are shown on Maps 9
and 10. Whilst we do not disagree with the generality of the routes
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NO ACTION

Policy MU1 Employment

Policy MU1 Education
Policy MU1 Environment

outlined within these maps or the aspiration for cycling and pedestrian
permeability and access to countryside to the east of Otley and linking
with longer distance networks, we feel that these maps should not
limit the scope to provide new alternative routes within the area,
which will be formulated during the scheme master planning exercise.
Lichfields/Persimmon - the draft NDP routes should be interpreted
flexibly, such that they indicate a general requirement rather than a
specific route. The NDP should make this clear.

said, it is expected that a robust
exercise will take as one of its key
starting points existing definitive
PROW and other existing routes,
especially important links such as
East Busk Lane, so that proposals are
responsive to local site
characteristics rather than imposed
upon them.

Lichfields/Persimmon - The proposed site at East Otley will provide
this permeability and opportunities for new cycling and walking
routes.
Lichfields/Persimmon - the NDP should not predetermine the type and
placing of commercial uses but rather this should emerge during the
master planning process, which as explained above, will be subject to
local public consultation.

NOTED

NO ACTION

NOTED – NP MU1 sets out the
master plan brief requirement in
respect of broad location/placement
– it is considered logical and good
planning to locate employment uses
where easily accessible from the
relief road, rather than, for eg, at the
heart of a residential area. Avoiding
nuisance to residents is also accepted
planning practice. MU1 is silent on
the type of employment use.

NO ACTION

LCC - The former Ings Lane tip site is outside the boundary of the
allocation. It is expected that it will be remediated by the Council as
the landowner but should not be set as a requirement of the
development.

NOTED – policy makes no specific
reference to this site and will be
amended to specify named historic
landfill sites within the site.

ACTION – as indicated

Please see my previous comments re the old Ings tip. This must not be
built on and must be cleared up if it is to provide sports facilities for
the east of Otley community

NOTED – this site (aka Cambridge
Drive POS) is outside the East of
Otley site. NP Policy GE6 proposes it
as Local Green Space, complemented
by Policy GE7 which additionally

NO ACTION
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proposes it for green space
enhancement.
LCC - Also suggest a different word is used rather than “ameliorated.”

NOTED – amend to ‘enhanced’ or
‘improved’, in line with dictionary
definitions. Or ‘remediated’ as used
by LCC in their comments.

ACTION – as indicated

Re Cambridge Drive POS (aka “tip behind Peterhouse Drive”/’former
Ings Lane Tip?) – the plan talks about ’ameliorating’ the space which is
worrying as this term could allow for anything. Please can you clarify
and allay our fears? Ourselves and other residents are very concerned
about any work which involves opening up a contaminated former
rubbish tip. We are concerned about leakage of contaminants, air
pollution, and the extensive intrusion this would have on our rights to
a degree of peace and privacy. Our back gardens are very exposed to
the site.

NOTED – policy to be amended to
only reference historic landfill sites
within the site. Former Ings Tip is
largely outside the site and will only
be marginally linked to the East of
Otley development.

ACTION – as indicated

Policy MU1 will only be fully supported if the policy is first restructured
and then reworded locally to read as follows (or equivalent changes are
made to the restructured text):Former tip sites including the Ings Lane tip to be ameliorated Former
tip site to be ameliorated in line with best practice. (ambiguous given
that there are several former tip sites on the allocation plus Ings Lane Tip)

NOTED - Former Ings Lane Tip is
outside the site and will not be linked
to the East of Otley development.

NO ACTION

•
Development designed to buffer on the site (without
unplanned flooding) the run-off from the Chevin, the emergent
groundwater and the on-site rainfall and to discharge this water with
no increase in off-site flooding.
•
An agreed long-term management plan for drainage and
landscaping to ensure continued satisfactory operation of the flood
control measures.
(policy currently gives no substance to the flooding mitigation
expectations as raised in the preamble text) X108

1) NOTED – re flood protection –
covered by existing suite of LCC
policies (see P33/4) plus NP Policy
GE11.
2) NOTED – covered by an existing
community action.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
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Policy MU2

In addition to the ODD comments, I would like to see some reference
to the Flood Act (2010), and a strict adherence to procedures and
considerations therein. The land of the proposed EoO site is constantly
inundated as you are well aware. Building on here quite frankly is
madness and there will be a price to pay somewhere down the line. As
a resident of Moor Drive, we are the only street downstream of the
development. As you know recently Otley suffered flooding and the
river was within metres of the end of Moor Drive. Expediting water
flow from the site to the Wharfe and local drainage system in place of
natural soaking can only make this worse.

NOTED – re flood protection –
covered by existing suite of LCC
policies (see P33/4) plus NP Policy
GE11. That the law must be observed
goes without saying and nothing the
NP does/doesn’t say will make any
difference.

NO ACTION

Even though we don't expect special treatment, Moor Drive will also
be greatly affected by any increase in traffic heading along Pool Road
to use the proposed relief road. It is already an issue turning right
against the traffic flow and there have been a number of crashes in
recent years. As outlined in the attachment it is imperative that
detailed traffic studies are completed, and measures taken to address
any resulting safety issues.

NOTED – this is already covered by
the transport study provisions of
MU1.

NO ACTION

I should just like to add this note with regard to flood control
measures under ‘Environment’. My property abuts the former tip
upon which a primary school is now proposed. Despite landscape
gardeners trying to alleviate the flooding in my back garden, every
time it rains the top third of it is left standing in water.
Gladman - Policies MU1 through to MU4 set out a range of design
principles that proposals for residential development will be expected
to adhere to. In relation to these design policies Gladman refer to
paragraphs 59 and 60 of the Framework. Specifically paragraph 59
which states: “Design policies should avoid unnecessary prescription
or detail and should concentrate on the overall scale, density, massing,
height, landscape, layout, materials and access of new development in
relation to neighbouring buildings and the local area more generally.”
Whilst Gladman recognise the importance of high quality design,
planning policies should not be overly prescriptive and need flexibility
in order for schemes to respond to sites specifics and the character of
the local area. There will not be a ‘one size fits all’ solution in relation

NOTED – there is currently no
adopted plan regarding a primary
school on the former tip site. The
contaminated nature of the site
would rule this out.
NOTED – MU2 sets out development
requirements rather than design
principles, the majority of which are
based on requirements proposed by
LCC in its submitted SAP. They are
not considered overly prescriptive in
relation to NPPF and constitute a
specific response to the site and local
area. NB Gladmans do not appear to
live, work or carry out business in the
NA.

NO ACTION
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NO ACTION

to design and sites should be considered on a site by site basis with
consideration given to various design principles/objectives.
LCC - The Council has exchanged contracts for the sale of this property
and the developer has undertaken public consultation on their
development proposals. A planning application is likely to be
submitted October 2017.

NOTED – however there is as yet no
planning application, no planning
permission and no commencement
of works. As such, the proposed
policy remains theoretically valid and
will remain in the NP until such time
as (if at all) circumstances render it
redundant. Failure to implement any
permission granted within the plan
period, before or after adoption,
would in any case render the policy
operational once more.

NO ACTION

Green Party - Add that the existing and future population of bats on
this site be protected through provision of a bat tower or similar.

NOTED – there is a requirement to
carry out an ecological assessment,
on the basis of which detailed actions
in respect of bats or any other
species would be recommended. No
evidence is presented to support the
presence of bats on site at present,
without which a more detailed
requirement in respect of bats
cannot be included.

NO ACTION

Taking note of the biological assessment. Bullet 8 add "the
consequences of the East of Otley development + relief road".

1) NOTED – taking note of the
assessment is implicit in requiring it
in the first place.
2) NOTED – such a requirement in
respect of a site/road at some
distance from the policy site is too
onerous and would not be
considered reasonable in planning
terms.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
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But don't say development "will be"! say "any future development
should be..." Add as above re. Setting of Conservation area.

DISAGREE – ‘will’ is more definite
than ‘should’ and is commonly used
in planning policies.

NO ACTION

Publicly accessed river corridor – not just a footpath + wider margins.
Where will all the cars park both commercial and household. No
aspiration expressed.

1) NOTED – policy requires not only a
‘riverside walkway’ but also a
‘cycleway’ and ‘biodiversity buffer’ to
the river which together should
ensure the ‘publically accessed river
corridor’ desired.
2) NOTED – it is understood that any
displaced on-site car parking will
have to be provided elsewhere. As
such, no policy aspiration or
requirement necessary.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

Ashfield development primarily housing with some office - not retail.
Also protection of existing wildlife habitats

1) NOTED – the proposed LCC
allocation is for mixed use,
comprising residential and town
centre uses, which could include
retail and offices.
2) NOTED – it is considered that
policy bullets 1 & 2 will ensure the
protection of valuable wildlife
habitats.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

Agree, but traffic impact, and greenspace needed.

NOTED – policy bullet 8 addresses
traffic impact. Bullets 2 and 3 address
greenspace. This is also addressed by
adopted Core Strategy Policy G4.

NO ACTION

I am unsure about 'addressing requirements of Ashfield Works Brief' as
I fear this might be part of problems for developers. Can we review
content against our plan's aspirations?

NOTED – addressing requirements of
brief is a given which the NP cannot
alter.

NO ACTION
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Would like to include the construction of a bat tower or wall on the
site to protect local bat species using the existing derelict buildings.

NOTED – there is a requirement to
carry out an ecological assessment,
on the basis of which detailed actions
in respect of bats or any other
species will be recommended. No
evidence is presented to support the
presence of bats on site at present,
without which a more detailed
requirement in respect of bats
cannot be included.

NO ACTION

Building on brownfield sites should be planned to maximise density of
housing whilst meeting local housing demand in order to save
greenfield sites from development.

NOTED – the housing density is set by
already adopted higher level LCC
planning policy. Local housing
demand is addressed in NP Policies
H2 & H3. If site is developed before
NP adopted, this will default to Core
Strategy Policy.

NO ACTION

This should include the acquisition of Grade 1 building for a Town
Printing Museum with integrated adjoining business units for local
printing enterprises Also car and coach parking provision to service
Museum

NOTED – this would be contrary to
proposed higher level LCC planning
policy and to agreed development
brief for the site and therefore
cannot be advanced in the NP. NB
there is no Grade 1 building on the
site. Could include museum as
aspiration as with MU3

ACTION – include museum as
MU2 aspiration and add
generic community action re
finding home for the museum
under ‘Community Facilities &
Services’.

Where are the enhanced employment opportunities to go?

NOTED – the site is not proposed for
employment uses by LCC and the NP
cannot vary from this. Policies in the
NP Employment section address
enhanced employment
opportunities.

NO ACTION
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The Ashfield works development home of the machine gig tool
workshop for the printing industry could incorporate a building to
house a new Otley museum, focusing on 'printing USP' for tourism.

NOTED – this would be contrary to
proposed higher level LCC planning
policy and to agreed development
brief for the site and therefore
cannot be advanced in the NP. Could
include museum as aspiration as with
MU3.

ACTION – include museum as
MU2 aspiration and add
generic community action re
finding home for the museum
under ‘Community Facilities &
Services’.

Old buildings should be retained.

NOTED – this is covered by the policy.

NO ACTION

No more housing please

NOTED – housing is proposed
through higher level LCC planning
policy which the NP cannot oppose.

NO ACTION

A riverside walkway and cycleway extending from the small park next
to the police station would be really good. Please take account of the
needs of existing wildlife during the planning of any new development
on the Ashfield Works site. As in MU1, there may be a need to think
about preventing fragmentation of territories and opportunities for
increasing biodiversity.

NOTED – it is considered that all
points raised are adequately covered
by the existing policy. Policy GE5
addresses increased biodiversity for
all development throughout the NP
area.

NO ACTION

The National Planning Policy Framework reasonably requests that all
new developments provide a net increase in biodiversity. In Otley I
believe that the following policy wording should be applied to deliver
this: All new residential developments will have a minimum of one
integral (built into the fabric of the building) Swift nesting brick or Bat
roosting feature per dwelling installed under the guidance of an
appropriately qualified ecological consultant. The feature will be
installed prior to occupation of the dwelling and retained thereafter. A
similar requirement should be included for any new school, industrial
or employment buildings but these structures should have between 4
and 10 such features. The following 2 links refer to the practicality of
this proposal and links to the planning process, and to numbers of
features. The above suggestion on proposed numbers is reasonable.
https://ww2.rspb.org.uk/globalassets/downloads/documents/conserv
ation--sustainability/helpswifts/swift-bricks.pdf http://www.swift-

NOTED – Comment is not specific to
MU2. Policy GE5 addresses increased
biodiversity for all development
throughout the NP area. The
proposed policy wording is
considered to be far too specific and
onerous on developers, contrary to
higher level planning policy. Could
include encouragement of swift and
bat features as a ‘community action’
under ‘Green Environment’.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.
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conservation.org/Leaflet%204%20%20Swift%20Nest%20Bricks%20%20installation%20&%20suppliers-small.pdf
Bullet 2 . to start " informed by the biological assessment the
provision....." Bullet 3. To start " informed by the biological
assessment.....

NOTED – taking note of the
assessment is implicit in requiring it
in the first place.

NO ACTION

Bullet 8. should be extended " MU3 - and the consequences of the
East of Otley development and relief road."

NOTED – such a requirement in
respect of a site/road at some
distance from the policy site is too
onerous and would not be
considered reasonable in planning
terms.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Refer to the planning/design exercise sponsored by ODD group, it is
brilliant. It takes all these points into consideration.

NOTED – it is not made clear what
added value the ODD sponsored
study would bring to the policy.

NO ACTION

We do not want or need any more supermarkets. Re shops; we have
already too many empty ones

NOTED – the proposed allocation for
town centre uses (which includes
supermarket/shops) comes from a
higher level LCC planning policy
which the NP cannot oppose. There is
a ‘community action’ under
‘Employment’ to address vacant shop
units.

NO ACTION

this plus MU3 and MU4 need a preamble emphasising they are key
development sites at the heart of the town and inserting the need for
appropriate permeability as a requirement in MU2 and 3.

NOTED – it is not considered
necessary to emphasise the site in
the way suggested. Permeability is
already a requirement of the
Development Brief.

NO ACTION
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The latest proposal for the Ashfield Works and Westgate site only
includes 6 houses, and includes a large retails unit which would most
likely be only taken by a national chain store - this does not meet the
requirements for the site.

NOTED – the proposed older person’s
housing constitutes the bulk of the
housing allocation on the site. Retail
is an acceptable town centre use and
does therefore meet the site
requirement.

NO ACTION

Bullet point 2 should commence “Informed by the biological
assessment, the provision of a Biological Buffer …”. Bullet point 3
should perhaps commence “Informed by the biological assessment,
the formalisation of a riverside walkway …”. X3

NOTED – taking note of the
assessment is implicit in requiring it
in the first place.

NO ACTION

Bullet point 7 should perhaps include “… archaeological and
architectural recording, and if necessary make appropriate
adjustments, prior to …” x3

AGREE – bullet would benefit from
linking appropriate action to
recording findings. Bullet 1 re ecology
would benefit from similar linkage to
achieve consistency of approach.

ACTION – amend wording of
bullets 1 & 7 as indicated.

Bullet point 8 should be extended “… MU3 – and the consequences of
the East of Otley development and relief road. X3

NOTED – such a requirement in
respect of a site/road at some
distance from the policy site is too
onerous and would not be
considered reasonable in planning
terms.

NO ACTION

Environmental buffer is essential, as is a bat tower.

NOTED – in the absence of any
presented evidence re bat needs, any
bat tower would need to be follow
from the required ecological
assessment.

NO ACTION

Please don't allow the nursing home to go ahead in its current form.

NOTED – a ‘nursing home’ (nb older
person’s housing in the preapplication proposals) would be
consistent with the higher level LCC
proposed site allocation. The form of

NO ACTION
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the development would be subject to
the policy if the policy is adopted in
time.
Otley doesn't need another supermarket. There should also be space
for local trades and crafts people.

NOTED – both supermarket and
smaller units would be in line with
the town centre uses proposed for
the site by higher level LCC planning
policy.

NO ACTION

If development of this area is not to include employment use, would
like to see something about relocation of existing business tenants in
this area to suitable alternative sites identified in the plan.

NOTED – employment would be an
acceptable on-site use but cannot be
insisted upon via planning policy.
Relocation of any displaced
employment uses would be a matter
for the owner/developer/business
tenants rather than a planning
requirement.

NO ACTION

Very good.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Add a bat tower or similar be included in any development for the
existing population

NOTED – in the absence of any
presented evidence re bat needs, any
bat tower would need to be follow
from the required ecological
assessment.

NO ACTION

Addition: will include innovative, affordable and sustainable housing
that meets community needs, including housing for older people.

NOTED – re ‘sustainable’ the NP
cannot set building standards. Re
‘innovative’ – design would be
subject to Policy BE9 if NP adopted in
time but in accordance with
Development Brief and with regard
to CAAMP in any case. The level of
affordable housing is set by adopted,
higher level LCC planning policy.

NO ACTION
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Similarly housing mix, unless NP
adopted in time in which case H2 and
H3 apply. LCC policy proposes site for
older person’s housing.
Will not increase car traffic and use in the centre of the town.

NOTED – this is covered by the
agreed Development Brief traffic
impact assessment requirement
which is also a requirement in
proposed LCC planning policy and in
MU2.

NO ACTION

Will include a home for Otley museum

NOTED - this cannot be a
requirement of development. Could
include museum as aspiration as with
MU3.

ACTION – include museum as
MU2 aspiration and add
generic community action re
finding home for the museum
under ‘Community Facilities &
Services’.

What is meant by 'positive buildings'? I think named examples are
needed!

NOTED – ‘positive buildings’ are
buildings of historical/architectural
merit within the conservation area,
identified by LCC in the Otley
Conservation Area Appraisal. They
are of lesser importance than listed
buildings. They include the main
Ashfield Works buildings and the
buildings fronting Westgate. Could
name buildings, including listed
buildings, in policy.

ACTION – name buildings in
policy as indicated.

Possible inclusion of like for like replacement parking should be
mentioned.

NOTED – this is covered in the agreed
Development Brief.

NO ACTION

Should there be any reference to preferred uses?

NOTED – residential and town centre
uses are already specified in

NO ACTION
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proposed higher level LCC planning
policy which the NP cannot oppose.
Would it be possible to include a requirement to have public amenity
open space/square/outdoor space with riverside views - on the south
bank of the riverside and closer to the town centre.

NOTED – a riverside biodiversity
buffer plus walkway and cycleway
are already required. Site proposals
also subject to higher level planning
policy new green space standards.

NO ACTION

Also need a Aldi - lidle re elderly + family

NOTED – policy cannot specify
named retailers. LCC proposed
planning policy for the site allows for
supermarket use.

NO ACTION

No consideration made for relocating the businesses in this area

NOTED - relocation of any displaced
employment uses would be a matter
for the owner/developer/business
tenants rather than a planning
requirement.

NO ACTION

housing would compound the traffic problem in this area

NOTED – housing is already proposed
by higher level LCC planning policy,
but subject to a required traffic
impact assessment.

NO ACTION

No supermarkets !!!!

NOTED – a supermarket is an
acceptable use for the site as in line
with ‘town centre uses’ proposed by
higher level LCC planning policy
which the NP cannot oppose.

NO ACTION

I feel that MU2 and MU3 should place greater emphasis on (i) more
housing provision (planned older persons homes is too narrow and for
one demographic only) and (ii)

NOTED – the amount of housing and
suitability for older person’s housing
has been set by already agreed
higher level LCC planning policy.

NO ACTION
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Policy MU3

Ashfield - should be carefully monitored as opportunity for brown
housing - social vs work units.
Gladman - Policies MU1 through to MU4 set out a range of design
principles that proposals for residential development will be expected
to adhere to. In relation to these design policies Gladman refer to
paragraphs 59 and 60 of the Framework. Specifically paragraph 59
which states: “Design policies should avoid unnecessary prescription
or detail and should concentrate on the overall scale, density, massing,
height, landscape, layout, materials and access of new development in
relation to neighbouring buildings and the local area more generally.”
Whilst Gladman recognise the importance of high quality design,
planning policies should not be overly prescriptive and need flexibility
in order for schemes to respond to sites specifics and the character of
the local area. There will not be a ‘one size fits all’ solution in relation
to design and sites should be considered on a site by site basis with
consideration given to various design principles/objectives.

NOTED – meaning of comment
unclear. Not possible to respond.
NOTED – MU3 sets out development
requirements rather than design
principles, the majority of which are
based on requirements proposed by
LCC in its submitted SAP. They are
not considered overly prescriptive in
relation to NPPF and constitute a
specific response to the site and local
area. NB Gladmans do not appear to
live, work or carry out business in the
NA.

NO ACTION

LCC - As the neighbourhood plan is not allocating the site suggest
similar wording to GE4 ("should have regard to") unless evidence can
be provided to justify the setting out of requirements.

DISAGREE – wording is same as for
MU2 to which LCC have raised no
objection. Requirements are broadly
in line with agreed brief and
proposed LCC SAP requirements.

NO ACTION

Surely proposals afoot for Westgate i.e Ashfield development - and
why no housing included in that plan?

NOTED – ‘afoot’ yes, but until
approved and implementation
commenced, policy still has potential
to shape development. Housing is
proposed for both sites by higher
level LCC planning policy.

5 - add "and the consequences of the East of Otley Relief Road".

NOTED – such a requirement in
respect of a site/road at some
distance from the policy site is too
onerous and would not be
considered reasonable in planning
terms.
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NO ACTION

NO ACTION

NO ACTION

As above

NOTED

NO ACTION

Detail lacking – short on aspirational detail

NOTED – unclear where/in what way
detail is felt to be lacking/short so
hard to address comment.

NO ACTION

Not sure about indoor market – would it affect other businesses & the
successful outdoor market.

NOTED – viability is not a planning
issue.

NO ACTION

Strongly support

NOTED

NO ACTION

Agree with MU3 statement and policy. We need a museum and yes to
indoor market.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Sell Otley Civic Centre or let it be?

NOTED – this is not a matter for/in
the gift of the NP. NP stance is made
clear on P71 and under ‘community
actions’ in ‘Community Facilities &
Services’ section.

NO ACTION

Pedestrianised areas would be key

NOTED – this is covered by bullet 1.

NO ACTION

I feel that MU2 and MU3 should place greater emphasis on (i) more
housing provision (planned older persons homes is too narrow and for
one demographic only) and (ii)

NOTED – the amount of housing and
suitability for older person’s housing
has been set by already agreed
higher level LCC planning policy.

NO ACTION

Building on brownfield sites should be planned to maximise density of
housing whilst meeting local housing demand in order to save
greenfield sites from development.

NOTED – the housing density is set by
already adopted higher level LCC
planning policy. Local housing
demand is addressed in NP Policies
H2 & H3. If site is developed before
NP adopted, this will default to Core
Strategy Policy.

NO ACTION
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Church Lane flagstones are unusual and as wide as path (the nature of
this needs preserving).

NOTED – already covered in policy
bullet 2.

NO ACTION

Museum more appropriate on Ashfield Works development because
of historical nature.

DISAGREE – both sites of comparable
printing history – museum would be
equally at home on either.

ACTION – include museum as
MU2 aspiration and add
generic community action re
finding home for the museum
under ‘Community Facilities &
Services’.

Would rather see some housing on the Westgate site.

NOTED – housing/housing level is
proposed by higher level LCC
planning policy which NP cannot
oppose.

NO ACTION

No more housing please

NOTED – housing is proposed by
higher level LCC planning policy
which NP cannot oppose.

NO ACTION

It would be good to see this area of wasted space opened up and used
appropriately. There seems to be a lot of partially hidden dereliction at
present.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Bullet 5. should be extended " MU2 - and the consequences of the
East of Otley development and relief road. X4

NOTED – such a requirement in
respect of a site/road at some
distance from the policy site is too
onerous and would not be
considered reasonable in planning
terms.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

You must also consider existing business eg Crossley's garage, that
they can stay here if they wish.

NOTED - relocation of any displaced
employment uses would be a matter
for the owner/developer/business

NO ACTION
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tenants rather than a planning
requirement.
Convert Walkers Printerdom into an industrial museum, house Otley
Museum there and convert part of building to flats/houses
sympathetically. Walkers has great potential to enhance Otley

1) NOTED – museum idea is already
included as an aspiration.
Preservation of on-site positive
buildings is also a requirement (bullet
4).
2) DISAGREE - re residential
conversion of Walkers. Not
considered reasonable/desirable to
specify a single use.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

this plus MU3 and MU4 need a preamble emphasising they are key
development sites at the heart of the town and inserting the need for
appropriate permeability as a requirement in MU2 and 3

NOTED – it is not considered
necessary to emphasise the site in
the way suggested. Permeability is
already a requirement of the
Development Brief and is covered by
bullet 1.

NO ACTION

As above.

NOTED

NO ACTION

There is a real threat of over development on the Westgate site.
Priority should be given to providing a sustainable programme of
works

NOTED – the comment is too vague
in relation to the policy and therefore
impossible to respond to.

NO ACTION

Bullet point 1 could be more specific. X3

NOTED – no suggestions are provided
as to how ‘more specific’, therefore
difficult to respond.

NO ACTION

Bullet point 6 should include “… archaeological and architectural
recording, and if necessary make appropriate adjustments, prior to …”
X3

AGREE – bullet would benefit from
linking appropriate action to
recording findings.

ACTION – amend bullet 6 as
indicated.
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If development of this area is not to include employment use, would
like to see something about relocation of existing business tenants in
this area to suitable alternative sites identified in the plan.

NOTED – employment would be an
acceptable on-site use but cannot be
insisted upon via planning policy.
Relocation of any displaced
employment uses would be a matter
for the owner/developer/business
tenants rather than a planning
requirement.

NO ACTION

Not if they are just aspirations - as that they are unlikely to ever be
achieved.

NOTED – the bulleted points are
requirements. The final 2 sentences
are aspirational as it is not possible to
include them as requirements.

NO ACTION

The traffic impact is of significant importance and another so-called
supermarket will adversely affect the town.

NOTED – the traffic impact is covered
by bullet 5. A supermarket would be
an acceptable town centre use in line
with already agreed higher level LCC
planning policy and as proposed in
the SAP. The NP cannot oppose
either.

NO ACTION

I don't feel an indoor market would be useful. We already have a very
successful outdoor market on three days in the week.

NOTED – it is considered that it could
be an asset to the town and is
included as an aspiration only.

NO ACTION

But the museum is an asset to the town and needs a home centrally.

AGREE

NO ACTION

Policies NU2-4 should be given priority over MU1

NOTED – with NP policies the issue of
priorities is irrelevant. It is a matter
of putting in place a comprehensive
suite of policies to be applied on an
ongoing basis, as appropriate, by LCC
planners in the determining of
planning applications.

NO ACTION
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Policy MU4

As above what is meant by 'positive buildings'?

NOTED – ‘positive buildings’ are
buildings of historical/architectural
merit within the conservation area,
identified by LCC in the Otley
Conservation Area Appraisal. They
are of lesser importance than listed
buildings.

NO ACTION

Desperate need to provide B2 use light industrial in Otley, far too
many shops in Otley including supermarkets

NOTED – Westgate is proposed, by
higher level LCC planning policy, for
mixed use, including housing and
town centre uses, which could
include employment and/or retail.

NO ACTION

The Crossley Evans scrapyard derelict is in the conservation area and
as the owners are procrastinating on development in the meantime
LCC planning should enforce and clearing of the area , removal of
dangerous crane and high risk building used tramps and drug users.

NOTED – this site lies outside of the
Westgate site covered by this policy.
The site in question is however
identified as a ‘Potential NonStatutory Heritage Asset’ (Policy BE8
Church Lane Top) and under ‘Built
Environment’ ‘community actions’
for creation of new community/
heritage space.
NOTED – MU4 sets out aspirational
uses and development requirements
rather than design principles. They
are not considered overly
prescriptive in relation to NPPF and
constitute a specific response to the
site and local area. NB Gladmans do
not appear to live, work or carry out
business in the NA.

NO ACTION

Gladman - Policies MU1 through to MU4 set out a range of design
principles that proposals for residential development will be expected
to adhere to. In relation to these design policies Gladman refer to
paragraphs 59 and 60 of the Framework. Specifically paragraph 59
which states: “Design policies should avoid unnecessary prescription
or detail and should concentrate on the overall scale, density, massing,
height, landscape, layout, materials and access of new development in
relation to neighbouring buildings and the local area more generally.”
Whilst Gladman recognise the importance of high quality design,
planning policies should not be overly prescriptive and need flexibility
in order for schemes to respond to sites specifics and the character of
the local area. There will not be a ‘one size fits all’ solution in relation
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NO ACTION

to design and sites should be considered on a site by site basis with
consideration given to various design principles/objectives.
LCC - The use of "should have regard to the following" is appropriate
and welcomed.

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - The Council is awaiting a proposal from Otley Courthouse to
extend their facility into part of this site. The Council would then sell
the remainder of the site. The proposal in the Plan for housing and
offices should be widened to include a full range of uses so the future
use of the City Council’s property is not restricted which will deter its
redevelopment / refurbishment.

NOTED – the policy does not put
forward a firm proposal/allocation
for the site but rather sets out what
the TC sees as a preferred
opportunity. This should not unduly
restrict either future use or
redevelopment/refurbishment.

NO ACTION

As above

NOTED

NO ACTION

This is a central location fitting for addition to courthouse complex e.g.
further facilities and incorporating the Otley museum.

NOTED – the Courthouse expansion
aspirations do not relate to this site.
The policy’s expressed aspiration
could be extended to include a
museum.

ACTION – extend aspirational
uses as indicated.

As long as design is keeping with the area

NOTED – the bulleted points are
designed to ensure this.

NO ACTION

Courthouse extension or re-housing of Otley museum is more suitable
than more houses and parking

NOTED - the Courthouse expansion
aspirations do not relate to this site.
North Parade is a residential street in
which further housing would be
entirely appropriate. Offices would
continue last use. Parking would be
associated with either and not simply
more parking. The policy’s expressed
aspiration could be extended to
include a museum.

ACTION – extend aspirational
uses as indicated.
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Partially agree. Community action should be respected and - buildings
next to Courthouse used by LCC offered to Courthouse.

NOTED - the Courthouse expansion
aspirations do not relate to this site.

NO ACTION

Building on brownfield sites should be planned to maximise density of
housing whilst meeting local housing demand in order to save
greenfield sites from development.

NOTED – the housing density is set by
already adopted higher level LCC
planning policy. Local housing
demand is addressed in NP Policies
H2 & H3. If site is developed before
NP adopted, this will default to Core
Strategy Policy.

NO ACTION

Should include an element of affordable housing

NOTED – the threshold for and level
of any affordable housing (NB as
legally defined) will be determined by
already agreed higher level LCC
planning policy.

NO ACTION

Expansion of the courthouse?

NOTED - the Courthouse expansion
aspirations do not relate to this site.

NO ACTION

No more housing please

NOTED – housing is proposed by
higher level LCC planning policy
which NP cannot oppose.

NO ACTION

This area looks to be very close to Otley Courthouse. This is a very
successful venue within Otley and a valued community asset. As such, I
would like to see the Courthouse expand to become our main
community and entertainment hub. I don't see the point of trying to
develop a new one down the road at the old Civic Centre which is less
accessible, has no convenient parking and could only compete with
what we already have in the Courthouse. If development of this area
for housing and offices would preclude expansion of the Courthouse I
would not want to see that happen. It is difficult to work out exactly
how things lie on your map, so I appreciate this may be a
misunderstanding.

NOTED – it is understood, based on
consultations with the The
Courthouse, that its expansion
aspirations do not relate to this site.

NO ACTION
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We are surprised that there is no mention here, or on the NP map, of
the rest of this site. Reference is made within the document, on
several occasions, of support for Otley Courthouse's expansion plans and it is on land adjoining the former Board Buildings that such
expansion would take place. If Courthouse expansion were to take
place then it is obviously important that both the redevelopment of
the Board Buildings, and of the Courthouse expansion, should be
planned in a way that is mutually sympathetic. The land that the
Courthouse expansion could be developed on is LCC land; LCC want to
see this land developed; this development would have to have regard
for the development of the Board Building site - yet there is no
mention of this in the NP.

NOTED – as the Courthouse
expansion plans are neither a LCC
allocation or a NP/TC proposal,
coupled with the fact that the NP/TC
wish to take an even-handed position
with regard to both possible
Courthouse expansion and possible
Civic Centre entertainment venue
prospects, it was considered
appropriate to make only the
references at P71 and P75. Policy
could reference the need to have
regard to possible Courthouse
expansion plans on adjacent site.

ACTION – reference possible
Courthouse expansion plans
on adjacent site as suggested.

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

An excellent use would be to extend the leisure facilities of the
Courthouse at these buildings. They could be joined by a covered
corridor to the Courthouse

NOTED – it is understood, based on
consultations with the The
Courthouse, that its expansion
aspirations do not relate to this site.

NO ACTION

Reference to an opportunity for housing/offices/parking on the former
Board Buildings seems at odds with the possibility of expanding the
Courthouse facilities and contrary to Policy CF3 and its preamble.

NOTED – it is understood, based on
consultations with the The
Courthouse, that its expansion
aspirations do not relate to this site.

NO ACTION

Should be retained as office and additional car parking. Otley has a
lack of good quality office accommodation

NOTED – policy clearly supports this
but allows for residential
development in what is already a
largely residential street.

NO ACTION

These dilapidated buildings are a real eyesore. Housing, especially
social or elderly housing would be very appropriate.

NOTED – policy supports this view.

NO ACTION
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Policy H1

Surprising that Otley Civic Centre is not set out in this section given it's
similar status to the Former Board Buildings.

NOTED – the NP/TC position re the
Civic Centre is set out on P71 and
P73. LCC, as owners, are already welladvanced in determining the future
use of the centre with a decision very
likely well in advance of NP adoption,
rendering a planning policy
statement basically redundant.

NO ACTION

Far too few opportunities to encourage development for employment
rather than residential conversion

NOTED – the policy clearly supports
office development in line with most
recent past use. A residential
alternative would also be in line with
the street’s predominant residential
use.
NOTED – H1 criteria are designed to
test whether housing development
on non-allocated sites should be
acceptable in principle, rather than
accepting the principle and seeking
to apply conditions/requirements.

NO ACTION

LCC - The plan is supportive of smaller non-allocated sites coming
forward which is positive.

NOTED – the policy is considered to
be too supportive of development on
non-allocated sites and as such not in
conformity with Core Strategy Policy
H2. Policy to be amended to bring it
into greater conformity.

ACTION – reword policy to
bring it into greater conformity
with Core Strategy while still
remaining positive in tone.

LCC - perhaps also refer to self-build or infill? Recognition of the
economic benefits of a mixture of housing delivery mechanisms could
be useful justification in this section.

DISAGREE – not considered to be
appropriate to the intent of the
policy.

NO ACTION

NFU - Where rights of way are created, diverted and/or improved to
allow for development, affecting agricultural land, a net loss of a route
will not be acceptable, in any circumstances. We would expect that in

NOTED – landowners have been
involved in the NP consultation
process throughout NP preparation.

NO ACTION

MP - I would particularly highlight some of the key housing policies in
the plan, and would like to see them taken forward and strengthened
where possible: −conditions and requirements that will ensure housing
development on land not yet allocated is sensitive and appropriate
(H1). This enhances Leeds City Council’s policy of ‘brownfield first’.
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NO ACTION

the event of alterations to rights of way that landowners are
thoroughly consulted at an early stage.

Policy TT1 provides for rights of way
protection/improvement, supported
by 'Transport & Travel’ ‘community
actions’.

But with an emphasis on smaller, less expensive dwellings that local
people can afford to buy/rent

NOTED – this is covered under Policy
H2.

NO ACTION

Add Bridleways X2

DISAGREE – not appropriate given
proposed reframing of policy.

NO ACTION

Agree off street car parking, cant envisage how these cars avoid
existing road networks though.

NOTED – policy refers to ‘easy access
to/from road network’ and to
‘avoiding town centre routes’ not as
commented.

NO ACTION

Electric cars – there aren’t enough world resources for all to have a
car. Battery pack unless technology changes.

NOTED – ‘community action’ in
‘Mixed Use Developments’ section
addresses electric vehicle charging
points. This could be extended into a
more generic ‘Green Environment’
action point as part of wider ‘green
energy’ action.

ACTION – include in wider
‘green energy’ community
action under ‘Green
Environment’.

Take heed regarding Traffic Impact. Already congested in OTC - new
routes & roads needed.

NOTED – policy seeks to ensure that
housing on non-allocated sites is only
acceptable if not impacting adversely
on transport infrastructure.

NO ACTION

Move bus station. Not sure how this is possible

NOTED – this is addressed in Policy
TT5 in ‘Transport & Travel’ section.

NO ACTION

affordable housing!

NOTED – comment is not relevant to
this policy. Affordable housing is
covered by Core Strategy policy and
Policy H4.

NO ACTION
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Identify and publicise brownfield (or empty) sites in the town centre.
Target these for development and provide incentives to builders

NOTED – the NP specifically
addresses/targets a number of such
sites, eg Ashfield Works, Westgate,
Former Board Buildings. Incentives to
builders is not within the gift of the
NP.

NO ACTION

Agree with proposals however impossible to implicate (nb
implement?)

NOTED – policy is within the context
of a Core strategy policy which is
already being implemented.

NO ACTION

As previously noted, biodiversity considerations should be taken into
account at the planning stage for new housing developments. The
National Planning Policy Framework reasonably requests that all new
developments provide a net increase in biodiversity. In Otley I believe
that the following policy wording should be applied to deliver this: All
new residential developments will have a minimum of one integral
(built into the fabric of the building) Swift nesting brick or Bat roosting
feature per dwelling installed under the guidance of an appropriately
qualified ecological consultant. The feature will be installed prior to
occupation of the dwelling and retained thereafter. A similar
requirement should be included for any new school, industrial or
employment buildings but these structures should have between 4
and 10 such features. The following 2 links refer to the practicality of
this proposal and links to the planning process, and to numbers of
features. The above suggestion on proposed numbers is reasonable.
https://ww2.rspb.org.uk/globalassets/downloads/documents/conserv
ation--sustainability/helpswifts/swift-bricks.pdf http://www.swiftconservation.org/Leaflet%204%20%20Swift%20Nest%20Bricks%20%20installation%20&%20suppliers-small.pdf 10/19/2017 3:59 PM x2

NOTED – bullet 1 of policy addresses
impacts on biodiversity by ref to
green environment policies. Policy
GE5 addresses increased biodiversity
for all development throughout the
NP area. The proposed policy
wording is considered to be far too
specific and onerous on developers,
contrary to higher level planning
policy. Could include encouragement
of swift and bat features as a
‘community action’ under ‘Green
Environment’.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Again little on the sustainability/ energy efficiency through
incorporation of new technology in power generation, waste heat
recovery etc

NOTED – these are not factors
relevant to determining whether or
not proposed housing on a nonallocated site is acceptable in
principle. Energy efficiency is an
excluded matter within NPs. The NP
as a whole will be subject to a
sustainability assessment and must
demonstrate that it contributes
positively to sustainable
development.

NO ACTION

Otley is a very important place for roosting bats and nesting Swifts due
to its historic structures such as the main bridge and Victorian houses.
2017 saw the start of a local project called "Mapping Otleys Swifts"
and so far 70 Swift nesting sites have been found but these are all in
old buildings. New buildings do not have the necessary holes or
crevices for roosting bats or nesting Swifts and therefore these species
are under threat as older buildings are refurbished or maintained to a
higher standard.

NOTED – comment not directly
relevant to policy. Policy GE5
addresses protection of and
increased biodiversity for all
development throughout the NP
area. This is in the context of already
adopted higher level LCC planning
policy. Ref to swifts could be made in
3rd para P26.

ACTION – include reference in
GE5 supporting text as
indicated.

It would also be good if there was an aspiration to create a custommade Bat Roosting tower feature somewhere alongside the River
Wharfe.

NOTED – comment not relevant to
this policy. Could add as ‘community
action’ in ‘Green Environment’
section.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

Provided that reference to road safety and traffic congestion uses the
same wording as E5 viz 'no adverse impact.

NOTED – there may be scope to
amend/strengthen wording in
context of adopted Core Strategy
policy H2.

ACTION – revisit exact wording
as part of overall policy rewrite
in context of Core Strategy
policy.

How adverse impacts, individually or cumulatively, arising from
piecemeal development that affect movement across the town centre
needs more thought.

NOTED - ‘community action’re townwide traffic impact assessment in
‘Transport & Traffic’ section seeks to
address this concern.

NO ACTION
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All very sensible proposals. Developers should be discouraged from
providing inappropriate housing stock.

NOTED – follow-on Housing policies
in NP address stock issue, together
with ‘Built environment’ section
design policies.

NO ACTION

Add: Brownfield sites will be considered in the first instance for
housing development.

NOTED – policy is reactive in nature,
ie designed to respond to housing
proposals on non-allocated land,
whether brownfield or greenfield. It
cannot simply state that any
greenfield applications are
unacceptable because not on
brownfield land as this would be
contrary to national planning policy.
In practice, the policy will work by
default to guide development to
brownfield sites by making it difficult
in principle to develop greenfield
sites.

NO ACTION

DON'T DEVELOP OTLEY

NOTED – it is not in the NP’s gift to
stop all development, given that
there is a national planning policy
presumption in favour of sustainable
development.

NO ACTION

very vague

NOTED – there may be scope to
amend/strengthen wording in
context of adopted Core Strategy
policy H2.

ACTION – revisit exact wording
as part of overall policy rewrite
in context of Core Strategy
policy.

However, please could you explain what Otley's essential existing
character is?

NOTED – there is no reference to
‘Otley’s essential existing character’
in this policy or the policy preamble.

NO ACTION
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Without context for the reference it
is difficult to explain the meaning.

Policy H2

Also, not sure the reference of homes for local people is acceptable or
wanted - surely it should be for all.

NOTED – there is no reference to
‘homes for local people’ in this policy
or the policy preamble. Leeds
planning policy provides for homes
for all across Leeds, including Otley.
The NP – Policy H2 – seeks to ensure
that within this general provision,
homes that meet the needs of the
Otley community are specifically
provided.

NO ACTION

However isnsgouldmextend to being able to refuse housing, its a
cleverly worded. It doesn't cover the concerns just accepts we will
have what leeds tell us and you'll try your best to put some
parameters round it. The action needs to be at the start of planning
not after when it's a done deal.

NOTED – wording can be
strengthened, in line with adopted
LCC Core Strategy policy, in order to
set out when proposed housing on
non-allocated sites would be
unacceptable in principle, ie a
mechanism for refusing a housing
proposal. It is true that the NP must
‘have what Leeds tell us’ in terms of
how many houses and on what
allocated sites and in that NP policy
must be in general conformity with
LCC planning policy. This policy
covers proposals on non-allocated
sites which neither Leeds or the NP
can anticipate – as such, the policy,
together with Core Strategy policy
H2, are the starting points for such
sites.
NOTED – the mix specified in the
policy is the mix appropriate to the
needs of local people as based on a

ACTION – revisit exact wording
as part of overall policy rewrite
in context of Core Strategy
policy.

MP - I would particularly highlight some of the key housing policies in
the plan, and would like to see them taken forward and strengthened
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NO ACTION

where possible: − housing mix appropriate to the needs of local people
(H2).

comprehensive local housing needs
assessment. The policy does not
need strengthening.

Gladman - Policy H2 sets out an indicative housing mix which
developments are expected to be in accordance with. Considering
housing mix on a site by site basis will allow viability issues to be
considered on a similar basis as housing mix often has a considerable
impact on a sites ability to be developed viably.

DISAGREE – the mix set out in H2 is
based on a comprehensive local
housing needs assessment and
provides ample scope for a viable
development.

NO ACTION

LCC - Better to say 'will be encouraged' rather than "will be
supported."

AGREE

ACTION – amend policy
wording as suggested.

LCC - “Flats and terraced dwellings in urban infill sites” – perhaps
justify this more, alluding to the benefits of maintaining a high level of
residential density in the town centre, and the opportunity to live
without a car.

NOTED – this could strengthen the
policy preamble.

ACTION – add text to policy
preamble in line with
suggestion.

Good example Shirely Close

NOTED

NO ACTION

3-4 bed houses are needed as Otley is a family town

NOTED – policy provides for 3-4 bed
houses.

NO ACTION

But partly agree - but "urban infill sites" needs defining. - Disagree that
developments consisting primarily of 3-4 + beds. Should be resisted.
Otley needs + attracts families!

DISAGREE – evidence of local housing
needs assessment clearly shows that
emphasis should be on smaller
dwellings. Policy still allows for 3-4
bed properties in accordance with
evidenced need. Urban infill is
defined as the use of land within a
built-up area for further
construction. It focuses on the reuse
and repositioning of obsolete or
underutilized buildings and sites.

ACTION – add definition of
‘urban infill site’ to Appendix
12 ‘Glossary of Terms’.
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Yes agree that housing developments need to look at lower incomed
families and use more brownfield. Most developments end up as
investment property

NOTED

NO ACTION

Need larger properties also

NOTED – policy does not preclude
larger properties. Rather it
supports/encourages provision of
types shown to be needed in Otley
through empirical study.

NO ACTION

Many families in Otley who require ? homes. Many people prefer
detached houses for many reasons.

NOTED – policy references detached
houses.

NO ACTION

I have a concern that in Otley and elsewhere there are small elderly
family units in large houses and larger younger families crammed into
small houses. OTC could help develop a swapping service to encourage
movement.

DISAGREE – this is considered to be
beyond OTC’s remit.

But again , more specific reference to low carbon, energy efficiency
needing to be integral and not an extra.

NOTED – comment is not relevant to
this policy. Energy efficiency/low
carbon housing are excluded matters
within NPs. The NP as a whole will be
subject to a sustainability assessment
and must demonstrate that it
contributes positively to sustainable
development.

NO ACTION

Landlords of shop premises encouraged to develop town centre 'flat'
accommodation.

NOTED – this is addressed under
‘community actions’.

NO ACTION

I would like to see more housing for Council tenants in Otley

NOTED – policy provides for more
properties for social renting. Adopted
higher level LCC planning policy
should deliver more affordable
housing in Otley available for rent by
persons on the LCC housing list.

NO ACTION
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NO ACTION

This is a very important policy

AGREE

NO ACTION

As we are forecast to live longer, will need another 24/7 care home &
possibly also a nursing home. Do like the idea of a creche nearby so
toddlers can visit the elderly regularly - mutually beneficial.

NOTED – adopted higher level LCC
Core Strategy policy (H8) already
provides for this need, supported by
NP Policy H2 (bullet 1). The proposed
Ashfield Works development is likely
to provide a new care home. The
provision of nearby creches is beyond
the remit/powers of the NP.

NO ACTION

There needs to be a mix of new housing - some affordable but others
quality (to create spending power)

NOTED – Policy H2 provides for such
a mix and does not preclude 4+ bed
properties. Affordable housing (as
legally defined) will be provided in
accordance with adopted higher level
LCC Core Strategy policy (H5) plus NP
Policy H4.

NO ACTION

Larger families need reasonably priced larger homes (4 - 6 Bedrooms)

NOTED – policy does not preclude
the development of 4+ bed
properties, but prioritises a mix
based on assessed need.

NO ACTION

No houses

NOTED – it is not in the NP’s gift to
prevent more housing – housing
target and allocated sites are agreed
via higher level LCC planning policy
which the NP cannot oppose.

NO ACTION

I think this is crucial- there is far too much new build aimed at the
wealthy and people moving in from outside the area, and not nearly
enough account taken of those with fewer resources who already
belong here.

NOTED

NO ACTION
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With some emphasis on affordable housing, and care to avoid higher
roof lines

NOTED - affordable housing (as
legally defined) will be provided in
accordance with adopted higher level
LCC Core Strategy policy (H5) plus NP
Policy H4. H2 provides for smaller
and therefore cheaper properties.
The ‘roof lines’ issue is not relevant
to this policy but is variously
addressed at Policy MU1 and in ‘Built
Environment’ policies.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Why should we resist 3-4 bed dwellings? Families need housing too.
Affordable housing needs definition.

NOTED – policy does not resist 3-4
bed dwellings. Rather it resists
developments where they
predominates and prioritises a mix to
meet evidenced local needs.
‘Affordable housing’ is defined in
Appendix 12 ‘Glossary of Terms’.

NO ACTION

But please include bridleways.

DISAGREE – this is totally irrelevant
to a policy on housing mix.

NO ACTION

Encourage more affordable housing stock and provide the appropriate
percentage of social/rented properties

NOTED – policy provides for smaller
and therefore cheaper housing stock
and encourages stock for private and
social renting. ‘Affordable housing’
(as legally defined) will be provided in
accordance with adopted higher level
LCC Core Strategy policy (H5) plus NP
Policy H4.

NO ACTION

Although I do not support any development of greenbelt-greenfield
spaces I agree with the type of housing mix specified.

NOTED – the NP does not support
Green Belt/greenfield development,
but includes policies designed to

NO ACTION
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secure the best possible schemes on
all such development sites allocated
to the town by higher level LCC
planning policy.
Houses should be developed with shared spaces and facilities.

NOTED – comment irrelevant to mix
policy. Exact meaning of comment is
unclear and therefore difficult to
respond to.

NO ACTION

Otley needs a mix of new homes but definitely needs many more
larger family homes. We have lived in Otley over 20yrs and have spent
over 10 of those years looking for a 5-bed 2-bath detached house with
garden and off street parking that gives us more space than our
current terrace. We have been unable to find such in Otley in all that
time - with the exception of a few much larger houses on Birdcage
walk and east/west chevin roads that are up in the millions pound
range. The only houses we have offered on in Otley in that time we
had to compromise on those requirements and they have still gone
into bidding wars that we have lost, because supply is so low. If we
look in Pool, Bramhope, Menston, Guiseley Burley, Ilkley we can find
plenty of houses that tick all the boxes, but not in Otley, and in fact we
have offered on more houses outside of Otley than within it, despite
wanting to stay here. We know we are not alone in this experience,
and we have seen several families leave Otley to find larger family
houses (so you won't here from them, because they've gone). It is too
late for us, our children will start leaving in a couple of years and we'll
be able to stop sleeping in the lounge, but the plan should ensure that
future generations don't have to leave the town to accommodate
larger families.

NOTED – the policy provides for 3-4+
bed properties, but prioritises a mix
which reflects objectively assessed
overall need.

NO ACTION

a bid by Otley Community Land Trust will be supported to build
sustainable and affordable housing as part of new housing
developments in town.

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Policy H3

NO MORE HOUSES IN OTLEY

NOTED – it is not in the NP’s gift to
prevent more housing – housing
target and allocated sites are agreed
via higher level LCC planning policy
which the NP cannot oppose.

NO ACTION

Provided the houses are built within the confines of the
Neighbourhood Plan and not offset elsewhere in the Leeds, referring
in particular to the need for social housing and smaller properties for
starter homes and for older people.

NOTED – only affordable housing (as
legally defined) is liable to offsetting.
Policy H4 specifically addresses this
issue.

NO ACTION

Otley definitely needs a range of properties, both for rental and to
buy, but unfortunately developers only want to build large executive
homes because they make more money that way.

NOTED – which is why the policy has
been included in the NP.

NO ACTION

This will make Otley a bedsit town not a family town. I don’t agree
with this it. Make Otley a poorer town (NB best guess re comment
made)

DISAGREE – policy provides for 3-4+
bed properties suitable for families
and an overall mix in line with
objectively assessed local housing
need.
AGREE

NO ACTION

Good new proposal - Ashfield Works Site

NOTED – assuming reference is to
pre-application proposal for older
person’s housing on the Ashfield
Works site.

NO ACTION

Strongly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

Agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

Bus 'hopper' services

NOTED – this could be the type of
measure required to address the
issue. Add to 5th para text, last line,
P57 as example.

ACTION – add eg to text as
indicated.

LCC - This policy reads as if it refers to existing facilities ("where
developments of"). Suggest 'The development of...'
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ACTION – amend policy
wording as suggested.

Good!

NOTED

NO ACTION

Very important as the demographic of the area changes

NOTED

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Such developments should not take place with poor access to facilities

NOTED – but as they are proposed by
LCC for both East of Otley (and
Rumplecroft), the policy seeks to
provide for this reality.

NO ACTION

This is very weak policy. It should stipulate exactly what measures
should be put in place, in terms of transport, footpaths etc.

NOTED – it would be unreasonable to
require any particular measures of
developers. Also the specifying of
measures may preclude other
possible solutions. Footpath would
not be an appropriate measure for
the elderly/disabled. Examples, such
as transport, as suggested, could be
added to the preamble text
(P57/5thg para/last line).

ACTION – add egs to text as
indicated.

If new housing projects were thoughtfully built, we could have
communities where elderly and younger people mix and provide for
one another.

NOTED – NP policy allows for such a
mix but cannot guarantee the mutual
provision suggested.

NO ACTION

It should be a policy that older people should be able to consider their
home as a home for life and that a move is only in exceptional
circumstances.

NOTED – this is beyond the remit/
power of NP policy. There are
currently no powers to require the
building of new ‘homes for life’.
Moves by homeowners are largely in
their own hands and cannot be
controlled via policies.

NO ACTION
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Policy H4

NO MORE DEVELOPMENTS IN OTLEY

NOTED – it is not in the NP’s gift to
stop all development, given that
there is a national planning policy
presumption in favour of sustainable
development.

NO ACTION

The measures "must" rather than "should" be put in place.

NOTED – such measures cannot be
required of developers (ie ‘will’) only
requested (ie ‘should’).

NO ACTION

Since these community facilities are centrally located where parking is
limited, parking near the library and Post Office should be for Blue
Badge holders ONLY.
MP - I would particularly highlight some of the key housing policies in
the plan, and would like to see them taken forward and strengthened
where possible: − delivery of more genuinely affordable housing (H4).

DISAGREE – there is one space
already which is rarely 100% utilised.

NO ACTION

NOTED – the delivery of affordable
housing (as legally defined) for Otley
is largely provided for by adopted
higher level LCC Core Strategy policy,
supplemented by NP Policy H4. There
is no scope for strengthening. Smaller
and therefore cheaper housing is
covered in NP Policy H2.

NO ACTION

LCC - The need for the policy is understood and the use of “should” is
generally appropriate. Is there evidence other than consultation
results to support the second part of the policy?

NOTED – evidence of what exactly?
Eg of off-site commuted sums
generated by Otley sites/
developments being spent outside
Otley?

ACTION – seek clarification
from LCC

Starter homes in Otley have always been snapped up and remain
occupied, EG Shirley Close

NOTED

NO ACTION

Need to define affordable

NOTED – defined in Appendix 12
‘Glossary of Terms’.

NO ACTION

Partly agree - How do you enforce (long term) affordable housing? Don't accept commuted sum payments as an option

NOTED – adopted higher level LCC
Core Strategy policy (H5) stipulates

NO ACTION
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that affordable housing is maintained
for the future people of Leeds in
housing need. The same policy allows
for the commuted sum option and
the NP cannot vary from this – H4
provides for some mitigation.
Preference for housing mix on all developments families, living
alongside singles + couples of various age profiles Preference to
majority smaller units, fewer disbursed family homes. Create a mixed
community.

NOTED – NP Policy H2 provides for
the suggested mix.

NO ACTION

Can on site provision be legally required? It would seem to be
preferable

NOTED – no, adopted higher level
LCC Core Strategy policy allows for
the commuted sum option.

NO ACTION

Preference for mixed housing on all developments - families living
alongside singles, couples of varies ages ie maintain a community

NOTED – NP Policy H2 provides for
the suggested mix.

NO ACTION

All new housing should have the best insulation and energy efficiency
possible

NOTED – comment is not relevant to
this policy. Energy efficiency/
insulation of housing are excluded
matters within NPs. The NP as a
whole will be subject to a
sustainability assessment and must
demonstrate that it contributes
positively to sustainable
development.

NO ACTION

Agree that town centre housing options should be highly considered

NOTED

NO ACTION

Keep affordable housing within the Otley Neighbourhood area

AGREE

NO ACTION

Could we develop an aspirational target as a benchmark alongside
this?

NOTED – not a target issue. Rather
about simply maximising delivery.
Delivery not within the NP’s gift.

NO ACTION
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Could we access LCC's list of derelict/unoccupied buildings and have
OTC promote dialogue with owners on these becoming houses?

NOTED – this is already an action in
respect of town centre properties
where the majority of suitable
buildings are located.

NO ACTION

Affordable housing vital to people of Otley. There should not be
commuted sum payments but any such must be spent on affordable
housing within Otley.

NOTED – adopted higher level LCC
Core Strategy policy allows for the
commuted sum option. H4 provides
for the desired expenditure.

NO ACTION

I would like to see something stronger in the policy to ensure that the
Council enforces its policy of 35% affordable homes on any
development of more than 10 homes as this has not always been the
case recently.

NOTED – viability testing means that
the 35% cannot be enforced by LCC
and NP policy certainly has no
powers of enforcement re higher
level LCC policy.

Also there should be something to say that local people should have
priority for these homes.

NOTED – there is no evidence to
support local occupancy provisions.

NO ACTION

If affordable not provided, payments could be used for better
community facilities.

NOTED – affordable housing
commuted sum payments cannot be
spent on anything other than
affordable housing.

NO ACTION

The core strategy for affordable housing as a strict 35% of new
developments should be enforced, any failure to do this should be
highlighted as contrary to the intentions of the neighbourhood plan.

NOTED – viability testing means that
the 35% cannot be enforced by LCC
and NP policy certainly has no
powers of enforcement re higher
level LCC policy.

NO ACTION

For this to be acceptable, affordable housing needs to be explicit for
what this actually means to the community.

NOTED – the legal definition of
affordable housing is to be found in
Appendix 12 ‘Glossary of Terms’. Text
on P58/9 explains the implication for
Otley.

NO ACTION
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NO ACTION

As already stated in H2, I think this is crucial- there is far too much new
build aimed at the wealthy and people moving in from outside the
area, and not nearly enough account taken of those with fewer
resources who already belong here. Leeds is not nearly tough enough
in the demands it makes on developers.

NOTED

NO ACTION

"Affordable" needs more detail. "Should" should be "will". This is all
good in spirit, but without clear, detailed guidelines, it remains a wish
list rather than a proper policy to which developers must adhere.

NOTED – the legal definition of
affordable housing is to be found in
Appendix 12 ‘Glossary of Terms’.
‘Should’ is used rather than ‘will’
because policy cannot require such
provision. Higher level planning
policy does not allow the NP to adopt
a ‘must adhere’ approach.

NO ACTION

All but the inclusion of commuted payments. Simply insist on
reasonable/high provision of affordable housing

NOTED – commuted payments is an
option allowed by adopted higher
level planning policy from which the
NP cannot vary. By urging
maximisation of provision, the policy
is doing the best it can in the
circumstances – policy cannot insist
due to the context set by higher level
policy.

NO ACTION

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

Support community-led housing initiatives such as Community Land
Trust groups, which aim to build high-quality, truly affordable,
environmentally sustainable housing, which will be held in community
ownership and therefore will remain affordable in perpetuity.

NOTED – NP could have a community
action supporting the Trust in Otley.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

Policy H4 was missing from questionnaire

NOTED – was noticed and rectified
but not before some questionnaires

NO ACTION
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had gone to members of the
community. Apologies.
Affordable housing needs definition. Commuted sum payments risk
open ended situation which could drag on.

NOTED – defined in Appendix 12
‘Glossary of Terms’. Commuted sum
payments are an option allowed by
adopted higher level LCC planning
policy.

NO ACTION

I agree with this only partially. Affordable housing needs definition.
How you enforce affordable housing needs to be clarified by LCC.

NOTED – defined at Appendix 12
‘Glossary of Terms’. Enforcement is in
the gift of LCC not the NP but is
subject to viability testing.

NO ACTION

I don’t accept commuted sum payments as an option, as there are
limited sites in Otley anyway. If there are commuted payments, they’ll
end up being put off without an end date.

NOTED – commuted sum payments
are an option allowed by adopted
higher level LCC planning policy from
which the NP cannot vary.

NO ACTION

Affordable housing should be part of any new development. There
should be no 'get out' clause for developers, being able to give money
for this type of development elsewhere in the Neighbourhood area.

NOTED – the thresholds for
affordable housing are set by
adopted higher level LCC planning
policy from which the NP cannot
vary. Commuted sum payments are
also allowed by the same policy.

NO ACTION

A noble aim, but I have no confidence in it happening. "Affordable"
should actually mean "affordable".

NOTED – the successful (or not)
implementation of policies can only
properly be assessed at the end of
the plan period. Affordable has a
legal definition as set out in Appendix
12 ‘Glossary of Terms’.

NO ACTION

But it is essential that house builders are not allowed to get away with
maximising their profits at the expense of local people in need of
affordable housing. Add: we will work with Otley Community Land

NOTED - NP could have a community
action supporting the Trust in Otley.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.
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Trust to ensure that land is made available for sustainable and
affordable housing development.

Policy E1

NO MORE DEVELOPMENT TO OTLEY

NOTED – it is not in the NP’s gift to
stop all development, given that
there is a national planning policy
presumption in favour of sustainable
development.

NO ACTION

The need for off-site affordable housing should only be allowed in
exceptional (preferably defined) circumstances.

NOTED – the circumstances are
defined in adopted higher level LCC
Core Strategy policy H5.

NO ACTION

Payments in lieu of provision of affordable housing on site should not
be permitted, otherwise there is no guarantee that affordable housing
will ever be provided.

NOTED – payments in lieu are
permitted through the provisions of
adopted higher level LCC Core
Strategy policy (H5) from which the
NP cannot vary.

NO ACTION

These policies should take precedence over the East of Otley
Developments

NOTED – these policies (nb assumed
to mean H1-H4) will apply alongside
East of Otley policy MU1.

NO ACTION

H4 Essential
MP - I would particularly highlight some of the key employment land
policies in the plan, and would like to see them taken forward and
strengthened where possible: retention of employment land (E1, E2,
E3), to ensure Otley does not become a dormitory town.

NOTED
NOTED

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

LCC - It is recommended that some flexibility is introduced into this
policy, although that could be left to an examiner. Make full use of the
circumstances in Otley regarding employment land and evidence.

NOTED – leave policy as is and
subject to examiner amendment.
Supporting text could be reviewed to
check re best use of evidence as
suggested.

ACTION – review supporting
text as suggested.
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Sinclairs - I would like to object to our two sites (Silvine Works and Side
Copse) being included in Policy E1: Protection of Existing Employment
Sites as we believe there are better uses for these sites given their
present unsuitability.
Silvine Works - As a manufacturer we are finding it increasingly
difficult to manufacture using modern world class methods and
machinery on a site which is not large enough to be on one level,
multiple streets going through the site and has numerous houses
surrounding the site with associated complaints. In addition access is
severely restricted and wagons are constantly getting stuck around the
narrow residential streets. There are around 500 articulated and 1500
other wagons accessing this town centre site each year. There is a
trend for wagons to increase in size.
Bremner Warehouse/ Side Copse - around half of this site is currently
just vacant land and we have no intentions to develop for employment
use. The remainder of the site is used for warehousing and employs
just 2 people. The site also has access issues with residents having to
coordinate parking their vehicles so we can gain access for articulated
wagons. There are around 900 articulated and 1500 other wagons
accessing this site each year. There is a trend for wagons to increase in
size.
The Future - Sinclairs is committed to manufacturing in Otley.
However, it would be foolish for us not to recognise that for our
business to move forward, or at least be sustainable, we would ideally
want to be on one site, in buildings with a larger floor area, on one
level and without the access and neighbour issues that we currently
have.
We would like to invest in the future with world class manufacturing
methods in a more efficient and modern factory, something that Otley
could be proud of. If the East of Otley development were to come to
fruition this would probably be our one and only chance of achieving
this aspiration whilst still remaining in Otley. Therefore we are
interested in looking at the new employment area that would be
created as part of any new development.
Moving large industrial sites away from the town centre and dense
residential areas is good town planning. This would also remove a
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NOTED – these are logical arguments
for removing the 2 Sinclair sites from
the policy list and relying on Core
Strategy EC3. May also be politic
from referendum viewpoint.
Compromise approach put forward
by Sinclairs (see below P226) is
considered to be best way forward.

ACTION – adopt compromise
approach with Sinclairs re
limiting the areas of their sites
to be protected by policy –
show revised areas on NP
Map.

significant amount of wagon movements from the narrow streets of
Otley town centre. However, to realise this move we would need
flexibility in terms of selling and/or developing our existing
employment sites.
Sinclairs - I recognise that Policy E1 does state that “Development for
alternative uses will normally not be permitted” so is open to other
possibilities but it does seem unclear and subjective. I would prefer
more clarity but understand the planning process does not allow such
flexibility in wording of policies.

NOTED – use of ‘normally’ etc brings
policy in line with Core Strategy EC3
which is a caveated rather than
blanket safeguard of employment
sites. EC3 provides the clarity.

NO ACTION

Sinclairs - Perhaps an alternative way forward for Policy E1 in the
Neighbourhood Plan would be for our sites to be partially allocated as
employment sites with site areas re-drawn. This would provide a
compromise if the sites were to be redeveloped and could allow for
more flexibility in terms of a mixed serviced office/incubator space,
light industrial and housing on both sites.

NOTED – there is merit in this
suggestion. Compromise approach as
put forward is considered to be best
way forward.

ACTION – adopt compromise
approach with Sinclairs re
limiting the areas of their sites
to be protected by policy –
show revised areas on NP
Map.

although one has already gone

AGREE – Lentoid Ltd is no longer
there but has been replaced by
another employment use in
‘Modelsport’. Entry in policy list
could be amended to just Gay Lane/
Bloomfield Square, ie to preserve
generic location in employment use
rather than specify a company/
occupier.

ACTION – amend entry in
policy sites list as indicated.

Does safeguarding them mean leaving derelict sites for long periods of
time?

NOTED – it is impossible to answer
this with any certainty as
circumstances will vary. Lentoid
recently became vacant but was
immediately replaced by
Motorsports. Ideal Standard however
has now lain vacant for some time.
Even if sites were not safeguarded as

NO ACTION
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proposed but allowed to be
developed for housing for eg, there is
no guarantee that new housing use
would be delivered in a timely
fashion.
Agree - and there may be further behind Black Horse Hotel and
Whitakers and of course Pool Road/Blue Barn etc.

NOTED – land behind Black Horse/
Whitakers falls probably within
Westgate site covered by Policy
MU3, but without a map of land
being referred to, it is impossible to
be certain. Pool Rd/Blue Barn is
outside the NA.

NO ACTION

Add Canvasman on Crow Lane.

DISAGREE – now converted into a
martial arts academy, so lost to
employment use.

NO ACTION

Also develop a project (see p101) for OTC to initiate aid of available
employment land to create a register for the benefit of local business.

NOTED – could expand on existing
‘community actions’ under
‘Promotion & Facilitation’ to
accommodate the extra detail
suggested, eg re greater geographical
coverage.

ACTION – expand existing
community action as
indicated.

Ideal Standard - Our Client’s objection (as site owners) relates to the
Armitage Monobond (Ilkley Road) site, which is intended to be
allocated in the Neighbourhood Plan for general industrial and storage
& distribution uses under Policy E1. The Town Council should be aware
that Ideal Standard has previously submitted representations – which
recommends mixed-use (with residential) led development - to Leeds
City Council’s Site Allocation Plan (SAP). We also note that the SAP is
currently undergoing an Examination in Public (EiP), which our client
will be represented at. In addition, the Town Council should also be
aware that Ideal Standard has previously submitted potential
development options for the site which include employment

DISAGREE – 1) NP is not allocating
the site, rather it is safeguarding it in
its existing employment use; 2) Ideal
Standard’s proposals/view is contrary
to the submitted SAP – unless/until
proposals/view are confirmed, the
NP cannot be prepared within that
context as it must be in general
conformity with strategic elements of
the Local Plan which NP reasonably
anticipates to be as submitted; 3)

NO ACTION
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generation uses, to Leeds City council in 2015 as a potential preapplication submission. As you are aware, the site has been vacant
since Ideal Standard ceased operations on the site; closure of the site
was a consequence of a series of matters, and was partly due to poor
site infrastructure (including inadequate transport links) and raising
infrastructure/operational costs. As such, we are of the view that this
site is likely to remain vacant and unsuitable for viable general
employment and storage uses for the foreseeable future; given the
bespoke layout of the buildings and site, which precludes many
modern operators from considering the site. Comprehensive
redevelopment of the site for a mix of uses will be required, in order to
potentially secure employment generating uses on the site.

Continued employment use of this
site is clearly in line with the SAP’s
proposed allocation of adjacent sites
to the west for employment
development and the existing use to
the east.

Ideal Standard - Notwithstanding the above, it is considered that the
evidence base for the Neighbourhood Plan is insufficient in some
respects, and does not provide adequate justification for retaining the
Ideal Standard site for general employment uses. With reference to
the AECOM (Review of Otley Employment Opportunities and
Employment Land [2015]) evidence base report, we note that Policy E1
fails to recognise that market demand for manufacturing uses in the
Otley area fell by circa. 28% (Table 3.6) between 2009 and 2013.
Ultimately, the redevelopment of the site will be dependent on market
forces, and historically and at present there appears to be no
significant demand for large general industrial sites in the Otley area.
This is also evident by the proposed retention of the East of Otley, Off
Pool Road (5Ha employment allocation) site. It is therefore likely that
the ‘Armitage Monobond’ site will not come forward for general
industrial uses over the plan period.

DISAGREE – the AECOM study/
evidence clearly shows that Otley
needs more/new employment land.
Given that insufficient new land is
being brought forward via the SAP, it
is all the more imperative that land in
existing employment use is
safeguarded in that use. This does
not mean for general industrial or
manufacturing only, as the policy
wording clearly states.

NO ACTION

Ideal Standard - As such, it is considered that Neighbourhood plan
should consider alternative uses for the site. Alternative uses for the
site could potential come forward as part of a mixed-use
redevelopment of the site, which could include employment
generating uses. Furthermore, it is considered that the ‘Armitage
Monobond’ site provides a key opportunity to help meet the
objectively assessed housing need for the area on a brownfield site.

DISAGREE – 1) view is contrary to the
submitted SAP – unless/until
proposals/view are confirmed, the
NP cannot be prepared within that
context as it must be in general
conformity with strategic elements of
the Local Plan which NP reasonably

NO ACTION
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Paragraph 3.7.6 of the SAP outlines a requirement for 2,000 new
dwellings within the Outer North-West area, consistent with Policy SP7
of the Core Strategy. The SAP only identifies land to deliver 1,146 new
dwellings [854 shortfall] (as subsequently proposed housing
allocations) of these sites, only 180 dwellings have been implemented,
which represents less than 10% of the overall requirement.
Furthermore, 866 (proposed housing allocations capacity) units
equates to only 44% of the total requirement (2,000) for the area.
Consequently, as well as overly relying on a significant contribution
from windfall sites, the proposed housing allocations fail to take into
account Core Strategy (CS) Policy H1 which seeks to deliver the
majority of the new 2,000 homes on Previously Developed Land (PDL)
sites by 2019. In effect, it is considered that there is an over reliance
on delivering the area’s housing need on undeveloped greenfield/
Green Belt land; or on windfall sites.

anticipates to be as submitted; 2)
Continued employment use of this
site is clearly in line with the SAP’s
proposed allocation of adjacent sites
to the west for employment
development and the existing use to
the east.

Ideal Standard - We also note that AECOM’s report is also based on
out of date employment land review data, first published in 2010.
Consequently, it is considered the evidence base needs to be updated,
in order to provide policies within the Neighbourhood Plan, which are
reflective of current market signals.

DISAGREE – the report was based on
the most up-to-date data available at
the time. The respondent provides
no evidence to show how data has
changed and how/if that invalidates
report conclusion re need for more
employment land.

NO ACTION

Ideal Standard - Overall, and given that the SAP has yet to be adopted,
it is considered that the policy requirements, within the
Neighbourhood Plan, in particular for the ‘Armitage Monobond’ site
are premature, as the overriding Development Plan (Leeds City
Council) policy designations for the site are yet to be determined.

NOTED – NP policy re Armitage
Monobond site is consistent with
existing use, surrounding
uses/proposed allocations and
evidence re employment land need.
Policy is not out of conformity with
adopted development plan, ie the
Core Strategy plus UDP.

NO ACTION

Design, in keeping with Wharfebank (Ackroyd's mill) architecture.

NOTED – as policy relates to
safeguarding an existing use rather
than new development, design is not

NO ACTION
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a relevant issue. If there were to be
any development works on site, they
would be subject to NP conservation
area policy re design.
Lentoid is gone!/Lentoids no longer there

AGREE – Lentoid Ltd is no longer
there but has been replaced by
another employment use in
‘Modelsport’. Entry in policy list
could be amended to just Gay Lane/
Bloomfield Square, ie to preserve
generic location in employment use
rather than specify a company/
occupier.

ACTION – amend entry in
policy sites list as indicated.

Some could be considered for sensitive housing development, if
safeguarding current greenfield sites.

NOTED – it is considered essential,
given the recent employment losses
in Otley and the evidenced need for
more employment land, that existing
employment land is safeguarded.
Such safeguarding is irrelevant to
greenfield housing sites such as East
of Otley which are already identified/
allocated by higher level LCC planning
policy.

NO ACTION

All the sites identified as employment sites should be retained and
zoned for employment only not residential

NOTED – this is exactly what Policy
E1 does.

NO ACTION

Get rid of the Farmers' Market. It is obscene and cruel. Encourage
vegetarianism in Otley.

NOTED – the East Chevin Road
(Wharfedale Farmer’s Market) is
safeguarded as an employment site.
Its actual employment use within this
context is not relevant to the NP.
Vegetarianism or otherwise is not a
relevant issue for the NP.

NO ACTION
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Policy E2

Are there a couple of sites missing? e.g Garage/Office space on
Granville Mount and the Office space on Leeds Road

AGREE – these should be added to
the policy list.

ACTION – add sites to policy
list as suggested.

consideration needs to be given to paragraph 22 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Paragraph 22 essentially outlines
that adopted planning policies should avoid the long term protection
of sites allocated for employment uses where there is no reasonable
prospect of the site being used for that purpose. Furthermore, the
paragraph outlines that where there is no reasonable prospect of a
site being used for the allocated employment use, applications for
alternative uses of land or buildings should be treated on their merits
having regard to market signals and the relative need for different land
uses to support sustainable local communities. In this context,
proposed allocation policies in Chapter 5 should provide more
flexibility on the range and type of uses, including employment that
could potentially be provided on allocated sites.

NOTED – E1 is prepared in the
context of adopted Core Strategy
Policy EC3. It includes the phrase
‘development for alternative uses
will not NORMALLY be permitted’. As
such, it is in conformity with NPPF
para 22. NB E1 is not an allocation
policy.

NO ACTION

MP - I would particularly highlight some of the key employment land
policies in the plan, and would like to see them taken forward and
strengthened where possible: retention of employment land (E1, E2,
E3), to ensure Otley does not become a dormitory town.

NOTED – resistance to becoming a
dormitory town is explicit in
preamble to employment policies
and in vision. It does not need to be
made explicit in each employment
policy.

NO ACTION

LCC - Introducing requirements to a policy which is not an allocation is
not recommended (and would most likely be modified by an
examiner). Suggest this is made more of an aspirational policy.

DISAGREE – wording is same as for
MU2 and MU3 to which LCC have not
raised the same objection.
Requirements are broadly in line with
proposed LCC SAP requirements.

NO ACTION

Full impact on ecology as close to river/must also consider access and
? and opportunity for cheaper rented units for work

1) AGREE - ecology fully covered in
bullets 1 & 2.
2) NOTED – a definitive right of way
already exists along the riverside.
Plus proposals would be subject to

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
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NP Riverside policy GE3 with regard
to access.
3) NOTED – cheaper rented units
opportunity is encompassed by policy
wording and backed up by Policy E4.
An explanation of the abbreviation SEGI should be included.

NOTED – SEGI designation is now out
of date and should be deleted and
replaced with current wording.

ACTION – amend policy as
suggested.

Iceni - note that the comments expressed below also relate to
proposed Policy E3. Proposed Policies E2 and E3 are linked to unadopted proposed employment allocations EG2-2 and EG2-3 within
Leeds City Council’s Site Allocation Plan (SAP). It should be noted that
proposed site allocation E2-3 in the SAP, falls within Ideal Standard’s
ownership, and as such policies E2 and E3 within the Neighbourhood
Plan, directly impact on Ideal Standard’s potential future plans for
their former factory site. Ideal Standard has submitted representations
to the SAP on sites EG2-2 and EG2-3 in 2015, and under the current
Examination in Public (EiP) of the SAP. Consequently, it should be
noted that both sites are due to be discussed and reviewed by a
Planning Inspector under Matter 7 (Individual Site Allocations), at the
EiP. As such, the Neighbourhood Plan is premature, as it outlines
policies which are yet to be proven sound by an Inspector.

NOTED – the NP has been prepared
to be in conformity with the
submitted SAP and is subject to
amendment/deletion should
circumstances dictate.

NO ACTION

Iceni - Notwithstanding the above, and in regard to sites EG2-2 and
EG2-3, both sites are greenfield and/or Green Belt sites, and are less
preferable sites (as opposed to previously developed land) for
accommodating new development. Therefore, we are of the view that
the Neighbourhood Plan and SAP fails to maximise the opportunity to
recycle previously developed land. It is considered that any future
development of both these sites should be linked to the overall
redevelopment of Ideal Standard’s site.

NOTED – site in question is both
Green Belt (ref adopted UDP) and
greenfield but subject to proposed
SAP employment allocation with
which the NP concurs. Site is
considered to be in a key
employment area of the town which
has an evidenced need for more
employment land. Final policy clause
could be expanded to include joint

ACTION – expand final policy
clause as indicated.
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development with Armitage
Monobond site.
Iceni - Overall, the proposed allocations strategy does not positively
plan for the objective assed housing need set out in the CS. There is no
substantive assessment of suitability or viability of allocating sites EG22 and EG2-3 for employment and thus the context of paragraph 22 of
the NPPF, they should be combined with a wider allocation of Ideal
Standard’s holdings, for comprehensive residential led development,
that would assist in meeting the unmet housing need of the Outer
North-West area on PDL.

NOTED – this is considered to be a
SAP matter as the NP does/will not
allocate any development sites.

NO ACTION

Design sympathetic to the 'mill workers' houses locally and the
historical nature of William Ackroyd's foresight.

NOTED – the site is neither within or
adjacent to the conservation area or
the proposed Westbourne Local
Heritage Area. As such NP planning
policy cannot prescribe/require
design in this way.

NO ACTION

Is this the site currently occupied by travellers? What happens to them
if it is?

NOTED – this is not a site currently
occupied by travellers.

NO ACTION

There is a potential conflict here between creating new employment
sites and destroying part of the extended habitat network for wildlife.

NOTED – this is fully addressed in the
policy requirements. Policy GE5,
within the context of adopted higher
level LCC planning policy re the
network, does not preclude
development within the network. NB
the site is subject to a proposed SAP
allocation – E2 is looking to achieve
the best possible delivery of any
development on site.

NO ACTION

The site should only be developed if there is a firm out there proposing
to use it to create local employment, i.e., it should not be speculative.

NOTED – the site is a proposed SAP
allocation in a higher level plan. All
such allocations by their nature are

NO ACTION
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At least one firm has moved out of Otley Mills next door so there must
be some space available there.

‘speculative’, ie largely with no actual
end user identified. The new
allocation helps to meet an
evidenced need for new employment
land in the town. The loss of one
more firm from an Otley site is no
good reason to reduce new
allocations but rather the opposite in
order to provide more land/greater
choice.

Be mindful of any wildlife already there and ensure any development
is sympathetic to this and to existing architectural style

NOTED – policy development
requirements address wildlife
interests. As the site is neither within
or adjacent to the conservation area
or the proposed Westbourne Local
Heritage Area, NP planning policy
cannot prescribe/require
architectural style in this way.

NO ACTION

Ecological assessment supports. Riverside habitat previously lost in
extending the mill carpark

NOTED - policy development
requirements address
ecological/habitat interests.

NO ACTION

Question whether need to add permeability requirement to this and
E3 site in relation to riverside access

NOTED – issue addressed via policies
GE3 (‘Riverside Development’) and
TT1 (‘Improved Cycling & Walking
Provision’). A definitive right of way
already exists from Ilkley Rd to/along
riverbank.

NO ACTION

Cost of the assessment?

NOTED – borne by prospective
developer.

NO ACTION

The abbreviation SEGI is not in the glossary and only appears within
policies E2 and E3. Suggest deleting SEGI and adding “… its location

NOTED – wording follows SAP
requirement. SEGI = Site of Ecological

ACTION – amend policy as
suggested.
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within both the Strategic Green Infrastructure Corridor (R17 River
Wharfe) and the Leeds …”. X3

or Geological Importance and is
indicative of site’s regional wildlife
value – it affords more weight to
policy than reference to SGIC as
suggested (NB SEGI designation is
now out of date and should be
deleted and replaced with current
wording). SGIC amendment would
represent a deviation from the SAP
requirement. Core Strategy SGI policy
will apply in any case.

Not sure why an employment site in this location would be affected by
the need for an ecological survey.

NOTED – the use of site would not be
affected. However the way in which
the site is developed for that use may
well be given the wildlife importance
of the Wharfe and riverside – this
would be informed by the
‘assessment’ (nb not ‘survey’).

NO ACTION

It might make more sense to identify appropriate site uses in this
location.

NOTED – meaning of this comment is
unclear. The appropriate site use is
already identified as employment.

NO ACTION

Must be affordable starter type units for light industrial, small trades
people

NOTED – policy cannot require/insist
on this but would allow it. Policy E4
encourages such provision on all new
employment sites.

NO ACTION

consideration needs to be given to paragraph 22 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Paragraph 22 essentially outlines
that adopted planning policies should avoid the longterm protection of
sites allocated for employment uses where there is no reasonable
prospect of the site being used for that purpose. Furthermore, the
paragraph outlines that where there is no reasonable prospect of a
site being used for the allocated employment use, applications for

NOTED – E2 is prepared in the
context of adopted Core Strategy
(itself adopted within the context of
NPPF) and the proposed SAP
allocation of the site. It does not
allocate the site but rather sets out
development requirements for any

NO ACTION
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Policy E3

alternative uses of land or buildings should be treated on their merits
having regard to market signals and the relative need for different land
uses to support sustainable local communities. In this context,
proposed allocation policies in Chapter 5 should provide more
flexibility on the range and type of uses, including employment that
could potentially be provided on allocated sites.
MP - I would particularly highlight some of the key employment land
policies in the plan, and would like to see them taken forward and
strengthened where possible: retention of employment land (E1, E2,
E3), to ensure Otley does not become a dormitory town.

employment development that may
come forward.

NOTED – resistance to becoming a
dormitory town is explicit in
preamble to employment policies
and in vision. It does not need to be
made explicit in each employment
policy.

NO ACTION

LCC - Introducing requirements to a policy which is not an allocation is
not recommended (and would most likely be modified by an
examiner). Suggest this is made more of an aspirational policy.

DISAGREE – wording is same as for
MU2 and MU3 to which LCC have not
raised the same objection.
Requirements are broadly in line with
proposed LCC SAP requirements.

NO ACTION

Same as above

NOTED

NO ACTION

Iceni - note that the comments expressed below also relate to
proposed Policy E3. Proposed Policies E2 and E3 are linked to unadopted proposed employment allocations EG2-2 and EG2-3 within
Leeds City Council’s Site Allocation Plan (SAP). It should be noted that
proposed site allocation E2-3 in the SAP, falls within Ideal Standard’s
ownership, and as such policies E2 and E3 within the Neighbourhood
Plan, directly impact on Ideal Standard’s potential future plans for
their former factory site. Ideal Standard has submitted representations
to the SAP on sites EG2-2 and EG2-3 in 2015, and under the current
Examination in Public (EiP) of the SAP. Consequently, it should be
noted that both sites are due to be discussed and reviewed by a
Planning Inspector under Matter 7 (Individual Site Allocations), at the
EiP. As such, the Neighbourhood Plan is premature, as it outlines
policies which are yet to be proven sound by an Inspector.

NOTED – the NP has been prepared
to be in conformity with the
submitted SAP and is subject to
amendment/deletion should
circumstances dictate.

NO ACTION
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Notwithstanding the above, and in regard to sites EG2-2 and EG2-3,
both sites are greenfield and/or Green Belt sites, and are less
preferable sites (as opposed to previously developed land) for
accommodating new development. Therefore, we are of the view that
the Neighbourhood Plan and SAP fails to maximise the opportunity to
recycle previously developed land. It is considered that any future
development of both these sites should be linked to the overall
redevelopment of Ideal Standard’s site.

NOTED – site in question is greenfield
(NB not Green Belt) but subject to
proposed SAP employment allocation
with which the NP concurs. Site is
considered to be in a key
employment area of the town which
has an evidenced need for more
employment land. Final policy clause
could be expanded to include joint
development with Armitage
Monobond site.

ACTION – expand final policy
clause as indicated.

Overall, the proposed allocations strategy does not positively plan for
the objective assed housing need set out in the CS. There is no
substantive assessment of suitability or viability of allocating sites EG22 and EG2-3 for employment and thus the context of paragraph 22 of
the NPPF, they should be combined with a wider allocation of Ideal
Standard’s holdings, for comprehensive residential led development,
that would assist in meeting the unmet housing need of the Outer
North-West area on PDL.

NOTED – this is considered to be a
SAP matter as the NP does/will not
allocate any development sites.

NO ACTION

Design sympathetic to the 'mill workers' houses locally and the
historical nature of William Ackroyd's foresight.

NOTED – the site is adjacent to the
conservation area. As such NP Policy
BE9 will apply to building design.

NO ACTION

An explanation of the abbreviation SEGI should be included.

NOTED – SEGI designation is now out
of date and should be deleted and
replaced with current wording.

ACTION – amend policy as
suggested.

Please refer to Question 36.

NOTED

NO ACTION

There is a potential conflict here between creating new employment
sites and destroying part of the extended habitat network for wildlife.

NOTED – this is fully addressed in the
policy requirements. Policy GE5,
within the context of adopted higher
level LCC planning policy re the
network, does not preclude

NO ACTION
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development within the network. NB
the site is subject to a proposed SAP
allocation – E2 is looking to achieve
the best possible delivery of any
development on site.
The site should only be developed if there is a firm out there proposing
to use it to create local employment, i.e., it should not be speculative.
At least one firm has moved out of Otley Mills next door so there must
be some space available there.

NOTED – the site is a proposed SAP
allocation in a higher level plan. All
such allocations by their nature are
‘speculative’, ie largely with no actual
end user identified. The new
allocation helps to meet an
evidenced need for new employment
land in the town. The loss of one
more firm from an Otley site is no
good reason to reduce new
allocations but rather the opposite in
order to provide more land/greater
choice.

NO ACTION

See comments above

NOTED

NO ACTION

Question whether need to add permeability requirement to this and
E3 site in relation to riverside access

NOTED – issue addressed via policies
GE3 (‘Riverside Development’) and
TT1 (‘Improved Cycling & Walking
Provision’). A definitive right of way
already exists from Ilkley Rd to/along
riverbank.

NO ACTION

But see comments on GE3 above.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Again, the cost of the assessment, who will pay for it?

NOTED – borne by the prospective
developer.

NO ACTION

The abbreviation SEGI is not in the glossary and only appears within
policies E2 and E3. Suggest deleting SEGI and adding “… its location

NOTED – wording follows SAP
requirement. SEGI = Site of Ecological

ACTION – amend policy as
suggested.
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Policy E4

within both the Strategic Green Infrastructure Corridor (R17 River
Wharfe) and the Leeds …”. X3

or Geological Importance and is
indicative of site’s regional wildlife
value – it affords more weight to
policy than reference to SGIC as
suggested (NB SEGI designation is
now out of date and should be
deleted and replaced with current
wording). SGIC amendment would
represent a deviation from the SAP
requirement. Core Strategy SGI policy
will apply in any case. SEGI should be
set out in full and definition provided
in Appendix 12 ‘Glossary of Terms’.

Same comments as Q36

NOTED

NO ACTION

Must be affordable starter type units for light industrial, small trades
people

NOTED – policy cannot require/insist
on this but would allow it. Policy E4
encourages such provision on all new
employment sites.

NO ACTION

consideration needs to be given to paragraph 22 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Paragraph 22 essentially outlines
that adopted planning policies should avoid the longterm protection of
sites allocated for employment uses where there is no reasonable
prospect of the site being used for that purpose. Furthermore, the
paragraph outlines that where there is no reasonable prospect of a
site being used for the allocated employment use, applications for
alternative uses of land or buildings should be treated on their merits
having regard to market signals and the relative need for different land
uses to support sustainable local communities. In this context,
proposed allocation policies in Chapter 5 should provide more
flexibility on the range and type of uses, including employment that
could potentially be provided on allocated sites.
MP - I would particularly highlight some of the key employment land
policies in the plan, and would like to see them taken forward and

NOTED – E3 is prepared in the
context of adopted Core Strategy
(itself adopted within the context of
NPPF) and the proposed SAP
allocation of the site. It does not
allocate the site but rather sets out
development requirements for any
employment development that may
come forward.

NO ACTION

NOTED – resistance to becoming a
dormitory town is explicit in

NO ACTION
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strengthened where possible: encouraging new employment
development (E4, E5, E6), to ensure Otley does not become a
dormitory town.

preamble to employment policies
and in vision. It does not need to be
made explicit in each employment
policy.

LCC - There’s a bit of overlap between Policy E4 and E5, the latter
relating to non-allocated sites. E4 also refers to non-allocated sites.
No harm in this approach, just need to make sure there’s clarity in the
desire of what each policy is aiming to achieve.

NOTED – E4 supports new
employment development of
particular types, including on nonallocated sites, as long as
development is acceptable in
principle. E5 sets out the principles
by which acceptability will be
assessed on non-allocated sites.

NO ACTION

LCC - The need for this policy is questionable given the other
employment policies.

DISAGREE – this policy supports
much needed employment
development, emphasising particular
types, over and above that on
allocated/identified sites and is, as
such, distinct from the other policies.

NO ACTION

LCC - The use of "in principle acceptable development" is imprecise
and vague.

NOTED – phraseology is
inappropriate given that both
identified and allocated sites are
already acceptable in principle.

ACTION – delete highlighted
phraseology in policy.

If the commute can be reduced its a no brainer!

NOTED – a reduced commute, eg into
Leeds, would not address the issue of
Otley becoming a dormitory of Leeds.

NO ACTION

This is too vague. We question the word "acceptable". It should state
that there will be no detriment to the existing residential amenity.

NOTED – this is addressed in followon policy E5.

NO ACTION

However, the impacts of further traffic congestion and pollution
should be taken into account

NOTED – addressed in NP Policy E5.

NO ACTION
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Too general - acceptable in what sense? Should say "providing there
will be no detriment to existing residential amenity"

NOTED – addressed in NP Policy E5.

NO ACTION

The Otley issue is land incubating new business has invariably moved
out of Otley as the grew

NOTED – hence need to support new
employment development generally,
which E4 does, as well as SAP
allocated sites (ref E2 & E3).

NO ACTION

Vague proposal - i.e where?

NOTED – wherever acceptable
subject to Policy E5. NP is not in
business of allocating new
employment or other sites due to
cost and technical/time issues
involved.

NO ACTION

Bearing in mind public transport

NOTED – addressed in Policy E5.

NO ACTION

East Street. Into (Leeds) has been opportunistic in being able to
provide starter business premises at a peppercorn rent. As there is a
high level of self employment then every encouragement should be
given to create this type of work/live opportunity. Well done!

NOTED

NO ACTION

Vague language again. Please specify what acceptable means and to
whom.

NOTED – phraseology is
inappropriate given that both
identified and allocated sites are
already acceptable in principle.

ACTION – delete highlighted
phraseology in policy.

Too vague. Need to specify no detriment to existing residential
amenity.

NOTED – addressed in Policy E5.

NO ACTION

This is too vague. What does ‘acceptable’ mean?

NOTED – phraseology is
inappropriate given that both
identified and allocated sites are
already acceptable in principle.

ACTION – delete highlighted
phraseology in policy.
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Policy E5

Please include a caveat ‘providing that there will be no detriment to
the existing residential amenity’.

NOTED – addressed in Policy E5.

NO ACTION

The town needs more employment sites which will provide start up
units, grow on units and good quality office accommodation

NOTED – this is exactly what E4
provides for.

NO ACTION

Developers can build employment space, however, businesses are not
guaranteed to want to be situated in Otley. I cannot see there being
demand for Office space, especially outside the Centre.

NOTED – study commissioned from
Aecom consultants provides clear
evidence of demand.

NO ACTION

MP - I would particularly highlight some of the key employment land
policies in the plan, and would like to see them taken forward and
strengthened where possible: encouraging new employment
development (E4, E5, E6), to ensure Otley does not become a
dormitory town.

NOTED – resistance to becoming a
dormitory town is explicit in
preamble to employment policies
and in vision. It does not need to be
made explicit in each employment
policy.

NO ACTION

LCC - There’s a bit of overlap between Policy E4 and E5, the latter
relating to non-allocated sites. E4 also refers to non-allocated sites.
No harm in this approach, just need to make sure there’s clarity in the
desire of what each policy is aiming to achieve.

NOTED – E4 supports new
employment development of
particular types, including on nonallocated sites, as long as
development is acceptable in
principle. E5 sets out the principles
by which acceptability will be
assessed on non-allocated sites.

NO ACTION

LCC - The use of "in principle acceptable development" is imprecise
and vague.

AGREE – the phrase is inappropriate
in the context of a policy which is
designed to determine whether or
not employment development on
non-allocated sites, as supported in
Policy E4, is appropriate on any given
proposal site.

ACTION – delete phrase from
policy.
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Policy E6

LCC - It would be better to make this a more positively worded policy.
The use of "seeking to..." is welcomed but to then be followed by
"No..." is inconsistent with the aspirational nature of the policy.

AGREE – the policy is confused and
needs to be reviewed with a view to
reworking. (NB ‘seeking to’ is not
used in the policy)

ACTION – review and rework
policy to resolve confusion.

LCC - Suggest reference is simply made to environmental and built
heritage and local road safety and congestion - as important
considerations in any employment development.

DISAGREE – reference is clearly made
already to all of these considerations.

NO ACTION

The nature of the work i.e light industrial manufacturing but not space
consuming have housing with minimum employment

NOTED – comment is not directly
relevant to this policy. Other NP
policies promote ‘live/work’
accommodation, while East of Otley
site provides for new employment
land alongside new housing.

NO ACTION

There is a great need for small business and workshop facilities in a
mixed area neighbourhood e.g motor mechanics etc. Craft workshops
- these should be encouraged

NOTED – Policy E4 encourages this as
do the plan’s ‘live/work/ policies E6
& E7.

NO ACTION

But see comment on H1 above

NOTED

NO ACTION

Traffic infrastructure is problematic and will only get worse if
inappropriate development is permitted

NOTED – final policy will provide a
transport infrastructure test to try to
ensure this does not happen.
NOTED – resistance to becoming a
dormitory town is explicit in
preamble to employment policies
and in vision. It does not need to be
made explicit in each employment
policy.

ACTION – review and rework
policy to include such a test.

NOTED – the wording is taken from
an adopted SPD so is clearly fit for
purpose. That said, suggested

ACTION – amend policy
wording as suggested.

MP - I would particularly highlight some of the key employment land
policies in the plan, and would like to see them taken forward and
strengthened where possible: encouraging new employment
development (E4, E5, E6), to ensure Otley does not become a
dormitory town.

LCC - The introductory wording could be made simpler and clearer. For
example, perhaps better to say something like, ‘Development
proposals for employment generating uses with ancillary living is
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NO ACTION

Policy E7

encouraged. Any such development should have regard to the
following:’

wording may constitute an
improvement.

Think efforts would be directed at housing "without strings"

NOTED – policy is expressly worded
to prevent this happening.

NO ACTION

Living above the shop!?

NOTED – that could be an example of
the type of development envisaged.
That said downstairs retail/upstairs
residential are frequently separate
and unrelated uses.

NO ACTION

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION

Only agree if it is recognised/highlighted that this policy is intended to
be not about the loss of employment space.

NOTED – a live/work proposal for an
existing employment site would not
constitute an ‘otherwise acceptable
development proposal’ as it would
involve the loss of some employment
use to residential.

NO ACTION

Very important

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - LCC owned. Plan states “Should be considered for development
as live/work accommodation.” The Council would prefer to see a fuller
range of uses at this property, but will select a future owner carefully
to be a suitable fit with the cemetery.

NOTED – as the policy is only
aspirational, it would not preclude
the proposal and acceptance of other
uses.

NO ACTION

Yes, this should give the opportunity for accommodation work and
possible more.

AGREE

NO ACTION

The cemetery is a quiet and sacred place.

NOTED – bullets 3,4 & 5 of Policy E6
address the need for a sensitive
development.

NO ACTION

Excellent suggestion to regenerate listed Otley cemetery chapels.

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Policy E8

Cemetery's are holy ground and should be treated as such

NOTED – bullets 3,4 & 5 of Policy E6
address the need for a sensitive
development.

NO ACTION

Jesus wept! Is nothing sacred? Who would want to live in a cemetery?
Can't we restore these as a place for remembrance and meditation.

NOTED - bullets 3,4 & 5 of Policy E6
address the need for a sensitive
development. The cemetery
superintendant’s residence is within
the cemetery. The policy would serve
to bring a long neglected/increasingly
derelict listed building back into
positive use. The policy is aspirational
and would not preclude other uses in
line with the suggestion. Something
needs to be done before the building
is beyond redemption.

NO ACTION

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION

A mess at the moment

NOTED – hence the policy designed
to address the situation, hopefully
before it is too late.
NOTED

NO ACTION

There is a clear shortage of hotel rooms nationally in Otley its drastic

NOTED – the policy is an attempt to
address this.

NO ACTION

I agree with this partially

NOTED – without knowing which part
is not agreed with, it is not possible
to comment further or address
matters.

NO ACTION

Partly agree Add that "scale, bulk, height + mass of any hotel should
pay regard to the local vernacular architecture".

NOTED – ‘Built Environment’ policies
re the conservation area, the 6 Local
Heritage Areas, 3 estates and

NO ACTION

LCC - This is an appropriate policy.
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NO ACTION

‘Potential Non-Statutory Heritage
Assets’ would work to address this
issue in relation to proposed
development directly/indirectly
affecting such areas/assets.
Elsewhere, national planning policy
does not allow such a prescriptive
approach, but development would be
subject to adopted LCC Core Strategy
design policy.
Where is this site for a hotel within the town centre. Developers didn't
continue with this on Garnetts Mill Site. Car parking within this space!?

NOTED – no particular site is
specified. Proposals for either new
build or conversion of existing
property would be assessed on their
individual merits. Policy addresses
car parking issue.

NO ACTION

Would any preference be shown for either independent or chain
hotels?

NOTED – this is not a planning policy
issue.

NO ACTION

Strongly disagree - opportunity at Garnetts mill (retaining river
landscape was lost). Black Horse Hotel keeps changing hands

NOTED – neither example quoted
invalidates the policy approach which
is in line with TC Tourism Strategy.

NO ACTION

Possibly Westbourne House - they are struggling - offer masons
charter venue - what about wharfebank area. We need it. (cycle city)

NOTED – no particular site is
specified. Proposals for either new
build or conversion of existing
property would be assessed on their
individual merits.

NO ACTION

Very important for TOURISM. Also B&B accommodation should be
explored. Very few bed spaces offered in Otley - much needed for
walkers, Tour de Yorkshire etc. A new and ? TIC would enhance
tourism with professional staff! Other areas e.g Beverley (east
yorkshire) has a huge tourist status - it was not ever thus!

NOTED – policy is complemented by
‘community action’ re encouraging
more short stay tourist
accommodation. An independent,

ACTION – add community
action re tourist information
centre aspiration.
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stand-alone tourist info centre is a
town aspiration.
A hotel would be a great asset in terms of employment and economic
stimulus. Hotel developers should be encouraged!

NOTED – NP is providing the
encouragement via policy and
complementary community action.

NO ACTION

Agree with in principle but it should be stipulated that there should be
no hotel development on greenfield land and that any development
should be in keeping with local character.

NOTED – policy stipulates town
centre/edge of centre where
‘greenfield’ land is at a premium and
almost certainly protected via Local
Green Space policy. Design in such
locations would be addressed by NP
‘Built Environment’ policies, eg re the
conservation area (BE9).

NO ACTION

Suggestion hotel development site in the 'east of Otley development'
adjacent to new by-pass link road within the ecological development
area.

NOTED – this is not part of the
already identified/agreed uses for
this site as set out in higher level LCC
planning policy. The NP cannot vary
from this.

NO ACTION

Make the civic centre into a hotel

NOTED – future of civic centre is not
a matter for/in the gift of the NP. NP
stance is made clear on P71 and
under ‘community actions’ in
‘Community Facilities & Services’
section.

NO ACTION

Is there really a need for a hotel?

NOTED – policy is consistent with
Town Council Tourism Strategy.

NO ACTION

Such considerations need to be sympathetic to the environment and
these need to be outlined.

NOTED – policy looks to protect
general environment around any
development. Other NP policies
alongside will work to protect both

NO ACTION
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green and built environment in town
centre/edge of centre locations.
Although any hotel should be in-keeping in style with local
architecture.

NOTED – NP built environment
policies will work to ensure this.

NO ACTION

Small guest houses would be more compatible. larger hotels would be
too obtrusive

NOTED – policy would be permissive
of either, but policy bullets would
automatically mitigate against a
larger development.

NO ACTION

Should serviced visitor accomodation be added to cover non- 'hotel'
possibilities?

NOTED – unclear what exactly is
meant by comment as it appears to
contradict itself. As such difficult to
propose any action.

NO ACTION

Any hotel must take regard of the local architecture in terms of size
and appearance.

NOTED – NP built environment
policies will work to ensure this.

NO ACTION

I agree with this partially. Please add in that ‘scale, bulk, height and
mass of any hotel should pay regard to the local vernacular
architecture’.

NOTED – NP built environment
policies will work to ensure this.

NO ACTION

I would only support a small hotel being built as part of the Riverside
development.

NOTED – unclear what exactly is
meant by ‘Riverside development’.
Garnetts Wharf development is
already approved without a hotel.
Ashfield Works would be a suitable
location, subject to policy
considerations but is not currently
proposed in pre-application plans.

NO ACTION

Only if it is built to fit in with the town architecture.

NOTED – NP built environment
policies will work to ensure this.

NO ACTION

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Employment –
Community Actions

Policy CF1

Otley really needs a small hotel to promote tourism.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Otley does not make enough of it's heritage and history.

NOTED – ‘community actions’ in
‘Employment’ and ‘Built
Environment’ sections seek to
address this. Policies throughout NP
embody land use planning
aspirations of Tourism Strategy.

NO ACTION

Note: the Tourism Strategy has been published in 2016

NOTED – this will be incorporated
into NP text.

ACTION – amend text
P66/para 2 to reflect this fact.

Very important for tourism.
LCC - the plan looks to reduce the number of charity shops, whilst also
filling vacant shop units. Is an aversion to charity shops something that
has come out of consultation or is there other evidence?

NOTED
NOTED – this has come out of
consultation, a fact that should be
made clearer in the NP

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to
community facilties − protection and improvement of community
facilities (CF1 – CF6).

NOTED

NO ACTION
ACTION – add text re
community ‘aversion’ to
charity shops in either
‘Introduction’ or ‘The Issues’
P60.
NO ACTION

LCC - The facilities should be specified within the policy.

DISAGREE – given the number of
facilities involved, this is considered
impractical. Common sense in this
case to have the additional
information in an appendix with
reference to it in the policy. NB this
concurs with LCC advice provided
post-consultation.

NO ACTION

LCC - Some of these facilities mentioned are private businesses and
although the policy is more flexible in this regard an examiner may
have concerns with marketing for a fairly lengthy period (1 year) and

NOTED – policy’s flexibility in this
regard is considered sufficient.
‘Reasonable price’ means reasonable
in respect of the market at that time.

ACTION – explain intent of
‘reasonable price’ in policy
preamble P69/para 3 or
substitute alternative wording.
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with the term “reasonable price” (who would judge what a reasonable
price is?).

This can be explained in policy
preamble or alternative wording
substituted.

LCC - Otley Civic Centre is described as a Civic and Community Facility
and should be retained for such uses. There is no agreement from the
Council to retain as a community facility. This would impose restriction
on the future use of the building (Appendix 9).

NOTED – its Appendix 9 entry can be
repeated under other categories,
with the possible exception of ‘sports
and leisure’ in order to address this
concern. Centre has always fulfilled a
community facility function – policy
intention is to protect it in this role.
Breadth of possible uses embraced
by this function is not unduly
restrictive.

ACTION – amend Appendix 9
and evidence base document
as set out under note.

Does this include pubs. A very poorly defined set of principles. Plenty
of waffle. Rewrite in plain English please.

DISAGREE – this is standard NP
planning policy wording in order to
address this issue. It is fit for purpose
as far as use by LCC planning officers
determining planning applications is
concerned. It is necessarily technical
in style. Pubs are included as set out
clearly in the referred to Appendix 9.

NO ACTION

Vague - terminology means what? "wherever a sufficient level of
continuing community need is identified ......

NOTED – means that facility
threatened with loss to development
must be shown to have a reasonable
level of community need for it if a
replacement is to be provided.

NO ACTION

Appendix 9 should be included in full within this policy. X2

DISAGREE – post-consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the

NO ACTION
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appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 9, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.
Where recreational space is lost to development and re-located it
must be easily accessible by all and particularly by foot. Moving
recreational facilities out of town will only worsen existing traffic
problems and decrease participation rates.

NOTED – policy relates only to built
facilities not to their associated open
spaces, eg pitches. These are covered
under Policy GE6. Clearly, for eg, any
alternative clubhouse provision
would need to be provided at its
associated pitch.

NO ACTION

There must be an element of affordable accommodation in any
residential development

NOTED – comment has no relevance
to this policy. NB the affordable
housing element in new residential
developments is laid out in adopted
higher level LCC planning policy.

NO ACTION

‘Don't know’ ticked as this is such a huge policy area. Unsure really.
Concerned about closure of the former Civic Centre, overloaded
schools and medical practices, too few provisions for care of older
people etc

NOTED – policy seeks to protect civic
centre in community use together
with schools and health facilities.
Final clause encourages/supports
improved/additional facilities,
including for older people.

NO ACTION

It is important that, at the very least, Otley maintains its present level
of Community Facilities bearing in mind, of course, that needs change
over time. Facilities that have been worthwhile in the past may
become less important, and new facilities might become more
necessary. New developments of Community Facilities should,
whenever possible, be designed with flexibility of usage in mind.

NOTED – policy covers these
concerns as far it is able to do.

NO ACTION

What about the Courthouse? It needs expanding to cater for better
entertainment and wider choice of leisure activities.

NOTED – CF1 protects it in current
use and supports/encourages
expansion. CF3 also supports its
expansion.

NO ACTION
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Could Civic Centre be gutted and rebuilt from inside? Might be
cheaper

NOTED – future of civic centre is not
a matter for/in the gift of the NP. NP
stance is made clear on P71 and
under ‘community actions’ in
‘Community Facilities & Services’
section.

NO ACTION

Provided Appendix 9 detailed list is amended to include the following
facilities: allotments (which are a community and recreational facility
with economic and amenity/environmental value); Maypole and dance
area; Woolpack Studio. It will not be clear to readers why
Wharfemeadows Park and facilities therein plus smaller park areas are
not regarded as community facilities even when covered by other
designations.

NOTED – policy relates to built
community facilities only. Non-built,
ie open space (eg allotments, parks),
facilities are covered by Policy GE6
for which a much stronger policy
mechanism is available in the form of
the Local Green Space designation.
Woolpack Studio could be added to
Appendix 9 list. Maypole & Dance
Area should be assessed as candidate
Local Green Space under GE6.

ACTION – re Woolpack Studio
and Maypole & Dance Area as
indicated.

But with details contained within Appendices to be transferred to
within the actual Policy wording.

DISAGREE – post-consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 9, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.

NO ACTION

Not clear if this policy includes the Civic Centre or if it is considered
already lost, or at what point it would be considered lost.

NOTED – civic centre is listed in
Appendix 9 so policy would apply to
it once NP is adopted.

NO ACTION

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION

Appendix 9 should be replicated in full within this policy. X3
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In fact a new swimming pool.
Policy CF2

NOTED – this is covered by Policy
CF2.
NOTED

NO ACTION

Yes but no white elephants even with an increased population any
development must be to sensible scale.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Partly Don't put sports pitches on greenbelt. Esp' as compensation for
building

NOTED – sports pitches constitute an
acceptable Green Belt use as laid
down by national planning policy.

NO ACTION

I agree with this partially. Sports pitches shouldn't be seen as
compensation for loss of informal green spaces.

NOTED – nowhere in the NP is this
stated to be the case.

NO ACTION

Partly agree Provision of sports pitches on green belt land should not
be allowed as compensation for informal open space within
settlements. Only a small % of the population use sports pitches, but
everyone can enjoy public open space. X2

NOTED – sports pitches constitute an
acceptable Green Belt use as laid
down by national planning policy.
Nowhere in the NP is it stated that
sports pitches on Green belt land
would be acceptable compensation
for the loss of informal open space.

NO ACTION

Where? Very bright with all weather facilities like on the outskirts of
Ilkley!!

NOTED – no locations are specified.
Any proposals would be assessed on
their individual merits and in relation
to the other policies of the NP, eg on
green and built environment.

NO ACTION

Develop existing facilities such as Courthouse

NOTED – comment not relevant to
this policy. This is covered by Policy
CF3.

NO ACTION

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to
community facilties − protection and improvement of community
facilities (CF1 – CF6)
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NO ACTION

Absolutely and well overdue. Make the developers pay for it

NOTED – this may be possible if
provision is linked to new
development.

NO ACTION

Otley sports club should be allowed to move and develop alternative
sites

NOTED – this may well be possible as
part of any acceptable proposals.

NO ACTION

New all weather sports facilites are absolutely essential for Otley.

NOTED – these could potentially be
provided as part of any acceptable
proposals.

NO ACTION

Otley Lido?/Support the Lido!

AGREE – this initiative is
conspicuously absent from the NP.

ACTION – add community
action re lido initiative.

This appears to be some form of compensation for the removal of
something which is important to our community. Why replace
something that works and appeals to many to appeal to a few.

DISAGREE – this is exactly what it
says it is, ie a policy designed to
secure more/better and muchneeded sports and recreation
facilities for Otley.

NO ACTION

Yes- please improve Prince Henry's pool and re-open the Otley Lido- I
used to swim there regularly in the past! Currently it is an eyesore
spoiling a lovely park and contributing nothing to the community.

1) NOTED – acceptable proposals for
an improved pool would be
supported/encouraged by this policy.
This could be supplemented by a
community action.
2) NOTED - Ditto the lido re policy.
Lido initiative is conspicuously absent
from the NP.

1) ACTION – add community
action re swimming pool
improvements.
2) ACTION – add community
action re lido initiative.

We still need open, green spaces which are just that. Green belt land
should remain green belt land for all to enjoy - not just those wanting
to take part in sport.

NOTED – NP ‘green environment’
policies address the open/green
space need. Green Belt designation
/protection is a function of the Local
Plan prepared by LCC and not a NP
issue.

NO ACTION
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this needs to be done and not just talked about.

NOTED – the policy is supported by
an associated ‘community action’
(P75).

NO ACTION

Chippendale Pool is not suitable because of limited opening term time
only. As much help as possible should be given to Otley Lido to be
rebuilt and reopened. Generally, sports facilities in Otley are poor

1) NOTED – re pool. Could add
‘community action’ re improving
community access to Chippendale
Pool.
2) NOTED – re lido - initiative is
conspicuously absent from the NP.
Should add community action re
support.
3) NOTED – hence this policy
provision.

1) ACTION – add community
action as indicated.
2) ACTION – add community
action as indicated.
3) NO ACTION

Development of leisure facilities should not impact on identified
habitats/ ecological networks

NOTED – NP ‘green environment’
policies would work to ensure this.

NO ACTION

Sports pitches should not be used as substitutes for open green
spaces.

NOTED – nowhere does the NP say
that this is the case and neither will
the plan policies work such that this
becomes the case.

NO ACTION

Build a climbing wall to train people to climb in the local area. This
would provide employment opportunities and teach kids
responsibility.

NOTED – this is far too detailed a
matter to be addressed via planning
policy.

NO ACTION

Otley already has good sports fields both for soccer and rugby and
Chippendale pool is well-used.

DISAGREE – evidence, including from
the sports clubs themselves suggests
otherwise re sports fields. While the
pool is well-used it is clearly
inadequate, recognised as such by
LCC and complained about
significantly in NP consultations.

NO ACTION

We lack these (cheaper).

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Policy CF3 Supporting Text

Policy CF3

LCC - Mention is made of the uncertain future of the Civic Centre and
that it should be development in a way which benefits the community
provided it does not compromise the Courthouse expansion plans.
Reference is then made to the Courthouse aspirations to expand into
North Parade Depot and that the Town Council has resolved to provide
whatever assistance is practically possible in support of the
Courthouse in order to help it achieve its goals, provided this does not
compromise the prospects for the Civic Centre being reopened for
community use. The aspiration is understood but the Council does not
commit to make the Civic Centre available for community use.
MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to
community facilties − protection and improvement of community
facilities (CF1 – CF6).

NOTED – its Appendix 9 entry can be
repeated under other categories,
with the possible exception of ‘sports
and leisure’ in order to widen range
of potential community uses. Centre
has always fulfilled a community
facility function – policy intention is
to protect it in this role. Breadth of
possible uses embraced by this
function is not unduly restrictive.
NOTED

ACTION – amend Appendix 9
as set out in note.

LCC - This is an appropriate and aspirational policy but it may be better
to say “are encouraged.” Some proposals may come forward which
would not be supported.

AGREE

ACTION – amend policy as
suggested.

I favour extension of courthouse as a large venue, rather than the civic
centre

NOTED – TC/NP adopts an evenhanded position as set out on P71 –
last 2 paras. CF3 would support
Courthouse expansion plans.

NO ACTION

I favour the development of the courthouse as a 400+ venue over the
civic centre. The latter has no proper parking availability as well as
being too remote from the town centre

NOTED – TC/NP adopts an evenhanded position as set out on P71 –
last 2 paras. CF3 would support
Courthouse expansion plans.

NO ACTION

Project delivery plan (p. 102) to include (re)proposal for OTC to create
Entertainment Group & lead councillor to bring together key players to
develop and champion music in Otley.

AGREE – with identification of OTP as
coordinator rather than OTC. Would
also require associated new action
point under ‘community actions’.

ACTION – as indicated.

The courthouse probably an excellent facility if somewhat specialised
we have not found a substitute for the mechanics (anybody remember
the mechanics?)

NOTED – TC/NP adopts an evenhanded position as set out on P71 –
last 2 paras.

NO ACTION
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NO ACTION

Put cinema where Argos is!/Turn Argos into a cinema!

DISAGREE – this is not considered
desirable, relative to Courthouse and
Civic Centre options and given retail
use of site suggested.

NO ACTION

Otley Courthouse development should be fully supported.

NOTED – policy CF3 would support
Courthouse expansion plans.

NO ACTION

Civic Hall - keep the facade - rebuild behind so far - put some parking at
rear. Development in keeping with existing streetscape. (museum
space).

NOTED – future of civic centre is not
a matter for/in the gift of the NP. NP
stance is made clear on P71 and
under ‘community actions’ in
‘Community Facilities & Services’
section. Design issues would be
covered by NP ‘built environment’
policies.

NO ACTION

Would like to see resolution of the civic centre situation asap

AGREE - future of civic centre is not a
matter for/in the gift of the NP.

NO ACTION

Need action on Civic Centre/Mechanics Institute - retain facade and
possibly front original building - this building has been unused for years

NOTED – future of civic centre is not
a matter for/in the gift of the NP. NP
stance is made clear on P71 and
under ‘community actions’ in
‘Community Facilities & Services’
section. Design issues would be
covered by NP ‘built environment’
policies.

NO ACTION

See above

NOTED

NO ACTION

Place for drama. - Cinema - Dementia -Dedicated. Lets not lose it. Centre
of excellence, antiques and vintage. Indoor market

NOTED – comment is confused
/confusing and so difficult to respond
to. Policy would allow for a venue

NO ACTION
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capable of providing many if not all
of the elements suggested.
Preferably North of the river

DISAGREE – entertainment venue is a
prime town centre use. A location
north of the river would not be
appropriate.

NO ACTION

I would like to see the Otley Courthouse expand to become our main
community and entertainment hub. I don't see the point of trying to
develop a new one down the road at the old Civic Centre which is less
accessible, has no convenient parking and could only compete with
what we already have in the Courthouse.

NOTED – TC/NP adopts an evenhanded position as set out on P71 –
last 2 paras. CF3 would support
Courthouse expansion plans.

NO ACTION

Courthouse - We would like to correct the statement in the NP that
Otley residents have to travel to other towns for a cinema. Otley
Courthouse currently screens around 50 films a year plus around 10 Live
Streaming events. Of course with an expanded venue we could increase
this provision further.

AGREE – reference on P71 is
misleading.

ACTION – amend P71 text to
refer to film society facilities
currently available at The
Courthouse.

Courthouse - We should also like to repeat our frequently made point
that Otley is not large enough to support 2 large multi-purpose venues.
If a decision is made to redevelop the Civic Centre with a large
multipurpose venue then Otley Courthouse will immediately drop its
expansion plans - we have made this clear on several occasions. With
this in mind it is not possible to say (as the NP does on p71) that OTC
supports Otley Courthouse's expansion plans 'provided this does not
compromise the prospects for the Civic Centre to reopen for community
use', and (at the same time) say that OTC supports the Civic Centre's
development for public benefit 'provided it does not compromise the
Courthouse's expansion plans'. This is muddying the waters. It would be
clearer to say "OTC wants Otley to have a large multi-purpose venue - if
this does not happen at the Civic Centre (its preferred choice), it will
support expansion plans at Otley Courthouse."

NOTED – OTC’s position re
Courthouse and Civic Centre remain
unchanged.

NO ACTION
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Policy CF4

Emphatically! At present the amount of leisure venues like theatres,
cinema is pitifully inadequate for a town of Otley's size. I fully endorse
everything suggested in this section

NOTED

NO ACTION

Not necessarily new, but expansion of existing entertainment facilities

NOTED – policy supports this view.

NO ACTION

I would favour extension of the very successful Courthouse facility. A
new venue is not really needed,

NOTED – TC/NP adopts an evenhanded position as set out on P71 –
last 2 paras. CF3 would support
Courthouse expansion plans.

NO ACTION

The Courthouse is a wonderful facility and that should be developed as
there is much derelict land ripe for development it should take priority
over renovating the Mechanics Institute because many of its events and
functions take place elsewhere in the town

NOTED – TC/NP adopts an evenhanded position as set out on P71 –
last 2 paras. CF3 would support
Courthouse expansion plans.

NO ACTION

We should retain our Town Hall /Civic Centre for this reason.

NOTED – future of civic centre is not
a matter for/in the gift of the NP. NP
stance is made clear on P71 and
under ‘community actions’ in
‘Community Facilities & Services’
section.

NO ACTION

Very important for local residents + tourists

NOTED

NO ACTION

Well - so many have tried to get a dedicated leisure facility. Faced with
an increase in population of 2000. it is needed! (East Otley)

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - This is an appropriate and aspirational policy but it may be better
to say “are encouraged.” Some proposals may come forward which
would not be supported.

AGREE

ACTION – amend policy as
suggested.

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to
community facilties − protection and improvement of community
facilities (CF1 – CF6)

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Could a medical centre be set up in part of the underutilised hospital?

NOTED – policy would support this if
subject to a planning application.
Initiation of such a proposal clearly
not in gift of NP. Could add new
community action re encouragement
of medical centre facility north of the
river, eg taking advantage of any
under-utilised hospital space.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

No new development must be allowed without it providing adequate
new medical facilities particularly the east of Otley site

NOTED – NP cannot require that this
be provided as part of development.
Evidence from local medical practices
(ref P72) suggests there is sufficient
capacity to absorb new patients.

NO ACTION

I thought the hospital was a health facility that is underused. Could
these facilities e.g. Doctors surgery, dentists have space in this
building?

NOTED – policy would support this if
subject to a planning application.
Initiation of such a proposal clearly
not in gift of NP. Could add new
community action re encouragement
of medical centre facility north of the
river, eg taking advantage of any
under-utilised hospital space.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

Any move to close and redevelop Wharfedale hospital must be
monitored. Close work with LCC.

AGREE

ACTION – add community
action re ongoing monitoring
of the hospital situation
leading to action if/as
required.

Allow careful planning for better medical facilities in one Charles
St/old gas works area.

DISAGREE – old gas works area is
derelict/contaminated land
considered unsuitable for most
development. Site is proposed for car
parking – ref NP Policy TT8. A site not

NO ACTION

Hospital facility underused
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including the old gas works would
receive policy support.

Policy CF5

There appear to be no new health facilities planned to meet the needs
of the east of Otley development.

NOTED – such facilities are not part
of the LCC adopted proposal.
Evidence from local medical practices
(ref P72) suggests there is sufficient
capacity in existing town facilities to
absorb new patients.

NO ACTION

Suggest use of Wharfedale hospital to 'house' new sites for existing
doctors and dentists.

NOTED – policy would support this if
subject to a planning application.
Initiation of such a proposal clearly
not in gift of NP. Could add new
community action re encouragement
of medical centre facility north of the
river, eg taking advantage of any
under-utilised hospital space.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

GP surgeries are currently getting so overloaded that it seems we
could do with another practice I the town somewhere.

NOTED - evidence from local medical
practices (ref P72) suggests there is
sufficient capacity in existing town
facilities to absorb new patients.
NOTED

NO ACTION

NOTED – no particular types of
facilities suggested through
consultation. Bricks and mortar
facilities available in most parts of
town – the issue is running activities
in those facilities. On review, it is
considered that the needs of young
people can be better met through

ACTION – delete Policy CF5
and bolster existing
community action with policy
supporting text.

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to
community facilities − protection and improvement of community
facilities (CF1 – CF6).
LCC - This is an appropriate policy. However, more detail could be
provided on the types of facilities that young people have specifically
suggested (or are asked to suggest after pre-sub). It would also be
useful to highlight areas where the provision of facilities would be a
priority. This is referred to under ‘community actions’ but perhaps
more could be said?
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NO ACTION

appropriate community actions
rather than via the planning system.
as todays young people want one (?) unless it has specific interests.
the old style youth centre has almost disbanded

AGREE – policy re ‘a youth centre’ is
inappropriate. On review, it is
considered that the needs of young
people can be better met through
appropriate community actions
rather than via the planning system.

ACTION – delete Policy CF5
and bolster existing
community action with policy
supporting text.

Yes to Youth Centre including outdoor facilities

NOTED – outdoor facilities covered
by CF2 ‘sports & recreation’ facilities.

NO ACTION

A definite need for more youth provision

NOTED

NO ACTION

This includes better bus service links, club, leisure centre. Jobs. Youth
centres - more club facilities

NOTED – bus service links and jobs
covered respectively by ‘Transport &
Travel’ and ‘Employment’ policies.

NO ACTION

Perhaps this should be expanded from 'youth centre' (too
prescriptive?) to 'new facilities for younger people'

NOTED – policy re ‘a youth centre’ is
inappropriate. On review, it is
considered that the needs of young
people can be better met through
appropriate community actions
rather than via the planning system.

ACTION – delete Policy CF5
and bolster existing
community action with policy
supporting text.

Entertainment centre for young people?

NOTED – not clear what is meant by
this. Policy CF3 covers entertainment
venues which could accommodate
young people activities.

NO ACTION

An expanded Otley Courthouse would be happy to work with all
interested parties to increase and improve facilities for young people.

NOTED – added to expanded
‘community action’ re facilities for
younger people.

ACTION – add to ‘community
action’ as suggested
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Add to policy 'and any other youth based amenities' - why limit this
just to a centre?

NOTED – policy re ‘a youth centre’ is
inappropriate. On review, it is
considered that the needs of young
people can be better met through
appropriate community actions
rather than via the planning system.
NOTED – the NP statement (P74/para
7) responds to consultation findings
re Otley children (which includes
those in parts of Weston and Farnley
parishes which fall within the NA) not
being able to find a place in an Otley
school. As such, the statement covers
the points made in the comment. It is
not considered relevant to note that
children outside the NA, ie non-Otley
children may also want to apply for
Otley school places.

ACTION – delete Policy CF5
and bolster existing
community action with policy
supporting text.

Policy CF6 –
Supporting Text

NYCC - We note the statement on page 74 (para 7). We feel however
that the following information should be added: Children who live in
the parish of Weston will normally be entitled to places at Askwith
Primary School, part of Yorkshire Collaborative Academy Trust, a multi
Academy Trust for pupils from 4-11 years, but may want to apply for
places at Otley schools. Children who live in the parish of Farnley will
normally be entitled to places at North Rigton Church of England
Primary School (this is currently in the process of converting to an
Academy), but may want to apply for places at Otley schools. Children
who live in the parishes of Farnley, and Weston will normally be
entitled to places at Harrogate Grammar School, Harrogate High
School and Rossett School, but may want to apply for places at Prince
Henry's Grammar School, Otley.

Policy CF6

MP - I would also like to support the range of policies relating to
community facilties − protection and improvement of community
facilities (CF1 – CF6).

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - This is an appropriate and aspirational policy but it may be better
to say “are encouraged.” Some proposals may come forward which
would not be supported.

AGREE

ACTION – amend policy
wording as suggested.

With the proposed building and housing Prince Henrys will need more
building and a first school as new housing will bring an increase in
children.

NOTED – the policy covers/reflects
these needs. A new primary school is
proposed as part of east of Otley
development as referenced on P74.

NO ACTION

No new development must be allowed without it providing adequate
schooling provision in particularly the east of Otley site

NOTED – NP planning policy cannot
require this. A new primary school is
proposed for East of Otley.

NO ACTION
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NO ACTION

Schools need to be retained not closed. Extra schools needed.

NOTED – Policy CF1 addresses
schools retention. This policy
addresses extra school need.

NO ACTION

Seems essential with increased new housing

NOTED – a new primary school is
specifically proposed for East of
Otley.

NO ACTION

No brainer. 2,000 + more + children. We will need more primary and
PHGS will need support to expand. Plus nursery provision

NOTED – the policy covers/reflects
these needs. A new primary school is
proposed as part of east of Otley
development as referenced on P74.

NO ACTION

School to be incorporated in east Otley Persimmon development

NOTED - a new primary school is
proposed as part of east of Otley
development as referenced on P74.

NO ACTION

Secondary more than primary Keep the police station included in the
plans

NOTED – policy covers both. Police
Station should be added to
community facilities list at Appendix
9 in order to be covered by Policy
CF1.

ACTION – add police station to
appendix as suggested.

More schooling is a priority.

NOTED – ‘schooling’ or ‘schools’?
Schools covered by policy. Schooling
lies outside the NP’s remit/powers.

NO ACTION

This will be really important as the new housing developments
happen.

AGREE

NO ACTION

Supported? Should be insisted upon

NOTED – NP planning policy cannot
insist/require such provision.

NO ACTION

An expanded Otley Courthouse would be happy to work with all
interested parties to increase and improve educational provision.

NOTED

NO ACTION
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Community Services
& Facilities –
Community Actions

Prince Henry's will be a mess if it's expanded any more. It is already a
huddle of cheap, shabby buildings, except the new science block which
is well designed. I'm not sure what expansion to existing schools will
be like

NOTED – policy supports both
expansions and new schools. Design
would be subject to policies relative
to development locations and to
adopted higher level LCC Core
Strategy design policy.

NO ACTION

I do not think this Policy goes far enough. It clearly states that with
increased development there will not be enough secondary school
places in Otley or in fact in the north west of the city. Therefore,
surely, if the Development of the East of Otley goes ahead (Persimmon
want to build over 800 homes on this land), a new secondary school
would be needed and should be built before any development takes
place. Having to take children out of the area for school would not be
in keeping with the 'vision' and would have a negative impact of
pollution and transport links.

NOTED – neither the local evidence
(ref P74) nor LCC evidence/report on
infrastructure needs supports the
need for a new secondary school in
Otley. No new school is required by
higher level LCC planning and NP
policy cannot be in conflict with this.
Policy CF6 goes as far as it can in
terms of pursuing this aspect of the
vision – NB this education/schools
issue is not specifically referenced in
the vision. The NP has no powers in
respect of the allocation of school
places to Otley children. The impact
on pollution and transport links is
accepted – other NP provisions
attempt to address these. The East of
Otley figure is 550 homes – 800 is
speculation.

NO ACTION

I presume question 48 should read CF6

NOTED – but now academic.

NO ACTION

Yes, our schools are great, but they're full to bursting.

NOTED – evidence (P74) indicates
future capacity issues in PHGS but
not in the town’s primary schools.
NOTED

NO ACTION

Yes Youth Provision is virtually non existant and should be a high
priority
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NO ACTION

LCC - Facilities for younger people - the plan could also highlight CIL
spending priorities.
5.7 Transport &
Travel - General

Policy TT1-TT3 –
Supporting Text

DISAGREE – this is a job for OTC after
NP adoption, with review on an
annual basis.
NOTED – this is not a planning policy
issue.

NO ACTION

This section fails to address the problem of HGVs in Otley. If they can
go through Otley rather than climb up the relief road, they will and
also the North South HGVs will still have to use Otley.The obvious
solution is a second bridge and a road linking BIllams Hill with the
Bradford Road Roundabout

1) NOTED – the issue of HGVs is not a
planning issue so cannot be
addressed via planning policy. It is
addressed instead under ‘community
actions’
2) NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re a crossing point or a
road alignment to connect any new
bridge to the road network and no
prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered
practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

LCC - More could be said about the benefits of walking and cycling,
particularly in a town like Otley.

NOTED – it is unclear what more
could be said that hasn’t already
been said in what is already a lengthy
policy preamble (P76/7) or to what
particular end.

NO ACTION

OTP Transport - Otley Town Partnership has always supported the
principle of an HGV ban in Otley, and although mention is made under
‘the issues’ in the preamble to the Transport & Travel section and in
the ‘community action’ section, we believe that there should be a
specific policy statement to ensure that this can become a reality, so I
would suggest;
TT9 OTLEY HGV BAN
Otley’s medieval street plan is not conducive to HGV traffic and
therefore a comprehensive lorry ban should be applied to prevent
through HGV traffic from entering the town. In the first instance, when
the eastern relief road is constructed, this should be applied to all
east/west (and vice versa) HGV traffic – but there should, in due
course, also be a north/south ban.
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NO ACTION

Policy TT1

LCC - The reference to Wharfedale Greenway could be supplemented
by evidence and information on what it is and what work has been
undertaken to secure it.

NOTED - more information could be
added to Appendix 11.

ACTION – expand Appendix 11
to include more information as
suggested.

Please include reference to maintaining/improving bridleways

AGREE – P78 map/inset to NP shows
bridleways. As such they should also
be referenced in the policy.

ACTION – add bridleways
reference to policy

MP - Traffic congestion and air pollution are also major issues in Otley,
and I support the transport and travel policies, especially cycling and
walking provision (TT1).

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - Not all development will be able to “contribute.”

NOTED – policy specifies that only
development ‘directly affecting the
Otley cycleway and footpath
network’ will be expected to
contribute to it.

NO ACTION

LCC - Refer to ‘encouraged’ rather than “supported.”

AGREE – ‘encouraged’ is preferable
to ‘supported’ in this case.

ACTION – amend policy
wording as suggested.

NFU - Where rights of way are created, diverted and/or improved to
allow for development, affecting agricultural land, a net loss of a route
will not be acceptable, in any circumstances. We would expect that in
the event of alterations to rights of way that landowners are
thoroughly consulted at an early stage.

NOTED – TT1 clearly addresses
protection of PROW. Landowners
would be consulted re any proposals
affecting such PROW.

NO ACTION

Lichfields/Persimmon - The NDP establishes a requirement for new
proposed cycling and walking routes and these are shown on Maps 9
and 10. Whilst we do not disagree with the generality of the routes
outlined within these maps or the aspiration for cycling and pedestrian
permeability and access to countryside to the east of Otley and linking
with longer distance networks, we feel that these maps should not
limit the scope to provide new alternative routes within the area,
which will be formulated during the scheme master planning exercise.

NOTED – it is accepted that the
master planning exercise may
suggest other alternative routes. That
said, it is expected that a robust
exercise will take as one of its key
starting points existing definitive
PROW and other existing routes,
especially important links such as

NO ACTION
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Lichfields/Persimmon - the draft NDP routes should be interpreted
flexibly, such that they indicate a general requirement rather than a
specific route. The NDP should make this clear.

East Busk Lane, so that proposals are
responsive to local site
characteristics rather than imposed
upon them.

Consider where the map 10 desired path along north bank of river
Wharfe goes beyond Otley sailing club. 1) One route to Burley-Asquith
stepping stone? 2) Another north along county line to Throstle Nest?

1) NOTED – not appropriate for Map
10 to show a route outside the NA
but aspiration to link to Burley/
Askwith stepping stones can be
added to existing community action.
2) NOTED – considered a reasonable
aspiration (nb agreed to elsewhere in
grid). Amend Map 10 to show desired
new route.

1) ACTION – amend
community action as
indicated.
2) ACTION – amend Map 10 as
indicated

Yes

NOTED

NO ACTION

Where development of the walking + cycling network results in
pedestrians + cyclists sharing an existing new route, the design must
ensure safety of both.
Add something to say that where development of a walking and
cycling network means pedestrians and cyclists will share a route, then
the design must ensure the safety of both. X2

AGREE – should be explicitly stated in
policy. This would give policy
utterance to preamble wording top
of P77. Should also be extended to
cover bridleways/users.

ACTION – add new policy
clause to cover expressed
concern and extend policy
reach to bridleways/users.

But... Add that increased bridleway provision should be included in any
new development. The British horse society + local equestrian centres
should be consulted. X2

DISAGREE – there is no expressed
need or other evidence in support of
this.

NO ACTION

Priority

NOTED – there is however no
‘priority’ application of policies – all
are applied concurrently in response
to development applications
received.

NO ACTION

Support cycle and paths. Release (NB create?) more (where I live).
Farmers need to be consulted. Please expand.

NOTED – with no address
information, the specific locational

NO ACTION
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request cannot be considered.
Landowners would be consulted re
any proposals affecting PROW.
Patronage not the problem - bus service!

NOTED – meaning of the comment is
not clear.

NO ACTION

Otley is currently very poor for cycling.

NOTED – NP seeks to address
shortcomings.

NO ACTION

It is vital for health and the environment to do everything possible to
enable cyclists to take their bikes instead of their cars.

NOTED – NP Transport & Traffic
policies and community actions
prioritise sustainable transport
modes.

NO ACTION

Both bridges must be upgraded

NOTED – this is addressed by Policies
TT2 and TT3.

NO ACTION

Separate cycleways would greatly increase road safety

NOTED – it is recognised and stated
that this is the ideal – ref P76/para 4.

NO ACTION

Providing sympathetic to the environment eg no unnecessary use of
tarmac in rural, riverside sites for instance

NOTED – policy should state that
surfacing be tailored to the urban or
rural character of its surroundings

ACTION – add policy wording
as indicated.

devolopment on the greenway shouldn't just be resisted, it should not
be allowed.

AGREE – policy wording should be
strengthened.

ACTION – reword policy clause
4 as follows:- ‘development
along the identified route of,
or of designated access routes
to, the Wharfedale Greenway
will only be permitted where it
would not prevent or harm the
development of the
Wharfedale Greenway.’

Development will destroy wharfedale greenway.
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The town centre road network and lack of space for separate cycle
provision will be a limitation

NOTED – policy is there so that
advantage can hopefully be taken of
any development-related
opportunities that may present
themselves in order to bring about
desired improvements in the town
centre and other locations where
there are space restrictions.

NO ACTION

Final criterion should also apply to future alternative river crossing
options -see Q6 comment above

NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re a crossing point or a
road alignment to connect any new
bridge to the road network and no
prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered
practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.

NO ACTION

Acceptable developments is unclear. Whilst supporting cycleways in
principal, they must not impinge on current residential privacy ( as
they are won't to be noisy and increasingly busy) and should not
further erode green spaces

NOTED – it means for eg that the
development (eg for housing) which
would bring about the new/improved
cycleway/footpath must itself be
acceptable in principle (ie in line with
other planning policies) for the
cycleway/footpath to be supported.
Development of cycleways would be
subject to existing LCC Core Strategy
Policy P10 (Design) re protection of
residential amenity and natural
assets.

NO ACTION

Where development of the walking and cycling network results in
pedestrians and cyclist sharing an existing or a new route, the design
must ensure the safety of both - either by proper segregation or by
other effective measures.

AGREE – should be explicitly stated in
policy. This would give policy
utterance to preamble wording top
of P77. Should also be extended to
cover bridleways/users.

ACTION – add new policy
clause to cover expressed
concern and extend policy
reach to bridleways/users.
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Make the town centre a pedestrian and bicycle only zone.

NOTED – this is not in the gift of the
NP

NO ACTION

Supported or promoted? Cycling around Otley is currently very
hazardous - the 'safer cycling routes' are good, but what we need is a
dedicated cycle system away from roads to allow people to get around
safely.

NOTED – NP policy is based on a
system map (Map 9) developed by
cycling groups/LCC/TC designed to
achieve just this as far as is possible.

NO ACTION

Walking and cycling routes should be wide enough for safe use by
pedestrians and cyclists.

AGREE – should be explicitly stated in
policy. This would give policy
utterance to preamble wording top
of P77. Should also be extended to
cover bridleways/users.

ACTION – add new policy
clause to cover expressed
concern and extend policy
reach to bridleways/users.

Support for this policy is dependent upon adding something like
“Where development of the walking and cycling network results in
pedestrians and cyclist sharing an existing or a new route, the design
must ensure the safety of both (either by proper segregation or by
other effective measures.)” X2

AGREE – should be explicitly stated in
policy. This would give policy
utterance to preamble wording top
of P77. Should also be extended to
cover bridleways/users.

ACTION – add new policy
clause to cover expressed
concern and extend policy
reach to bridleways/users.

Yes, consider dedicated cycle lane on West Chevin Road and also
traffic calming measures, it's quite dangerous up here already.

NOTED – cycle lane not considered
feasible or desirable. Calming not
considered feasible nor likely to be
effective – existing road
configuration already has natural
calming effect.

NO ACTION

The following additional/amended cycling routes suggested:-Wharfemeadows Park eastwards along north bank of Wharfe, initially
following bridleway and then footpath east of White Bridge
(continuing beyond boundary to Leathley Lane).
-From junction of Old Farnley Lane/Farnley Lane, north along Prince
Henry’s Rd to connect with The Crossways Route.

NOTED – requires detailed analysis as
to whether additional/amended
routes are feasible/desirable.

ACTION – investigate further.
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-From the junction of Newall Carr Road/The Crescent (southern
junction), west along Croft house Drive and public footpath to connect
with Weston Ridge route.
-Meagill Rise to Weston Lane via public footpath and Throstle Nest
Close.
-From St David’s Rd, west through approved Rumplecroft development
and onwards to boundary (and beyond to East Wood and Askwith).

Policy TT2

Extend cycle way through footpaths: 1. Throstle Nest to Meagill Rise 2.
Weston Ridge to Croft House Drive providing through way from Newell
to Askwith. (Other suggestions on mark up of safer cycling routes map
(which is attached) – nb transcribed into separate comment)

1) AGREE
2) AGREE

1) ACTION – amend NP Map
and Map 9 to show extension.
2) ACTION – amend NP Map
and Map 9 to show extension.

This should include traffic calming measures to make road usage by
cyclists safer. I can comment from personal experience that the traffic
on Birdcage Walk, West Chevin Road and Burras Lane has got
significantly faster and heavier in the 3 years since I moved to Otley.
We had a fatality on West Chevin Road earlier this year and have had
numerous road closures due to accidents at the junction between
Birdcage Walk and W Chevin Road.

NOTED – no evidence of need

NO ACTION

Map 10. Walkers Are Welcome Otley would want the Kell Beck
footpath (as proposed before) from the point where the existing right
of way on green lane (from Billams Hill to Weston Lane) leaves it to be
marked as a wished for PROW footpath. It seems now just to be
marked out for 6 Dales trail and Welcome Way, which does not bring
any legal protection, of course.

NOTED – stretch of 6 Dales Trail
/Welcome Way from Weston Lane SE
to junction with PROW should be also
designated PROW. Add community
action re lobbying for this
designation.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

LCC - This is an appropriate policy.

NOTED

NO ACTION

OTP Transport - The Transport Group strongly supports the policy as
outlined.

NOTED

NO ACTION

improvements to traffic flow on bridge but town centre traffic lights
still the biggest bottleneck

NOTED – town centre congestion
referenced under ‘community
actions’

NO ACTION
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Otley bridge is a scheduled ancient monument. This should be
mentioned in this policy.

NOTED – the reference on P77/para
4 is considered sufficient. It is a
scheduled monument and will be
treated as such irrespective of policy
wording.

NO ACTION

Very careful consideration of any works to tis bridge is needed. It's
"significance" must not be harmed.

NOTED – and stated – P77/para 4.

NO ACTION

Talk to English heritage - you failed to agree last time! how wide is this
bridge going to be. The bridge acts as natural traffic calming.

NOTED – role of Historic England
recognised (ref P77/para 4). Too
early to talk detail like width. Natural
traffic calming = congestion =
pollution for local residents.

NO ACTION

Talk to English Heritage/Bat Conservation Group. Also ruin tourist
visual value of Otley

NOTED – improvements would
enhance visual/tourist appeal – ref
P77/para 4. Role of Historic England
recognised (ref P77/para 4).
Acknowledge role of Natural England
re bat interest in para 4.

ACTION – amend P77/para 4
as indicated.

I can only say that this is contentious - 20,000 plus people, young
people and an ineffectual work and leisure (morning and night service)

NOTED – completely unclear what
this comment relates to.

NO ACTION

This is a listed important bridge - 2 lanes only produce more traffic. It
will make Otley centre more congested and will not solve the problem.
VISION is needed for a SECOND BRIDGE!

1) NOTED – the bridge is a scheduled
monument not listed. The
improvements would improve traffic
flow by taking cyclists off the road.
2) NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re a crossing point or a
road alignment to connect any new
bridge to the road network and no
prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

New bridge is better
Do we need a policy to work for a second over bridge crossing e.g.
from Ilkley Road to Weston Lane?
Another river crossing would be better
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practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.
But transport over old bridge should be restricted - no large trucks as
they damage bridge and environment.

NOTED – the general issue of HGVs is
addressed under ‘community
actions’. There is no evidence of
damage to the bridge from HGVs.

NO ACTION

New walkways will be required.

NOTED – policy clearly provides for
these already.

NO ACTION

As long as provisions are made for wildlife in the bridge expansion,
namely for bats known to roost under the bridge.
Take into account the bats living under the bridge.

NOTED - acknowledge role of Natural
England re bat interest in para 4.

ACTION – amend P77/para 4
as indicated.

I am not sure how widening of the bridge and including walking and
cycling lanes can be done within the existing structure of the bridge,
without damaging this ancient monument which should be maintained
as much as possible as it is. A ban on heavy lorries from crossing it is
one measure that should be taken but I am not sure that this would
come under the Neighbourhood Plan.

1) NOTED – re widening – ref
P77/para 4. And subject to HE
approval.
2) NOTED – there is no evidence of
bridge damage from HGV use.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

Both bridges must be upgraded

NOTED – this is addressed by Policies
TT2 and TT3.

NO ACTION

Definitely. much needed.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Alternate vehicular crossing during work would be required

NOTED – a detail that would be
addressed were the proposal to
become a reality – a situation that
will have been encountered/
addressed many times in the past
elsewhere.

NO ACTION
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The historic bridge should be regarded as town heritage. Any
increased traffic should be accommodated elsewhere and
inappropriate heavy traffic diverted or discouraged.

NOTED – the NP regards it as such.
There is no simple/obvious/
affordable solution to Otley’s
traffic/HGV issues. They are however
referenced under ‘community
actions’

NO ACTION

Encouragement of alternative modes of transport to private car use
should be encouraged including improved public transport provision.

NOTED – NP policies and community
actions provide this encouragement.

NO ACTION

As long as protection of the bridge is made.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Reservations in that the preamble is unclear whether a popular view
from the existing footbridge downstream to the Park, boating etc
would be retained. A diagram with an explanation of traffic
management would have helped.

NOTED – popular view downstream
would be retained via new footway
/cycleway. Diagram/artist impression
would help explain envisaged
improvements.

ACTION – ‘commission’ artists
impression of scheme.

Otley bridge is a scheduled ancient monument. This needs to be
considered.

NOTED – it has been – ref P77/para 4

NO ACTION

BUT please note that Otley Bridge is a Scheduled Ancient Monument.
This MUST be referred to in this Policy, and any works carried out in
line with national policy for Ancient Monuments.

NOTED – the reference on P77/para
4 is considered sufficient. It is a
scheduled monument and will be
treated as such irrespective of policy
wording.

NO ACTION

More information required in order to make a balanced opinion.
Disruption issue. Traffic congestion.

NOTED – the policy establishes the
principle and broad idea for
improvement. Of course there would
be short term disruption in return for
what is considered to be some
improvement in traffic flow plus
other benefits – ref P77/para 4. The
idea would of course be subject to

NO ACTION
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detailed testing and consultation
before it became a reality.

Policy TT3

The pedestrian walkway separates pedestrians entirely from the traffic
and gives good views of the river and Riverside Park - hence the walk
across the bridge is pleasant. In addition the views of the bridge from
the river are good form both sides. The walkway is an ideal solution.
Perhaps a better walkway is required, but widening of the bridge may
result in an uglier bridge that is not in keeping and bring pedestrians
closer to the traffic.

NOTED – views from the bridge
would be retained and improved.
Views of the bridge would be
improved. Traffic/pedestrian
separation would be addressed via
detailed design work.

NO ACTION

I'd like to see a new cycle bridge across the Wharfe. Alternatively
making the bridge single carriageway for motorists with lights at either
end, and then a two way cycle route in the other lane. This would
make life safer for pedestrians too as there could be a crossing at
either end. Seeing children crossing the road to get into Manor Garth
is frightening.

NOTED – it is not considered that this
represents a better alternative to the
policy which has significant NP
consultation support.

NO ACTION

This should have high priority.

NOTED – prioritisation is a job for
OTC after NP adoption, with review
on an annual basis.

NO ACTION

It is hard to see what improvements could be made to the very old
Otley bridge. Perhaps a new bridge is needed but who will pay?

1) NOTED – ref P77/para 4 for detail
re envisaged improvements.
2) NOTED – there is currently no
consensus re a crossing point or a
road alignment to connect any new
bridge to the road network and no
prospect of delivery in the plan
period. As such, not considered
practical at this stage but would be
considered when the NP is reviewed.
NOTED – in the case of TT3,
‘encouraged’ is considered to be
most appropriate. Development
acceptable in principle may not

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

LCC - Policy TT3 refers to “supported and encouraged”, TT4 refers to
“should contribute” and TT5 refers to “strongly encouraged and
supported.” It is recommended that there is consistency with wording
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ACTION – amend policy
wording, substituting
‘’encouraged’ for ‘encouraged
and supported’.

and words such as “strongly” are deleted (the policy should either
support or not).

always be supported in matters of
detail.
NOTED

NO ACTION

NOTED – policies provide for this.

NO ACTION

DISAGREE – it is considered that the
proposed improvements would be
beneficial while not detracting from
the existing bridge/its function. No
reason is offered as to why it should
be left alone.

NO ACTION

Essential with such heavy usage

NOTED

NO ACTION

Both bridges must be upgraded

NOTED – policies provide for this.

NO ACTION

Definitely

NOTED

NO ACTION

Certainly improve the bridge but raised access to it implies raising the
level of the footpath through the park all along the river! This seems
unreasonable and unfeasible.

NOTED – the improvement envisaged
involves access from the north along
the line of thepipe, ie from land at an
existing higher level.

NO ACTION

But see comment at Q 5

NOTED

NO ACTION

"White" Bridge is a disgrace - it could be a great tourist area!

NOTED – proposed improvements
will help to address this.
NOTED – in the case of TT4, ‘should
contribute’ is considered to be
appropriate wording. Neither
‘support’ or ‘encourage’ or both
would be appropriate to the policy’s
intention. The aim is not consistency

NO ACTION

LCC - This is an appropriate policy.
Pedestrian / cycle facilities on both bridges needs improvements.
Leave the White Bridge alone

Policy TT4

LCC - Policy TT3 refers to “supported and encouraged”, TT4 refers to
“should contribute” and TT5 refers to “strongly encouraged and
supported.” It is recommended that there is consistency with wording
and words such as “strongly” are deleted (the policy should either
support or not).
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NO ACTION

of wording but appropriateness of
wording.
MP - Traffic congestion and air pollution are also major issues in Otley,
and I support the transport and travel policies, especially those to
improve public transport (TT4 and TT5).

NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - This is an appropriate aspirational policy. METRO to comment.

NOTED – METRO made no comment.

NO ACTION

Integrated bus links to Weeton/ Huby rail also guisley / Menston

NOTED – bus/rail integration is
already included as a community
action. There is no evidence re the
need for a Weeton shuttle bus.
Integration with Guiseley on the
same line as Menston but further
from Otley is not considered sensible.

NO ACTION

This policy is unrealistic - developers contributions are small + time
limited. Getting people to use buses on difficult to access out of town
sites isn't working

NOTED – even small/time-limited
contributions are better than no
contribution. Infrastructure
improvements are longer term. This
type of policy is common in Local
Plans/NPs

NO ACTION

Especially improvements to the x84

NOTED – information on desired
improvements would have been
helpful.

NO ACTION

Unrealistic - "car culture" and people do not travel around Otley by
bus

NOTED – policy is better than no
policy. Policy plus community actions
designed to address car culture and
encourage more bus/rail use.
Inaction will achieve nothing.

NO ACTION

Definitely

NOTED

NO ACTION

and.... Please, please, please have a shuttle bus from Otley to
Weeton/Huby Train station
A train link is badly needed.

X84 requires major improvement.
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What can I say! lifelong public transport traveller and this needs A
PLAN!. Needs planning and the First Leeds Executive in the hot seat.

NOTED – the influence of the NP via
planning policy is necessarily limited
as not a core planning issue. The
community actions provide a basic
agenda for action on which the TC
and other local bodies can act. It is
however recognised that real
action/change is in the gift of others
and their plans.

NO ACTION

Encourage car sharing

NOTED – there are existing schemes
and apps which already do this.

NO ACTION

Add to bus shelters 'with real time display boards'
And include electronic data at bus stops for up to date information on
buses.
Real Time information screens should also be included

NOTED – this is existing policy.

NO ACTION

Dont develop Otley but DO IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSPORT X2

NOTED – the NP cannot prevent
more development but does seek to
control it. TT4 addresses public
transport improvement as do
community actions.

NO ACTION

Improved public transport must aim to decrease the number of car
journeys within Otley.

NOTED – this aim underpins the NPs
Transport & Traffic policies and
community actions.

NO ACTION

Also load (nb note?) that x84 not using Leeds Road all time. Arnwood
flats will lose out.

NOTED – while one set of residents
lose out, another will gain. A
reasonable service still exists, albeit
reduced.

NO ACTION

Public transport links are very poor at the moment.

NOTED – NP policies and community
actions seek to bring about
improvements.

NO ACTION
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Policy TT5

LCC - Policy TT3 refers to “supported and encouraged”, TT4 refers to
“should contribute” and TT5 refers to “strongly encouraged and
supported.” It is recommended that there is consistency with wording
and words such as “strongly” are deleted (the policy should either
support or not).

NOTED – in the case of TT5,
‘encouraged’ is considered to be
most appropriate. Development
acceptable in principle may not
always be supported in matters of
detail. ‘Strongly’ can be deleted.

ACTION – amend policy
wording, substituting
‘’encouraged’ for ‘encouraged
and supported’ and deleting
‘strongly’.

MP - Traffic congestion and air pollution are also major issues in Otley,
and I support the transport and travel policies, especially those to
improve public transport (TT4 and TT5).

NOTED

NO ACTION

OTP Transport - Again the Transport Group welcomes this policy
statement, and is in line with previous correspondence that we have
had on this matter.

NOTED

NO ACTION

unless improvemnts to Otley bus station especially if volumes are to
increase. cant see an alternative location that would work

NOTED – policy deliberately leaves
the door open to either improvement
to existing or alternative locations
not yet apparent but that may come
on stream – NP is a long term plan.

NO ACTION

Current bus station is good location

AGREE – ref P81/para 2.

NO ACTION

Can the bus station be moved in line with other agreed policies. Traffic
surveys must be carried out before building.

NOTED – policy is aspirational. Clearly
any move would have to be subject
to extensive study and be in line with
other NP and LCC planning policies.

NO ACTION

Partly agree Why move the bus station

NOTED – because limited scope to
expand on current site and predicted
increased bus volumes and usage –
ref P81/para 2.

NO ACTION

Central Bus Station functions fine + drops people at Otley's heart

NOTED – yes it delivers people to
Otley’s heart/is good location but it

NO ACTION
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Bus station reasonable where it is - it needs to be central

doesn’t function fine and is likely to
be placed under increasing bus
volume/usage pressures in years to
come- ref P81/para 2.

Improvements for existing bus station

NOTED – TT5 provides for this.

NO ACTION

Bus station is big enough but needs a clean up (jetwash).

NOTED – but unlikely to be big
enough to cope with future predicted
bus volumes/usage – ref P81/para 2.
Need for clean-up is not a NP issue.

NO ACTION

Definitely

NOTED

NO ACTION

New bus station is a priority

NOTED – the bus station issue is
considered to be important but
improvement of existing vs new site
is not clear cut – ref P81/para 2, TT5
and community action.

NO ACTION

If this is considered within the other points made around protecting
green belt areas, and likely to provide relief, rather than impact.

NOTED – the meaning of the
comment is unclear.

NO ACTION

The bus station is certainly no longer fit for purpose but where on
earth would a new one be sited?

NOTED – policy deliberately leaves
the door open to either improvement
to existing or alternative locations
not yet apparent but that may come
on stream – NP is a long term plan.

NO ACTION

But policy seems to exclude the possibility of two locations rather than
one location to provide for bus service expansion. Suggest policy is
modified to allow for flexibility and opportunity.

NOTED – 2 ‘bus station’ type
locations in a small town like Otley is
not considered to be a feasible or
desirable option. NP policy has
majority NP consultation support.

NO ACTION
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Policy TT6

Will suitable traffic surveys be conducted?

NOTED – need for bus station study,
which would need to include traffic
surveys, addressed under community
actions.

NO ACTION

YES, assuming that moving the Bus Station is in line with other agreed
Policies, and is an ‘otherwise acceptable development’, and provided
that suitable traffic surveys are carried out before design and build.

NOTED – policy is aspirational. Any
linked development would need to
be acceptable in principle. Clearly any
move would have to be subject to
extensive study and be in line with
other NP and LCC planning policies.

NO ACTION

the bus station is very busy and sometimes hazardous but it is very
central and a relocated station would perhaps not be so well -used.

NOTED – existing location is
acknowledged to be good (ref
P81/para 2) but clearly has problems
which are predicted to worsen. Policy
leaves door open as to improvement
to existing or new site. Any new site
would need to be suitable/town
centre as stated in policy.

NO ACTION

Needs new extended bus station and not in town centre

NOTED – new extended station is a
stated option. A non-town centre
location not considered to be a
desirable option.
NOTED

NO ACTION

NOTED – as the corridor of the
former railway does not fall within
the boundary of the East of Otley
development site, there would not
appear to be any conflict. TT6 is also
complemented by the provisions of
MU1 in respect of East of Otley/The
Greenway.

NO ACTION

MP - While re-instatement of the rail link (TT6) is aspirational and long
term, it is, as the Plan states, important to keep this in view.
LCC - The plan states that development of any land along the corridor
of the former railway will be resisted if it would prevent the
development of an Otley rail or tram link. This is likely to conflict with
the East of Otley development. The plan should be clear about this and
any implications of the East of Otley development.
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NO ACTION

OTP Transport - We support the existing statement, but suggest that
this should be expanded from protecting the line of the former railway
to also include protection of the site of a potential station (Station
Top).

NOTED – station development ie
‘local transport infrastructure’, would
not be inconsistent with the Green
Belt type protection afforded the
Station Top LGS (or its LHA/LGI
status, ie development not
precluded). It is not certain that
Station Top would be the preferred
site for a station.

NO ACTION

If Otley to Menston most of the permanent way is still extant. Cycle
walkway should be included.

NOTED – NP policies identify rail and
greenway corridors running together.

NO ACTION

Much easier to create shuttle bus system to existing rail
Excellent aspiration, but probably unnecessary if a shuttle bus ran
between Otley + Weeton / Huby train station.

NOTED – Menston shuttle bus
already exists. No evidence of need
or demand for Weeton shuttle.

NO ACTION

Important to keep that option open

NOTED

NO ACTION

Reinstating the railway station is a non starter. Better improve bus
links to Menston

DISAGREE – it is considered to be a
feasible long term aspiration and is
well-supported by the community. As
such it is important to keep the
option ‘alive’ on the ground.
Improved Menston links can be
pursued in the meantime and are
covered by an existing community
action.

NO ACTION

A train link is badly needed.

NOTED

NO ACTION

The call to re-open the railway just isn't practical, it would be a branch
line off a branch line. It would be better to push for more frequent
trains on the line to Menston and a better, quicker, cheaper shuttle
bus connecting Otley and the station.

DISAGREE – it is considered to be a
feasible long term aspiration and is
well-supported by the community. As
such it is important to keep the

NO ACTION

Must protect rail route including station top site

Well - we know this won't happen. Free and regular bus service to
Menston needed - still not good enough.
Cynically unlikely ever to re-instate rail link - it was the downfall of
Otley!!
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option ‘alive’ on the ground.
Improved Menston links can be
pursued in the meantime and are
covered by an existing community
action. There is only limited scope to
improve train frequency on the
Menston line due to capacity issues.
I would like to see the rail link reinstated in Otley. This could solve a lot
of the travel and parking problems

NOTED

NO ACTION

This is very important. A lot of the problems with traffic and parking in
Otley would be solved if the rail link was reinstated.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Interested to know outcome of discussions.

NOTED

NO ACTION

i am not in favor of the return of a railway line/station to Otley

DISAGREE – it is considered to be a
feasible long term aspiration and is
well-supported by the community. As
such it is important to keep the
option ‘alive’ on the ground. It is
already a commuter location and
destined to become moreso with no
associated public transport
infrastructure improvements.

NO ACTION

Trains are badly needed

NOTED

NO ACTION

The line of the old railway as far as the existing Ilkley line must be
protected in order to leave open the reinstatement of a train service
to Otley which will be ever more essential to facilitate commuter
traffic into Leeds as the A660 becomes increasingly congested.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Totally oppose this and the return of railway to Otley - Otley's
character would be destroyed as commuter location.
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Policy TT7

Yes, but how does this fit with keeping the former rail trackway as a
green route?/ I thought the plan was to turn the train track into a cycle
way.

NOTED – NP policies identify rail and
greenway corridors running together.

NO ACTION

The links to Menston Rail Station are fine with linked bus and train
timetables. It’s an easy drive / cycle and there are other routes to
Leeds (trains). The absence of a train station in Otley is possibly the
only reason anybody can afford to live here. With the re-reinstatement
of the rail link, Otley is more likely to become a middle class commuter
town (in the mould of Menston and Burley). This is likely to
dramatically increase house prices (leading to more development
pressure on green spaces and surrounding land) and significantly alter
the character of the town from a socio-economically mixed town with the shops, businesses, pubs and facilities to match - into an
expensive and less vibrant place to live.

NOTED – this is a minority view for
which there is no evidence or
expressed community support.

NO ACTION

Important

NOTED

NO ACTION

what about reintroducing a train service? This was once seriously
considered. A town of Otley's size justifies its own railway station and
reinstatement of a train service

NOTED – this is the long term intent
of Policy TT6.

NO ACTION

We should consider the possibility of re-opening rail networks to Otley
which could be much more beneficial.

NOTED – this is the long term intent
of Policy TT6.

NO ACTION

Park outside centre and walk in. Parking along railway line for
example. Temporarily until tram is developed. Then provide park-andride areas - at east and west boundaries of Otley

NOTED – Otley is too small for a park
and ride type system. Town centre
trade relies on town centre parking.
The policy provision made re car
parking is considered appropriate
given projected population increases
within the plan period.

NO ACTION

Existing car park sites are busy but with the supermarkets its usually
possible to park

NOTED - the policy provision made re
car parking is considered appropriate

NO ACTION
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given projected population increases
within the plan period.
something should be done, however, about the number of cars parked
with wheels on the pavement both in the town centre and particularly
on the Cambridge estate

NOTED – this is a Police not a NP
issue.

NO ACTION

Cant lose anymore parking space.

NOTED – policy aims to protect
existing capacity

NO ACTION

Resist change

NOTED – policy seeks to resist
material change in relation to town
centre car parking

NO ACTION

Park in town. Park & Ride. free parking. Deal with businesses that have
spaces

NOTED – policy addresses town
centre parking. Free parking is
covered under ‘community actions’.
Otley is too small for a park and ride
type system. There is no evidence
that Otley needs the extra parking
that business spaces would provide.

NO ACTION

Ban HGV's - v. prevalent in Farnley Lane - and motor bikes! and
speeding in Farnley Lane

1) NOTED – the general issue of HGVs
is already addressed in community
actions. No evidence of it being a
particular issue on Farnley Lane that
would support the consideration of a
ban, even if such a ban were feasible.
2) NOTED – motor bikes/speeding
are Police not NP matters.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

I am not convinced we are making the best use of car parks we have
and believe that reconfiguring/re-marking of Charles Street/Lix/Burras
Lane could yield additional spaces. Some on street parking (eg corner
of Charles Street) also causes back-up of traffic on Bondgate.

1) DISAGREE – evidence suggests that
reconfiguring etc would actually
reduce available spaces. No evidence
of need for further spaces.

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION
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2) NOTED – this is not considered to
be a significant issue requiring any
particular action.
I think less cars in Otley and an encouragement towns arriving via
public transport, bicycles or on foot should be supported.

NOTED – this is the broad thrust of
NP planning policies and community
actions.

NO ACTION

I think that anything that is likely to encourage more cars to come into
the town should be resisted if we are seriously wanting a sustainable
community. We need to prevent further air pollution in the town and
do our bit to reduce the threat of climate change.

NOTED – it is considered that NP car
parking policies are about attempting
to deal with the cars that will
inevitably come rather than
encouraging more cars. The thrust of
the majority of NP Transport &
Traffic policies and community
actions is towards sustainable
modes.

NO ACTION

Parking should only be protected where it is clear that it is needed.
Many of Otley's car parks are never full.

NOTED – there is no evidence to
support this. Occupation is variable
relative to time of day/week/year.
Policy is basically to protect town
centre parking at existing levels; to
identify an opportunity for further
parking on a site unsuitable for built
development and to welcome
‘windfall’ parking capacity; and to
anticipate a likely demand increase
relative to population increase during
the plan period.

NO ACTION

Waitrose site and parking was in cooperation of community needs. It
was 3 hours now only 1hour 30 minutes which means users only have
time to supermarket shop and not visit town. Has LCC any control on
the instigation of this alteration?

NOTED – this is outside of NP control.

NO ACTION
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Otley needs more parking areas
We need more parking areas in Otley

NOTED – both TT7 and TT8 provide
for this

NO ACTION

Definitely

NOTED

NO ACTION

Better lighting needed for car parking generally

NOTED – considered to be an issue
warranting further investigation.
Should be added as a community
action with OTC as lead.

ACTION – add to community
actions as indicated.

There should be no attempt to replace any lost car parking spaces. No
further land should be allocated for car parking. Reduction in car use is
an essential element in any climate strategy.

DISAGREE – it is considered that such
an approach would not meet
existing/future need and be against
majority community wishes. The
thrust of the majority of NP
Transport & Traffic policies and
community actions is towards
sustainable modes.

NO ACTION

More dedicated car parking is certainly needed particularly for tourists
and park and ride commuters! The streets where we live are currently
designated by Leeds as parking areas the usage of which is becoming
increasingly annoying.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Otley Courthouse at present benefits enormously from its location
adjacent to the Lix Car Park. An expanded Otley Courthouse would see
this car park use increase further.

NOTED

NO ACTION

YES. However, I would suggest including that all existing and future
town centre parking is reviewed for its ability to support footfall to
areas where shops find it difficult to trade (e.g., Manor Square,
Clapgate, Bay Horse Court).

NOTED – all 3 areas referenced are
within very easy walking distance of
existing car parks at Lix and
Westgate. This is not considered to
be a feasible suggestion.

NO ACTION

Encourage park and ride and public transport./Consideration will be
given to a 'Park and Ride' system to reduce congestion within the town

NOTED - Otley is too small for a park
and ride type system.

NO ACTION
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Policy TT8

Parking facilities should be developed with a view to increasing the use
of public transport and other alternative forms of transport (e.g.
cycling); decreasing reliance on the use of motor vehicles.

NOTED - the thrust of the majority of
NP Transport & Traffic policies and
community actions is towards
sustainable modes. Parking policy is
basically to protect town centre
parking at existing levels; to identify
an opportunity for further parking on
a site unsuitable for built
development and to welcome
‘windfall’ parking capacity; and to
anticipate a likely demand increase
relative to population increase during
the plan period.

NO ACTION

Some land near bottle bank – corner of Lisker Drive and Cambridge
Drive to use as car park for school times and making it easier for buses.

NOTED – land is within East of Otley
site. Future of school relative to East
of Otley uncertain. Not appropriate
to take suggested action at this time
NOTED – policy is an aspiration
rather than an allocation. Access
details would need to be sorted out.
The NP identifies Station Top as
LGS/LGI/LHA. It is also likely to play a
part in any future rail reinstatement
and in Greenway development.

NO ACTION

Good idea

NOTED

NO ACTION

Essential

NOTED

NO ACTION

Possibly - tip of the iceberg

NOTED – the site would not readily
lend itself to any form of built
development as contaminated land.

NO ACTION

I dont see that access to gas works site would make for a satisfactory
C.P. station top is now little utilised
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NO ACTION

Rat running along Charles Street is dangerous. The site should be used
to entrance the Doctors Surgeries and associated parking

NOTED – the detailed relationship
between the site and Charles St
surgery site/parking would need to
be sorted out.

NO ACTION

Could this be expanded to other sites? How about working with other
landowners (e.g. BT) to get pop-up parking in peak periods

NOTED – no evidence of need for
more spaces at peak periods.

NO ACTION

I think that anything that is likely to encourage more cars to come into
the town should be resisted if we are seriously wanting a sustainable
community. We need to prevent further air pollution in the town and
do our bit to reduce the threat of climate change.

NO ACTION

Expanding car parking in the town centre only brings more cars into
the town centre. Better to improve public transport to town and
encourage walking and cycling which would improve air quality, noise
levels, congestion and public health.

NOTED – it is considered that NP car
parking policies are about attempting
to deal with the cars that will
inevitably come rather than
encouraging more cars. The thrust of
the majority of NP Transport &
Traffic policies and community
actions is towards sustainable
modes.

Definitely!

NOTED

NO ACTION

Improvements needed to the lighting in public car parks

NOTED – considered to be an issue
warranting further investigation.
Should be added as a community
action with OTC as lead.

ACTION – add to community
actions as indicated.

No area should be allocated for additional car parking.

NOTED – the NP is not allocating the
site. The policy is aspirational and the
site would not readily lend itself to
any form of built development as
contaminated land.

NO ACTION

There has to be sustainable transport in Otley which is already
suffering from too much traffic. It we are to make any improvements
to the community then traffic has to be a viewed before any other
actions are taken.

NOTED - the thrust of the majority of
NP Transport & Traffic policies and
community actions is towards
sustainable modes. Traffic issues –

NO ACTION
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largely non-planning in nature – are
addressed under community actions.

Transport & Travel –
Community Actions

Does not read well.

NOTED – it is considered that the
wording of the policy is fit for the
purpose of setting out a simple land
use aspiration.

Introduce residents only parking. Make on street parking in the town
centre for Blue Badge holders only - and monitor use.

1) NOTED – residents only parking –
where/why? Too vague to address.
2) NOTED – the existing disabled
parking spaces in the town centre are
adequate in number

NFU - Where rights of way are created, diverted and/or improved to
allow for development, affecting agricultural land, a net loss of a route
will not be acceptable, in any circumstances. We would expect that in
the event of alterations to rights of way that landowners are
thoroughly consulted at an early stage.

NOTED – landowners would be
consulted re any community actions
affecting PROW.

NO ACTION

St Claire Road to be a through road for buses to Pool Road to relieve
congestion on Cambridge Way.

DISAGREE – UDP inspector has
previously said ‘no’ to this idea. Not
considered feasible.

NO ACTION

Lobby HBC as described, but also please scheme (?) safe cycling from
Askwith to Pool on north of Wharfedale, to continue along side of
B6161 Leathley Lane, over A650 to Castley Lane

NOTED – add to existing cycling
community actions, ie
encouragement of HBC/NYCC etc

ACTION – add to community
actions as indicated.

In relation to infrastructure and traffic management: Could I suggest a
slip road onto the existing bypass at the bottom of East Chevin Road to
help reduce heavy traffic on Birdcage Walk. Could I also suggest 'no
overtaking' lines on Bradford Road near Scarborough Road to stop
vehicles driving on the wrong side of the road to cut up West Chevin
Road. Could I suggest some kind of pedestrian crossing for children at
the bottom of West Chevin Road. It is really quite dangerous.

NOTED – no evidence of need/
demand

NO ACTION
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NO ACTION

1) NO ACTION
2) NO ACTION

5.8 Throstle Nest &
Riverside – General

Policy TNRH1

Policy TNRH2

NYCC - It is noted that two small areas of the designated
neighbourhood plan area fall within the boundaries of North
Yorkshire, in the parishes of Weston and Farnley, within Harrogate
Borough. Recognition of the administrative and local planning
differences of these areas is welcomed.
Harrogate BC - The Neighbourhood Plan map shows the Riverside –
Weston Riverside Corridor as covering the area of woodland
plantation located within the Neighbourhood Plan boundary along
with the areas of land immediately adjacent to the waterfront.
Policies TNRH1 Riverside-Weston Local Green Infrastructure Corridor
and TNRH2 Riverside Development relate to this area and seek to
protect and enhance the wildlife and biodiversity of the riverside
corridor. They also seek to enhance access to the waterfront and to
enhance pedestrian and cycling linkages within the corridor. There
may be potential conflicts between the objectives of improving human
access within the corridor and protecting and enhancing wildlife within
the corridor. It is therefore requested that the policy wording is
reconsidered to provide clarity and to ensure that there is no conflict
created by the differing requirements of these policies.

NOTED

NO ACTION

NOTED – comment relates to TNRH2
rather than this policy and is
addressed in relation to TNRH2
below.

NO ACTION

No information

NOTED – but not understood.

NO ACTION

Not in Otley matters so can't comment on this section

NOTED

NO ACTION

I do not agree with any development here

NOTED – policy seeks to protect the
green infrastructure corridor from
development.

NO ACTION

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION

Although I would comment that there is almost no green in the
Throstle Nest estate
Harrogate BC - The Neighbourhood Plan map shows the Riverside –
Weston Riverside Corridor as covering the area of woodland
plantation located within the Neighbourhood Plan boundary along
with the areas of land immediately adjacent to the waterfront.

NOTED – this policy does not apply to
the Throstle Nest Estate.
NOTED – potential conflict
acknowledged requiring
reconsideration.

NO ACTION
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ACTION – reconsider policy
wording as suggested (NB and
Policy GE3 too)

Policies TNRH1 Riverside-Weston Local Green Infrastructure Corridor
and TNRH2 Riverside Development relate to this area and seek to
protect and enhance the wildlife and biodiversity of the riverside
corridor. They also seek to enhance access to the waterfront and to
enhance pedestrian and cycling linkages within the corridor. There
may be potential conflicts between the objectives of improving human
access within the corridor and protecting and enhancing wildlife within
the corridor. It is therefore requested that the policy wording is
reconsidered to provide clarity and to ensure that there is no conflict
created by the differing requirements of these policies.
Regarding the development between St Davids Road and Throstle Nest
above Meagill Rise, please reserve garden allotments and safe
bicycling way to Weston Road as near as possible to Eastwood
cottages. Public track to create safe bikeway towards Askwith.

NOTED – the site in question, ie
‘Rumplecroft’ is not within the
riverside corridor covered by this
policy. The Rumplecroft development
already has planning permission so it
is too late to include conditions as
suggested.

NO ACTION

You must not include the word ideally from points 2 & 3.

DISAGREE – the use of ‘ideally’ is in
recognition of the fact that it will not
always be possible or desirable (ie in
respect of bullet 1 issues) to increase
access or enhance linkages.

NO ACTION

AGREE – policy clearly seeks to
restrict development to what is
appropriate within this sensitive
corridor.

NO ACTION

No information

NOTED – but not understood

NO ACTION

the riverside needs to be ? well

NOTED – unfortunately the comment
could not be properly deciphered.

NO ACTION

Stronger wording needed. Delete "Ideally" from points 2 + 3.
But please delete the word ‘ideally’ from points 2 & 3/ Remove
'ideally'
Do not want excessive development of River Wharfe corridor
Do not want excessive development of riverside corridor
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Otley Weir - electricity making for the town should be explored - nb
Linton falls - small area used for electricity production for the
community

NOTED – comment does not relate to
part of riverside corridor in this part
of Otley. Electricity generated feeds
the national grid.

NO ACTION

I think we should be very wary of over developing the riverside,
without a specific flood prevention strategy.

NOTED – policy closely restricts
rather than allows for ‘over’
development. This is in keeping with
existing, adopted, higher level LCC
flood risk policies. A flood prevention
strategy is in the process of being
developed.

NO ACTION

Improved linkages across the River Wharfe essential!

NOTED

NO ACTION

Development needs clarifying

NOTED – ‘development’ in planning
terms has a legal definition, ie “the
carrying out of building, engineering,
mining or other operations in, on,
over or under land, or the making of
any material change in the use of any
buildings or other land”. This can be
added to Appendix 12 ‘Glossary of
Terms’.

ACTION – add definition of
‘development’ to Appendix 12.

Ensure riverside leisure/ hospitality does not impact on biodiversity
wildlife corridor value.

NOTED – policy wording needs to be
reconsidered to ensure it is fit for
purpose in this regard.

ACTION – reconsider policy
wording to ensure wildlife/
biodiversity interests are
sufficiently protected.

This mirrors GE3 re crossing points but only for walkers and cyclists
and policy fails to safeguard any such 'opportunities'; ditto road
crossing should this be needed.

NOTED – policy is identical to GE3 but
reproduced here as it also relates to
land in Harrogate where different
strategic planning policies apply.
Policy cannot safeguard
‘opportunities’ where such

NO ACTION
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opportunities have not been
identified/where it is development
proposals coming forward that will
generate such opportunities. The
issue of a new road crossing is a
strategic matter which can only be
considered alongside linkage to the
existing road network and not in
isolation.

Policy TNRH3

I do not agree with any further residential development here

NOTED – the policy is not proposing
any further residential development
in the riverside corridor.

NO ACTION

Strongly agree

NOTED

NO ACTION

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION

Comment that I am not certain the Riverside development can be
considered to be too close to the riverside

NOTED – policy bullet 1 should work
to prevent any development
encroaching too close to the
riverside.
DISAGREE – in this case ‘special
circumstances’ relate only to those
developments allowable by national
Green Belt planning policy.

ACTION – reconsider policy
wording to ensure river banks
are sufficiently protected.

n/a

NOTED

NO ACTION

3 Worried about - vague - very special circumstances

NOTED – in this case ‘very special
circumstances’ relate only to those
developments allowable by national
Green Belt planning policy.

NO ACTION

Special circumstances - another lawyers delight to help developers
ignore this policy.
What "special circumstances" could possibly lead to development
being acceptable?

Although the exception here is suspect? What would be a very special
circumstance?
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NO ACTION

Policy TNRH4

I would like more meat on the bones of this statement. Farmland
borders the Wharfe and this is also close to Bradford and Harrogate

NOTED – intent of comment not
clear. This policy relates only to Otley
Plantation (Part) as shown on the NP
Map.

NO ACTION

This is in private hands

NOTED – private ownership does not
preclude the designation of Local
Green Space.

NO ACTION

I do not support any development here, regardless of the
circumstances.

NOTED – the circumstances in
question relate to those
developments allowable on Local
Green Space as a result of national
Green Belt planning policy.

NO ACTION

Not answered
Harrogate BC - Policy TNRH4 Otley Riverside Local Heritage Area is
located under the Built Environment heading in section 5.8, yet the
Neighbourhood Plan Map shows the Riverside Local Heritage area as
covering the woodland plantation area all the way down to the
riverside.

NOTED
NOTED – as Local Heritage Areas
represent potential conservation
area extensions (or at worst ‘lower
tier’ area conservation designations)
and as Otley Conservation Area in
this broad location also covers green
open space all the way down to the
riverside, there is not considered to
be a problem in this designation.

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

Harrogate BC - The third bullet point within the policy states that
‘development should seek to enhance permeability through the area’.
It is not clear whether this reference to permeability is in relation to
wildlife or people. Increasing permeability of the woodland area for
people may conflict with the objectives of Policies TNRH1 and TNRH2
to protect and enhance wildlife and biodiversity. It is requested that
this policy is reviewed to ensure clarity.

NOTED – in this case, ‘permeability’
relates to people, as defined in
Appendix 12 ‘Glossary of Terms’.
Policy will be applied alongside
TNRH1 which should ensure that any
enhanced permeability is in line with
LGI functions. Also alongside GE5
which should ensure biodiversity
interests are protected/enhanced.
Wording of TNRH2 to be

ACTION – reconsider TNRH2
(and with it GE3) in line with
comment.
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reconsidered to ensure wording gives
adequate weight to wildlife/
biodiversity.

Policy TNRH5

n/a

NOTED

NO ACTION

Otley plantation must be naturally off limits

NOTED – its private ownership means
there is no public access.

NO ACTION

The small car park adjacent to Riverside Park/Wharfemeadows is in a
poor state - full of pot holes that fill with water. Appropriate
resurfacing should take place

AGREE – include as community
action.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

CF BE6. Where and why does permeability need enhancing here?

NOTED – this is a good question!
Further permeability is not
desirable/needed.

ACTION – amend policy bullet
re permeability to ‘maintain’.

I do not support any residential development in this area.

NOTED – the policy is not proposing
any residential development in this
area.

NO ACTION

Not answered
Too late - look at Garnetts Mill!

NOTED
NOTED – the comment does not
relate to the policy/to development
on the Riverside Estate adjacent to
the conservation area. The NP cannot
address irreversible historical
decisions/actions.

NO ACTION
NO ACTION

n/a

NOTED

NO ACTION

Too late!

NOTED – unclear what the policy is
too late for. Whatever, the NP and its
policies cannot address irreversible
historical decisions/actions

NO ACTION
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Yes, and no building - except facilities for leisure

NOTED – some residential (eg
extensions) and conceivably other
development could take place on the
Riverside Estate requiring planning
permission. The apply would apply in
such cases.

NO ACTION

The boundary walls for the recently sold Queen Anne Lodge have been
vandalised, cracked, its attractive pillars are on the ground. Belongs to
LCC. ACTION should be taken before stuff is stolen!!!

AGREE – a ‘community action’ re this
issue should be added.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

permeability ? clarify

NOTED – defined in Appendix 12
‘Glossary of Terms’

NO ACTION

This area should be left in its natural state, otherwise the balance
between built up areas and wild areas would be upset, and so would
wildlife and ecology. We don't want everything built upon

NOTED – comment does not seem to
relate to the area covered by the
policy, ie the residential Riverside
Estate.

NO ACTION

CF BE6. Where and why does permeability need enhancing here?

NOTED – this is a good question!
Further permeability is not
desirable/needed.

ACTION – amend policy bullet
re permeability to ‘maintain’
rather than ‘enhance’.

Yes but include relevant views within Policy wording.

DISAGREE – post-consultation LCC
advice is that policies can have
additional information included in
appendices, with reference to it in
the policy, where it is common sense
to do so. Where this is the case, the
appendix becomes part of the policy.
Given length of Appendix 5, it is
clearly common sense to do so here.

NO ACTION

NOTED – as the Riverside Estate is a
residential area, development
requiring planning permission (eg

NO ACTION

All the relevant views within Appendix 5 should be replicated in full
within the policy. X3

I do not support any residential development in this area.
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extensions) may be proposed which
is residential in nature.

Policy TNRH6

Help fund the redevelopment of the lido

NOTED – comment is not relevant to
this policy. Lido initiative is
conspicuously absent from the NP.

ACTION – add community
action re lido initiative.

Not answered
Harrogate BC - A Conservation Area Appraisal has been prepared for
the Weston Conservation Area by Harrogate Borough Council. It is
suggested that reference to this Appraisal is made within the
supporting text to policy TNRH6.

NOTED
AGREE – this would be a useful
addition to the text.

NO ACTION
ACTION – amend policy
preamble to make reference
to the appraisal.

As noted elsewhere, footpath from lodge on Weston Lane LS21 2HL to
Otley sailing club would work as there is already public footpath gate
there

AGREE – pursue as a ‘community
action’.

ACTION – add community
action as indicated.

AONB + NYCC + HBC want this area respected as part of setting of
Weston Hall Estate + Southern AONB boundary. This area is not
currently scheduled for development in LUDP.

NOTED – aim of policy is to ensure
that any development on Throstle
Nest respects its role in providing a
setting.

NO ACTION

n/a

NOTED

NO ACTION

4 Is this hinting at further development in this area? Need to preserve
landscape in north yorkshire

NOTED – no, but development, eg in
the form of extensions requiring
planning permission, could take place
on the Throstle Nest Estate. The
policy aims to control any such
development with regard to the
Weston CA.

NO ACTION

Yes, I live in this area and close links must be made with
Harrogate/Farmers and developers

NOTED

NO ACTION
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I'm opposed to any more building taking place here too, reasons as
above. It would spoil the beauty and rural aspect of the area

NOTED – but development, eg in the
form of extensions requiring planning
permission, could take place on the
Throstle Nest Estate. The policy aims
to control any such development
with regard to the Weston CA.

NO ACTION

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION

Note - there is a walking desire line from the top western corner of
Throstle Nest towards Borts Well - which although outside the
Neighbourhood Plan area - possibly should be referenced?
Not appropriate X2

NOTED – as outside the NA no need
to reference.

NO ACTION

NOTED – unlikely that such proposals
will come forward on the Throstle
Nest Estate but policy exists to
address such an eventuality should it
arise.

NO ACTION

n/a

NOTED

NO ACTION

Any development for employment generating uses would be totally
inappropriate because of lack of space and very narrow roads

NOTED – unlikely that such proposals
will come forward on the Throstle
Nest Estate but policy exists to
address such an eventuality should it
arise.

NO ACTION

Sympathetic in design and affordability

NOTED – policy addresses design
issues. Affordability is not an issue for
this type of development.

NO ACTION

Agree wholeheartedly. Encourage less commuters.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION

Although I am not sure that this policy is necessarily relevant or
desirable in these locations!

NOTED – unlikely that such proposals
will come forward on the Throstle

NO ACTION

I do not support any development in this area.

Policy TNRH7
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Policy TNRH8

Policy TNRH9

If the photo is anything to go by the buildings need something

Nest Estate but policy exists to
address such an eventuality should it
arise.
AGREE – PHGS have grant from OTC
and Lottery to carry out
improvement works.

NO ACTION

n/a

NOTED

NO ACTION

Agree and moneys should enhance PHGS as it will need to be a bigger
school in the future

NOTED – unclear what monies could
accrue to PHGS from this policy.

NO ACTION

The changing rooms are a disgrace to the area. They should be in a
place where they can be easily monitored and protected.

NOTED – PHGS have grant from OTC
and Lottery to carry out
improvement works. Changing rooms
location is linked to adjacent/nearby
pitches.

NO ACTION

I would not support any development in this area, other than the
upgrade of the building already there.

NOTED – development could be for a
beneficial use, including a non-built
use. Other NP and higher level
policies would prevent inappropriate
development in this location.

NO ACTION

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION

Some provision for the protection of the sports playing fields and the
access road to the changing facilities should be mentioned

NOTED – the sports playing fields are
outside the NA so NP planning policy
cannot apply to them. The access
road is a public highway so could not
be closed without due legal process.
There is no suggestion that closure is
an issue.
NOTED – P79 map (reproduced as an
inset to the NP Map) is indicative of
the route continuing on into North

NO ACTION

I spoke to Harrogate rights of way officer Nicky Bunting tel:
01609780780 regarding the aspirational cycling or walking way along
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NO ACTION

river wharfe via otley sailing club and Guycroft. Suggest extending this
into North Yorkshire.

Yorkshire. It is not however
appropriate to show it continuing
outside of the NA.

Extend cycle way through footpath - Throstle Nest to Meagill Rise
(Other suggestions on mark up of safer cycling routes map (which is
attached) – nb transcribed into separate comment)

AGREE

ACTION – amend NP Map and
Map P78 to show extension.

Please include reference to maintaining/improving bridleways X2

DISAGREE – P78 map/inset to NP
shows no bridleways in HBC part of
NA.

NO ACTION

Could you rewrite this in plain English.

NOTED – this is planning policy and
as such is necessarily written in
technical language in order to be fit
for purpose/for use by LCC planning
officers in determining planning
applications.

NO ACTION

Hopefully Harrogate would be sympathetic to overall Otley
Neighbourhood Plan

NOTED – once adopted, NP becomes
part of the Harrogate Local Plan and
its policies applied equally alongside
HBC policies. HBC have cooperated in
the preparation of the NP thus far.

NO ACTION

Otley is an historic cycling, walking and running town. More cycle
paths and ways needed

NOTED – policy provides for this.

NO ACTION

Surfaces should be environmentally sympathetic - permeable, no
tarmac if possible

NOTED – this is too detailed a
requirement for this policy.

NO ACTION

Cycling should not be promoted at the expense of tearing up more
green spaces.

NOTED – bullet 3 of the policy
requires that network extensions and
improvements be acceptable relative
to other policies, including those in
the NP ‘green environment’ section.

NO ACTION
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Chapter 6 –
Monitoring Review
Implementation

Not answered

NOTED

NO ACTION

This should include traffic calming measures to make road useage by
cyclists safer. I can comment from personal experience that the traffic
on Birdcage Walk, West Chevin Road and Burras Lane has got
significantly faster and heavier in the 3 years since I moved to Otley.
We had a fatality on West Chevin Road earlier this year and have had
numerous road closures due to accidents at the junction between
Birdcage Walk and W Chevin Road

NOTED – in this particular context of
cycling in the parts of the NA within
Harrogate BC, development
proposals would be subject to
Harrogate Local Plan Policy T22A as
referenced on P94.

NO ACTION

No development at Riverside that harms the Farnley woodland

NOTED – the woodland, referred to
in the NP as ‘Otley Plantation (Part)’
is subject to protection as a Local
Green Space – ref Policy GE6.
NOTED

NO ACTION

NYCC - We understand that a neighbourhood plan cannot actually
introduce CIL charging to an area where it has not been introduced by
the District. We therefore feel that further clarification of this position
is needed on page 97.

DISAGREE – it is considered that the
situation re CIL charging is made
abundantly clear on P96/7 and that
nowhere is it even suggested that a
NP can introduce CIL. What is clear is
that a PC can spend the CIL it is due.

NO ACTION

NYCC - North Yorkshire County Council should be added to the list of
agencies on page 97, and should CIL charging be introduced in
Harrogate District, contributions for education would need to be
included.

1) AGREE – NYCC should be added to
the list as suggested.
2) DISAGREE – there is not
considered to be any link between
CIL generated in HBC, ie outside the
parish and schools in the NA, which
are all within Leeds.

1) ACTION – add NYCC to list
as suggested
2) NO ACTION

MP - The Project Delivery Plan highlights the scale of the tasks and cooperation needed by partner organisations to implement the range of
community actions set out in the plan, and to develop and monitor the
range of policies that are finally adopted.
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NO ACTION

Community Actions General

NYCC - Harrogate Borough Council has Guidance on Developer
Contributions to Education Facilities (July 2016) and, in consultation
with North Yorkshire County Council, where appropriate the council
seeks planning obligations for infrastructure needs generated directly
by a development for primary and secondary education. This should
be referenced in the current neighbourhood plan.

NOTED – there is no HBC/NYCC
school within the NA – as such it is
considered highly unlikely that any
development for primary or
secondary education is likely to result
in an infrastructure need within the
NA to which an obligation would
apply. The relevance to the NP is
tangential at best.

NO ACTION

I suggest we prioritise these and propose target delivery timelines and
distinguish between these which OTC can actively pursue and more
passive ('support').

DISAGREE – this is a job for OTC after
NP adoption, with review on an
annual basis.

NO ACTION

This is a strange action list Otley Neighbourhood Plan Have i lose the
will to live!!

NOTED – the genesis of the lists in
Chapter 5, summarised in the Project
Delivery Plan in Chapter 6, is
explained in the preamble to each
individual Chapter 5 list. Local
community suggestions from 3
rounds of NP consultation is
foremost amongst the sources.

NO ACTION

The small part of the neighbourhood impacts on a grace and private
tenure housing area

????? – the meaning of the comment
is totally unclear – as such a response
is not possible.

NO ACTION

For community, add - OTC lead & group to champion youth issues OTC lead through to champion music - Project to work with Norwood
Homes on Ashfield - Audit of employment land

1) NOTED – re new youth/music
groups. Add to community
‘community actions’ with OTC and
OTP as respective leads.
2) NOTED – covered by existing
community action
3) NOTED – covered by already
conducted AECOM study.

1) ACTION – add to community
actions as indicated.
2) NO ACTION
3) NO ACTION
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Tea shops never seem to open after 4pm. A small point, but if we're
attracting visitors –

AGREE – something BID can
potentially influence.

ACTION – add to employment
community actions.

N/A

NOTED

NO ACTION

No X11

NOTED – assumed to mean no
comment.

NO ACTION

No further comments, for now

NOTED

NO ACTION

No. All looks good.

NOTED

NO ACTION

I trust this plan will have some direction and effect with LCC decisions!

NOTED – once adopted, the NP
becomes part of the Leeds Local Plan
as far as planning decisions are
concerned. ‘Community
actions’/non-planning provisions will
be used to guide local
action/expenditure and to influence
others.

NO ACTION

Lot of work gone into producing this plan! Lot of food for thought

NOTED

NO ACTION

Already previously noted, GE4, H2, TT2, TT3, TT6, TT7, & TT5

NOTED

NO ACTION

We would like to be part of further discussions. Please contact me on
xxxxxxxxx

NOTED – offer appreciated but too
late in process to add to the steering
group

NO ACTION

The final point that I would like to make is that we should be defining
as specifically as possible what is right for the community so that
future developments and changes can be measured against this
objective. Let's not leave ourselves vulnerable to the intentions and
manipulations of corporate entities that do not care about our
environment or welfare, but do care about (as a priority) lining the
pockets of their shareholders, for which they have a judiciary

NOTED – it is considered that the NP
already sets out what Otley needs/
wants as specifically as it can, within
the context of higher level planning
policy and available information.

NO ACTION
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responsibility. This is about Otley and the residents - not about making
money for individuals who do not live in this community. For whatever
the future of this community is, this cannot be at the detriment of
those who already call this home.
They are all most commendable and deserve every encouragement to
enable them to happen and not become empty pipe dreams

NOTED

NO ACTION

Make Otley a sustainable town - sustainable energy efficient and
energy generating homes, reduce car usage and improve public
transport and walking. cycling. Support environmentally sustainable.
responsible, cooperative industry, encourage local food production
and supply etc

NOTED – the NP addresses
sustainability in so far as it can, via its
planning policies (eg sustainable
homes are an excluded NP matter)
and community actions, reflecting
community wishes as communicated
via consultations. The NP will be
subject to sustainability assessment
prior to submission to LCC and must
be shown to be contributing
positively to sustainable
development in order to pass
examination.

NO ACTION

Not at this stage - I'm knackered! But having got to the apparent end
of the survey there seems to be no box to refer to general matters like
the significance of a traffic study and management measures to
alleviate existing, let alone future congestion and hence high pollution
points.

NOTED – need for traffic study
addressed in MU1 and community
actions. Congestion addressed in
Transport & Travel ‘community
actions’. Pollution monitoring in
Green Environment ‘community
actions’. Given NPs advanced stage of
production, the consultation was
focussed on feedback to content
rather than more general matters –
previous consultations provided
opportunity for the raising of general
matters. This has however not

NO ACTION
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prevented them from being raised
and considered.
Ambitious

NOTED – progress will be
monitored/reviewed annually and
the programme rolled forward/
adjusted as required.

NO ACTION

I agree with them - with the exception of the rail link reinstatement.

NOTED – it is considered that rail ink
reinstatement is a reasonable and
well-supported aspiration in line with
the vision and objectives.

NO ACTION

-Consult Otley Community Land Trust about their plans.
-Inclusion of the recently formed Otley Community Land Trust as the
aim is to be community led in the development of affordable and
sustainable housing within the area.

NOTED – the trust has had the
opportunity to respond to this
consultation. Its ideas are generally
supported and support will be
reflected in new community action in
Housing section.

ACTION – add action as
indicated

Retain Otleys identity + green spaces DO NOT DEVELOP THE TOWN
EAST OF OTLEY

NOTED – the NP includes many
policies designed to retain Otley’s
identity and green spaces. The NP
cannot oppose the East of Otley
development as the land has already
been long allocated by higher level
adopted LCC planning policy.

NO ACTION

Not at this time

NOTED

NO ACTION

Too many to consider that is why we need a town manager! Paid to
work for the community. This person would have an overview of the
town and could coordinate all the interests of the community.

NOTED – post already exists within
BID.

NO ACTION

The NP needs to include efforts to continually promote the use of
public transport (buses, rail, cycling, walking). We also need to make

NOTED – all of these issues, bar wood
burning stoves, are addressed in the

NO ACTION
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continual efforts to reduce pollution particularly from increased traffic
and use of wood burning stoves.

Transport & Traffic section. A
pollution monitoring station is
proposed in Green Environment/
community actions. Pollution from
wood burning stoves is covered by
legislation and is not a NP issue.

All the actions are most noble and have to agree with most of them.
My main concern is how these ideals will be financed. In most
governments, there is a gap between what needs to be done and what
is done.

NOTED – financing is addressed in
general terms in Chapter 6 and will
be reviewed annually/in detail by the
TC. Given the NPs strategic role, it is
not appropriate for it to look at
financing in more detail.

NO ACTION

There appear to be some activities duplicated in the community
actions with those policies outlined in the document. This has
potential to cause confusion so suggest they are removed from the
community actions list. Some of the community actions read like a
'wish list' - not sure they are grounded in reality. Is there any evidence
from previous consultations for all of these community actions?

NOTED – as the plan states in the
Chapter 5 preambles to individual
community action sections, many of
the actions come from 3 rounds of
community consultation. Where
issues/activities are covered by both
policies and actions, it reflects the
fact that they may be achieved either
by the reactive application of policies
to outside development proposals
and/or by direct action by local/other
bodies.

NO ACTION

THIS PLAN IS HARD TO FOLLOW AND THE PLANS ONLINE ARE TOO
SMALL TO READ AND WE CANT SEE ANY DETAIL

NOTED – the structure of the NP
written document is considered to be
fit for purpose and clearly set out.
The NP Map is available in printed A0
format and should have a zoom
facility online. The scale is in line with
Local Plan maps produced by LPAs.

NO ACTION
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Need to focus on making affordable accommodation for businesses in
Light industrial

NOTED – this is addressed in both NP
employment planning policies and
under Employment ‘community
actions.
NOTED – this is not considered
necessary as each appendix is
adequately introduced from the
section to which it relates.
NOTED – the appendix is clearly
referenced on P20 in the section to
which it relates.

NO ACTION

The description of the Green Lane-Kell Beck Corridor is incorrect. The
public footpath running northwards alongside Kell Beck does NOT
terminate when it reaches St Richard’s Road. It continues to follow the
beck northwards until it reaches St David’s Road. At this point the Six
Dales Trail turns east along St David’s Road to join up with the
footpath to Clifton. It follows that the designation as LGI of the
entirety of the residential development north of the hospital and east
of Kell Beck is quite unnecessary. It is also undesirable, as it enables
would be developers to argue that residential development is perfectly
compatible with a designation as LGI thereby weakening the
protection the plan seeks to provide to all such areas. A designation as
LGI of no more than the short length of St David’s Road between Kell
Beck and Holbeck (ie the route of the Six Dales Trail) would be more
defensible and would suffice to protect the recreational aspect of the
area. I would strongly urge the council to correct this error in the draft
plan and to make the appropriate consequential amendments.

AGREE – there is an error in the
description as indicated. Correction
of the error removes the need to
include such a large part of the
residential area within LGI. NB in line
with LCC policy re Strategic Green
Infrastructure, development,
whether residential or other is not
precluded within LGI – ref Policy GE2.

ACTION – amend appendix
description and NP Map in
accordance with comment.

The description of the Riverside-Weston Corridor could be improved in
respect of the section immediately to the west of Newall Carr Road.
Like St David’s Road, Croft House Drive offers little in the way of
wildlife or amenity but it does have a potential recreational value
because of its footpath links. The footpath running from the southern
section of Croft House Drive back to Newall Carr Road is not that well
related to the corridor, but the footpath from the north western

AGREE – revisions as suggested
would improve the functionality of
the LGI corridor.

ACTION – amend appendix
description and NP Map in
accordance with comment.

Appendices General

LCC - It would be useful if there was an introductory sentence to each
appendix which sets out its purpose.

Appendix 1 - LGI

LCC - This is useful and well-researched but a clear reference should be
made to it in the plan.
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NO ACTION

NO ACTION

Appendix 2 - ELHN

corner of Croft House Drive which runs along the southern boundary
of the hospital site is closely related to the corridor and provides a
direct link to Weston Ridge. In view of the comments about limited
public access along the Riverside-Weston corridor, this latter footpath
clearly fulfils a useful function in reinforcing the recreational aspect of
the corridor at this point. Furthermore, for much of its length there is a
very wide and much neglected verge alongside the footpath which
could be of value for wildlife (if left neglected) or amenity (if tidied up).
I would urge the council to consider including this footpath and verge
within the green colouring as LGI, as the verge in particular is
vulnerable to encroachment (as new fencing to the rear of one of the
adjoining properties testifies.
LCC - This is useful and well-researched but a clear reference should be
made to it in the plan.

NOTED – the appendix is clearly
referenced on P26 in the section to
which it relates.

NO ACTION

LCC - Other evidence that compliments and confirms local know
knowledge would be helpful, if available.

NOTED – evidence has been
gathered, submitted to LCC and
inputted to the relevant network
database (ie accepted), all in
consultation with LCC ecology
officers. As such, no other evidence is
considered necessary. This process
should be documented in the NP.

ACTION – add text to NP
explaining evidence gathering
process. Liaise with LCC
ecology officers to ensure that
inputted data is easily
accessible to examiner and
others throughout remainder
of NP preparation process,
should this be required.

Appendix 3 - LGS

LCC - It is recognised that significant work has been undertaken to
identify these sites but the appendix could provide more information
as to why they are ‘demonstrably special’.

ACTION – amend site
assessments as indicated.

Appendix 4 - LHAs

LCC - The evidence for these areas as supplied in the appendices is in
some cases fairly limited. For example, the evidence on Albion Street

AGREE – individual site assessments
would benefit from a concluding
‘summary assessment/basis of
recommendation’ section,
incorporating why ‘demonstrably
special’ in the case of LGS within
Green Belt.
1) NOTED – no further Station Top
evidence is available.
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1) NO ACTION

Appendix 5 – Key
Views

could be added to, as well as made clear what is meant by "extension
to the existing conservation area."

2) NOTED – text would benefit from
clearer explanation of how LHA
relates to existing CA. No further
Albion St evidence available.

2) ACTION – improve
explanation of Albion St
LHA/CA relationship.

LCC - An appendix of this nature can be useful to development
management. However, it could be more useful if supplemented by
photographs. More evidence is generally recommended.

AGREE – a photo/photos for each
LHA would be beneficial

ACTION – add photo(s) for
each LHA to appendix

LCC - This does not relate to a ‘Key Views’ policy within the plan but to
a more general approach. A specific policy could be included, but
supplemented by evidence rather than only a description of the view.

NOTED – it relates to a number of
policies, ie GE1, BE5, BE7, BE9, MU1
and TNRH5, all of which reference
the appendix from within the policy.
NB TNRH5 should be referenced from
Appendix. Additionally, policies GE3,
GE4, BE4 and TNRH2 should
reference Appendix 5. The
description is the evidence. This is
more evidence than is provided in
support of key views identified in the
Otley Conservation Area Appraisal.

ACTION – add all references as
indicated.

Natural England - Policy GE1 (Otley Chevin Special Landscape Area)
gives reference to Nidderdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB) within the description of some specific key views which is
welcomed. However, Natural England would like to emphasise the
importance of the AONB and the national protection it receives.
Landscape polices within the Neighbourhood Plan would be
significantly strengthened through greater reference to the Nidderdale
AONB and the views into Otley from the North (as well as the views
towards the AONB from the South).

NOTED – the views into Otley (and of
the Chevin) from the AONB to the
north are from standpoints which sit
outside the Neighbourhood Area
(NA). As such, NP policy cannot cover
any development outside of the NA
which may affect such views.
However supporting text could be
added (P18) to give AONB context to
Chevin SLA etc.

ACTION – add AONB
contextual text to P18

Re View 37 - This view lies outside the East of Otley allocation and looks
away from it. (nb should not be listed as an ‘East of Otley’ view on P124)

AGREE – this is an error.

ACTION – delete ‘View 37 –
see Riverside’ from ‘East of
Otley’ P124.
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Appendix 6 - PNSHA

LCC - Refer to ‘non-designated’ heritage assets.

AGREE

ACTION – substitute ‘nondesignated heritage asset’ for
‘potential non-statutory
heritage asset’ throughout
appendix.

Appendix 7 - Estates

LCC - Excellent table and evidence.
LCC - This is a useful appendix. It could be improved by the use of
photographs but the limitations are understood.

NOTED
AGREE – a photo/photos for each
estate would be beneficial

NO ACTION
ACTION – add photo(s) for
each estate to appendix

LCC - A setting out of key issues is useful. It is understood that further
work is being undertaken on this.

NOTED – no further work is being
undertaken

NO ACTION

OTP Transport - The change that we are requesting to be inserted is
contained within the first bullet point and relates to origin/
destination data – without this key information future modelling will
be compromised as it will not be possible to accurately predict with
any confidence the consequence of any subsequent change to the
topology of the existing road network (such us the impact of the relief
road and the introduction of one-way systems or pedestrianized
areas).

NOTED – change to text as suggested
would improve wording of Appendix
8 brief.

ACTION - add in text to
Appendix 8 as suggested

OTP Transport - we are of the opinion that the policy statement in
Appendix 8 should be strengthened to read as follows;
Appendix 8: East of Otley Transport Study Brief Outline.
Otley’s road network is unpredictable and vulnerable to congestion.
The proposed Eastern Relief Road will have a substantial impact on
existing traffic flows (both local and through traffic) as will the
additional traffic generated by the East of Otley development and
other developments in the wider area.
The following are considered to be the key issues for the East of Otley
Transport Study:• The study to be founded on a detailed traffic model: well calibrated
by surveys of current traffic flows including the collection of sufficient
origin/destination data, covering the town centre in sufficient detail

NOTED – change to text as
highlighted would improve wording
of Appendix 8 brief.

ACTION - add in highlighted
text to Appendix 8 as
suggested

Appendix 8 – EoO
Transport Study
Brief
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to give meaningful results, extending beyond the Otley area
sufficiently to assess the wider consequences of the relief road.

Appendix 9 –
Community Facilities

Lichfields/Persimmon - The NDP requires the preparation of a
Transport Study and refers to the required scope of this at Appendix 8.
The inclusion of this within the NDP is overly restricting and predetermines the outcome of the scoping exercise for the Transport
Study that will be required to be submitted with the planning
application and the transport assessment within the Environmental
Impact Assessment. These scoping exercises will be undertaken with
the statutory highways and planning authorities and the scope of the
analysis should not be included in the NDP prior to these exercises
having been completed. Appendix 8 should therefore be removed
from the NDP.
Appx 9 should be expanded to include the Police Station and Fire
Station. X2

NOTED – rather than ‘predetermining’, it is considered that
Appendix 8 ‘informs’ both the
scoping exercise and transport
assessment from the community’s
perspective. NB it may not be
possible to require that the scoping
exercise and transport assessment
reflect the Appendix 8 brief. Policy
should instead state that the study
should reflect the brief.
AGREE – add facilities to Appendix 9,
together with paragraph in
supporting evidence base document
for each, setting out their value to
the community.

ACTION – as indicated

Provided Appendix 9 detailed list is amended to include the following
facilities: police station; fire station; Woolpack Studio.

AGREE – add facilities to Appendix 9,
together with paragraph in
supporting evidence base document
for each, setting out their value to
the community.

ACTION – add facilities to
Appendix 9 and evidence base
document as suggested.

Suggest add Police Station, Fire Station and Gospel Hall on Cross Green
to list in Appendix 9

AGREE – add facilities to Appendix 9,
together with paragraph in
supporting evidence base document
for each, setting out their value to
the community.

ACTION – add facilities to
Appendix 9 and evidence base
document as suggested.

LCC - Otley Civic Centre is described as a Civic and Community Facility
and should be retained for such uses. There is no agreement from the
Council to retain as a community facility. This would impose restriction
on the future use of the building (Appendix 9).

NOTED – it’s Appendix 9 entry can be
repeated under other categories,
with the possible exception of ‘sports
and leisure’ in order to address this

ACTION – amend Appendix 9
and evidence base document
as set out under note.
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ACTION – add facilities to
Appendix 9 and evidence base
document as suggested.

concern. Centre has always fulfilled a
community facility function – policy
intention is to protect it in this role.
Breadth of possible uses embraced
by this function is not unduly
restrictive.

Appendix 10 Schools

Appendix 11 Greenway

LCC - The appendix could include supplementary information on the
importance of specific community facilities but they should be
specified within the policy.

DISAGREE – supplementary
information is provided in an
evidence base document. Given the
number of facilities involved, this is
considered impractical. Common
sense in this case to have the
additional information in an appendix
with reference to it in the policy. NB
this concurs with LCC advice provided
post-consultation.

NO ACTION

Appendix 9 - the Whartons Primary School is an Otley and Leeds CC
school and should be included.

NOTED – the school lies outside the
NA so cannot be covered by NP
planning policy.
NOTED – check information at source
before submission of NP. NP can only
be based on most up-to-date
information at time of writing.
NOTED – more information could be
provided to beef up the appendix.

NO ACTION

NOTED – it is already included as a
project – ref ‘Transport & Travel’
‘community actions’ (P84) and
‘project delivery plan’ (P102). Only its
line is protected via policy.
NOTED

NO ACTION

LCC - Future-proofing of the plan is important. This information will
soon become out of date.
LCC - There are concerns that the data presented relating to
projections will become out of date quickly.
LCC - The reference to Wharfedale Greenway could be supplemented
by evidence and information on what it is and what work has been
undertaken to secure it.
LCC - This would be better suited as a project.

Appendix 12 Glossary

LCC - This is a useful addition to the plan.
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ACTION – review evidence at
source before finalising NP for
submission.
ACTION – add evidence and
information to flesh out
appendix.

NO ACTION

NP Map

LCC - A check on map clarity is recommended.

AGREE – NP Map needs to be
thoroughly checked for
accuracy/clarity prior to production
of submission version.

ACTION – check NP Map as
indicated.

LCC - There are numerous references in policy to "The Neighbourhood
Plan Map". It would read better if these references were followed by a
specific reference to the map/plan in question, for example, Map 2:
Otley Special Landscape Area.

DISAGREE – The NP Map is the NP
Map, ie the large A0 folded map
housed inside the back cover of the
document, clearly labelled ‘The
Neighbourhood Plan Map’ in large
upper case text. No other reference
is needed. Where other maps within
the document are referred to, they
are clearly referenced as Map 1, Map
2 with page number given.

NO ACTION

Natural England - the addition of Great Dib Wood SSSI to the
Neighbourhood Plan Map is strongly encouraged in order to
emphasise the importance and national protection this site receives.

DISAGREE – there is no NP policy
which relates to the SSSI and
therefore no need to show it on what
is effectively the NP ‘proposals map’.
The SSSI is shown on Map 4 P25.

NO ACTION

Natural England - The addition of Nidderdale AONB on the relevant
maps throughout the Plan is also encouraged, as the boundaries of
Otley Parish and the designated landscape meet each other for a
significant distance.

NOTED – the AONB can be added to
Map 4 P25 which already shows
other areas of natural value outside
the NA.

ACTION – add AONB
information to Map 4 as
indicated.

Lichfields/Persimmon - The NDP establishes a requirement for new
proposed cycling and walking routes and these are shown on Maps 9
and 10. Whilst we do not disagree with the generality of the routes
outlined within these maps or the aspiration for cycling and pedestrian
permeability and access to countryside to the east of Otley and linking
with longer distance networks, we feel that these maps should not
limit the scope to provide new alternative routes within the area,
which will be formulated during the scheme master planning exercise.

NOTED – it is accepted that the
master planning exercise may
suggest other alternative routes. That
said, it is expected that a robust
exercise will take as one of its key
starting points existing definitive
PROW and other existing routes,
especially important links such as
East Busk Lane, so that proposals are

NO ACTION
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General - Maps

Lichfields/Persimmon - the draft NDP routes should be interpreted
flexibly, such that they indicate a general requirement rather than a
specific route. The NDP should make this clear.

responsive to local site
characteristics rather than imposed
upon them.

I would urge the council to consider including this footpath and verge
(ie Croft House Drive to Weston Ridge) within the green colouring as
LGI, as the verge in particular is vulnerable to encroachment (as new
fencing to the rear of one of the adjoining properties testifies.

AGREE – this makes sense in the
context of the agreement to include
the footpath in LGI recorded
elsewhere in the grid.

ACTION – amend LGI coverage
on map as suggested.

The green colouring delineating the Weston Ridge Amenity Space
might need to be checked. On a small scale plan it is difficult to be sure
that the colouring includes all the relevant pieces of amenity land (ie
the land west of the junction of Weston Ridge with Weston Crescent,
the land between Weston Crescent and Kell Beck, the land east of Kell
Beck and the land at the junction of Weston Ridge and the Croft House
Road-Weston Ridge footpath.
LCC - A check on map clarity is recommended.

AGREE – NP Map needs to be
thoroughly checked for
accuracy/clarity prior to production
of submission version.

ACTION – check NP Map as
indicated

AGREE – all maps need to be
thoroughly checked for accuracy/
clarity prior to production of
submission version.

ACTION – check all maps as
indicated

LCC - Map 4 (P25) – The Pollinator Pathway Project is visible on the
map but is this the only biodiversity project happening in Otley? And is
there landowner support of this project? It may be better to remove
this reference as it distorts the objective of this map.

NOTED – no awareness of other
biodiversity projects. Indicated
project has landowner support.
Agree re removal of map ref to
project.

ACTION – remove Pollinator
Project ref from Map 4.

LCC - Map 5 (P27) – The existing Updated 2014 Leeds Habitat Network
may be better shown in one colour and the extensions in another
single colour – the current use of colours makes it difficult to
distinguish between the two.

NOTED – acknowledged that
distinguishing between colours in
difficult. But specific habitat
information is valuable and should be
retained if at all possible – explore
improving on colour scheme.

ACTION – explore other colour
scheme options for map as
suggested.
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General-Policy
indexing
General –
Timing/Risks

General - CIL

General – SAP
referencing/futureproofing
General - Design

Natural England - The addition of Nidderdale AONB on the relevant
maps throughout the Plan is also encouraged, as the boundaries of
Otley Parish and the designated landscape meet each other for a
significant distance.

NOTED – the AONB can be added to
Map 4 P25 which already shows
other areas of natural value outside
the NA.

ACTION – add AONB
information to Map 4 as
indicated.

NYCC - it would be useful if the plan of natural heritage assets in Otley
on page 25 included sites within North Yorkshire that lie adjacent to
the boundary such as Weston Park candidate SINC which lies adjacent
to Throstle Nest.

AGREE – would be consistent with
adding AONB information and
habitat information outside the NA
already shown.

ACTION – source and add
information as suggested.

Map 10 (P79) – it correctly shows the route of the Six Dales Trail but
the red line delineating the footpath links through Croft House Drive is
misaligned. The footpath from Newall Carr Road does not run between
the back gardens of Croft house Drive and The Oval as shown on Map
10; it leads into Croft House Drive and walkers must then follow a
short length of the road to join the east-west footpath along the
southern boundary of the hospital site.
LCC - A policy list at the beginning would help navigation.

NOTED – Map 10 needs to be
checked for accuracy.

ACTION – check map for
accuracy as indicated

NOTED – suggest either new list or
incorporation into contents list.
NOTED

ACTION – add policy list as
suggested
NO ACTION

NOTED – the Project Delivery Plan
(Chapter 6/P98-105) already does
this.

NO ACTION

AGREE

ACTION – ‘future proof’ NP as
suggested

NOTED – OTC would be happy to be
involved in a design-focussed
workshop as suggested.

ACTION – take up offer of
suggested workshop once post
consultation policy revisions
agreed by OTC as basis for
workshop.

LCC - As you will be aware, the Site Allocations Plan was submitted to
the Secretary of State for Examination in Public on 5th May 2017. The
Examination is due to start in October of this year and will consider
non-housing issues. Housing issues will be considered in the spring.
LCC - The plan could be more specific generally about potential CIL
receipts from the proposed allocations/developments and tie these to
the proposed community actions that come in each section of the Plan
– Holbeck’s Delivery Plan is a good example of this.
LCC - When the submission plan is drafted suggest a ‘future proofing’
check is undertaken. For example, references to pre-submission SAP
(refer to the Submission Draft Site Allocations Plan).
LCC - The emerging Neighbourhood Plan Design Guidance being
prepared by the Council and the forthcoming Leeds Beckett
Masterclass on 16 November (details to be announced) will be an
excellent opportunity to assist on design issues generally and to
explore opportunities for the East of Otley site. Given the complexity
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General - Highways

General Biodiversity

of the issues it is felt that a design-focussed workshop with the key
stakeholders would be particularly beneficial.
LCC - The neighbourhood plan supports the identified development
sites in Otley and it does not put any onerous requirements on the
Highway Authority.
LCC - A good biodiversity enhancement for new buildings in Otley
would be the provision of integral (within built structures) bat roosting
units (such as bat bricks) and bird nesting features (such as Swift
bricks) and a stated ratio of these per new building i.e. one per new
house/dwelling, 10 per school etc. This would help make Otley a
“Wildlife Town”.

More could be said about the contribution that trees and green
infrastructure can make in terms of air quality and carbon storage.

General –
Renewable Energy

NFU - In the NPPF the government makes a number of very important
statements related to this the development of renewable energy.
Paragraphs 95 to 98 make a number key points including: ‘local
planning authorities should recognise the responsibility on all
communities to contribute to energy generation from renewable or
low carbon sources’ (para 97); ‘have a positive strategy to promote
energy from renewable and low carbon sources’ which ‘maximise
renewable and low carbon energy sources’. Renewable energy
represents an important opportunity for farms to reduce their energy
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NOTED

NO ACTION

NOTED – Policy GE5 AND Core
Strategy G9 address increased
biodiversity for all development
throughout the NP area. The
proposed wording is considered to be
far too specific and onerous on
developers to include in policies and
contrary to higher level planning
policy. Could include encouragement
of swift and bat features as a
‘community action’ under ‘Green
Environment’.

ACTION – add to community
actions as suggested.

1) NOTED – value of green
infrastructure re air quality and
carbon storage could be added to
preamble of Policy GE2 LGI.
2) NOTED – contribution of trees
could be added either to GE10
preamble and/or to P35 community
actions/trees preamble.
NOTED – renewable/low carbon
energy is to be addressed in ‘Green
Environment’ under community
actions in line with agreed actions
recorded elsewhere in this grid. Otley
already has a newly established
hydro-electric scheme operating on
the River Wharfe. In planning policy
terms, LCC Core Strategy and Natural

1) ACTION – add text as
indicated.
2) ACTION – add text as
indicated.

NO ACTION

General –
Diversification,
economic growth &
farming

General - NP

bills and also to create revenue that can help support farming activity.
We understand that this can be a
contentious issue within communities and are aware that early
consultation with those that are either impacted or
likely to gain is crucial.
NFU - Food production is a key priority for economic growth both
nationally but also importantly in such a rural area. In the Government
white paper ‘Local Growth: realising every place’s potential’ the
Government makes clear that the first priority “is to return the
nation’s economy to health”. This includes creating “the conditions
that will help business and gets the economy growing” and this
includes the support for farming enterprises so vital to the rural
economy and enabling them to remain viable through diversified
enterprises. We would expect that any proposals for developing farms
will take this into account.

Resources and Waste DPD policies
apply.

NOTED – it is considered that the NP
creates the conditions for supporting
both Otley’s employment/economic
base and its rural environment. This
is within the context of higher level
LCC policies which already support
rural/farm diversification.

NO ACTION

NFU - Diversification is in line with National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) that provides that local authorities should support
development that enables farmers to become more competitive and
sustainable and diversify into new opportunities. A key message within
the NPPF is the need for economic growth. “A positive planning
system is essential, because without growth, a sustainable future
cannot be achieved. Therefore, significant weight should be placed on
theneed to support economic growth through the planning
system…the default answer to development proposals is yes.”
Historic England - We welcome and support the draft Neighbourhood
Plan.

NOTED – the NP has been prepared
within this national context and
within the more detailed and
supportive context of the LCC
adopted Core Strategy.

NO ACTION

NOTED

NO ACTION

MP - I broadly support of all the policies set out in the plan.

NOTED

NO ACTION

NFU - Our members within the neighbourhood area are no exception
and given that the area is largely farmed, it is clear that any form of
Neighbourhood Plan must adequately address the issues and
opportunities of farming.

NOTED – while there are farms
within the NA, it is inaccurate to state
that Otley is “largely farmed”. From a
planning policy perspective, the
issues and opportunities of farming
in Otley are already addressed by

NO ACTION
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higher level LCC planning policies. No
issues – planning or non-planning –
have been raised so far in 3 rounds of
community consultation which has
included the farming community.
Lichfields/Persimmon - PHWY welcomes the preparation of the NDP
for Otley and believes that the document, as part of the Development
Plan covering the area, will represent a helpful tool to secure high
quality and appropriately located development in the town over the
emerging period. Read with the adopted Leeds Core Strategy and the
Leeds Sites Allocation Plan, extensive guidance can be given to
developers and landowners such that the aspirations of local people
expressed through these documents, can be secured for the benefit of
Otley’s residents, those working in the town and those visiting.

NOTED

NO ACTION

Lichfields/Persimmon - The pre-submission NDP addresses many of
the matters that will be faced by Otley and PHWY considers that the
reach of the document, while admirable, could be reduced to remove
duplication of policies contained in the Leeds Core Strategy and,
indeed, emerging Sites Allocation Plan.

NOTED – there is not considered to
be any duplication of Core Strategy
policies. As the SAP is not yet
adopted and is highly unlikely to be
adopted before the NP is examined,
there will not be any duplication of
SAP policies in the eyes of an
examiner as he/she will not be
examining the NP against the
unadopted SAP as it does not form
part of the adopted development
plan.

NO ACTION

Lichfields/Persimmon - Further, it is considered that while reflecting
the feedback received from local people by the NDP Group, who have
led on the preparation of the NDP, in relation to the development
allocated to the town in the Development Plan (Core Strategy and
Sites Allocations Plan), this somewhat albeit unexpected negativity
should be removed from the NDP such that it may constitute a policy
document looking to positively plan for the future of the town in the

NOTED – the NP reflects, as it should,
the views of the community. Where
those views are negative in relation
to an issue, it is important to report
those views in order to paint an
accurate picture for a community
which will ultimately vote on the NP

NO ACTION
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long term. This feedback could, for example, be appropriately
contained in a supplementary Consultation Report, representing part
of the evidence base underpinning the NDP.

at referendum. Any negativity is
confined to supporting text and is not
reflected in the NP’s planning policies
which seek to plan positively for the
NA. The more detailed views of the
community and the NP response to
them will form part of a Consultation
Statement to be submitted to LCC
with the NP.

Lichfields/Persimmon - PHWY’s main concern is that all components of
the Development Plan are aligned and compliant with each other in
order to guide the decision making process for planning applications.

NOTED – as no egs are given of
where this is not the case, it is
assumed that the consultee is
satisfied in this regard.

NO ACTION

Generally well thought out and good for the town.

NOTED

NO ACTION

I very much welcome the idea of the Neighbourhood Plan. Clearly it
cannot be used as a vehicle to stop local communities prevent
development, but it at least gives us a voice, and (in Otley's case at
least) has been put together by individuals with genuine concerns over
the town's future (although I suspect it still gets vetted by the
developer community during the process).

NOTED – the developer community,
as a community which ‘lives, works
and carries out business in the NA’
has as much right to ‘vet’/be
consulted on/comment on the NP as
any other community or individual
that fits that description. That said, it
has no more or less influence on the
NP content than any other.

NO ACTION
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